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PREFACE 

This symposium on ice problems was sponsored by the U.S. Army Cold 

Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory and was held on the campus of 

Dartmouth College. The organizing committee, headed by Mr. G. Franken

stein of CRREL, was made up of members of CRREL and Dartmouth. 

The chairman of the organizing committee would like to thank Mr. 

S. DenHartog of CRREL and Mr. R. MacMillen of Dartmouth for their tremen

dous assistance. 

Requests for copies of the proceedings should be addressed to Mr. 

Frankenstein at CRREL, Box 282, Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S.A. 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IA~) 


Committee on Ice Problems 

International Symposium on Ice Problems 


18-21 August 1975 

Hanover, New Hampshire 

Welcoming Address 

Colonel Robert L. Crosby 

Commander and Director 


USACRREL 


On behalf of the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 
and the United States Army Corps of Engineers, it is my pleasure to welcome 
each of you as participants in the International Association of Hydraulics 
Research Symposium on Ice Problems. I believe it is appropriate to note 
that future developments in the northern latitudes in general and petroleum 
developments in the Arctic Basin in particular, have serious implications 
with regard to ice problems of many different types. It is satisfying 
to know that this group, individually and collectively, is seeking to expand 
our understanding of the fundamental properties of ice and of icing phenomena. 

I am sure that this Symposium will provide the opportunity for a 
mutually beneficial exchange of information among the participants. I hope 
that you will enjoy your brief stay in Hanover and will find your visit to 
CRREL to be interesting. 



International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on Ice Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

Address of the Chairman 

o. Starosolszky 

Colonel Crosby, Mr. Vice-president! 

Distinguished Participants! 

Ladies and Gentlemen! 


I feel myself very much honoured for having been elected chairman 
of the Committee on Ice Problems of the International Association for 
Hydraulic Research. 

My first duty is to express on behalf of our Committee sincere 
gratitude to the hosts, to the U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering Laboratory for inviting us to this wonderful campus and 
for the facilities. 

Our Committee represents the Section for Ice Problems of our 
Association and has its purpose to foster a bond between those concerned 
with ice problems in general and in connection with hydraulic structures. 

Our task is in particular - according to the by-laws - to encourage 

exchange of information and dissemination of results 
from applied research, 

discussion among engineers and scientists on research 
progress, and 

collaboration of research organizations in pursuing 
relevant research. 

International cooperation is based on fact that ice, just as water, 
does not respect political borders and its properties and basic behaviour 
are identical allover the Globe. There is no American and no European ice, 
only plain ice! 
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Our Committee was established at the Montreal Congress of 1959. 
Successful ventures such as seminars during IAHR Congresses and independent 
Symposia demonstrated the common interests of ice experts. There can be no 
doubt that these ventures have contributed significantly to the dissemination 
of scientific knowledge concerning ice. 

There is, I believe, no need to draw your attention to the ever
growing economic importance of new fields and new resources for improving 
the conditions of human life. Nevertheless, I should be permitted to 
underline the importance of our activity when considering the further future 
of mankind. 

The growing demands of mankind for power and food must be met by 
stepping up their production. For promoting human welfare new resources 
must be explored and developed and the hazards jeopardizing such uses 
must be eliminated or the chances of their occurrence must be reduced to a 
minimum. 

Ice covers a considerable part of our Globe permanently or periodically. 
This ice cover may develop over land, seas, lakes and rivers, and hinder 
on the one hand the exploitation of resources, and endanger on the other 
hand human activities and sometimes even human life. Our goal may be 
either to promote the exploitation of natural resources by improving the 
methods thereof under ice conditions or to take measures of protection against 
ice. 

These are global problems which can be solved more effectively by 
international efforts. 

International cooperation has in this field long traditions referring 
here to the exploration of the Antarctic and Arctic Regions. 

The interest of the different nations varies in intensity, in that 
Northern countries, such as Canada, the United States and the USSR have 
first-order interest, while others are interested because of their hard 
winters, or because of the glaciers in their mountains. 

Our interest in the solution of ice problems cannot be confined to 
the countries located under northern climates, mainly on the Northern 
Hemisphere, and utilizing the results directly. All countries of the Globe 
must be interested when dealing with problems affecting the future of 
Mankind. 

It should be recognized, however, that the countries faced with 
ice problems directly, and located in the Northern Hemisphere, will carry 
the main burden of ice research. 

Our Committee has the privilege and duty to promote this internationa; 
cooperation and to mobilize the efforts for the benefit of development. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen! 

I have the pleasure of announcing to you, that a resolution was adopted 
at our Committee Meeting yesterday to organize task force groups on voluntary 
basis. The main objective of these task force groups is to compile state 
of art reports, to survey the situation 

in river ice hydraulics, 

in river thermodynamics, 

in the mechanical properties of ice, 

in interactions between hydraulic 3tructures and ice, 

in ice control, and 

- in sea ice hydraulics. 

These are the subjects which can be elaborated by your c ontributions. 

I invite you to participate in these efforts. The volunteers willing 
to cooperate should kindly contact the members of our Committee, especially 
Dr. Ashton, Secretary of the Committee. 

Your contribution is essential to the successful completion of 
our work from whi c h the whole engineering community is expected to 
benefit . 

We already have one Task Force Group, headed by Dr. Schwarz, and their 
work will be reported on just after my address. 

We believe this way of conveying cooperation will serve general 
interests. 

This Symposium is in accordance with the views mentioned before. 

The extended navigation season on inland waterways makes it possible 
to utilize low-cost shipping, which consumes small amounts of energy. Ice 
jam control is a special form of protecting the human environment against 
disasters. The effects of sea on marine structures is a crucial question 
in the expansion of the human life - sphere to the oceans and in the 
exploitation of their natural resources. In other words, our recent 
Symposium is an important contribution to the improvement of human welfare. 

In this concept I wish the participants much success in their contri
butions during the Symposium! 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

PROLONGATION OF INLAND NAVIGATION TERMS 
IN THE USSR 

Balanin, V. V. Rector of Water Leningrad 
Transport Institute USSR 

Climatic conditions in different regions of the Soviet Union, 
that is of sizable extent both on latitude and the meridian, differ 
considerably. At the same time it is to be noted that a large part 
of its territory lies beyond the Polar circle, while still greater 
extent, though located southward, is in the zone of severe climatic 
conditions. All this sets waterways of these regions ice-bound for 
a long time and hence unserviceable for navigation, unless any 
special measures are adopted. More detailed description of ice regime 
on different rivers is given in the paper (1). Taking into account 
the importance of inland water transport in the operation of the 
whole transport system in the country (in separate regions, in 
Siberia for example, it is the main kind of transport), the 
significance of the problem to prolong the terms of navigation in 
the USSR is obvious enough. 

The problem to prolong the navigation terms, like most other 
large-scale national-economic problems has a striking engineering 
and economic nature. The solution of this problem calls for finding 
out series of technical means as well as their optimum combination 
with specific economic conditions (freight turnover, distance of 
transportation, prolongation of navigation terms), that would 
guarantee minimum expenditures for transportation of goods as well 
as its high economic efficiency as compared to other kinds of trans
port that might be used under present specific conditions. 

Summarizing the stored experience to prolong the terms of 
navigation in our country, the following principal trends and stages 
for prolonging the navigation period may be pointed out: 
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(a) Complete usage of the whole period of physical navigation, 
that is operation of transport fleet during the whole period of 
navigation and distribution of ships into creeks during autumn ice
drift and at the beginning of freezing. 

(b) Determination and usage of exact and guaranteed terms of 
annual start and completion of transport fleet operation irrespective
ly of ice conditions of each year, that would essentially improve the 
operation of water transport and its exploitation by users. 

(c) Prolongation of the navigation period on some sections of 
the waterways above the mentioned guaranteed terms up to all-the-year
round navigation, that is caused by special needs of national economy 
and high economic efficiency. 

Prolongation of navigation period is carried out principally 
according to the above-mentioned procedure, though sometimes there 
happen some deviations: for instance, conducting expedition voyages 
in spring on water storages and tributaries to deliver cargo during 
the high flood period along them. 

Characteristics of the navigable channel present principal 
subject that has a great influence on the economic indices of trans
portation. 

Three principal types of channels may be mentioned: 

(a) The channel that is packed with broken ice. 

(b) The channel that is regularly cleaned from ice. 

(c) The channel in which ice formation is prevented by using 
some or other technical appliances. 

The advantage of the first type channel is that it practically 
brings no essential changes in the thermal regime of the reservoirs, 
as heat irradiation through the broken ice layer is nearly the same 
as that of the compact ice. Such channels in the reservoirs with small 
flow velocities (in lakes in particular), where current velocities 
are negligible is firmly kept up. If the navigation is rather 
intensive and the climatic conditions are not very severe, the broken 
ice has no time to freeze together. This is also prevented by 
agitation of the water in the reservoirs called forth by the propellers 
of passing through the channel ships that results in raising deep warm 
water to the surface. A striking example of such a channel are navig
able routes on Lake Maloren in Sweden. A channel like that is expected 
to be created in the USSR on the Dnieprodzerzhinsky water reservoir. 
An essential disadvantage of such channels is a great resistance 
exposed to passing ships and hence sharp speed reduction of the ship's 
speed down to about 50% as compared to that of the open water. The 
more severe are the climatic conditions of the region, the less 
intensive is the navigation on the given channel section, that is the 
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more active is freezing up of the broken ice, the more intensive is 
the above-mentioned reduction of the ship's speed within the channel. 

Particularly unfavourable conditions for navigation are 
created on the channels which are created in the streams with more or 
less considerable velocities of the flow that causes transposition of 
the broken ice in one direction as well as its hummocking and as a 
result of subsequent ship passages the thickness of the ice cover 
increases sharply. After several ship passages at substantial 
intervals there arises a necessity either to make a new channel if it 
is possible, or to stop the navigation. 

In different countries (USSR, USA and some others) with the 
object of eliminating the principal drawback peculiar to the channels 
filled with broken ice and causing great resistance to the fleet 
movement there has been suggested a number of devices providing either 
breaking of the ice and its removal from the navigable channel or 
only removal of preliminary broken ice. 

Leaving out of consideration the design of these separate 
devices, it is to be pointed out here, that all of them provide 
disposition of broken and picked up from the channel ice either on 
the ice cover surface at the edge of the navigable channel, or under 
the ice cover at the above-mentioned edge. It is absolutely evident 
that to prolong navigation for a long period at negative temperatures 
of ambient air one-time clearing the channel from ice is insufficient. 
To maintain the channel free from ice regular operations of ice-clearing 
aggregate are absolutely necessary; the aggregate is usually used 
when the thickness of the ice-cover increases to such an extent that 
essentially causes resistance to the fleet movement. It is not 
difficult to determine the volume of the picked up ice from the channel 
per month. Suppose the channel is 40 m width (that is a minimum width 
to provide two-line movement of modern ships along the main waterway) 
at the temperature of ambient air -20oe. This volume will make about 
60 m3 per 1 linear meter of the channel. 

To place this picked up ice on both sides of the ice-cover 
surface, it is necessary to make spoil heaps up to 5-6 m height and 
about 10 m width in their footing. It is evident that such ice-spoil
heaps on the ice-cover surface will cause its straining and crushing. 
As an after-effect, the navigable channel will be refilled with ice. 
To place such a large quantity of ice under the ice-cover is still 
less probable. It is to be noted here, that the volume of the picked 
up ice from the navigable channel depends upon the frequency of its 
clearing. The more frequent is the clearing, the larger is the 
volume of the picked up ice from the channel; the less is the ice
cover thickness at constant air temperature, the more intensive is 
ice formation. It is to be pointed out that the maintenance of such 
de-iced channels will undoubtedly influence and change, somehow, 
the thermal regime of the reservoir or water-flow. In the water 
flows with considerable flow velocities sludge formation is very 
likely to take place that will hamper the navigation. 
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All stated above proves that to maintain channels open and de
iced is expedient only in spring when average day temperatures are 
above or a little below OOC. That is, once cleared from thick ice
cover channel would not entirely or almost entirely get ice-bound 
and therefore no repeated clearing would be required. 

The third type of the channel, within which ice-cover formation 
is prevented, may operate only in case the water (the temperature of 
which is higher than that of freezing) is supplied to the surface of 
the navigable channel. Nowadays there are objective favourable 
conditions for creating such de-iced navigable channels. These 
favourable conditions are stipulated by sharp increase of the specific 
capacity of some aggregates of thermal and atomic power-stations, 
that reach about 1.200 thousand kwt while their summary capacity is 
about 6.0 million kwt. 

To ensure normal operation conditions for such thermal giants, 
dozens and hundreds of cubic meters per second of cold water are 
required. The former methods for cooling water by means of tower
coolers in the ponds, nowadays proves to be not economic. 

The most rational solution of this problem is the extensive 
use of powerful water storages created while constructing hydropower 
stations. However, it is to be noted here that disorderly large 
warm water discharge into the water storages may result in their thermal 
pollution that negatively affects the flora and fauna of the water 
storage as well as on fishery that widely uses the above-mentioned 
water storages. These powerful water storages are also used as the 
main waterways. The water storages on the Volga, Kama, Dnieper and 
some other rivers may offer a good example of it. That is why, it is 
here, that heavy freight traffic may be envisaged. This freight 
traffic volume should justify all the e~enses for creating de-iced 
navigable channels in winter to maintain all-the-year-round navigation. 

All these problems may be solved provided the disorderly warm 
water discharge is substituted by definite discharge into the fixed 
limited canals, warm deep waters of the powerful water storages being 
used as well. The cascade of hydroengineering complexes is typical 
for our main rivers. From the point of view we are interested in 
there may be defined three peculiar zones (Fig. 1) in a water storage 
of the cascade. The first zone is arranged immediately down the 
stream of the upper hydroengineering complex and has a lane, caused 
by the warm water discharge from the upper water storage. The extent 
of such lanes differs considerably depending on the operation schedule 
of the hydro-power station as well as on the temperature of ambient 
air. However, it is to be noted that the limited dimensions of the 
lane are also conditioned by heat dissipation occurring here due to 
the turbelent exchange of the discharged warm water stream and the 
water of the reservoir, because the width of the flowbed downstream 
of the hydroengineering complex is usually much larger than the stream 
width discharged from the hydro-power station. 
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In this connection, it is possible to secure considerable 
increase of the lane length, provided the potentialities of mass
exchange along its lateral surfaces are limited. This may be 
achieved by means of screens manufactured of synthetic film mounted 
on the floats as it is shown in Figure 2. The installation of such 
screens will also provide the possibility to play the discharged 
warm water stream on the desired direction, that is on the navigable 
channel. 

Downstream the stable lane limits, where intensive sludge 
formation usually takes place, it is necessary to provide the discharge 
of warm cooling water of the thermal or atomic power-stations, as it 
is shown schematically in Figure 3. To prevent this warm water from 
suction by the water-intake section of the cooling system, between the 
water-intake and water-discharge of the system, a separate section of 
the channel equipped with intensively operating pneumatic installations 
is introduced. It is evident that ships will have no troubles when 
overcoming this channel section. To direct the discharged warm water 
after its cooling to the water receivers of the next thermal or atomic 
power-station without any waste of heat and any heat pollution of the 
reservoir, it is to be transported along the canal, the cross-section 
of which is determined both by navigation needs and by the conditions 
of transporting the discharged water. This canal may be also formed 
by synthetic films lowered to the bottom of the reservoir where the 
depths are close to the required navigable depth (Fig. 4a), or having 
besides the lateral surfaces the bottom where the water depth is too 
big (Fig. 4b). To aboid considerable transverse load on side walls 
of the canal that are not designed for such loads, it is necessary 
to create a water slope in the canal nearly equal to that of the water 
storage of given cross-section. This is achieved by conformable 
changes of the canal cross-section along its length as the water slope 
along the water storage is gradually reduced. Let us assume, that the 
water depth in the canal is maintained nearly constant, while the 
cross-section of the canal is rectangular, then using the following 
equation from the Chezy formula for the width, where the factor of 
Chezy is determined according to the Manning formula C = 1.49/n Rl / 6 

hydraulic radius being equal to the depth. 

b n Q 
1.49 hS/ 3 Jl/2 

where 	 b - the unknown quantity of the canal width 
Q - the discharge 
n - Manning factor of the flow bed roughness 
h - the depth 
J - the slope 

The canal of the cross section mentioned, that is of variable width, 
runs lengthways the water storage, all along of which several thermal 
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or atomic power-stations are dispositioned. These stations are 
dispositioned at such distances that ensure cooling of the discharged 
warm water up to the designed temperature. During warm season of the 
year the extent of the canals may be correspondingly increased by 
introducing additional canal lines. 

On the third section of the water storage, where water slopes 
are extremely small, and the flow direction towards hydro-power 
station often deflects from that of the navigation channel, and the 
creation of the canal of necessary width may be complicated here, it 
is expedient to use the heat of deep waters which have here the 
greatest temperature. 

To avoid waste of heat while lifting water from the depth to 
the surface, it is expedient to limit the region of ascending flow 
by means of the synthetic films placed in the way shown in Figure 5. 
This will sharply reduce heat losses in the jet because of the 
turbulent exchange. 

All the described above offers an opportunity to approximate 
finally to the problem of all-the-year-round navigation on the main 
waterways with heavy freight turnover when in definite places of the 
water storages thermal and atomic power-stations are constructed. 

As it was previously stated, prolongation of the navigation 
terms is a complex problem, which is to be solved in stages and in the 
first stages of this work, a complex plan for rather a long-term 
perspective is to be worked out. Such an approach gives the possibility 
to arrange the work in such a way that the works of the first stages 
would gradually make an integral part of the subsequent stages of the 
whole problem. 

At present, the principle technical means, that practically may 
be used to prolong the terms of navigation are different modifications 
of ice-breakers that were discussed in the paper (1) as well as the 
attachments to ice-breakers and pushers, variety of which is also given 
in the paper. This favours to solve the problem of the first stage 
according to the above-described classification along the full length 
of the waterway of the single deep-water system of the European part 
and partially on the Siberian rivers in our country and proceed to 
solving the problems of the second stage. In some cases under most 
favourable conditions it is possible to realize all-the-year-round 
navigation with high frequency of shipping as well as expeditional 
voyages to the tributaries during spring till breaking up of the 
large water storage. All this is carried out on navigable channels 
either filled with broken ice or while clearing the channel from the 
broken ice when no repeated passages of corresponding arrangements, 
such as pushers with attachments, are required. Intensively used 
nowadays expansion of the net of thermal and atomic power-stations 
if they are placed with due regard for demands of all branches of 
national economy interested, water transport including, will give the 
possibility to complete the second stage of prolonging the navigation 
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terms according to the previously mentioned classification and if 
the solution is economically substantiated proceed in full scale to 
the third stage. Naturally, in the latter case it is necessary to 
have in view the creation of navigable channels where ice formation 
would be practically eliminated. 

References: 

1. 	 V. P. Aleksandrov, V. V. Balanin, G. F. Onipchenko, V. P. Tronin, 
"Inland navigation and maintenance of hydro-technical structures 
under negative air temperatures in the presence of ice." This 
volume. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

ICE PROBLEMS IN LOCKS AND CANALS 

ON THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER 

W. E. Webb, Eng. 
Chief, Civil Engineering 

The St. Lawrence CanadaW. F. Blair, Eng. Seaway AuthorityChief, Operational 
Systems Analysis 

Since the days of the early explorers, ice conditions 
have governed the length of the navigation season on 
the St. Lawrence River. Today we have year-round navi
gation on the St. Lawrence as far upstream as Montreal. 
Above this point, however, navigation is still closed 
duri n g the win t e r m0 nth s due t 0 ice con d i t ion s . The· 
present navigation season above Montreal is approximately 
April 1 to December 15 although some difficulty is still 
experienced in attaining these dates. 

The St. Lawrence River generally flows in a north
easterly direction from its source in Lake Ontario near 
Ki ngston to the Gul f (see Fi gure 1). Ice probl ems occur 
first in the furthest downstream and most northerly canal
ized section, the South Shore Canal near Montreal. 

This paper briefly describes the major problems related 
to operating locks and canals under the conditions 
encountered during the opening and closing periods and 
the improvements which have been carried out to minimize 
the effects of cold weather. 

Icing problems can be divided into two categories: 
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those related to ice formed through direct contact 
of equipment and structures with water; and those 
related to interference from floating ice in canals 
and at locks. Ice formation on lock walls may result 
either from direct contact with water or by floating 
ice freezing to the chilled wall surfaces. 

The formation of ice on lock equipment and structures is 

particularly troublesome at mitre gates where it forms on 

the steel gates and on the timber bumpers in the recesses. 

This prevents the gates from opening fully. Ice forms 

as well on other lock equipment such as gate machinery, 

ship arrestors and sector gates and must be removed or 

prevented from forming to allow normal operation. Heavy 

snowfalls can interfere with the operation of bridges 

and generally make access along the lock coping difficult. 


Floating ice tends to obstruct the movement of vessels in 

the lock approaches, particularly in the lock itself. 

Floating ice also adheres to the lock walls near the 

waterline (often being crushed against the walls by 

vessels) frequently building up a sufficient thickness 

to impede or prevent the entry and exit of maximum beam 

vessels. Floating ice can interfere with the operation 

of mitre gates and must be cleared before they can be 

fully opened or closed. 


The cold weather operation of mechanical and hydraulic 

machinery for lock equipment and bridges introduces 

rather difficult maintenance procedures but these 

problems are similar to those encountered in many other 

operations. 


Starting in 1965 the Authority undertook a program of 

studies that resulted in excess of $3,000,000. of improve

ments to provide means of combattin9 ice and ice 

formation in the South Shore Canal (see Figure 2), 

and the Beauharnois locks with respect to compressed air 

systems, so that despite the extreme downstream location, 

navigation could continue at least until similar problems 

arose at the next critical area, the Beauharnois Navi

gation/Power Canal. 


These improvements consisted of: 


A. ENLARGEMENT OF COTE STE. CATHERINE REGULATING WORKS 
AND CONSTRUCTION OF ICE DIVERSION WORKS AT ST. 
LAMBERT LOCK 

One of the major problems facing the Seaway was the early 
freeze-up of the South Shore Canal which was a direct 
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result of the small flow in the canal and relatively 
shallow water in the adjacent areas. It was therefore 
decided that the capacity of the regulating works at 
Cote Ste. Catherine should be increased from 100 m3 /s 
to 300 m3 /s to: 

a) 	 minimize cooling throughout the length of the 
29 Km canal and thus retard the formation of ice 

b) 	 concentrate the flow down the navigation channel 
to permit ice cover to form first in the shallow 
water areas along the original shoreline and thus 
minimize the heat loss 

c) 	 permit utilization of the higher flows to divert 
floating ice through the by-pass at St. Lambert 

d) 	 utilize the higher outflows at the lower end, i.e. 
Montreal Harbour, to significantly reduce the 
formations of frazil ice which tends to 
accumulate at the entrance to the canal during 
the winter and spring 

The modifications to the regulating works were success
fully completed at Cote Ste. Catherine in 1968, however, 
upon operation it was determined that under high flow 
conditions, adverse cross-currents were introduced into 
the navigation channel in the vicinity of the lower 
approach wall which influenced vessel movement. Model 
studies were subsequently conducted to determine the 
most suitable means of improving these conditions ~o 
outgoing vessels could safely pass ships moored at the 
lower approach wall. The model tests indicated that the 
strategic placement of two deflector walls in the 
diversion channel would redirect the flow so that it 
would enter the navigation channel at a less severe 
angle. Even with these modifications, actual field 
trials have shown that it is not possible to fully 
utilize the maximum discharge of 300 m3 /s without 
adversely affecting ships in the area. Maximum dis
charge possible with ships in the area is 170 m3 /s, 
although some 300 m3 /s is discharged during other periods. 

A complementary project to the enlargement of the 
regulating works at Cote Ste. Catherine was the con
struction of an ice diversion channel immediately above 
the St. Lambert Lock. This channel permits the diversion 
of ice from the channel to alleviate congestion of 
floating ice above the lock at the closing of the navi
gation season, and evacuation of all floating ice between 
Cote Ste. Catherine and St. Lambert Lock prior to the 
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opening of the navigation season in the spring. The 
cost for these two projects was $2,000,000. 

B. ICE FLUSHING SYSTEMS 

One of the principal problems with winter navigation is 
the accumulation of floating ice within the lock chambers 
and the buildup of ice on lock walls which reduces the 
area available for ships and impedes the entry of ships 
into the locks. The floating ice accumulates in the lock 
as a result of downbound vessels (and to a lesser extent 
upbound vessels) pushing large quantities of ice ahead 
of them into the lock. Since the locks in Eastern 
Region were designed with their ports located in the 
central portion of the lock, flow from the ports could 
not be effectively utilized to evacuate the ice from the 
dead water zone of approximately 80 m. between the 
breast wall and the first port. Prototype tests to 
overcome this problem were carried out at Cote Ste. 
Catherine Lock utilizing the sector gates to produce 
various flows through the lock. These tests indicated 
a flow requirement of 100 m3 Js. An ice flushing culvert 
was then installed in the breast wall of Cote Ste. 
Catherine Lock to permit the introduction of water to 
produce a surface current capable of flushing accumu
lated ice out of the lock). (See Photos #1 and #2 
and Di agram #1). 

A similar installation was subsequently made at St. 
Lambert Lock, however, because of the varying head on 
this lock and since there are no sector gates, model 
tests were carried out to obtain the most suitable 
design. The two ice flushing systems now in operation 
permit the evacuation of ice from within the lock 
chambers within 10 to 15 minutes. The installation at 
Cote Ste. Catherine Lock is very effective while the St. 
Lambert installation is somewhat slower due to the 
submergence of the breast wall and flushing culvert. 
Details of the Cote Ste. Catherine flushing system are 
shown on Plates 14 and 15. The cost of the ice flushing 
culverts was $550,000. 

C. INSTALLATION OF COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS 

To combat floating ice which interferes with the 
operation of the mitre gates by lodging in the gate 
recesses and thus prevents the gates from fully 
opening, compressed air systems were installed at St. 
Lambert, Cote Ste. Catherine and Beauharnois Locks. 
Air jets have been installed in the gate recesses 
and on the mitre gates so large quantities of com
pressed air can be introduced as required to create 
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sufficient surface currents to move ice away from the 
gates and gate recess areas. Initial systems employed 
small portable compressors with local controls and were 
used for prototype testing. The present installations 
consist of permanent electrically-driven compressors of 
30 m3 jmin. with a remotely controlled distribution system 
that permits the lock operator to direct the air to any 
gate or pair of gates as required. The normal condition 
is to direct 22 m3 jmin. to the gates to be operated and 
8 m3 jmin. to the gates at the other end of the lock. 
Details of the installation are shown on Diagram #2 
and Photo #3. The cost for these installations was some 
$120,000. per lock. 

D. INSULATION OF LOWER MITRE GATES 

During freezing conditions we normally keep our locks 
full as much as possible when they are idle so as much 
of the structure is submerged as possible. However, 
one side of the lower gates is then exposed to below 
freezing ambient temperatures while the other side is 
in contact with water which re£ults in formation of 
ice on the upstream side of the gates. This accumu
lation often prevents the gate from fully opening. 
To minimize the ice formation on the gate, a polyurethane 
type of insulation was applied to the gate skin with 
electric heating cables placed along the girders which 
come in contact with the recess bumpers at the lower 
gates at St. Lambert and Cote Ste. Catherine Locks. 
This has significantly reduced the icing problem, 
although the original installations (electric heating 
cable) proved to be unreliable with high maintenance 
costs, and it is now planned to replace these with 
hydronic heating systems. 

The difficulty experienced with ice on the timber gate 
recess bumpers has also been overcome by replacing the 
timbers with steel I-beams and attaching electric 
heating cable to the beams. The I-beams have also been 
faced with neoprene pads to protect paint on the mitre 
gates. The cost of this was $lOO,OOO.jpair of gates. 
Further details on gate heating are shown on Diagram #3 
and Photo #4. 

Upon completion of the improvements, weather conditions 
during the opening and the closing periods were less 
severe than the average and the improvements could not 
be fully evaluated for several years. However, they 
were tested during the 1972 and 1973 closing periods 
and it was found that they operated satisfactorily under 
the relatively severe conditions encountered. However, 
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it must be clearly understood that conditions vary from 
year to year and as the season is extended more difficult 
conditions will be encountered which will necessitate 
further modifications and additional features. 

While advances have been made in most areas, little has 
been accomplished to reduce the problems associated 
with the build-up of ice on lock walls. Here floating 
ice that is pushed into the locks by vessels adheres 
to the walls and in some cases the accumulation builds 
up to as much as 0.6 meters and is sufficient to impede 
the entrance of vessels. Various experimental wall 
coatings have been tested as well as mechanical 
scarifying. Heating of the lock walls is being evaluated. 
To date this problem remains to be solved on a long-term 
basis and scarifying with a small back-hoe has been 
adopted for the short term. See Photo #5. 

Studies are continuing to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the improvements as well as to in
vestigate means of not only "firming up" but "extending" 
the season. These studies include the evaluation of: 

- air bubbling to prevent ice formation in canalized 
sections 

the use of flow developers to move floating ice 

- ice sluices to evacuate floating ice 

- ice booms to prevent the entrance or movement of 
floating ice 

- various means to prevent an ice build-up on lock walls 

A series of separate studies of ice problems in the 
Beauharnois Canal has also been undertaken jointly by 
the Seaway and Hydro-Quebec and will be the subject of 
a separate presentation. 

The use of hovercraft for icebreaking in shallow water 
is also being investigated in conjunction with the 
Ministry of Transport so that ice can be evacuated earlier 
from areas where conventional icebreakers cannot operate. 
This will permit earlier placement of lighted navigation 
aids. 

In any case it is the intention of the Seaway to continue 
to extend the length of the navigation season on a 
gradual basis and as capacity is required. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

ACCUMULATION OF FRAZIL ICE IN 
AN INTAKE RESERVOIR 

EINA R TESAKER RIV ER AND HARBOUR TRONDHEIM 
SECTION HEAD LABORATORY NORWAY 

SYNOPSIS . Thi s paper reports from a field study of frazil 
ice accumulation under a solid ice cover . Maximum flow 
velocities vary in the range 40 - 60 cm/s , with Froude 
numbers in the range 0 . 08-0 . 14 for apparently stab le . 
flow sections . The resu lts have been compared with 
earlier findings about the critical velocity for pro 
gress of an ice front aga i nst a current . 

Th e intake dam of Ga mlebrofoss power plant i n Kongsberg 
Norway, forms a 500 m long and 130 m wide intake pond with 
a maximum depth o f 7 . 5 m. The total volume is 250 000 m3 

• 

The design flow is 11 0 m3 /s, whi ch is more than n ormal 
winter flow . The gate s are therefore rarely used in winter, 
while automatic level control keeps the pond level almost 
constant by adjusting the power production . The pond is 
therefore ice covered earlier than the nearest 800 m up
stream river. Parts of this upstream reach are shallow 
rapids that usually do not freeze at all most winters . 
Large quantities of frazil are therefore produced and tran
s ported to the intake pond , where it is depos it ed under the 
ice cover . 

Fig. 1 shows a map of the area. The pond is seen from the 
old bridge on fig . 2 , with the intake dam In the background . 
Fig. 3 shows the upstream edge of the ice cover on the pond, 
and the rap i ds below the bridge. Fig. 4 gives a view up 
stream from the br i dge . Fig. 2-4 are taken in January 1971. 
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Regular mapping of the ice cover was carried out from 
Febr. 1971 to April 1972 (Tesaker and Billington [1]). 
Fig. 5 shows the characteristic progress of the ice cover 
as it occurred during the season 1971/72. The open areas 
on fig. 5 are rarely or never frozen, and can be seen 
also on fig. 2-4, taken the preceeding season. 

~urveys of the accumulation pattern of frazil under the 
lce cover were made in 1971 and 1972. Observations of 
solid and frazil ice thickness were made through numerous 
boreholes twice each year. The velocities in a typical 
cross section were measured once each year. 

The thickness was measured by means of a round plate 
mounted on a rod, The boundary between accumulated ice 
and free water was well defined and easy to determine 
within an accuracy of 5 cm. 

The velocities were measured by an "Ott" flow meter with 
propeller diameter 50 mm. 

Fig. 6 shows a typical accumulation pattern during an 
accretion period. The contours show the frazil ice thick
ness exclusive of the solid ice. Maximum thickness is 420 
cm and total volume about 28 000 m3 • The shape of the ice 
delta has a striking similarity with sand deposited from 
a river entering a reservoir. 

Fig. 7 shows two cross sections, and the velocity distri
bution in the upper one. The maximum velocity is 60 cm/s, 
but 30-40 cm/s is typical for most vertical sections. 

One month later (March -71) about 80 per cent of the 
frazil from January had been eroded or melted away, and 
the maximum thickness of the frazil deposit was 165 cm. 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 2 . The i ntake pond seen f r om the old bridge 

Fig. 3 . The upsLream edge of the ice cover 

Fi g. 4. 
Vi e w 

.";:j::~t;':~~~~~~~§~~."~~ ups tream ,.. f r o m the 
old bridge 
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Fi g . 5 . Typical deve lopment o f i ce cove r. 
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Fig. 7 . Cross sections and velocities 4. Febr . 1971 
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Fig. 8. Frazil ice remalns 4th March 1971 

Similar accumulations, but larger volumes (43-41 000 m3 
) 

were found in January and February 1972. Figa 9-11. Only 
1-2 m ice free water depth was left under large parts of 
the frazil pack. The flow section was reduced by up to 60 
per cent of the normal icefree area. The frazil volume 
filled up to 20 per cent of the reservoir. Maximum velo
cities were 40-50 cm/s. 

The two seasons show very similar accumulation patterns. 
A slightly more east-west-turned axis in the last season 
is likely to be the result of an accidental opening of one 
of the gates a few days before the measurements Febr. 4th 
-71. 

In the accumulation phase, when freshly formed frazil is 
being carried under the ice cover, a stable interface will 
establish where equal amounts of frazil are deposited and 
eroded simultaneously. lihen no frazil is being supplied, 
the erosion will continue and increase the flow section, 
until the critical velocity for erosion is reached. 

If the latter occurs during a mild weather period, melting 
of some of the ice pack may add to the erosion. Both 
processes will occur mostly at the upstream part of the 
ice deposit, such that its l1topll appears to mOve down
stream. This is clearly the trend in both seasons' obser
vations. 

The two winter seasons had temperatures slightly above 
average. Much larger quantities of frazil will be accu
mulated in extremely cold winters. This may cause intake 
troubles or at least significant head loss at the power 
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Fig. 9. Frazil ice deposit 13. Jan. 1972 
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Fig. 10. Cross sections and velocities 13. Jan. 1972. 
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Fig. 11. Frazil ice deposit 7th Febr. 197 2 

plant. It is therefore important to study the erosion and 
roughness under the frazil pack. 

Shear stresses ('0) have been calculated by assuming loga
ritmic velocity distributions. Critical erosion conditions 
can then be calculated by means of Shields' formula 

Dc = , I ( C • g (p - Pi))o w lce 

where Dc = critical particle diameter, P and Pice = 

densities of water and ice, C = constantw(0.03 - 0.06). 

Assuming solid ice particles (Pi e = 920 kg/m 3 

), 


Dc = 2.5 - 7.5 cm were found. If is more likely that the 

frazil appear in aggregate lumps, however. Assuming 

Pice = 980 kg/m 3 for the lumps gives Dc = 10 - 30 cm, 

which seems reasonable. 


Froude numbers F = V/~ are given in table 1 for all 

the recorded velocity profiles (V = max. velocity, d = 

free flow depth beneath the ice pack). It is seen that 

V = 40 - 60 cm/s in sections where an approximate limit of 

deposition has been reached. F = 0.08 - 0.14 for the same 

profiles. 


It is intersting to compare these values with known limit 

conditions for progress of an ice front facing open flow. 

A conventional rule used for Norwegian rivers has been 

Vc = 60 cm/s (V c = critical velocity) measured upstream of 
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1972 

Table 1. 

Year 

1971 


Dist.from Max. vel. Flow depth 
bank ( m) V(m/s) d(m) 

6 
25 
40 
60 
80 

100 
113 

0.09 
0.42 
0.37 
0.60 
0.30 
0 

-0.12 

2 . 9 
1.8 
1.9 
4.6 
4.2 

3.0 

PO 0.44 3.2 


13 0.11 2.3 
32 -
52 0.37 1.5 
71 0.45 1.2 
88 0.53 1. 5. 

106 0.45 2.6 

Froude 
number 

0.017 
0.100 
0.086 
0.090 
0.047 
-
0.022 

0.079 


0.023 
-

0.097 
0.13 
0.14 
0.09 

Comments 

Shear zone 

Shear zone 
Eddy 

Shear zone 

Marking PO represents a single borehole, about 1 m from 
the edge of the lce front, see fig. 6. 

the front. Flatjord [2]found that Vc varied with the 
temperature, 60 cm l s being the value for 0.02 o C. Sinotin 
[3] found Vc = 10:035 gL for ice floes, where L is the 
len8th of the floes. L = 1.0 m gives Vc = 0.6 m/s. 

Kivisild [4] reports Fc = 0.08 as limit, using values of V 
and d in front of the ice. 

Uzuner and Kennedy [5] found a relation between Fc ' the 
ice thickness t, and d in front of the ice, which can be 
written: 

Fc = 0.08 for tid ~ 0.05 and til = 0.6 

Fc = 0.14 for tid ~ 0.2 

See also Carstens [6]. 

The results in [2], [4] and [5] vary much as should be 
expected with such simplified systems of parameters. 

A closer study of the observations at Kongsberg shows that 
the largest F-values occur for the smaller depths, in 
agreement with Uzuner and Kennedy's results. It is there
fore a remarkable aRreement between the ice front criteria 
and the stability of the frazil pack boundary despite 
obvious differences in flow patterns. 

The shear stress is more directlu related to the motion 
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or deposition of particles than V or F, and should be pre
ferred as c rit erion when data are available . Fo r practical 
purposes , however7 there is a need for simp l e criteria in
volving a mi n imum of data . 

The shear S Lress depends both on the maxi m m ve l ocity and 
the f l ow depth . F relates both in a ma nner t hat seems 
appropriate for practical use when the vertic al flow pro
f i l e i s t ypical for a cond1li t flow, i. e . i th logari tmic 
distr i bution towards both boundaries . If the velocity 
p rofile dJf f ers from th e typical due to l a r ge depths, ir
regu lar topography etc ., tCE Fc-criter i on is i nvalid. In 
such cases th e Vc or 'c-criteria have t o be used . 

A particular cas e i s when the water dep th is so large that 
the influence of the bo t tom fr i ction is neg l i g ible. The 
i c e wil l the n b u i l d up wi th an upstream s lop e determined 
by the fri c t ion angle a n d tJe s hear str e s s similar to sand 
dune formatio n i n ri ve r s. Th i s i s o f p r ac t ical importance 
for the operat ion of i c e skimmer wa lls. Th e skimme r wall 
will collect i ce along i ts ups t ream side un t i l it is 
filled to cap a c ity . If th e supply o f i e exceeds the vol
ume determined by the upst ream slope a nd the wall depth, 
the skimmer wi l l on ly b e a t emporary restrict i on to the 
passage of ice " 

This effect has been observed b o th i n model and prototype 
for the dive r sion s tructure of Burfel l power plant, Ice
land. One of the fav ourab le res ul ts of this model study 
with respect to cost was t h t t he depth of the skimmer 
wall could be reduced withou t s igni _icant in flue nce on the 
ice problems . The only import a nt requirement wa s to keep 
the ice movi n g paral lel t o t h e upstrea m side of the wall 
in order to avoid permanen t a ccumulation. CTesaker [7]). 

In a recent pers ona l communi c a tion wi th T. LAVENDER it was 
pointed out that it would b e more lo g ical to use the den
simetric Froude numb ers F' = V/ / g · d · COw- Oice/O,.J' instead 
of F as sta bili ty crite r i o n be c us e the submerged weight 
of the particles is i mportan t for t he i r stability. If 
Pice = 920 kg/m3 (solid ice) F = 0. 0 8-0. 14 of Table 1 will 
correspond to F' = 0.28-0 . 49. Assuming ice lumps with 
Pice = 980 kg / m3 , a s i s more realis t i c, F = 0.14 will 
actually correspon d to F' = 1. 0, wh i ch is a well known 
value for critical Froude numbers in other connections. 
The apparent variation in Fc-values may be due to different 
c omposltion of the i ce lump s f r om one case to another, or 
to a combination of this effect and the depth factor men
tioned above. 

To come closer towa rds a general stability criterion for 
ice deposits requires more knowledge on actual values of 
Pice for the frazil lumps. 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on Ice Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMMENTS 

Accumulation 	of Frazil Ice in an Intake ReservoirPap~r Title: 

E. TesakerAuthor: 

Your name: 	 Kartha, v. C. Tel. (204) 474-3542 

Address: 	 Manitoba Hydro, 820 Taylor Ave., 
Winnipeg R3C 2P4, CANADA 

Comment: 

Your paper described the ice-regime of a river including rapid flow 
sections and a waterfall. Since the Froude numbers downstream of the 
waterfall were below the critical value (as you have concluded) 
suggested by other investigators, would you comment on the nature of 
hanging dam formation, if any, in the vicinity of the waterfall? 

Did the ice jam progress over the waterfall or did it terminate 
at the foot of the waterfall? In other words, was the ice cover 
upstream and downstream of the waterfall continuous with little or 
no slope variation? 

Author's Reply: 

The waterfall shown on figures in the final paper is 12.5 meters 
high ann always interrupts the ice level. There is a small overflow 
dam on top of the waterfall. The river has moderate slope several 
kilometers upstream of the dam and is usually being ice covered early 
in the season . A hangin g ice dam sometimes develops in the pool between 
the waterfall and the rapids depending on temperature conditions. It is 
moderate in size and has not been studied in detail. The rapids under 
the old bridge has not been ice covered since the new plant was 
constructed but it may occur under strong winters. The waterfalls 
will in case be the only significant cooling area and frazil ice 
production will be small. 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on Ice Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMMENTS 

Pap~r Title: Accumulation of Frazil Ice in an Intake Reservoir 

Author: E. Tesaker 

Your name: 	 S. T. Lavender 

Address: 	 Acres Consulting Services Ltd. 
5259 Dorchester Road, P. O. Box 1001 
Niagara Falls, Ontario L2E 6Wl 

Comment: 

From surveys of the accumulation of frazil ice under an ice cover, 
Tesaker has obtained the interesting result that the limit of frazil 
deposition is apparently reached when the Froude number in the 
central part of the flow under the deposition reaches a value. of 
0.08 to 0.14. 

In order to test the possible universality of the result, the data 
from similar surveys on the Madawaska River near Ottawa have been 
similarly analyzed. Although the Madawaska surveys did not have the 
advantage of constant water levels and also had large daily variations 
in discharge due to upstream hydro-electric power operations, a similar 
result was obtained; that is, Froude numbers in the range of 0.06 to 0.16. 

The lower value obtained may simply indicate that the equilibrium profile 
had not yet been obtained. The higher value was obtained for an ice 
survey period in which discharges were somewhat above the daily average. 
Using the corresponding daily mean discharge reduced the higher Froude 
number to within the range of Tesaker's values. This seems reasonable 
if one thinks in terms of a "dominant" discharge defining the limit of 
frazil deposition. That is, brief daily periods of discharge at moderately 
different discharges would not be expected to alter the deposit profile 
appreciably because of the lack of time to attain a new profile for the 
case of lower discharges and because of higher "static" resistance to 
movement of already deposited frazil being able to withstand the higher 
discharges. 
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It would be interesting to have more data from other sites to further 
test 	the value of this Froude criterion. 

At first glance, the relevance of the Froude number is not immediately 
evident. However, its relevance can be rationalized if one considers: 

(i) 	 the Froude number (ratio of inertia to gravity forces) is 
roughly equivalent to a densimetric Froude number (ratio 
of inertia to buoyant forces) for nearly constant values 
of density difference between the frazil and water 

(ii) 	 the shear forces acting to resist the continual movement 

of a mobile frazil particle are no doubt related to the 

buoyant forces acting to hold the particle against the 

underside of the ice cover. 


Thus, the Froude number is a measure of the ratio of inertia forces 
acting on the frazil to the forces acting to resist movement of the 
frazil. At the limit of deposition, these forces would be in 
equilibrium. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 


ICE CONTROL STUDY 


LAKE ST. FRAI\ICIS _. 8EAlIHARNOIS CANAL 


QUEBEC - CANA[1A 


Messrs F. Boulanger, Eng. LaSalle Hydraulic Laboratory Montreal, Que. 

E. Dumalo, Eng. The St . Lawrence Seaway Authority Montreal, Que_ 

D. Le Van, Eng. Hydro-Quebec Montreal, Que _ 

l. Racicot, Chief Hydro-Quebpc Montreal, Que. 

Canada 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Th~ capilbility of the easternmost ~ection of the St. L.awrence Seaway, the South 

Shore Canal lecated between Montreal arId Lake St. Louis, to serve vessels under severe 

weather conditions had been improved with the completion of a 3 million dollar cons
truction pr0!lr~m by the St. Lawrem;e Seaway Authority. These modifications were carried 
out over a peliod of six years beginning in 19G5. 

The duration of the navig~tion season has varied from 229 to 272 days since the 

opening of the Seaway in 1959. Dates for closing rang.:)d from December 3rd to December 
23rd, and those for opening ranged from March 26th to April 25th. The opening date 
of April 25th occurred in 1959, and was exceptional. 

Presently, a major concern of winter navigation and power generation is the move
ment of vessels through the channels which are shared with Power Authorities and where 
floating ice booms are used to promote the formation of a stable ice cover, maintain 
water !I;vels, and ensure regulated flows to the powerhou~e. 

Thc Beauharnois Power Canal was built in 1932, with a design to allow for a future 

navigation channel 600 feet (183 m) in width. It links Lake St. Francis to Lake St. 

Louis and divides the flow with the St. Lawrence River, which flows are controlled by 
the Coteau Reyulating Works. The canal is 15 miles (25 km) Icng, 3300 feet (1 006 m) 

wide and 34 feet (10 .0m) deep and supplies the Beauharnois powerhouse owned by 

Hydro-Quebec. A chanrrel has been dredged a!ong the north side of the power canal for 

navigation and i< an integral part of the Seaway system_ The St. Lawrence Seaway Autho· 

rity has two 1[I~ks juxtaposed to ,he powerhouse which is located some 25 miles (40 kin) 

west of Montreal (see figure 1). The l3eauh(lrnois powerhouse has a low head and is 
also in th€ run-of-rivei ::<ltqory. The powerhouse operations are subject to an adopted plan 

promuoqater' by the Internal;urlal Joint Commis~ior. for the regulation of the S1. Lawrence 
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River and Lake Ontario, and administered by the St. Lawrence River Control Board. 

The canal is therefore shared by power and navigation authorities each having sepa

rate interests . However, they cooperate and work together with an aim to operate the ca

nal in the most effective and profitable way. Sharing of this canal has generally presented 

few problems except for the periods corresponding to the opening and closing of naviga

tion viz; December and March. 

Workirlg in close collaboration with the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, Hydro-Que

bec has managed to optimize winter production as a result of experience gained during the 

last 15 years. Discreet interpretation of water temperatures, frazil and ice formation, has 

significantly contributed to the optimization of power generation. By reason of this optimi

zation, winter production can now reach 1 400 MW as compared to 1 500 MW in the summer. 

However , such results depend largely on care taken with the control of ice at the beginning 

of winter . 

The main control of ice formation in the canal is made principally through a series of 

ice booms set at different strategic locations in conjunction with manipulations of flow. At 

the outset, these booms are installed from the south bank of the canal to the sou the, n 

edge of the navigation channel. When the last ship has passed, the booms a're extended 

across the navigation channel to the north shore. Then, when hydrometegrological conditions 

are favourable, the ice cover formation is on its way . The formation of the ice cover is 

accelerated by inducing ice floes from Lake St. Francis. Simultaneously, a reduction in flow 

is necessary for the formation of a stable and smooth ice cover . A complete ice cover in 

the power canal will preclude further heat transfer thereby eliminating frazil and ice genera

tion, and attendant ice jams. Th is operation usually takes one week. 

A second aspect deals with break -up conditions and potential ice jams. A reduction of 

flow at that time in the power canal results in an increase of discharge in the St . Lawrence 

River with a possible risk of flooding the river banks . 

2. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

A joint team from the St_ Lawrence Seaway Authority and Hydro-Quebec had been set 
up to explore the areas of mutual concern relating to tho combined use by navigation and 

power of the Beauharnois canal during the critical periods in the spring and early winter 
seasons_ 

Some improvements to existing booms have already been introduced and it has been 

concluded that another boom is required at the entrance to the power canal. The LaSalle 

Hydraulic Laboratory was commissioned to undertake a hydraulic model study for the 

proposed boom. The objectives are: 

to retain ice from Lake St. Francis until required for the formation of an ice 


cover in the power canal; 


to allow passa8c of vessels until the end of the navigation season; 


to control ice movement during spring break -up: 


One of the m3in criteria was to permit a vessel to pass through the boom system via 


an opening \I'/hich would allow ice to arch over the or-~ning, thereby precluding the lise of 

comple)< closure mechanisms. 
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Realization of the foregoing objectives would help in firming-up the closing date of 

the navigation season, and it is anticipated that an earlier opening of the season may also 

be achieved in thi s area. Furthermore, such d contr'Ol would be benefical to power genera

tion. 

3. TESTS AND RESULTS FROM THE HYDRAULIC MODEL STUDY 

The studies described herein were performed on a hydraulic model reproducing an 

area of 2.5 miles (4km) by 3 miles (5.0km) of the lower end of Lake St. Fran

cis as well as a reach of about 2.5 miles (4km) of the Beauharnois Canal to the Valley

field Bridge. The model was constructed with a distortion ratio of 4, having a horizontal 

scale of 1/600 and a vertical scale of 1/ 150. The overall dimensions of the model were 
50 feet by 25 feet (16 m x 8 m). 

For all flow conditions simulated on the model, the water level of Lake St. Francis 

was maintained at 152.3 feet IGLD, and ca libration was done at a simulated flow of 

250000 cfs (7080m3 /s). Current patterns and velocities on the model corresponded quite 

well with the actual surveys. 

Preliminary investigations were first carried out in order to detect the general beha

viour of an ice boom at the entrance of the canal. The basic criteria retained for the 

location of that ice boom were as follows: 

the boom should permit an unrestricted passage of vessels; 


the boom should permit a rapid ingress of ice floes when it is desirable to 


form an ice cover in the canal; 


the boom should not affect power generation by an increase of head loss in 


the canal during winter operations; 


the overall length of the boom system should be kept to a minimum while 


still fulfilling the foregoing criteria. 


To allow passage of vessels an opening was located in the boom system on the cen

terline of the navigation channel . Tc evaluate the efficip.ncy of the ice boom ,vith respect 

to its capability of retainin(] ice without inlerruptin(] the passage of vessels, a correlalion 
was establ ished for the time e lapsed betweel1 the passage of a vessel and the re -form'l tion 

of a natural ice arch at the opening. For a given flow and a given ice. block dimension, 

a relationship was also established for various gaps in the boom and the time interval 

corresponding to a closure of these gaps by natural arching. 

Ice was simula ted by square pieces of thin polyethylene sheet plastic of a specific 

gravity inder.tical to ice . Cohesion is. not reproduced with this material and corresponds 

therefore only to ice conditions where cohesion could be neglected, like during warmer 

periods or in the springtin1e . However, ice floes simulaced were relatively large (35ft x 35ft 

x 3ft or 11 m x 11 m x 1 m and 20 It x 20 ft x 1 .5 It or 6 m x 6 m x 0.5 m) which 

corresponded :0 large pieces of ice and also to the agglomeration of smaller ice blocks 

which at times Culminate in ice flues. 
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Proposed Boom Layout 

After testing several boom configurations, a satisfactory layout which complies best 

with the aforementioned requirements was found. The proposed boom arrangement , which 
is located about 112 mile (O.8km) from the entrance of the canal, runs southward from 

Grosse Pointe Island across the navigation channel towards the southern bank of Lake St. 

Francis, as shown on figure 2 and photograph. 1. A maximum flow of 265000 cfs (7 600 
m3 /s) was first used to establish the layout and was decreased to 160000 cfs (4 530 m3 /s) 
to simulate flow conditions during the period of ice cover formation . The corresponding 
velocities were 2.0 fps (0.6 m/s) and 1.5 fps (0,5 m/s) respectively. 

With regards to an opening in the boom for ship passage, the model tests indicated 
that the time required for the natural arching of ice floes varied with the opening width . 
Numerous other tests concerning arching across the navigation opening were carried out intro
ducing other parameters such as ice coming solely from a ship's track in a solid lake cover 
(see photograph. 2). wind, and the size of ice floes. None of these tests precluded the 
possible need for constricting the navigation opening during part of the cold weather naviga· 

tion period. Results of these tests can be summarized as follows: 

In the case of a fragmented ice cover formed by 35ft x 35ft (11 m x 11 m) 
fioes, natural arching of a 200 foot (60m) opening occurred in 30 mi nutes (see 


figure 3). whereas at 250 feet (76 m) it took 60 minutes, in the absence of 


wind and under flow conditions of 265000 cfs (7 500 m3 Is); 

For the same conditions, the time required for arching over a 300 'toot (92 m) 


opening was in the order of 4 hours; 

In the case of a narrow strip of fragmented ice cover representing a ship passage, 

arching of 35ft x 35ft (11 m x 11 m) ice floes occurred within an hour for a 

350 foot (107 m) gap (see figure 3); 


When 20ft x 20ft (6.1m x 6.1m) ice floes are simulated, natural arching occurs 

within an hour for a 200 foot (61 m) gap in the case of a fragmented ice 


cover. An hour is also required for arching a 300 foot (92 m) gap in the case of 

a narrow strip representing a ship passage; 

Except for large boom openings, flow variations did not significantly affect the 


time required for natural ice arching . 


These findings underline a poss ible ne ed for constricting the navigation open ing in the 
boom during part of the cold weather period of navigCltion . The ba sic requirement for a 
navigation opening through the boom is 500 fee t (152 m) which opening should be main· 
tained, ice conditions permitting. 

Wind effects on the ice boom layout were also investigated and an evaluation of the 

ice ingress through the gap was also made in order to estimate the progression of the ice 

cover in the canal. It was found that: 

The prevailing ';:ind (in the direction of the canal entrance) generally hindered 

natural arching at the boom opening; 


In the absence of natural ice arching, the ice ingress rate through a 250 foot (76 m) 

navigation <,pening in the boom, under flc,>w conditions uf 265000 cfs (7500 m 3/s) 


and 160000 cfs (4530 m 3 /s) corresponded to a progression of the ice cover in the 

canal of about 1/2 mile (O.8km) and 114 mile (O.4km) pe~ day, respectively (see figure 


4). 
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Opening for Throttling of Ice 

A second aspect o. the problem deals with the admitta nce of large volumes of ice 

when the time has come to form an ice cover in the canal. In this regard, a separate ope

ning in the boom layout for the throttling of ice was contemp lated (see figure 2 and pho 
tograph. 3) _ Results of tests tor various opening widths, and wind effects are shown on 

figure 5. The tests were carried out at a flow of 160000 cfs (4530 m3/s)with ice floe 

dimensions of 35ft x 35ft x 3ft (11 m x 11 m x 1 m). The effect of a northea st wid 

in slowing ice ingress via the opening is quite pronounced . Openings used on the model 

w(!re 500ft (152 m), 750ft (229 m) and 1 OOOft (305 m) wide; and the ice passing in 

this range of openings was equivalent to about 1 to 3 miles (1.6km to 4.8 km)of cover 

per day in the absence of wind. The arrangement shown on figure 2, was deemed to be 

the best of several with respect to ice volume, wind, and current. 

Ice at Edge of Ship Track 

The build-up of hanging dams at the sides of a ship track in an ice field is of vital 

concern to power generation in terms of potential head losses. A cursory examination of 

this action was undertaken using a model of one of the largest lakers in a 125 feet (38 m) 

wide channel. An ice field some 1.5 feet (0.5 m) thick, extending 1 200 feet (366 m) each 

side of the 125 ft channel was simulated for a flow of 160000 cfs (4 530 m:J/s). Polyethylene 

blocks equivalent to a 6ft x 6ft x 1.5ft (1 .8m x 1.8m x 0.5m) ice size were used. The 

model indicated that the tendency for ice to build up at the edges of the track decreased 

with an increasing number of passages. After a certain number of passages, the ice build -up 

at the edges prevented anymore ice to leave the ship track . Build-ups of 5 foot (105m) depth 

extending some 75 feet (23 m) were observed. These results are ilt best a guide only; 

inasmuch as that surveys by Hydro -Quebec indica ted 8 foot (2.5m) thicknesses extending 30 

feet (9 .0 m) which build -ups were attributable to downbound ships in Lake St. Francis . 

Ice Thrust on Boom 

Forces on the proposed boom due to wind and ice were measured on the model for 
flow conditions of 265000 cfs and under a westerly wind of 30 mph (48km/ hr). Ice block s 

equ ivalent to 6ft x 6ft x 1.5ft (1.8m x 1.8m x 0 .5m) were used. Wind frorn the lake 

played a significa nt role; for eXilmple, at 30 mph the loading on the boom was increased by 

50%. Extrapolations were made from the model test results for a 70 mph (113km/hr) wind, 

and the load ing thereby indicated was in the order of 1 100 pounds per lineal foot (1 490 
N/ m . The model test res ults and supplementary theoretical calculations indicate that the 

wind loadings on a boom in Lake SI. Francis are greate r than the loadings on some of th e 

booms in the cana I proper. 

4_ CONCLUSIONS 

The optimum total length of the proposed ice boom would be between 7000 and 
8000 feet (2 150 m and 2450 ml. with provisions for a navigable opening varying in 

width from 250 to 500 feet (76 m to 152 m), 3nd ior a separate ice throttling section 

varying in width from 500 to 1 000 feet (152 m to 305 m). The operational details con 

cerning the closing 2nd opening (if required) of the navigable opening, have yet to be de

termined for compatibility with power generation and navigation requirements_ 

There are t~n!Jible benefits for Hydro-Quebec and the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 

which can be attributed to the proposed boom. The finite value of such benefits has not 

been calculated at this time, which value is being assessed right now by both parties . The 

estimated cost of the proposed construction is $2000000., using 1975 dollars. 
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ABSTRACT 
In any waterway system equipped with locks, the flow of traffic 

(ships per day) is constrained by the maximum service time of the least 
efficient lock. During winter, the service time of locks designed for 
temperate operations increases due to subfreezing temperatures and the 
presence of ice, thereby reducing the capacity of the system. If this 
service time increases to the point that the lock capacity is less than 
the demand for the use of the lock (ship arrival rate) a queue will 
form at the lock and grow indefinitely as long as the demand exceeds 
the capacity. In order to investigate the effects of winter conditions 
and ice on lock operations, a model was developed as part of the SPAN* 
Study to simulate their operations during both normal conditions and 
winter months. A description of the model is presented in this paper
along with an example of the effect of required ice lockages on lock 
capacity. 

BACKGROUND 
In any waterway system equipped with locks, one of the important 

measures of performance is the system capacity (ships per day). This 
capacity is controlled by the slowest processing element which is gen
erally the least efficient loc~ The maximum number of ship lockages 
(N) 	 that can be accomplished in a 24-hour day is given by: 

N(ships/day) = tcltt(1440 - ts - td)/tQ. (1) 

*"Sys1;.em Plan for All-Year Navigation" 
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where t = time available for locking each day (minutes)
a 

1440 = minutes in a single day 


t = average slack time per day (minutes)
s 
t = average delay time per day (m;,nutes)
d 

t 
Q., 

= average ti me required to process one ship (minutes) 

The maximum theoretical system capacity is achieved when the lock 
operates 24 hours per day with no slack or delay time and alternates be
tweenlocking upbound and downbound ships. During winter, the processing 
time of locks desi gned for t emperate operations increases due to sub
freezing temperatures and the presence of ice, thereby reducing the sys
tem capacity. If t he required process ing time increases to the point 
that t he capacity is less than the demand (ship arrival rate) a queue 
wil l form at the lock and grow indefinitely as long as the demand ex
ceeds the capacity. 

As part of the engineering studies undertaken to investigate the 
economic feasibility of year-round navigation in the St. Lawrence Sea
way, a model was developed to simul ate the movement of ships through 
the Seaway [lJ*. Included in that si mu l ation was a computer lock model 
developed specifically to simulate lock operations during both normal 
and winter conditions for the seven locks in the Seaway. A diagram 
of a typical lock is shown in Figure 1 along with typical lock parti 
culars. 

LOCK MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Overview 

A conceptual block diagram of the lock model is shown in Figure 2. 
The model is comprised of two parts. The first part determines the 
ship transit time through the lock during normal conditions, while the 
second part determines time delays which result in increased transit 
times due to winter weather conditions and the presence of ice. 

The data and understanding necessary to accurately model the deci
sions of real persons controlling the locks and ship traffic were ob
tained by direct contact with traffic controllers, lock operators, and 
the managers of the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation (SLSDC) 
and the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority (SLSA). As a result of those dis
cussions, the following rules and assumptions concerning Seaway lock 
operations were made: 
1. 	 Ships are processed so as to maximize the locks I utilization. 

2. 	 If queues exist on both sides of a lock, the lock will alternate 
between processing an upbound and a downbound ship. 

3. 	 Ships are processed from a queue on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
4. 	 A lock will turn back to lock through consecutive upbound (down

bound) ships to maximize the locks ' utilization. 

* Numbers in brackets denote References listed at end of paper. 
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FIGURE 1 

LOCK DIAGRAM AND PARTICULARS 

FIGURE 2 

CONCEPTUAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LOCK MODEL 
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5. 	 Tandem lockages are permitted provided the sum of the ships' 
lengths is 45 feet less than the usable length of the lock. 

6. 	 A ship will not be locked through if any of the following conditions 
occur between the lock and the next anchorage or lock wall: 

• 	visibility is less than one-half mile 
• 	wind velocity is greater than the designated wind restriction 
• next anchorage or lock wall is full 
• another ship is stuck in ice 
• the estimated time 	of arrival at the next anchorage or lock 

wall is after nightfall if the lighted navigation aids have 
been pulled from the river 

While these rules and assumptions were developed specifically for locks 
in the Seaway, they are generally applicable to any lock. 
Ship Lockage During Normal Conditions 

The locking process of a ship begins when the stern of the ship 
passes LA2 (Limit of Approach No.2) entering the lock and ends when 
its stern clears LA2 exiting the lock. During normal conditions, the 
lock processing time (t~) is given by: 

t = t + t 1· + td /f ·11 + t . + t . ~ enter gate c oSlng ump 1 gate open1ng eX1t 
(2) 

where t~ = total time required to lock ship (minutes) 
tenter = time for a ship to enter lock (minutes) 

t gate closing = time for gates to close (minutes) 
tdump/fill = time for lock to dump or fill (minutes) 

t t . time for gates to open (minutes)ga e opemng 
t = time for ship to exit lock (minutes) exit 

While the gate opening and closing times and the dump or fill times 
are functions of thelock particulars, such as the required change in 
water elevation and the size of the filling and dumping culverts, the 
entrance and exit times are a function of the ship characteristics. 
For locks in the Seaway, with the exception of the Iroquois Lock: 

t 	 = t :: 2 mi nutesgate closing gate opening 
(3)

tdump/fill =7 minutes 

during normal operating conditions. At Iroquois, because of its very 
small lift (0.5 feet), a walk-through procedure is used whereby a ves
sel proceeds, without securing, under its own power at a low speed. The 
lockage is therefore a smooth, continuous movement. An analysis of 
lock records from Cote St. Catherine Lock for December, 1971; April,
1972; and July, 1972, led to the following expressions for the entrance 
and exit times for inland ships (lakers) and ocean-going vessels 
(salties): 
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INLAND SHIPS 

Direction 	 tenter(minutes) t exit (mi nutes) 

Upbound 1.97·10-~·(L.B) + 6.58 1.04·10-~·(L.B) + 5.53 
Downbound 2.59·10-~·(L·B) + 4.92 1.62·10-~·(L·B) + 4.07 

(4) 
OCEAN-GOING SHIPS 

Direction 	 tenter(minutes) texit(minutes) 

Upbound 1.50·10-~·(L·B) + 9.47 0.93·10-~·(L·B) + 5.88 
Downbound 2.06·10-~·(L·B) + 5.86 1.99~10-~·(L·B) + 3.22 

where Land B are the length and beam of the ship respectively. 
Ship Lockages During Winter Conditions 

Winter operations generally bring about increased lock transit times 
because cold temperatures and ice interfere with normal lock procedures 
and machinery operations resulting in the following types of delays: 

• increased equipment failures 
• ice lockages 
• increased fill time 
• gate opening delays 
• removal of ice build-up on lock walls 

Because of these delays, the lock processing time during winter condi
tions 	can be expressed as: 

t =t +t . +t /. +t , +
£ enter gate closlng dump flll gate openlng 

t gate delay + texit + t ice lockage + twall scraping + (5) 

tequipment failure 

where: 	 tenter' t gate closing' tdump/fill' t gate opening' texit are com
ponents of the normal lockage time given by equation (2) 

t t d 1 = additional time required to open lock gates in the 
ga e e ay presence of ice (minutes) 

tice lockage = time req~ired,to lock ice through ahead of a down
bound ShlP (mlnutes) 

. = time required to scrape walls when ice builduptwall scraplng prevents further lockages (minutes) 

t 	 . t f '1 = time required to repair equipment (minutes) equlpmen al ure 

Each of these delays are discussed in the following sections. 

Increased E~ui~ment Failures: Equipment failure at a lock may be des
cribed by t e ean Time Between Failures (MTBF). The actual time be
tween failures will occur in a normal distribution around the MTBF with 
a standard deviation of 0MTBF. At each failure, there will be an asso
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ciated mean delay time of tfail. The value of MTBF decreases as temper
ature increases while the value of tfail increases as temperature de
creases. The probability of a failure occurring at any given time t1 is 
highest when t1-to equals MTBF (where to is the time of the previous 
failure) and decreases according to a normal distribution when t is 
greater than or less than t 1. If P1 is a random number evenly distri 
buted between 0 and 1 chosen at time t, then failure occurs at time t1 
if P1 is less than or equal to Po, where 

h /1 -h2(t-MTBF)2Po = 	- e dt 
;IT (6)-00 

h = 1/12 0MTBF 

Thus: rtfail: if P1 ~ Po 

tequipment failure = 1 0 : if P1 > Po 	
(7) 

Ice Lockages: In winter, brash ice will exist in the shipping channel 
above the lock. If the upstream throat of a lock is filled with some 
of this ice, a downbound ship will push a portion of the ice into the 
lock. If the length of the downbound ship plus the length of the plug 
of ice pushed into the lock is greater than the usable length of the 
lock, the ice must be locked through separately before the ship is 
locked through. To determine the need for an ice lockage, the amount 
of ice in the upstream throat of the lock and the portion that is pushed 
into the lock by the vessel must be determined. 

The amount of ice in the upstream throat is a function of the amount 
and type of ice upstream of the lock and the wind speed and direction. 
For example, if there is a large amount of broken ice upstream of the 
lock and the wind is blowing from the upstream direction, the throat 
will be full of ice, whereas if the wind is blowing from the downstream 
direction, the throat will be free. The details for determining the 
amount of ice in the upstream throat of the lock are given in Refer
ence [2J. To proceed with the analysis, if the amount of ice in the 
throat is defined as At, the percentage of ice pushed into the lock by
a ship depends on the total clearance (d) between the sides of the ship 
and the lock walls. The following relation expresses the amount of ice 
(At) pushed into the lock, based upon the qualitative experience of per
sons associated with the operation of locks in ice conditions: 

At = 	P * At (8) 

where P = {o : when d ~ Lo ck Wi dth/2 

d 2 

1.0 	 : when d < Lock Wi dth/2 (9) 
(Lock Width/2.)2 

An ice lockage is assumed to be required if the length of the ship (L) 
plus the length of the ice pushed into the lock (Lice) is greater than 
the usable length of the lock (Lusab1e), where Lice = A£/Lock Width. 
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The time required for an ice lockage consists of the normal gate
closing and opening times (2 minutes each, 8 minutes total), the nor
mal dump time (7 minutes), a fill time appropriate for the upstream 
conditions, plus time required to flush the ice out of the lock cham
ber. A somewhat slower fill rate is required to avoid excessive tur
bulence at the water intake ports, since the ship to be locked through 
will be tied up close to the lock. An increase from 7 minutes to 
approximately 11 minutes is usually sufficient. When an efficient ice 
flushing system which feeds water from the upper gate sill is avail
able, the ice may be flushed from the l ock in 5 minutes. On the other 
hand, if the normal filling ports must be used, a flushing time of 20 
minutes is required with 20 percent of the ice remaining in the lock 
because the filling ports feed only the center 50 percent of the lock. 
The flushing time (tflush) can be expressed by: 

tfluSh(minutes) = 5 + (l-C) * 15 (10) 

where C is a measure of the efficiency of the flushing system (0 to 1). 
A typical ice lockage therefore requires at least 31 minutes. 

Increased Fill Time: During the filling of a lock, ice upstream of the 
lock is drawn into the upstream throat. The lock operator keeps an 
eye on the movement of ice, and if he judges the movement to be too 
fast he will cut back on the fill rate. In making this judgment, he 
considers the amount of ice in the throat and the length of the ship 
which is waiting for a downbound lockage. The model, in determining 
the increased fill time, begins by analyzing the amount of ice which 
will be drawn into the throat for a 7 minute fill. If this amount of 
ice will require an ice lockage, the program recycles itself using an 
8 minute fill time and continues to recycle up to a maximum of 15 min
utes until the amount of ice that would be in the throat is less than 
that requiring an ice lockage. In determining this slow fill time, 
the model considers the influence of wind velocity, water fill velocity, 
and water bypass velocity. The details of the iteration routine are 
given in Reference [2J. For the Seaway, a typical slow fill time is 
approximately 15 minutes. 
Gate Opening Delay: Ice on the upstream side of both sets of gates may 
delay the opening of the gates if it becomes trapped in the gate re
cesses. A clearance of approximately 46 feet is required for the gates 
to swing freely. Surface flow developers such as air bubbler systems 
are used in the gate recesses to push out the ice. From quantitative 
discussions with lock operators, the following expressions for the gate 
opening delays were developed: 

-2v 
t gate delay (minutes) = (D x 30) e surf (11 ) 

(12)where D = Aice/(Lavail .• W) 

A. = area of ice to be moved (ft2) (13)
1 ce 
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L ' 1 = length of area available for containing ice (ft)aval . 

W = width of lock (ft) 


= surface flow velocity (ft/sec)
Vsurf 
In actual operation gate opening delays occur with some randomness and 
therefore the lock model allows delays to occur only when a randomly
generated number was less than D. 

Ice Buildup on Lock Walls: A ship entering the lock from upstream will 
push some ice ahead of it. Part of that ice flows aft along the sides 
of the ship and adheres to the lock walls. Continued pressure from sub
sequent lockages causes the ice to build up to a thickness that will 
reduce the effective lock width and prevent the passage of large beam 
ships. The thickness of the ice adhering to the lock walls after a 
ship passage is dependent on the air temperature, the mean ice piece 
size (usually 6 to 12 inches), and the total clearance between the sides 
of the ship and the lock walls. Analytical data to support an equation 
was not available but the following equation is consistent with lock 
operators' experience [2]: 

Xy =9.77 * 10- 9 d(¥ - dt (1_e-· 03 (32.1 - 8air )) e- (14) 

y = ice thickness on lock walls (ft) 
w = lock width (80 ft) 
d = effective lock width - beam of ship (ft) 

8 = air temperature (OF)air 

X= average ice piece size (ft) 

The lock model calculated y as if there was no ice on the wall and 

then added that amount to whatever ice was already on the wall. When 
the total thickness was found to be equal to or greater than the clear
ance required by a ship (d), lockages ceased until all of the ice could 
be scraped from the lock walls. 

LOCK CAPACITY 
As previously stated, one of the important measures of performance 

of a waterway system equipped with locks is the capacity in ships per 
day as expressed by equation (1). If the average daily slack and delay 
times are assumed to be zero, the capacity is given by 

N(ships per day) = 1440/t£ (15) 
where t£ is the average time to process a single ship~ Expressed mathe
matically 

Nd 
t Nd * t£d + Nu * t£u + t ice lockage* 1f + tturnback *INd-Nul

£ = ~----~--~--~--~~~~~-~~--~~~~--~~~ 
Nd + Nu (16) 

where: Nd:Nu = mix of downbound ships : upbound ships 
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t£ ,t£ = downbound and upbound lockage times 
d u 

R = number of downbound ship lockages per ice lockage 
In equation (16) delays due to gate openings and slow fill are 

included in t£d and t£u' However, delays due to equipment failure and 
lock wall scraping have been neglected. 

To illustrate the effects of winter operations, consider an inland 
ship with a length of 730 feet and a beam of 75 feet with the following 
locking time components: 

NORMAL OPERATIONS WINTER OPERATIONS 
upbd dwnbd upbd dwnbd 
17.4 19.1 17.4 19.1tenter 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0t gate closing 
0 7.0 0 11.0t dump 
7.0 0 11.0 0tfill 
2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2t gate opening 

11.2 12.9 11.2 12.9texit 
39.6 43.0 43.8 47.2t£ 

tturnback = 11 minutes 
t ice lockage = 31 minutes 

Using equations (15) and (16), the effect on lock capacity of the ice 
conditions' severity can be investigated by varying R. The results are 
shown in Figure 3. The need for ice lockages, as seen in Figure 3, can 
reduce the capacity significantly. For all downbound traffic, the capa
city can drop from 26.7 ships per day to 16.1 ships per day if an ice 
lockage is required for every ship. In tenns of gross registered ton
nage, 259,000 tons can be processed as opposed to 429,000 tons during 
normal conditions if each ship is assumed to be 16,065gross registered 
tons. 

SUfvf.1ARY 
The model as developed provides a tool to be used for detennining 

the effects of winter conditions on lock operation, ship transit time, 
and system capacity. The model can be used to identify problems asso
ci ated with the lock and then to eva1 uate vari ous proposed 1 eve ls of 
improvements. The model can therefore play an important role in the 
process of planning for these improvements by providing a rapid and 
economical means of evaluating the impact of alternative levels of 
improyements. 
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FIGURE 3 
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ABSTRACT 

Lock wall icing conditions on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Seaway are described, and possible solutions are listed. Operating 
assumptions are laid down as a basis for consistent cost estimates, 
and selected deicing methods are considered, using figures condensed 
from a more detailed report. The estimates cover wall heating by 
embedded electrical cables and embedded fluid circulation systems, 
repetitive surface coating with salt solutions, deicing with an in
flatable boot, scraping with backhoes, cutting with large chain saws, 
and slicing with high pressure water jets. 

Initial costs vary from zero for contract arrangements, to over 
$600,000 for a deicing boot. Average annual cost, which covers direct 
operating costs plus an allowance for amortization, ranges from less 
than $4000 for a salt dispenser to more than $80,000 for a deicing 
boot. The chain saw concept, which has not yet been tested, appears 
to be positive and economical, with average annual costs less than 
$10,000. The feasibility of deicing with salt solutions has not been 
investigated experimentally, but there is a strong economic motivation 
to make suitable field tests. The relative attractions of other 
methods will depend to some extent on the particular circumstances at 
various locks. 
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COST COMPARJSONS FOR LOCK WALL DEICJNC 

Darryl J. Calkins and Malcolm Me~lor 

INTRODUCTION 

During the winter of 1974-75, USACRREL :tnYestigated three differ
ent methods' for removing ice collars from lock walls, and gave some 
consideration to additional possible methods. In order to guide fur
ther development work., it was necessary to assess the relative merits 
of all methods which appeared practica~y feasible, and in particular 
to consider the economics of competing concepts. 

It is hardly possible to make an absolute economic comparison, as 
different lock systems are situated with respect to climatic condi
tions, energy costs, and l ogistic circumstances. However, a repre
sentative situation can be defined for locks on the Great Lakes and 
the Saint Lawrence Seaway, and it was felt that this could be used as 
the basis for cost comparisons that would identify methods that are 
either inherently expensive or inherently economical. Because cost 
figures are strongly dependent on the assumptions made for the account
ing exercise, the costs given in this paper should be taken in a com
parative sense, and it should be recognized that different conclusions 
might be reached with radically different starting assumptions. 

In a short paper, itemized costs cannot be covered in detail. For 
a morelcomplete discussion, the reader is referred to Calkins and 
Mellor (1975). 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

During winter operation of locks, collars of ice form along 
the lock walls, reducing the effective width of the lock and restric
ting ship movement. The thickness of the ice collars has to be reduced 
so as to permit efficient operation of the lock throughout the winter 
season. 

Two distinct processes contribute to the formation of ice collars: 
(i) direct freezing of water on a cold wall, and (ii) compaction and 
adhesion of ice debris on a cold wall during ship passage. There may 
also be combined processes: e.g. floating ice may freeze on to the 
wall, or adhering ice debris may be consolidated by infiltration and 
freezing. 

lcalkins D.J. and Mellor M., "Preliminary Economic Analysis of 
Lock Wall De-icing Methods", USACRREL Internal Report 444, 
May 1975, Hanover, HR. 
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The operational requirement is for the we,lls to hl3.ye a maximum 
of 3 in. of ice whenever a wide ship enters the lock. This l-<:!qulre
ment can be met either bF preventing formation of ice collars, or by 
periodically removing the collars at a frequency determined by traffic, 
taking due account of weather conditions. 

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

There are a number of possible solutions t.o the problem of lock 
wall icing. They include the following but not limited to: 

1. Avoiding or minimizing ice collar formation by modification 
of operating procedures. The crucial point is that the lock wall must 
be cooled below oOe before significant ice adhesion can develop, and 
it is unlikely that a submerged portion of the wall will undergo the 
necessary cooling. Thus there is a strong incentive to hold the lock 
at the highest feasible water level during the long intervals between 
ship passages. 

2. Built-in wall heating. Ice adhesion can be prevented by 
maintaining wall temperature above oOe, or ice collars can be shed 
periodically by raising the wall temperature intermittently. Possible 
arrangements include embedded electrical heating cables, conductive 
surfacing materials, and internal piping or ducts for warm fluids. 

3. Surface coatings. There are a variety of surface coatings 
that are intended to minimize ice adhesion, but three broad classes 
of materials can be distinguished: (1) "ice-phobic" coatings, such 
as PTFE or polyethYlene, that give low bond strength, (ii) "sacri
ficial" coatings, such as oils and greases, that shed part of their 
thickness and allow the ice to separate, (iii) ice-melting SUbstances 
that have to be continually replenished. 

4. Built-in mechanical devices. Inflatable deicing boots, once 
commonly fitted to aircraft, have been proposed for lock-wall deicing. 
There might conceivably be other types of built-in mechanical equip
ment capable of shedding ice collars, e.g. vibratory panels. 

5. Mechanical removal with contact tools. At present, ice 
collars are removed by scraping the wall vertically with a backhoe. 
More effective mechanical tools could be built in the form of chain 
saws, slot millers, face millers, or possibly percussive tools, the 
object being to cut the ice close to the interface. 

6. Removal with nan-contact tools. At present, low pressure 
steam jets are used for limited deicing in the vicinity of lock gates. 
More rapid cuts near the interface can be made with flame jets or high 
pressure water jets. More exotic possibilities include lasers. plasma 
torches, or explosive jets. 
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7. Combina.tion methods. In a practical operat:;i,ng scheme it is 
quite likely that two Qrmore of the above concepts would be applied 
together. For example, if No. 3 vere to be adopted, there might well 
be a need for a mOre positive device to ~on)plete the removal process. 
No matter what method is adopted, it would be foolish to ;ignore No. 1. 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY COSTING 

In order to compare capital costs and operating costs for the 
various methods that could be used for de-icing, certain assumptions 
have to be made and they are listed below. 

1. Ice collar dimensions - A strongly bonded collar for the 
first 3.0 ft of vertical extent with an additional 3.0 ft of unbonded 
section, giving a total depth of 6.0 ft. The length of one wall is 
taken as 1000 ft and it is assumed that both walls are to be treated 
(ignoring orientation effects). 

2. Formation rates - In the absence of any firm information, it 
will be assumed that complete ice collars can form or re-form within 
a few hours once the wall has been sufficiently chilled. 

3. Frequency of ice collar removal - For present purposes it is 
assumed that the ice collar .<ill have to be removed once a day during 
the ice season. The ice season is taken as 90 days. 

4. Rate of removal - In the absence of information on required 
removal rates, it is assumed that a 6 hour period is available for 
cleaning the two walls of a lock. 

5. Available facilities. It is assumed that electrical line 
power will be available at the lock at a cost of 3¢/kw-hr and that 
both lock wall esplanades will be accessible by vehicles. It is also 
assumed that the esplanades will be kept substantially free of snow. 

6. Installation costs - Materials, labor, supervision and en
gineering are all included. 

7. Operating costs - An annual maintenance figure, labor, and 
energy costs are considered. 

DE-ICING SYSTEMS 

Wall Heating: 

The major expense for any built-in well heating systEm is likely 
to be the capital cost of installation. The writers have not attempted 
any detailed design work in wall heating systems, but the order of 
cost can probably be estimated from simple conceptual designs. Three 
methods were considered; i) embedded electrical heating cables, ii) hot 
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fluid circulation, and iii}conductiye panels attacbed to the existing 
wall. The latter may be undesira.ble because of the PQtenti.ally bigh 
shearing force caused by the ice and ship reacting with the panel 
(attachment problems 1. 

One factor that has to be considered in a built-in system is 
variation of water level in the Great L~es. Jt appears that, oyer 
long periods, maximum water level has changed as ~ch as 2.6 ft, and 
therefore the datum fOr high pool eleyatton in a lock could change 
significantly. In the following estimates we have made a 2 ft allow
ance for changes in lake level, i.e. the heated belt of wall is 2 ft 
greater in vertical extent than it would need to be if the ice always 
formed at exactly the same level. The total depth of coverag2 on the 
wall is taken as 5.0 ft. A design power level of 30 watts/ft is used 
in all calculations. 

Surface Coatings: 

There are current investigations of the feasibility of "abhesive 
coatings". There is a long history of study in this area for a 
variety of applications, but as far as the writers are aware, the only 
chemical treatment that has been used successfully on a large scale 
is repeated application of chemicals that depress the freezing point 
of water. As far as concrete surfaces are concerned, the classic 
treatment for ice removal is application of sodium chloride or cal
cium chloride. 

While sprayed-on coatings of polymers would probably reduce the 
strength of adhesive bonds, it seems likely that a subsidiary mechan
ical system would be needed to actually dislodge the ice on a regular 
daily basis. Annual renewal of the coating would probably be required 
in view of scraping to be expected from ship hulls. 

In our judgement, the only coating worthy of field study during 
the next winter season is a concentrated solution of sodium chloride 
or calcium chloride. We visualize a dispenser laid along the curbing 
of the lock wall, perhaps in the form of perforated hose wrapped with a 
burlap diffuser. The working fluid could be sodium chloride solution, 
which has a freezing temperature of _21°C at 32% concentration, or 
calcium chloride solution, which freezes at -51°C at 23% concentration. 
The object would be to repeatedly apply a thin coating, either holding 
a thin layer of solution in place by surface tension or slow flow, or 
by crystallizing salt on the wall by evaporation. A replenishment 
surge would be required immediately after each cycling of the lock. 
There would obviously be environmental objections, but we estimate that 
the dilution of the 30% calcium chloride by the average daily flow at 
Sault Ste Marie would amount to less than 3 parts per billion down
stream -- certainly vastly less than the effect of runoff from salted 
roads. 
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Mechanical Syste~s: 

Three different mechanical methods were considered; i) a de-icing 
inflatable boot, iil backho~ scraper and, iii 1 chain SaW cutting 
equipment. The removal rates for the backhoe were tn the order of 3-5 
hours for one lock wall. A de-icing boot system could be adjusted to 
a very short time cycle. The ice cutting equipment had a design 
removal rate of 10 ft/min while cutting through 6.0 ft of ice. 

Two saw cutting units were considered; i1 a soil trencher modified 
with an extended trenching ladder and offset from the unit, and ii) a 
special coal saw designed with ice cutting teeth, offset mounted on a 
small tractor, both traveling next to the lock wall on the esplanade. 

Non-contact method: 

The only concept evaluated was cutting with high pressure water 
jets. Previous field experience indicated that removal of ice for 
lock walls was feasible ~sing this method. A 150 hp unit capable of 
developing 10,000 Ib lin would be able to cut 3.0 ft of ice at a 
traverse speed of 3.5 ftlmin, for a total working time of 5 hours per 
wall. 

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

The cost figures for the various methods are summarized in Table 
I. The range for average annual cost is very large, from less than 
$4,000 for the salt dispenser to more than $80,000 for the de-icing 
boot. However, the range is considerably smaller when the consider
ation is limited to the more reasonable positive methods. Systems 
offering a guarantee of success could be mobilized at an average 
annual cost of $10,000 to $30,000. 

If a new lock were to be constructed, electrical heating of some 
kind would be extremely attractive, and even as a retro-fit on an old 
lock electrical heating would have many advantages, provided the capit
al cost could be met. The fluid circulation alternative does not seem 
particularly attractive. 

The backhoe scraper now used at some locks is not particularly 
economical, and damage caused to concrete walls would probably be un
acceptable in extended operations. A chain saw cutter could probably 
do a better job at half the cost. 

The high pressure water jet has some operational attractions, 
chiefly the ability to operate in awkward areas near the lock gates 
and it does not appear to erode the concrete wall. Rowever, it is an 
expensive method and it involves technology that may be somewhat un
familiar to lock operators. 
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Ice rem.oyal b~ s~lting the ~~ll has interesting P.otential, if 
.only because it appear t.o be. very cheap. Howeyer, the concept has 
never tes.ted and ideally air-entrained c.oncrete sh.ould be used as 
the wearing surface on the lock wall t.o minimize the deteri.ora.ting 
effect of salt solutions. 

The de-icing boot appears to be extremely expensive, and it seems 
to be an unnecessarily complicated solution to the problem. 

These estimates are quite rough, but they probably establish 
general magnitudes of cost fairly well, at least in relative terms. 
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Comment: 

It was noticed that the labour cost involved with the water jet technique 
is as high as $16,000 annually. How about using a mounted crane 
mechanism which allows for a convenient movement of the nozzle along 
the lock walls. This way you may only need one labourer to work the pump 
and the jet, which would decrease any degradation of lock walls after 
a long term use of this technique. 

Author's Reply: 

It is likely that a crane would cost much more than a small tractor, 
and its operator would probably be paid at a higher rate than a 
tractor driver. In any event, the high pressure pump would have to 
be tended by a suitably qualified mechanic. 

As long as cuts are made within the ice, we would not expect the jet to harm 
the wall. 
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AIR TEM.PEHATURE IN ICE-BOUND CONDI
TIONS 

V • .AJ.eksandrov Ch.Eng.Wat.Trans. Mosco'llM.R.F.Department USSR 
V.Balanin Rector Wat.Trans. LeIlingradM.R.F.Institute USSR 
G.Onipchenko Sin.Res.Hydroproj. M.R.F. Moscow 

USSR 
V.Tronin As.Frof.Wat.Trans. GorlQiM.R.F.Institute USSR 

Geograpbical pos!tion and climatic conditions of the 
Soviet Union are such, that during winter months water 
ways of the country get icebound and this stops the navi
gation nearly on all waterways, though i!lland water tran
sport plays an important role in the econimics of sepa
rate parts a.nd regions of the country. That is why the 
prolongation of the terms of navigation on separate river 
sections and water reservoirs is very signific¥nt tor eco
nomy not only on account of transportation costs but also 
because of its great influence on the development of na
tj.onal economy in a number of regions haviD8 no o'bh.er de
veloped means of communications as yet. Among these regi
ons there are Northern Siberian regions and some regions
of the Eu.ropean puts of the country.

It goes without sayiro..g, that prolongat1on of naviga
tion in different regions of the country varies greatly
and, naturally the prolongation of river fleet operat10n 
varies as well. For ex~let in Russian Federation average
duration of self-propelled cargo fleet operation is about 
180 days, on the Irtysh basin it is about 166 days, on the 
Enisey - about 155 days, on the Volga-Kamsky basin - about 
210 days, on the Volga-Don - about 220 Qays. It is to be 
noted here, that in some years the duration of navigation 
may vary considerably. So, for instance on the Volga and 
the Enisey these deviations may account up to 30 days from 
average figures given above. 

It should be noted, that the nature of breakillg up the 
ice on waterw~8 depends considerably upon its fiow diree
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tion. R1vera- flowing southward break from the mouth to the 
source calmly, but rivers flowing northward break up not 
because of the effects of thermal factor, but mainly on ac
count of mechanical force of the flood water wave. Brea
king up ice on such rivers i s accompanied by heavy jams (as
the ice was not effected by thermal action), which move cbwn 
the river causing the water level rise about 20 metres and 
sudden water level fall. 

Great changes in the navigation phases that are on the 
river in its natural state are caused by constructing water 
storages especially if they form the cascade of intercon
nected reservoirs, such as on the Volga, the Dnieper and 
the Kama. 

The breaking up of water storages takes place 10-15 
days later than t hat of on the rivers in the same geographi
cal regions. This is due to weak action of mechanical fac
tor while breaking up.

It should be noted, that more quiet nature of freezing 
on water storages than on rivers determines also more uni
form structure of ice cover. Such ice almost entirely loses 
its mechanical strength while keeping considerable thickness 
and immobility. This process of ice cover weakening in sp
ring under the influence of solar radiation takes place on 
the reservoirs even at negative temperatures. The above said 
proves the expediency of using mechanical means, ice-brea
kers for convoying ships along the icebound water storages
in particular.

The freezing of deep water storages takes place some
what later than that of the river-bed sections; the deeper
and the larger this water storage is and the more heat it 
accumulates in summer, the greater is the delay. Water sto
rages which are not very deep freeze simultaneously or even 
7-10 days earlier than the rivers under the same geographi
cal conditions. 

As a result the period of navigation on such reservoirs 
may be shortened to 20-25 days compared to free river. 

At the sane time, below the hydroproject ranges, ice la
nes (sometimes of considerable length) are formed. These 
are retained during the whole period of freezing and deve
lop most intensively during t he first one or two months af
ter the beginning of freezing the river and at the same pe
riod in spring before the breaking up of the water flow. 

It is very important for navigation that the bucket ty
pe creeks where ships winter, usually break up much later 
than the main water flow they are adjacent to, especially
if this water flow is a river of high current. 

Finally, it should be noted that many tributaries used 
for navigation during spring flood and discharging into the 
water storage break up much earlier than the water storage
itself. 

The features of the ice regimes of reservoirs given
abovEfstipulate the following principal trends and stages
for prolonging the terms of navigation.
a) Complete usage of t he whole period of physical naviga
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tion, that is the operation of the transport fleet during

the whole period of navigation and distributing ships into 

creeks during autumn ice- drifting period and when the ri 

ver starts to get ice-bound. 

b) The determination and usage of the exact and guaranteed 

terms of the annual start and completion of using the tr~ 

sport fleet irrespectively of ice conditions in each year

that improve immensely the usage of water traffic by users. 

c) The prolongation of the navigation above mentioned qua

ranteed terms up to the year r ound navigation on some sec

tions of the waterways caused by a special need of natio

nal economy and by high economic efficiency


In particular, the expedition voyages along the water 
storage to the tributaries in spring for cargo delivery
along the tributaries in high flood period on them. 

At present, the prolongation of the navigation takes 
place in general on account of the phase (a) and partially
of (c). At the same time the work giving the possibility 
to use tbe phase (b) is being carried out. 

In particular, as the result of the analysis of obser
vation over the ice regime in the Volga basin carried out 
for many years are given as the first approach in figure ~ 
To provide the guaranteed terms of navigation is possible
only taking into account the ice-breaking means at the dis
posal of the basin and their expected replenishment. 

The navigation period may be prolonged both in autumn 
and spring. In solving this problem first of all it is ne
cessary to take into account the specific features of the 
river and available technical means. 

For rivers flowing northward, characterized by heavy
jams, the prolongation of navigation in spring with the ri
ver itself remaining free, (i.e. without constructing by
droprojects) is unreal at present. On the contrary, when 
constructing cascades of storage basins on such rivers, the 
prolongation of navigation along those rivers in spring
will be absolutely necessary and might be carried out. 
Most probable is the prolongation of navigation on such r~ 
vers in autumn. One should, however, take into account pos
sible intensive sludging and foresee proper actions to are~ 
come serious difficulties experienced by ships sailing in 
sludge.

On rivers flowing southward and especially on storage
basins navigation is prolonged both in spring and autumn. 
The Volga, the Volga-Baltic waterway and other rivers may 
serve as examples.

It is expedient now to provide all-the-year-round navi
gation on separate comparatively short but having great 
goods traffic volume river sections in rather mild clima
tic conditions. For instance, one of the sections of the 
Dnieper where for a distance of 93 km the transportation 
of 5,5 mln tons of ore from the mining complex to the me
tallurgical works should be provided all the year round. 
The ore transportation by water when navigation is prolon
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ged is very effective from economical point of view. 
The most widely used technical means for prolonging na

vigation are icebreakers and tugs having special support.
Short technical data about them are given in the follow
ing table. 

I·• type of ship ILength .Draft • Power Maximum ice-
m m thickness• • • plant

II 	 .capacity overcome when• • h.p. sailing• •·•
"Don" type 	 • , • 
icebreaker •• 44,7 • 2,3 •• 1800 0,33 

& & & 
Harbour 	 & & & 
icebreaker 	 • 27,0 I 1,8 600 0,25 

& & 
•• 

Icebreaker 	 • I 
tug 	 • 13,5 

& 

1,4 i 300 0,20• i ••Tugs 	 .up to :up to • up to I 

& 46,0 2,2 I 1300 0,22
•• &•
& 	 • • 

The "Dontt type icebreaker is provided for convoying
ships during autumn drifting ice and when rivers are ice
bound. It performs all kinds of ice-breaking, artificial 
breaking up of waterways including. The ship has icebreak
ing outlines strong hull and roll-trim system (tank capa
city is about 42% of displacement). 

The tests of harbour ice-breakers showed that they 
are able to sail c6ntinuously, their speed being 1,5 
km/hour and the ice thickness - up to 0,25 m. With speed
0,5 km/hour the icebreaker overcomes ice of maximum thick
ness 0,4 m. and in spring up to 0,7 owing to reduced 
strength of ice during this period.

Technical potentialities of icebreakers both concern
ing maximum thickness of ice cover to overcome and the 
width of the channel broken up may be considerably im
proved on account of swinging installations giving the 
ship vertical oscillations like pitching. The oscillations 
are formed owing to rotation of unbalanced masses of high 
frequency. (120 - 180 oscillations/minute.) 

To improve ship maneuverability in compact and brok
en ice and to de-ice the channel after the icebreaker, 
hydrowashing arrangements in the form of a pumping in
stallation and a pipe-line vdth exit nozzles in the ice
breaker hull below its water-line are used. 

To improve icebreakerts ability to pass through those 
river sections where sludging takes place, it is necessa
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ry to provide the heating of their hulls. 
Rather expedient icebreaking means are icebreaking at 

tachments for pushers. Their advantages are: comparatively
low cost of manufacturing and possibility to use such pu
shers during navigation according to their direct purpose.
For push-boats with 1.340 h.p. capacity there is an attach
ment with swinging installation. Its displacement is about 
400 tons. Its capacity is 140 kwt. The attachment is pro
vided with hydrowashing arrangement. The push-boat of 
1.340 h.p. equipped with such attachment breaks ice having
thickness up to 0,8 m, rough ice including. With ice thick
ness of 0,4 mo the push-boat provided with the attachment 
moved at a speed of 3 km/hour and formed a channel 17 - 21 
m. wide. 

Another attachment having displacement 100 tons provi
ded in its lower part with ski-cutters breaks ice when 
ship runs continuously up to 0,6 m , but when a ship goes
by raids - up to 1,2 m. 

Considerable improvements of traffic conditions for 
cargo ships following an ice-breaker are created when na
vigable routes are almost free of broken ice. This is achi
eved by keeping off the broken ice under the ice edge by 
proper devices on the ice-breaker or on a special ship in 
tow. 

Effective means of facilitating the operation of ice
breakers when cutting channels in ice-field cover of con
siderable thickness is preliminary formation of deep fur
rows by means of ice furrows. The ice furrows are sharp
wedges introduced horizontally into the ice cover and de
stroying it on the principle of cleaving. Ice-furrows form 
cuts having depth of 45 cm, its speed being 15 km/h. The 
necessary traction is 1250 kg. The wedge of the ice-fur
row is fastened to the frame having runners and air capa
cities for providing buoyancy of the whole installation in 
case of its submerging into the water. Ice furrowing is ad
visable to carry out 10-15 days before breaking the route 
by the ice-breaker. Three lengthwise non-through furrows 
corresponding the width of the ice-breaker hull make it po
ssible to increase her speed by 2-3 times. 

For ice-breaking in back-water areas with the object of 
leading out the fleet into the river, ice cutting machines 
are used. Such machines are made with chain saws and mil
ling cutting devices. 

The ice cutting machine of the latest design is made 
on the principle of a tractor having rotor-spiral mover. 
It consists of two metal cylinders placea parallel in the 
direction of the machine run. On the cylinder surfaces 
there are spiral projections that round the cylinders by
several turns. During rotation of the cylinders its pro
jections cut into the ice or ground and make the machine 
move. Such tractor may easily pass through snow, ice, sand 
and swamps and has a large tractor effort. It may also 
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valve. This results in the wave formation, the front slope
of which is greater than the water slope in the lock chamG 
ber that is registered at the end of the discharging pro
cess. 

In the machinery rooms temperature not less than +5°0 
is maintained by electric heaters. To ensure safe lockage
while dark, during snowfalls and snowstorms, the lighting
of the lock is intensified, measures to heat the sensors 
of the automatic control system and to prevent ice formati
on in the float pits are taken. All auxiliary devices (ice
arresting booms, pneumatic installations and so on) are 
included into the automatic control system of the lock. 
The regime of the heating devices' operation and installa
tions to prevent the water area from freezing is control
led automatically taking into account the temperature fluc
tuations of the ambient air. 

The chamber and approach channels of the lock are re
gularly cleaned from ice by ice-breakers (if the ice thick
ness is above 15 cm) In the outer harbour the de-iced fair
way is kept by the rise of warm deep waters under favou
rable temperature conditions. 

The typical arrangement described above may be modifi
ed in accordance with climatic conditions, the required
duration of the lock operation and negative air temperatu
res, arrangement and structure features of the lock, the 
type of feeding system and gate design being of the utmost 
importance. For example, with a distributive feed system
supplying water to different parts of the lock chamber 
through various culverts, it is possible not only to eli
minate the flow in the chamber towards the lower head du
ring lock emptying but also to form the opposite direction 
flow. The installation of the ice-arresting boom in front 
of the lower gate becomes unnecessary, which essentially
simplifies the whole complex of arrangements for tne lower 
bp.ad. In the shaft-type locks with a flat lifting gate in 

lower head and a concrete baft"le in !"ron1i of it the 
problem is much simpler. At present in the USSR a classifi
cation system of locks from the viewpoint of their opera
tion at negative air temperature has been worked out.Locks 
are being equipped with proper installations. 

The above mentioned stage to prolong navigation on the 
main waterways sections of the country has been realized 
by building both 12-line ice-breakers of 1800 h.p. and se
veral types of transport ships fitted for ice-navigation.

All these installations essentially facilitated the 
fleet operation both at the beginning and at the end of 
navigation. They also ensure expedition cargo delivery on 
the tributary which was said above. On account of all 
these measures the navigation period has increased by 10
15 days. To ensure quaranteed terms of navigation in the 
Volga-Kama"basin ~which were given above) much more power
ful me~s ~n cons~d~rably larger quantities are necessary.
According to prel~IIlJ..nary studies more than 10 line ice
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breakers of 4 000 - 5 000 h.p. each are necessary in this 
region, nearly the same number of ice-breakers of 2 400h.p. 
more than 25 ice-breakers of 600 h.p. with swinging instal
lations and more than 45 pushers of 600 - 1 200 h.p. equip
ped with ice-breaking attachments. 

The prolongation of navigation is a complex problem. 
It may be solved provided all the countries concerned take 
an active part in this work. 
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FIG. 1 

Diagram of ice phenomena terms in navigation. 


1. 	The mouth of the river Kama-Perm; 
2. 	Rybinsk-Belomorsk; 
3. 	Rybinsk-Leningrad; 
4. 	Rybinsk-Moscow; 
5. 	Kuibyshe~b1nsk; 
6. 	Astrakhan-KuibysheT; 
7. 	The dates of the start of icebreaker operation; 
8. 	The reference dates of the transit shipping .tart, 
9. 	The mean dates of ice clearance, 
10. The early dates ot ice drift. 
11. The early dates ot ice bounding; 
12. The mean dates of ice dritt; 
13. 	The end of fleet decommissioning for winter 

(early tormation of 30 cm thick ice cOTer); 
14. The mean dates ot the ice bounding; 
15. The mean dates of 30 cm thick ice formation. 
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FIG. 2 
Standard sketch of lock equipment for 
operation at negative temperatures. 

1. 	Slota for flow generator; 
2. Ice-arresting boom, 

~. P.rtorated pipeline with nozzles; 

4. 	Heating ot the upper parts of gate seals; 
5. 	Nozzles for air deliyery to the main upper gate; 
6. 	Pertorated pipeline; 
7. 	Mooring floating ring with beaters; 
8. 	Heating ot s.ala in the gate range pole and gate 

leaf abutment; 
9. 	Heat coating; 
10. Intercoat heating; 
11.Heated rooms; 
12. Heating ot the raising water. 
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ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

ICE MOVEMENT CONTROL BY THE 

ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS IN LAC ST. PIERRE 

J. V. Danys 
Superintendent of Ministry of Transport Ottawa 
Civil Engineering Marine Aids Canada 

SYNOPSIS 

Icebreakers maintain an open channel across Lac St. 
Pierre, P. Q. , throughout the winter for flood control and winter 
navigation purposes. In addition to other structures, artificial islands 
have been built to prevent ice from moving into the navigation channel. 

GENERAL 

Lac St. Pierre, located 50 miles (80 km) downstream 
from Montreal, is some 8 miles (13 krn) wide and 20 miles (32 krn) 
long with an average depth of about 10 feet (3 ITl). The navigation 
channel passes through the middle of the lake, is 800 feet (240 m) 
wide, and has been dredged to a depth of 35 feet (10. 5 m) (Fig. 1). 
Lac St. Pierre is one of the most important river sections controlling 
ice conditions below Montreal. Until the early fifti.es the frozen lake 
stopped all navigation to and from Montreal. 

The formation of the ice cover on Lac St. Pierre starts at 
the very restricted outlet of the lake. With the advent of cold weather, 
drift ice, frazil ice, slush and broken ice sheets drift downstream 
into Lac St. Pierre and form an ice bridge across the narrow outlet of 
the lake which acts as a bottleneck. 

The low velocity of the current in the lake. approximately 
1. 7 f. p. s. (0. 50 m/s) in the channel and approximately 1 f. p. s. 
(0.30 m/s) or less in the other parts of the lake, increases the effect 
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Fig. 1. General plan and location of artificial islands, 

ice b ooms and lightpiers. 

of this bottleneck because ice cannot be evacuated fast enough. When 
there are strong northeasterly winds there may be no surface move
ment at all to carry the ice down. The ice then backs up until, first, 
the whole lake is covered and eventually the river itself as far as 
Montrea 1. 

The combination of ice rafting, piling, frazil ice and heavy 
snow produces situations where the flow of water is so constrained 
that the level of the river can rise very quickly above its. banks and 
cause disastrous floods in areas above Lac St. Pierre, including 
Montreal Harbour. Before the days of organized flood control by ice
breaking, there was a long record of winter floods in these areas [1]. 
In 1865, fifty people lost their lives during the spring flood. 

ICEBREAKING FOR FLOOD CONTROL 

Icebreaking to control the formation of ice barriers was 
begun in 1906; the icebreakers "Lady Grey" and "Montcalm" were 
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given the task of breaking up the ice bridge at Cap Rouge, a few miles 
upstream of Quebec City. The operation was a success and has been 
continued since. 

After a disastrous flood in Montreal in 1928, flood control 
operations were also initiated in the area between Trois Rivn~res and 
Montreal. Icebreakers were put to work opening a channel up the river 
in February. The objective was to reach Montreal before the time of 
the spring run-off, thus providing an escape channel for the spring 
flow. Such a programme was only partially successful because often 
large pieces of the ice cover break off through the action of wind and 
move into the shipping lane, effectively blocking it. 

In 1953 the Ministry of Transport started icebreaking 
throughout the winter; these operations proved much more effective 
for flood control above Lac St. Pierre. 

WINTER NAVIGATION 

At first icebreaking between Montreal and Quebec City was 
carried out only for flood control and the maintenance of an icefree 
track for ferry crossings at Quebec, Trois Rivi'eres and Sorel. 

About 15 years ago a few ships from Sorel, located at the 
head of Lac St. Pierre, took advantage of icebreaking operations and 
started to sail to Montreal. They were more or less following the 
icebreakers. As the navigation channel was kept open throughout the 
winter, winter navigation increased so much that today the Montreal 
port is virtually open to year-round navigation. The closed season 
has been progressively shortened from about five months at the be
ginning of the century to several days in some current years. Al
though the major task of the icebreakers is still flood control, they 
now have the additional responsibility of also maintaining an open 
channel for the winter navigation. 

ADDITIONAL ICE CONTROL MEASURES 

When a solid ice cover forms over the lake , the currents 
in the open navigation channel move ice floes, slush and frazil ice 
through the lake successfully. But mild weather and winds loosen and 
break up the ice sheet in b-he lake, plugging the navigation channel. 
This may happen several times during the winter and each time it re
quires additional work by icebreakers. Of course, winter navigati o n 
is also stopped. It was observed that the ice sheet tends to stay long
er not only on the shoals but also around the lightpiers and cribs in 
the lake. 
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In 1959-64 a study was carried out to regulate water levels 
in Montreal harbour and ice movement in Lac St. Pierre [1]. Among 
the various alternatives, a straight channel across Lac St. Pierre was 
considered. Earth dykes, pile clusters, ice booms and artificial 
islands were proposed for retaining and stabilizing ice cover in the 
lake. Subsequently, improvements of the navigation channel were 
carried out by dredging, but the proposed additional measures were 
tried out at various places. 

In 1962 several timber clusters were installed along the 
navigation channel in Lac St. Pierre, but they failed early in the 
winter, mainly because of the very weak foundation and large ice 
forces. 

Ice booms have been successfully used in Canada since 
1949-50 in the Beauharnois Power Canal in the St. Lawrence River. 
Four of them were installed in 1967 in the northeastern part of Lac 
St. Pierre (Fig. 1). The installations proved successful [2] , although 
their maintenance is rather expensive because of the particular con
ditions in Lac St. Pierre. The installation is in open water and is 
exposed to several ice movements during the winter. 

Four artificial islands were built in 1967-68 as part of an 
experimental programme. One island, No.3, supports a light tower 
and its top is well above the high water levels in the lake (Fig. 2). Its 
design was quite elaborate because of a very weak foundation (3]. 
The weak foundation required a relatively wide base for the artificial 
island. The island was designed with two berms and varying slopes. 
It was thought that the ice floes should be grounded so that later an ice 
barrier would be created by the following floes. This reduces ice 
pressure against the island. Also, it was considered that piling of 
ice against the island should not damage the light tower. As a pre
cautionary measure, the tower was made very light, of reinforced 
fibreglass, so that it could be replaced with another one by helicopter 
in the case of damages by ice. 

Three other islands have been built only to the mean high
est winter water level, so it is expected that sometimes ice floes 
would float over the islands. Their design and construction was much 
simpler (Fig. 2). Although their construction cost was lower, they 
require much more maintenahce work and their effectiveness in ice 
retention is considerably smaller. 

The lightpiers in Lac St. Pierre were built as early as 
1905. While replacing the old lightpiers or building new ones in the 
lake during the last decade, consideration was given to their potential 
ability to retain ice floes and an ice sheet. 
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Instead of completely demolishing the old lightpiers at 
Curve No. 2 and Curve No. 3 [IJ their substructures were converted 
to artificial islands by placing rip-rap around them. 

Fig. 1 shows the location of the four artificial islands, 
four ice booms, eight new lightpiers and three old substructures of 
the early lightpiers, converted to the small artificial islands. 

The formation of the ice cover over the lake, as was men
tioned, follows a certain pattern. The southern part of the lake is 
shallower and has several shoals; the ice cover is formed here rela
tively quickly. In the northern part of the lake. the formation of the 
shore ice is slower and a considerable quantity of ice floes moves 
downstream through the middle part of the lake along the navigation 
channel, to the outlet of the lake which is a kind of bottleneck. Arti
ficial islands. ice booms and lightpiers help to retai n the downstream 
moving ice floes, which by freezing together gradually extend the ice 
cover over larger areas until the entire lake is covered. Thus these 
artificial structures speed up the formation of the solid ice cover over 
the lake and reduce the danger of ice jams in Lac St. Pierre. Later 
they help to hold the ice in place. 
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Fig. 3. Ice cover on January 3. 1974. 
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Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show the ice cover formation during the 
period from January 3 to 11, 1974. The anchoring effect of the arti
ficial islands, ice booms and lightpiers is clearly shown. First the 
ice cover is formed along the shores. The artificial islands, ice 
booms and lightpiers start to accumulate the drifting ice and initiate 
formation of the ice cover upstream of these structures. 

Two air photographs shown in Fig. 6 and 7 further illus
trate ice cover formation and the effect of the structures. 

When the navigation channel is opened by the icebreakers, 
the ice sheet anchored by the artificial structures resists wind and 
current forces much better and stays stable for longer periods, thus 
extending the period of winter navigation and reducing the work needed 
by icebreakers. 

During the winter, frequent air reconnaissance flights are 
made to observe ice conditions on the lake and to report them to the 
sailing ships. Air observations are supplemented by air photographs. 
Other relevant hydraulic and climateologic data are also collected in 
order to evaluate the efficiency of the artificial structures in retaining 
ice. 

Statistics about the closing time of winter navigation in Lac 
St. Pierre in the last 14 years indicate that the average navigation 
season has been extended by about 30 days since the construction of 
artificial islands and ice booms in 1967 and 1968: 

Winter Channel Closed Average 

1961/62 59 days 
1962/63 70 
1963/64 20 
1964/65 54 44 days 
1965/66 39 
1966/67 43 

1967/68 26 
1968/69 18 
1969/70 6 14 days 
1970/71 22 
1971/72 7 
1972/73 21 
1973/74 4 
1974/75 4 

The most unstable ice is in the northeasterly area of the 
lake near Curve No. 3 (Fig. 1) and therefore the first artificial struc



tures have been built here. 

The ice in the southern part of the lake is znore stable. 
But soznetiznes southern winds break the ice deck here and push it into 
the navigation channel. Therefore, five artificial islands will be built 
on the south side of the navigation channel between Curve No. 2 and 
Yaznachiche Bend adjacent to the two lightpiers to prevent ice znove
znent into the channel frozn the south. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Artificial is lands proved to be successful in forzning and 
retaining a stable ice deck, thus reducing the icebreakers' work and 
extending the winter navigation season. 

Because of the very weak foundation in Lac St. Pierre, 
they are economical only in shallow water depths. 

They require znaintenance work because of foundation set
tleznent and erosion of the slopes by frequently znoving ice. 
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Comment: 

It was suggested that weather data be considered in evaluating the 

effect of the islands. 


I would also suggest that the flow in the river and resulting levels 
and current velocities be incorporated in the evaluation. 
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ABSTRACT 

A field program was conducted on Lake Simcoe in Southern 
Ontario in the spring of 1974 to study ice pilings and the associated 
hydro-meteorological conditions. On site meteorological and hydrologi
cal parameters were recorded. The changes and the movements of the ice 
cover were monitored. The constant observation of the ice cover and its 
movement permitted the establishment of the exact time of the ice pil 
ings that have occurred. It also permitted detailed observations of the 
ice behaviour during piling. The analysis of the hydro-meteorological 
data confirmed the earlier proposition that ice pilings are short dura
tion events and are caused by the quick change in wind direction from 
offshore to onshore. A water gap is necessary for the ice field to 
build up its momentum. An impulse parameter was found to be a useful 
tool to predict ice piling. Static wind shear was found to have little 
effect on ice piling and the breakup of the ice cover. The field study 
also showed that until a large open water lead is developed, the lake 
current is weak and has little effect on ice piling. The piling of ice 
was influenced by the floe size and the physical state of the ice. 
Factors affecting the former are still not well known. More work in 
that area will help the calculation of the kinetic energy of a piling 
ice floe. 
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Introduction 

In Winter, ice forms over lakes, reservoirs and sea. Under ad
verse hydro-meteorological conditions, the ice on the water surface will 
pile on shore and cause extensive damage to shoreline properties and 
coastal structures. 

The problem of ice piling has been studied by Allen (1969), 
Bruun and Straumsnes (1970), Bruun and Johannesson (1971), Tryde (1972 a, 
b, 1973), Reeh (1972) and Tsang (1974). In the Soviet literature, ice 
piling has been mentioned by Korzhavin (1961). The overall picture of 
the past works shows that knowledge on ice piling is still at the pioneer
ing stage. More has yet to be done for quantitative understanding the 
problem and the application of research findings to solve engineering 
problems. 

In Tsang's work mentioned above, ice piles on Lake Simcoe in 
southern Ontario were studied and the meteorological data at the time of 
the ice pilings were analysed. From his study he concluded that ice pil
ing is a short time event involving the conversion of energy. The pri
mary cause of ice piling is the change of wind direction from off-shore 
to on-shore with the existence of 
sions were from post-event 
investigations. The meteoro
logical data used were from 
two weather stations (Malton 
Airport and Muskoka Airport, 
See Fig. 1) 80 km to the south 
and 80 km to the north re
spectively of the ice piling 
site. The hydrodynamic data, 
which could be quite influen
tial to ice piling, were not 
available for inclusion in the 
analysis. The field study re
ported here intended to sub
stantiate and supplement 
Tsang's earlier findings by 
carefully monitoring and analy
sing the ice and hydro
meteorological parameters at 
the site. 

Field Program 

1. The Site 

As a continuation 
of Tsang's earlier work, Lake 
Simcoe was again chosen as the 
studied lake for the field 

an open water lead. The above conclu

o 
Muskoke 
Airport 

OAY 

Malton 
Airport 

o TORONTO lAKE 
ONTARIO 

season 1973-74. The geogra
phic location of Lake Simcoe 
is shown in Fig. 1. Fig.l. Geographic Location of Lake Simcoe 
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In the Winter of 1972-73, major ice piling took place at Big Bay Point 

and Eight Mile Point. With the same expectation, Big Bay Point was 

chosen as the studied site. The shoreline and the bathymetric lines at 

Big Bay Point are shown on Fig. 2. 


r---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

9 location of Cvt,."t "'-tfft 

flU 

~ 
o SO 100 

MotTle. POINT 

Fig.2. Grid, Bench marks and Flag markers at Experimental Site. 

2. Instrumentation and site preparation 

To study the movement of the ice cover, 17 bench marks 30.5 m 
(100 ft) apart were established along the shoreline and a grid was laid 
down on the ice cover as shown on Fig. 2. At the off-shore end points 
of the grid (points 1 to 13), flag markers were erected on the ice. By 
surveying the position of the flags from selected bench marks and observ
ing the grid from the air at regular intervals, the movement of the ice 
cover could be detected. 

Non-toxic black dye was used to mark the longitudinal grid lines 
perpendicular to the shoreline and red pigment was used to mark the lat 
itudinal lines. To draw the grid, an all terrain vehicle was driven 
between markers. The coloured water stored in a container on the vehicle 
flowed and spread on the ice surface to mark the grid lines. The grid 
proved to be rain-resistant, remained visible except after new snow falls. 
The darker lines caused local accelerated melting, but the melting was 
insignificant to the total thickness of the ice cover. There was no 
evidence that the grid lines produced weak spots on the ice cover. 

Local meteorological parameters were sensed by instruments atop 
a meteorological tower erected on the site at place shown on Fig. 2. 
Wind speed, direction, air temperature and humidity at the height of 20 m 
from the lake surface were recorded at S-minute intervals. The readings 
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were also instantaneously displayed on a monitoring counter housed in the 
field office which was a mobile trailer parked under the tower. The real 
time knowledge of the meteorological condition permitted on the spot de
cision making. While the wind direction, air temperature and humidity 
were instantaneous readings, the wind speed was 5-minute average reading. 
The meteorological tower was about 10 m from the water edge and had no 
lake side obstructions. On the shoreside, there were cottages with trees 
up to 10 m high. Although the trees were bare in winter, off-shore winds 
would still be distorted and producing some error. However, since ice 
piling is mainly determined by onshore winds, the above meteorological 
sensing was considered acceptable in view of the mounting difficulties 
involved for a higher tower. 

The limnological data were obtained at the point shown on Fig. 
2. A series of 4 Geodyne current meters were attached to a vertical 
cable at the depths of 4, 9, 14 and 19 m in a total depth of 21 m as shown 
on Fig. 3. The·first current meter was inverted to avoid possible ice 
damage. Water temperature, current speed and direction were recorded by 
the current meters at 10 minute intervals. The current direction and 
water temperature were instantaneous readings and the current speed was 
10-minute average readings. 

The period of weather record M oo rin g Marked by 

Flaging was from Feb. 11 to April 22, 1974 
and the period of limnological recording 
was from Feb. 19 to May 30, 1974. The 
grid was completed on March 7, 1974. The 
period of constant observation was from 
Jan. 28 to April 18, 1974, when ice 
piling was no longer a probable event. 

Experimental Findings 

1. Static effect of wind on ice 

In the earlier studies of ice 
piling, it was the prevailing opinion of 
researchers that static wind shear is 
the primary cause of ice piling. The 
following field evidences disputed such 
a proposition: 

For the studied period, a near hurr~cane 
scale wind of 31.8 mls (71 m.p.h.) was 
recorded over Lake Simcoe on Jan. 28, 
1974. The wind was from the easterly 
direction perpendicular to the shoreline 
at the site. At that time the lake was 
completely ice covered. On Jan. 29, when 
an inspection was made, the wind had sub

Position of the 
Sensing Elem en ts 

Geodyne Current 

M e iers & 

Recorder s 

sided slightly, but was still strong 

enough that one slid with the wind when Fig.3. 

the gusts came. However, the inspection 

showed no piling of the ice cover. 
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Fig.4. 	Local Buckling along 11 Fig.5. A Pile of Ice Crust. 
Major Crack. 

The ice cover did buckle at places along some major cracks as shown on 
Fig. 4, but the buckling height was no more than 0.5 m (1.5 ft). A number 
of ice heaps up to a man's height were seen here and there at a short dis
tance from the shore. By the first glance they gave the impression of the 
piling of the ice cover. However, a close examination of the ice heaps 
showed that they were composed of ice debris of 5 to 7.5 em (2-3 in) thick 
(see Fig. 5) while the thickness of the ice cover on that day was roughly 
0.5 m (20 in). On March 4, strong winds again caused the buckling of the 
ice cover along some large cracks and the formation of ice debris heaps. 
A study of the cross-section of one of the heaps produced Fig. 6. From 
Fig. 6 one sees that the ice heaps formed on January 28 and March 4 were 
piles of the ice crust only, not the ice cover itself. 

An ice crust will form over an ice cover when the covering snow 
is melted by the sun or is sopped up by rain and subsequently freezes 
again into ice. The ice crust thickens as more rain or melted snow is 
frozen onto it. Before the ice crust is finally frozen to the ice cover 
and becomes part of it, there is a layer of snow or slush ice sandwiched 
between the ice cover and the ice crust. When the wind is strong, the 
static shear on the ice can be high enough to crush the ice crust and pile 
the debris into heaps although not high enough to crush the ice cover 
itself . 

In the broader sense, the piling of the ice crust may be 
considered as one kind of ice piling. From a practical point of view, it 
is questionable whether this kind of ice piling would have much engineer
ing significance. The 
field experiment showed ~ Wind Direction 

that for crushing a rela
tively thin ice crust of 
5-7.5 em, a near hurri 
cane wind was required. 
For crushing a reasonably Solid Ice, No Trace of Broken Pieces 37 cm 

thick ice cover that is 
capable of doing some 
practical damage, the 
wind will have to be so FIG.6 CROSS SECTION OF AN ICE PILE FOPMED 

strong that it is doubt BY CRUST ICE. 

ful whether the indirect 
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damage by ice piling would be more severe than the direct damage by the 
wind. 

2. Dynamic piling of ice 

During the studied period, three pilings of the ice cover took 
place. Analysis of the weather data and on-the-site observations showed 
that the ice pilings were dynamic in nature. The physical revelation of 
the ice pilings is better shown by individually treating the ice pilings. 

(i) First ice piling 

The first ice piling occurred on March 11. The morning field 
inspection taken between 0830 and 0930 hour showed that the ice was 45-50 
cm (18-20 in) thick, strong, and showed no sign of deterioration. At the 
edge, there was an open water gap of 30-38 em (12-15 in) wide. A large 
crack on the ice cover was noted at the site extending from the point 
(bench mark 0) gradually turning South and maintaining a distance of 1.5 
km (2/3 miles) from the shore. Another similar crack about 1.5 km (1 mi) 
to the south of the site was also noted. Both cracks were about 38 em 
(15 in) wide and were covered by a thin ice of about 2 cm (3/4 in) thick. 

sediment 

A B C 

Fig.7. Ice Movement against the Shore - First Ice Piling . 

. In the afternoon, when the ice was again inspected at 1600 hour, 
ice had already moved in. Eyewitnesses estimated the time of ice move
ment to be around 1300 hour. There was no multi-layer piling of the ice 
cover. The ice cover either (1) pushed against an embankment or a rock 
protection, end first, then flexured upwards and broke (see Fig. 7,A), 
(2) pressed against the shore, then buckled upwards and failed (Fig. 7, B 
and C), or (3) slid on shores of small slope and pushed the sediment in 
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front of it, causing considerable 
shore erosion (Fig. 7,C, foreground 
in the photograph). As a result of 
the ice movement, the cracks were 
closed and the covering thin ice 
on the cracks was crushed and 
jutted out of the cracks as shown 
on Fig. B. Although the incident 
involved only a small ice movement, 
much damage was done to the shore 
and the shoreline structures. At 
a marina, newly installed wooden 
piles of 30 cm diameter were pulled Fig.B. Closed Crack Following 
out from their positions. At the First Ice Movement. 
another point, concrete slabs 3 m 
wide by 6 m long by 25 cm thick 
were lifted and moved. 

From the recorded data, the wind speed, direction, current speed, 
direction and air temperature were plotted for the day of the ice piling 
as shown on Fig. 9. From Fig. 9 the meteorological factor responsible 
for the ice piling is immediately recognizeable. It is seen from the 
wind direction recording that prior to 1035 hr, EST, the wind had been 
persistently in the direction parallel to the shore. From 1035 to 1155 
hr the wind gradually shifted to the onshore direction. Then in the next 
hour from 1155 to 1255, the wind quickly shifted from the onshore direction 
to the offshore direction and back to the onshore direction again. It was 
this sudden wind change that produced the ice movement. The offshore wind 
widened the cracks and the onshore wind following permitted the building 
up of momentum of the immense ice floe by closing the cracks. 

The wind effect on ice piling or ice movement may be better seen 
by plotting the impulse of wind shear on the ice cover. The wind shear 
impulse on an ice cover in the direction normal to the shore-line over a 
time period t from the instant T is proportional to 

= Jf TT+t 
V2I v.n dt 

where v is the wind unit vector and n is the unit vector normal to the 
shoreline in the onshore direction. The multiplication of I by the 
density of air and the drag coefficient of wind on ice gives twice the 
wind shear impulse per unit area in the onshore direction. From the 
wind data, I was calculated and plotted against time as shown on Fig. 9. 
In the plotting, EST 1000 was chosen as T. 

It is from Fig. 9 that the plotting may be divided into three 
sections. In the first section from 1000 to l20B, I increased monotonous
ly except for minor irregularities, indicating a gradually increasing 
windshear impulse in the onshore direction. However, this windshear im
pulse produced no momentum to the ice cover because it was pressed against 
the shore and the wind force was cancelled by the reaction from the shore. 
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For the second section, from 1208 to 1243, I decreased monotonously, in
dicating a continuing offshore windshear. For the first part of this 
period, the wind might have produced an offshore motion to the ice cover. 
However, this offshore motion would be short-lived because of the limita
tion of the narrow water gap. For the third section from 1243 hr on, I 
again increased monotonously, showing again an onshore wind shear. Under 
the onshore wind, the ice cover gathered momentum by closing the widened 
cracks caused by the preceeding wind. The sheer size of the ice floe it
self; of the lake size or at least fractions of it, means it was quite 
capable of doing all the damage although the distance of momentum gather
ing was only a meter or two. The short time lag from I at its minimum 
at 1243 to the ice coming to the shore at 1300 also indicated the short 
distance of ice movement. From the I values at these two instants, the 
momentum of the ice floe at the time when it came to shore can also be 
calculated if the floe size is known. 

Since a maximum in I also means a change in the windshear direc
tion, one might expect a similar ice movement to the opposite shore follow
ing the maximum at 1208. Such an ice movement, however, was not reported. 
A study of the temperature recording shows that prior to 1200, the air 
temperature has been practically subfreezing all the time. The onshore 
wind shown in section 1 (the offshore wind to the opposite shore) therefore 
had to crush the still strong ice sheet over the cracks to create room 
for the later onshore ice (to the opposite shore) ice movement. Appar
ently, the mild wind recorded could not accomplish such a task. On the 
other hand, the above freezing temperature during the time period of sec
tion 2 considerably weakened the ice over the cracks and helped to pro
mote the ice movement associated with the I minimum. An above freezing 
temperature was pointed out earlier by Tsang as one of the conditions re
quired for ice piling. 

The uppermost current meter, unfortunately, failed to work. The 
limnological data shown on Fig. 9 were from the bottom three current meters. 
An inspection of the current direction curves shows strong layering effects 
in the lake, but there was no evidence of correlation between the surface 
wind and the lake currents. The figure shows that the lake current were 
two orders of magnitude smaller than the wind speed. If the same drag co
efficient is assumed for the air-water and ice-water interfaces, it can 
be shown that the wind shear was an order of magnitude greater than the 
water drag. The above analysis thus leads to the conclusion that for ice 
movements involved small water openings, the lake current plays no defin
ite role and is not an important affecting factor. 

The important finding from the first ice piling is that a wide 
water gap and a strong wind really are not necessary for damaging ice 
movements. When the meteorological combination are right, the ice is 
strong and the floe is huge, the momentum built up over a water gap of one 
or two meters under a wind of only 2 mls (4.5 mph) is capable of doing 
much harm. 

The ice movement discussed above really was not an ice piling be
cause the ice did not pile up. Fig. 7 also shows that the ice floe fail
ed by flexuring and the breaking off parts were solid slabs. On the other 
hand, for a typical ice piling, the ice fails by shearing as well as bend
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ing and the failing point is very close to the foot of the pile (see next 
section). The ice floe remains seemingly intact while piling, without 
breaking into slabs first. It may be pointed out that all the mentioned 
scientists except Tsang, in their treatment of the ice piling problem, con
sidered the ice floe breaks into slabs first before piling. Therefore 
their treatments are only valid for ice movements similar to the first 
"ice piling" discussed above, but not for typical ice pilings with laminar 
structures metres high. 

(ii) Second ice piling 

The second ice piling took place on April 14, between 1215 and 
1228 hour. In the morning when the ice was inspected at 1000, the ice 
cover was seen intact but ripe. It showed a dark green colour close to 
that of the lake water, indicating that water had soaked into the ice 
cover in the spaces between ice crystals. At the shore, a water gap of 
2-5 m was noted. The edge of the ice cover showed signs of considerable 
deterioration or had disintegrated into small pieces. The distance of 
ice cover movement therefore would easily be twice the open water gap. 
From 1115 hour, the wind began reversing its direction. At 1200, the 
ice cover was noted to agitate and noises were heard. At 1215, the ice 
cover came to the shore and began to pile. The piling action came to an 
end at 1228 after the ice had piled to a height of about 2 m measured 
from the lake surface. 

Fig. 10 is a record of the ice piling. The first picture shows 
the ice condition and the water gap in front of the meteorological tower 
at 1000 hr, roughly two hours before the ice piling. Frames 2 to 10 show 
the early stage of ice piling and frames 11 to 14 show the later stage 
of the ice piling. In between the camera was reloaded. Although the 
focus point was different, the same location was being filmed as may be 
recognized from the forked tree at the top left corner of both frames 5 
and 11. The last picture on Fig. 10 shows the site at 1230, immediately 
after the ice piling. 

Different from the first ice piling in which the ice showed much 
strength and rigidity, the ice cover this time showed considerable plas
ticity. As the ice cover came to the shore, it was deflected continuously 
up the slope. After overshooting the top of the slope, the overshot part 
fell off to the shore side and by so doing further increased the height 
of the basis of the ice pile. 

From the change in colour of the ice sheet one sees from Fig. 10 
that the failing point of the ice floe was at the foot of the pile. The 
arm of the moment produced by the reaction of the slope therefore was 
short and shearing would have been an important, if not the predomin
ent, factor causing the failure of the ice floe. 

Depending on factors yet to be determined, the ice cover might 
buckle upwards and break at the foot of the ice pile. As the up wind 
ice cover continued to proceed, multi-layer laminar ice piling would re
sult. In a way, the buckling and breaking of the ice cover at the foot 
of the pile was similar to the rafting action classified by Tsang in his 
earlier work, only that now the rafting action took place within the same 
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ice floe instead of at the contacting edges of two neighbouring floes. 
Telescoping of ice floes were also noted after the piling event. Since 
the ice cover was intact before the ice piling, the telescopings must have 
taken place within the intact ice cover. 

The plasticity of the ice cover was caused by the ripeness of 
the ice. A close examination of the ice piles showed that the ice had 
decayed considerably. The columnar ice crystals in the ice could be 
clearly recognized. A kick by the foot on a large ice cube broken off 
from the piles could easily disintegrate it into the composing ice crys
tals. For the ice that did not pile, no strength test was made although 
it would be a little stronger because the ice had not been subject to 
failure. The ice crystals themselves, however, remained quite strong. 

Substantial damage was 
done to the shoreline properties 
by the ice piling. Within the 
several hundred metres of water 
front at the site, several sundecks, 
boat rams and jetties ~.,ere twisted 
and moved onshore. Many trees were 
uprooted and boulders up to 1 m in 
diameter were pushed up atop some 
of the piles (see Fig. 11). Had 
the ice been stronger, more damage 
would have been done. 

The survey of the marker Fig.ll. Example of Shoreline 
flags on the ice cover showed that 
the studied ice cover had moved as 

Structure 
the Second 

Damages by 
Ice Piling. 

one piece for a distance of 17 
metres at the direction of 176 0 

from the north by the end of the ice piling. This gave an average piling 
velocity of the ice cover of 2.3 cm/s. 

Figure 12 shows the meteorological and limnological data associ
ated with the ice piling (as well as the 3rd ice piling, see following 
section). During the shown period, the meteorological recorder failed to 
work. The data shown were taken from the monitor. During the ice piling 
time and the subsequent field inspection time, displayed readings on the 
monitor were not taken because of manpower shortage, thinking that they 
would be automatically recorded anyway. The failure of the recorder thus 
led to two missing data periods as shown on Fig. 11. Estimated weather 
data were generated using the weather data from Malton airport as guides 
for the first period and from Muskoka airport for the second period. The 
estimated weather curves are shown by dashed lines on Fig. 12. The Malton 
weather station is close to Big Bay Point, the site of the second ice 
piling, and the Muskoka weather station is close to Brechin, the site of 
the third ice piling. The readings from these two stations were hourly 
readings. 

Since the ice movement was in the direction of 176 0 from the 
north, in treating the hydro-meteorological data, 1760 may be considered 
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as the offshore direction, as shown on Fig. 12. 

From Fig. 12 and field observations, one again observes semi
lar conclusions as from the first ice piling: 

1. 	 The ice piled not long after the quick wind reversal from 500 to 210
0 

took place between 1115 hr to 1210 hr. Ice piled at a wind speed of 
3.4 mls (7.5 mph), the ebb of the wind speed curve rather than the 
crest of it. The static wind shear therefore was not responsible 
for the ice piling. It was caused by the shift in wind direction. 

2. 	 From the impulse parameter plotting, one again notes that the ice 
piled not long after the minimum in I. A greater time lag between 
the I minimum and the onset of the ice piling than that of the first 
ice piling means that the ice cover had drifted over a greater dis
tance before piling. The difference in I in the time lag period is 
seen from Fig. 12 to be 285 (m/s)2min, which is about 26 times the 
I differential involved in the first ice piling. Should the drifting 
ice floes be able to hit the northern shore, which is normal to the 
ice movement, great ice piles could have been resulted. However, 
such an ice piling was not reported. The northern shore was protect
ed by an ice cover which had little movement. The kinetic energy of 
the ice floes from south of Kempenfelt Bay was largely spent on tele
scoping of the ice floes. For the experimental site, the shore was 
not protected by an ice cover so ice piling took place. Since the 
shoreline at the test site made an angle of 27 0 to the direction of 
ice movement, the normal component of the I-differential to the shore 
is calculated to be 130 (m/s)2win. The two-metre high ice piling was 
produced by this impulse differential. 

3. 	 For the shown period on Fig. 12, the second current meter from the 
top also failed to work. However, from the limnological data obtained 
by the bottom two current meters, one once again notes the absence 
of correlation between the surface wind and the lake current and the 
insignificance of the current speed in comparison to the wind speed. 
Lake current, therefore, is once again shown not an important factor 
in affecting ice piling on 
lakeshores. 

4. 	 Throughout the period, the 
air temperature was above 
OOC, showing again that an 
above freezing temperature 
promotes ice piling. 

(iii) Third Ice Piling 

Following the second 
ice piling, the wind shifted 
to the westerly direction that 
night and produced a major ice 
piling to the other side of the 
lake. Fig. 13 shows the shore- Fig. 13. An Ice Pile at Brechin. 
side and lake-side view of an ice pile and a crushed cottage at Brechin. 
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The exact time of the event was not recorded as the east shore of Lake 
Simcoe was sparsely inhabited and most of the cottages were not occupied 
in Winter. The highest ice pile at Brechin Beach, where a field inspec
tion was made, was 8 m high. Extensive damage was done to the shoreline 
properties. The piling ice floes were large, kilometres in linear dim
ensions. The examination of the ice piles showed the ice had piled the 
same way as in the second ice piling, and the ice floes had drifted in 
from the direction of 270 0 from the North. An aerial inspection of the 
lake showed that besides piling on the shore, the ice floes also tele
scoped one on the other, many times in the form of fingering. Following 
the ice piling, an open water gap of 0.5 to 1 km was noted the next morn
ing at the Big Bay Point site. 

It was unfortunate that the weather data in the crucial period 
of 1700-1825 (see Fig. 12) were missing. However, from the estimated 
wind data one sees that in the short period of 1650 to 1945 hr, the wind 
had quickly shifted from 310 0 to 150 0 and then back to 310 0 again, a wind 
change very similar to that responsible for the first ice piling. Based 
on the conclusions obtained from the last two sections, one can see that 
this change in wind direction was the cause of the ice piling. 

The plotting of the impulse parameter I for the period beginning 
at 1600 again shows an I maximum and an I minimum. As in the first ice 
piling, the maximum in I might indicate an ice piling on the opposite 
western shore. Such an ice piling, however, was not observed. The 
duration of the onshore wind to the western shore was not long enough; 
the ice field changed its direction of motion before reaching the western 
shore. 

The approximate time of the ice piling may be estimated from 
the I curve. If the impulse differential between the I maximum and the 
I minimum was for the westward, offshore motion of the ice field, an 
equal impulse differential is needed for stopping this offshore motion after 
the wind had changed its direction. If twice this impulse differential 
was again required to move the ice field to the shore, the time of ice 
piling would be around 2110 hours as shown on Fig. 12. The above esti
mate tends to be an overestimate. Since the later part of the ice movement 
did not involve acceleration, the ice field should arrive at the shore 
earlier. 

From Fig. 12, one again notices that the ice piled at a time 
when the wind shear was at its ebb rather than at its peak. The lake 
current again showed no obvious bearing to the surface wind and had neg
legible effect on the movement of the ice cover. The air temperature 
was well above freezing at the time of the ice piling. 

A study of the weather maps of the period showed that in the 
night of April 14, a low pressure storm centre had passed right over Lake 
Simcoe. The great fluctuation in wind speed and direction because of 
this storm centre as shown on Fig. 12 no doubt would have imparted a 
shuffling action to the ice floes and by which helped the floes to pile 
high. In Tsang's earlier study, he pointed out that the staying of a 
storm centre over an area is a promoting factor for ice piling. 
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3. Breakup Pattern of the Ice Cover 

The capability of an ice floe in doing damage to shoreline 
properties depends on its momentum and mechanical strength. The moment
um of the ice floe in turn depends on the windshear impulse parameter I 
and the floe size. Some observation was made on Lake Simcoe on the 
breakup pattern of the ice cover and the size of the piling floes. Fol
lowing are what have been observed: 

Prior to the spring breakup, thermal cracks first appeared on 
the ice cover. These cracks were few in number and occurred mostly (i) 
radially from points of the land mass, (ii) parallel to the shoreline at 
a distance of 0.5 to 2 km from the shore, and (iii) between islands and 
from the points of islands to points of the land mass. The thermal 
cracks occurred when the weather was still cold and there was no sign of 
deterioration of the ice cover. After cold spells, some cracks would re
freeze but some, protected by a snow cover, would remain only covered by 
a thin ice on the surface through the rest of the winter. Rains on the 
ice cover and the melting of the snow cover produced surface runoffs 
that drained to the lake through the thermal cracks. The runoffs would 
substantially erode and enlarge the thermal cracks. Even so, the thermal 
cracks were all narrow, none of the observed was wider than 1 m. 

As the weather warmed up, the ice cover melted at the shore as 
the land mass absorbed the solar radiation at a faster rate and warmed 
up faster. The water gap at the shore gradually widened as a result of 
further melting and the disintegration of the edge caused by the sloshing 
of water in and out of the water gap. The ice cover, however, remained 
intact and strong. When the meteorological conditions were right, the 
ice would move onshore and cause damage to the shoreline properties. The 
first ice piling discussed earlier was of this kind. During the ice mo
vement, there was no telescoping of the ice cover and the ice floes were 
of the size of fractions of the surface of the lake. 

As the warm weather continued, the ice cover deteriorated and 
the water gap at the shore further widened. The piling of the ice cover 
was preceeded by a noticeable movement of the ice cover. The long dis
tance of travel and the weakened state of the ice permitted the breaking 
and the telescoping of the ice cover. The piling floes were thus of a 
smaller size than that of the preceeding case. The second ice piling 
discussed earlier was of this kind. It should be pointed out that al
though the ice has been weakened, it was still strong enough for walking 
on and although the ice floes were smaller, they were still kilometres 
in linear dimensions. 

Following the first major ice piling associated with the above 
discussion, the water gap for free ice movement would be greatly increas
ed. For the next ice piling, the ice floes would have a greater distance 
to acquire momentum. The greater movement also meant that the ice floes 
had more chance to break down and telescope. The third ice piling shown 
earlier was associated with ice movement of this kind. Fig.14 is a photo
graph showing the telescoped ice floes on Lake Simcoe immediately after 
the third ice piling. In the middle of the photograph, three longitudin
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al grid lines can be seen. Since the 
grid lines were roughly 100 m apart, 
the size of the ice floe showing the 
grid lines therefore was of the order 
of magnitude of 0.5 km in linear di
mension. For the ice floes farther 
away from the shore, Fig. 14 shows 
that they could easily have a linear 
dimension of 2 to 3 km. The ice 
shown at the trailing edge of the ice 
field was in a much riper state. They 
were from Kempenfelt Bay and south of 
Big Bay Point which is shown on the 

Fig.14. Broken down and teletop left corner of the photograph. 
scoped ice floes. 

The field observation also showed that as a large ice floe ap
proaching the shore, it might pile directly while remaining intact (as 
did the ice floes at Brechin), or it 
might break into smaller floes first 
before piling as shown by Fig. 15. 
It is seen from Fig. 15 that there 
was a "chain action" in the breaking 
up process. The large floes broke 
into smaller floes and they in turn 
broke into even smaller floes. No 
attempt was made to quantitatively 
explain the size of the ice floes. 
Until such a question is answered, 
the calculation of the kinetic energy Fig.15. The Chain Action of the
of a piling ice floe is greatly hin Breakup of Ice Floes.
dered. 

Conclusions 

The new field evidences supported the earlier proposition that 
ice piling is a dynamic activity following a quick shift in wind direc
tion from offshore to onshore. A water gap is necessary for the ice floes 
to gather momentum before piling. An above freezing temperature is also 
one of the conditions for ice piling. Static windshear is not the cause 
of ice piling on shores although a strong wind may crush the crust of an 
ice cover and produce heaps of ice debris. Great damage can be done by a 
mild wind with the closing of a small crack if the ice floe is immense. 
Lake currents under an ice cover are not influenced by the surface wind 
and have negligible effect on the movement of the surface ice. The im
pulse parameter I appears to be a good parameter for predicting ice pil 
ing. Ice piles not long after the I minimum. The prediction of ice pil 
ing by I minimum led to the successful filming of the second ice piling . 
To calculate the kinetic energy of an ice floe for ice piling, the size 
of the floe has to be known. Although it was found that the floe size 
decreases with the accumulated movement of the ice, much has yet to be 
learned before one can calculate the kinetic energy of an ice field for 
ice piling. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

PLANNING THE GREAT LAKES-ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY 
NAVIGATION SEASON EXTENSION PROGRAM 

Carl Argiroff Corps of Engineers, Detroit, MI 
Chief, Planning Branch Detroit District 
Engineering Division Department of the Army 

INTRODUCTION 

The 95,000 square miles of water surface of the Great Lakes with
in the United States and Canada is the world's largest body of fresh 
water and provides the means of transporting over 100 billion ton miles 
of waterborne freight per year. The access to these waters for ocean 
vessels is the St. Lawrence River. The mean lake surface elevation 
(IGLD 1955) of the uppermost Great Lake (Lake Superior) is 600.39 feet. 
The five lakes (Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and Ontario) which 
make up the Great Lakes, and the St. Lawrence River are located between 
latitude 41 and 50 degrees north, and are interconnected by improved 
transportation facilities of 27-foot controlling depth channels, 
canals, and locks. The length of vessel track from the Ports of 
Duluth-Superior, U.S.A., the westerly end of the system and halfway 
into the American continent, to the mouth of the St. Lawrence River at 
Father Point, Canada, is 1,684 miles. The present limit of year-round 
navigation is the Port of Montreal, Canada, 1,344 miles via water route 
to the Ports of Duluth-Superior. Lakes Superior, Huron, Erie, and 
Ontario and their connecting channels and part of the St. Lawrence 
River are boundary waters of the United States and Canada. 

The Great Lakes have a tempering effect on the summer and winter 
temperatures of the Basin. Average annual temperatures in the Great 
Lakes Basin range from about 39 degrees Fahrenheit on Lake Superior to 
about 49 degrees Fahrenheit on Lake Erie. Minimum and maximum monthly 
temperatures occur in February and July, respectively, on all the 
lakes. The mean annual precipitation for the entire Basin ranges from 
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a minimum of 25 inches to a maximum of 37 inches. The annual snowfall within 
the Basin ranges from 30 inches to about 120 inches. Estimates of the annual 
rate of evaporation on the surface of the Great Lakes range from a minimum 
of about one and one-half feet on Lake Superior to about three feet on Lake 
Erie. The Lakes are generally ice-free from May to the early part of 
November. The dates of maximum freezing-degree-day accumulation for the Great 
Lakes area based on 10-year mean values are shown on Plate 1. This graph 
illustrates the time range for the maximum accumulation as well as the period 
of greatest ice cover across the Great Lakes. A freezing-degree-day is defined 
as a day with the average temperature 1 degree below 32 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The 20-year average value of the accumulated number of freezing-degree-days 
versus time is shown on Plate 2. Ice cover on the Lakes is made up of ice of 
various ages and type, but acts as a homogeneous ice sheet as long as air 
temperature remains below freezing. Ice cover on the Lakes is therefore two 
general types, sheet ice and agglomeratic ice. Ice formation usually begins 
about 1 December in the northerly portions of the Lakes and by 1 January is 
prevalent throughout the system. Ice thickness in excess of 40 inches are 
common in many harbor areas in Lake Superior. As ice cover moves, it rafts and 
forms ridges and in some Sections of the Great Lakes may reach a height of 25 
feet above the surface and grounded on the bottom 30-40 feet below the surface. 
On the St. Lawrence River, the winter ice cover usually forms first along the 
south shore canal between Montreal and Lake St. Louis in early to mid-December 
and advances upriver to Lake Ontario. Mid-winter conditions usually consist of 
fast ice which is not generally subjected to breakup from wind or current 
conditions. Ice thickness in channel sections may average two to three feet 
while lake and river ice may only reach a thickness of one and one-half to two 
and one-half. 

Navigation on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway has been historically 
suspended every winter from about mid-December until early April because of 
adverse effects of weather and ice. This suspension requires stockpiling as 
an alternative method of operation, and less than full use of shore and terminal 
facilities and the Great Lakes fleet. Transportation cost for existing commerce 
reflect the more costly alternatives. Oceangoing vessels and oversea traffic are 
shut out of the Great Lakes Navigation System for one-third of every year. The 
impact on the economy of the Nation is significant. Although the Great Lakes 
Region within the United States covers only about four percent of the Nation's 
land areas, its 26 million residents comprise about 15% of the United States pop
ulation and produce over 50% of the Nation's steel. This region is considered the 
industrial heartland of the country. 

PROGRAM 

In recognition of the potential benefits of an extended season, the 
United States Congress in 1965 authorized the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
the principal water resources management agency of the Nation, to investigate 
and conduct a limited study of the feasibility of means of extending the 
season. This study completed in 1969, concluded that present technology is 
sufficiently advanced to make winter operations on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
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Seaway System physically feasible. The United States Congress subsequently 
authorized in 1970 a Winter Navigation Program, consisting of (1) a detailed 
survey study (investigation) to determine the economic, engineering, environ
mental, and social impact and feasibility of an extended season, (2) an action 
program aimed at demonstrating the practicability of extending the season, and 
(3) an insurance study to determine the ways and means for providing reasonable 
insurance rates to shippers and vessels operating during the extended navigation 
season. The insurance study was completed by the Maritime Administration in 
June 1972. 

The product of the Winter Navigation Program will be a report to the United 
States Congress, recommending the advisability of Federal participation in 
improvements needed to achieve a guaranteed extended season, either partially 
or year-round, in all or parts of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway System. 

The Demonstration Prog~am is a comprehensive plan of projects and activi
ties to test and evaluate those engineering solutions which appear to have a 
high potential for success. All demonstration activities under the program are 
presently limited by Congressional authorization to a maximum expenditure of 
9.5 million dollars. The organizational structure to conduct the Demonstration 
Program consists of a Winter Navigation Board composed of senior field representatives 
of participating Federal agencies and other invited organizations. The Board is 
composed of representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Chairman), 
U.S. Coast Guard (Vice Chairman), St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, 
Maritime Administration, Federal Power Commission, Department of the Interior, 
Great Lakes Basin Commission, Great Lakes Commission, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, and the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Members of an Advisory Group to the Board are from the Lake Marine Engin
eering Beneficial Association and the Great Lakes Task Force. Observers to 
the Board represent the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, Canada, the U.S. 
Section of the International Joint Commission, and the U.S. Department of 
State, Office of Canadian Affairs. Technical advisors are represented from 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Atomic Energy 
Commission. There is also a special assistant to the Chairman, a coordinator 
from a local governmental agency, Chippewa County Commission in the St. Marys 
River, Michigan area. More recently a special Technical Review Panel 
consisting of three internationally known experts on ice problems from 
the United States and Canada have been added to the Board's structure as 
special technical advisors to the Board. The Board provides overall planning, 
programming, budgeting, and approval for execution and reporting of Demonstration 
activities. A Working Committee, similarly constituted, carries out the 
program activities approved by the Board. "Lead agencies" are responsible for 
carrying out activities under each of seven functional categories, as follows: 
Ice Information, (NOAA, Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory); Ice 
Navigation, (Coast Guard); Ice Engineering, (Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions 
Research & Engineering Laboratory); Ice Control, (St. Lawrence Seaway Develop
ment Corporation); Ice Management, (Corps of Engineers); Economic Evaluation, 
(Corps of Engineers); and Environmental Evaluation, (Environmental Protection 
Agency). A report on the Demonstration Program is scheduled to be provided to 
the United States Congress on 30 December 1976. 
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The Demonstration Program activities and findings will provide the principal 
basis for developing alternative plans of improvement for navigation season exten
sion. These data will form t he framework and essence of the Survey report to 
Congress. Findings, evaluations, and conclusions therein, together with economic 
and environmental analysis, will provide the Congress with information on which 
to base its decision for further improvements on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Seaway System. The Survey Study is being prepared by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers and has been assigned to the Detroit District. The Survey Report is 
now scheduled for completion during 1977. 

PROBLEMS 

Major problems of winter navigat i on on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
Seaway System are classified into four a r e a s of primary consideration: 
channels, both interlake and on the St. Lawrence River; harbors; locks; 
and the open lake courses. Specific problem areas tested or proposed 
for testing or study are: 

a. 	 Maintaining vessel tracks in the Seaway, connecting 
channels, and l akes. 

b. 	 Maintaining stable ice covers in the connecting chan
nels and the St. Lawrence River to reduce the threat 
of ice jams. 

c. 	 Maintaining access between the mainland and islands 
affected by winter navigation. 

d. 	 Potential shore erosion and shore structure damage as 
a result of vessel movement or broken ice movement in 
restricted channels. 

e. 	 Ice jams in the connecting channels and ice build-up 
on intake structures of power facilities which may 
effect power production. 

f. 	 Navigating tight channe l turns and bends. 
g. 	 Navigating ice booms without disrupting the integrity 

of the ice f i eld whi ch the ice boom helps formo 
h. 	 Damage to ves s els a s a result of transiting various 

types of ice conditions. 
i. 	 Ice build-up on ves se l superst r uctures. 
j. 	 Increased insurance rates for ves sel operators. 
k. 	 Implementation of navigation aids and systems to withstand 

and operate in the winter env i r onment. 
1. 	 Collection and dissemination of real-t ime winter 

data. 
m. 	 Effects of the winter environment on working personnel, 

both onboard vessels and onshore. 
n. 	 Environmental effects of 11 aspec t s of winter 

navigation. 
o. 	 Increased potential of oil spillage as a result of 

vessel operation during the winter months. 
p. 	 Broken ice in lock chambers. 
q. 	 Ice build- up on lock walls. 
r. 	 Ice accumulation in lock gate recesses. 
s. 	 Icing at harbor entrances , in harbor mai n channels and 

berth i ng areas, and at dock and terminal facil i ties. 
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ACCOMPLISHED DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES 

The last winter navigation season, 1974-75, concluded the fourth of five 
scheduled years of demonstration activities, and was the first time year-round 
navigation was achieved at the St. Marys Falls Canal and Locks. The previous 
season's closing date at the St. Marys Falls Canal and Locks has been extended 
from the normal closing date of 16 December to 1 February 1972, 8 February 1973, 
and 7 February 1974. The extension of the season has been accomplished pri
marily through the effort of vessel operators, the U. S. Coast Guard's icebreaking 
efforts, and the operational units at the lock facilities, managed by the Corps 
of Engineers at St. Marys Falls Canal and the St. Lawrence Seaway Development 
Corporation at the St. Lawrence Canal. Seaway closing dates for the four years 
of the Demonstration Program were 12 December 1971, 23 December 1972, 22 December 
1973, and 17 December 1974; compared to closing dates during the first week of 
December prior to the Program. Opening dates are also earlier at the Seaway during 
the last several years from the second week in April to late March due primarily to 
the impetus of the Program. 

A full, or even a partial, discussion of all activities tested and the 
resulting conclusions is not possible here. However, a full summary on demon
stration activities is provided in annual reports published by the Great Lakes
St. Lawrence Seaway Winter Navigation Board. Major activities accomplished 
include: expansion of an Ice Navigation Center; extensive aerial and ground 
surveillance activities of ice conditions, ice movements and ice effects on 
water levels, and shore and shore properties; field test of several marine 
navigation systems; increased icebreaking assistance including the added service 
of ice buoys and navigational aids; development and testing of ice booms with and 
without gates on the St. Lawrence River; installation of air bubbler systems as a 
means of retarding ice growth; test of vehicles to solve island transportation 
problems; ice force measurements; physical model tests to determine the most 
effective way to stabilize an ice field interrupted by a vessel track; and system 
studies of the St. Lawrence Seaway (American Sector) and the Lake Huron-Lake Erie 
connecting channel. 

Several successful tests conducted as part of the ice management and 
control functional work groups are of interest. First bubbler tests were 
conducted two successive years in a navigation channel in the St. Marys River 
and proved successful in reducing ice thickness in a navigation channel. 
Air bubbler tests were also conducted in three separate locations in Duluth and 
Superior Harbors. The first pre-demonstration test in Duluth Harbor proved the 
system feasible. The second in Superior Harbor proved the ability of bubbler 
to facilitate vessel maneuvering into a loading area. The third, in Duluth 
Harbor proved the effectiveness of bubbler operating in a channel adjacent to a 
companion bubbler operating in a slip area where potential existed in exhausting 
the heat supply. Special environmental studies were also carried on during these 
demonstrations. These studies have not found bubblers to have any significant 
adverse environmental impacts. Effectiveness of bubblers in open lake conditions 
under a shifting ice field still remains to be demonstrated. Consideration of 
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Environmental Plan, provided the benefit-cost ratio is favorable and the 
environmental and social impacts are acceptable o The National Economic Development 
objective is enhanced by increasing the value of the Nation's output of goods 
and services and improving national economic efficiency. The Environmental 
Quality objective reflects society's concern and emphasis for the management, 
conservation, preservation, creation, restoration and improvement of certain 
natural and cultural resources and ecological systems. 

CONCLUSION 

The demonstration activities and studies conducted to date have proven that 
extending the navigation season on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway System is 
technically feasible. Preliminary studies also indicate that extending the 
season is environmentally and economically feasible on the Great Lakes and econom
ically feasible on the Sto Lawrence Seaway. There remains to be determined the 
extent of winter navigation in the various geographic areas of the System. Our 
report to the U.S. Congress will define specifics to any proposed improvements. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

ALGORITHM FOR ACCELERATED GROWTH OF ICE 

IN A SHIP'S TRACK 

B. Michel, Dr.Eng., Professor 
of Ice Mechanics, Universite Laval Canada 

D. Berenger, M.Sc. Eng., 
Research Engineer, Arctec Canada Ltd Canada 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major problem of winter navigation in closed canals 
or quiescent water bodies, is the accelerated growth of ice in a limited 
ship's track with repeated ship passages. Because of the presence of 
water closer to the surface in the holes of broken-up ice accumu1ation~ 
this growth may lead to unusual thickening of the ice, that would even
tually close the passage to further navigation, unless the large volume 
of ice is cleared by some means. 

We have deve10pped an algorithm [lJ to represent this phenom
enum for navigation close to a wharf in Arctic waters and we are apply
ing this method here to accelerated ice growth in a canal of the Saint
Lawrence Seaway in the Montreal area. 

2. THE PHYSICAL REPRESENTATION 

The appearance and distribution of ice pieces in the track of 
a ship depend very much on its form, the kind of ice the ship is going 
through, the propulsion system and other parameters [2J that cannot be 
discussed at length, here. 

After observing the modes of accumulation of broken ice and ice 
growth in ship's tracks, we proposed the simple physical model shown on 
Figure I. It is made of a pile of superposed ice sheets of basic thick
ness ~H with a residual ice thickness HR at the bottom. Each unit 
layer contains an area full of water of surface E, where E is the 
ratio of water volume to total volume of the accumulation, that is, the 
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porosity of the accumulation. 

The thickness of the basic layer has to be determined by the 
growth of a solid ice layer between successive passage of a ship in the 
same track. It is possible that the water hole be in any position per 
unit area in a layer. Part of a water hole in layer ~ may be indi
rectly under that of layer (~-l). The probable distribution of ice and 
water inside the accumulation is shown on the following Table. 

Layer 
number 

Relative position and area of water Area of 
continous ice 

1 £ ice ice ice (I-£) 

2 £2 (1-£) ice ice (I-£)2 

3 £3 (1_£)£2 (1-£)£ ice (1-d 3 

4 £4 (1_£)£3 (1-£)£2 (1-£)£ (I_£)4 

~ £~ (l-£)£~-l (1-£)£~-2 (1-£)£~-3... (1-£ )~ 

TABLE 1- PROBABLE DISTRIBUTION OF WATER AND ICE IN A BROKEN-UP 

LAYERED ACCUMULATION OF UNIT AREA. 

In general it is not possible to produce ice in any water hole 
underneath solid ice thicker than two layers. Furthermore after a cer
tain number of layers, water holes would have been seen in the mass co
vering the whole unit area so no residual ice of thickness HR would be 
formed underneath. 

3. THE ALGORITHM 

A widely used engineering formula for ice growth of a solid 
cover [3J is: 

H = 	a~ (1) 

where: 

H ice thickness in inches 


D 	 number of degree-days of frost 

a 	 local heat exchange coefficient, 
always smaller than one 
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Applied to our case, this gives the thickness of ice6HLN 
formed in a water hole at any level n 

= [ (n-l) 6H) J2 + a 2 6D)-2 
1 

- (n-l) 6H (3 ) 

where 6D is the number of degree-days of frost between successive 
ship passages. 

A complete analysis has been made to formulate the amount of 
ice produced in the holes at the surface, in the holes inside the pack 
itself and the residual ice formed under the pack. This gives an over
all increase in thickness 6HT between the passage of each ship. 

E: 
(6H - 6H') + ~ [Va2 6D - (6H - 6H') ]}= 1-e: { 

K 
(4)2+ 	 E: I [\/[(-<--1) 6H2] + a 6D - (-<--I) 6H J 


-<-=2 


where: 
K is the c~itical number of layers required to stop 
the formation of residual ice. 

K 1 / (I-E:) E: 

and: 


2 

~ = 1 for \j a 6D ~ (6H 6H' ) 

= E: for Va2 6D > (6H 6H' ) ~ 

\) 	 1 for n ~ K 

\) = 0 for n > K 
.6H' = distance between the top ice and the water surface. 

A computer program was developped to solve the algorithm. It 
gives the writings and results and follow each step of the computation. 

4. SOME APPLICATIONS 

The initial application of the algorithm dealt with the growth 
of ice along a projected wharf in the Beaufort Sea that would be boarded 
at possible intervals of 1 to 5 days. The design was conceived in a 
manner such that the ice would be cleared in the quiescent area every
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time it would get to be 12 feet thick. 

The computations were carried out for the coldest year on record 
at Inuvik in 1963-64. The total number of degree-days of frost was then 
83l8°F- days and the natural ice thickness growth in this aera is around 
72 inches. The value of the coefficient a was computed to be 0.9, 
which is a very good heat exchange coefficient. The computations were 
carried for various values of the porosity factor E. For a value of E 

of 0.3 the results are shown on TABLE 2. 

Interval of passage (days) 

1 2 3 4 5 

total ice thickness 
inches 

635 459 382 332 292 

number of times 
of ice clearance 4 3 2 2 1 

TABLE 2- ACCELERATED GROWTH AND ICE CLEARANCE ALONG WHARF 

IN BEAUFORT SEA. 

This shows that a very large quantity of ice is formed approach
ing the wharf and that an ice management plan had to be developped to 
dispose of this ice. 

This problem will also be an important one if winter navigation 
is to be opened in the St. Lawrence Seaway. We have made a computation 
of accelerated ice growth in the South Shore canal near Montreal for 
the winter temperatures of 1968-69 which can be taken as an average 
winter. Many ships would use the canal during daytime and the basic ice 
layer would form overnight. Thus an equivalent frequency of passage of 
one a day was taken for the computation with a porosity value of 0.3. 
The results are shown on Figure 2 where the accelerated growth can be 
compared with the static growth. It is clear that the ship generated 
ice grows almost linearly with degree-days while static grot-7th depends 
on the square root of the variable. The large thickness of ice which 
is produced shows that there will be a problem of ice management if most 
ships are to make it for winter navigation. 

1- MICHEL, B., LAFLEUR, P. (1971). Ice management at marine terminal, 
Herschel Island. Report to Dpt. of Public Works, Canada 212 p. 

2- Transactions of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers 
Vol. 67, 1959. Seven papers on icebreakers, with discussions. 

3- ASSUR, A. (1956). Airfields on floating ice sheets. USA-SIPRE, 
Technical Report 36. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampsh Ire, USA 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BUBBLER

INDUCED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 


Dr. George D. Ashton Snow and Ice Branch Hanover, NH 
Hydrologist U.S. Army Cold Regions U.S.A. 

Research and Engineering 
Laboratory 

The results of laboratory experiments to evaluate the heat 
transfer coefficients associated with flow induced by a line source 
bubbler system are reported. The heat transfer coefficients, both 
in the impingement area and laterally outward from the axis of the 
impingement region, were evaluated by observation of melting rates 
induced at the underside of an ice cover formed in a large cold room. 
The experimental results are compared and interpreted in light of an 
analytical model previously developed. Implications for field 
applications of bubbler systems are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The use of air bubbler systems has frequently been considered as 
a means of suppressing ice formation. Until recently, however, the 
design and performance of such systems has been based largely on past 
experience with successful systems. · Recently Ashton (1974) examined 
air bubbler systems from an analytical standpoint, with the ultimate 
goal of predicting the effectiveness of using bubblers to suppress 
ice formation under various field conditions. One of the parts of 
that analysis was an estimation of the heat transfer coefficient 
induced at the ice cover undersurface by the flow above a line-source 
bubbler. In that analysis the published results of small-scale 
experiments with air jets issuing from slots in an ambient air environ
ment was used as the basis for predicting the heat transfer coeffi 
cient. Clearly, larger-scale two-dimensional studies using an air 
bubbler in water would provide a mQre sound basis for prediction. 
Herein the results of preliminary experiments in a laboratory situa
tion are reported, and compared and interpreted in light of the 
analytical model previously developed. Implications for field appli 
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cations of bubbler systems are discussed and the direction of future 
research efforts indicated. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments were conducted in a cold room measuring 7.6 m by 
7.6 m which contained water at a depth of 1.07 m. A total of six 
experiments were conducted, the first two of which were prematurely 
terminated because of a variety of operational problems. The bubbler 
line was on the bottom at approximately the centerline of the tank. 
Line diameter was 9.5 mm and orifices with a diameter of 1.0 mm were 
spaced at 0.30 m along the line. Air was su~plied from laboratory 
lines at a nominal gage pressure of 4.2 x 10 Pa but was throttled 
between the supply and the diffuser line. The procedure in all 
experiments was as follows: With the air supply shut off, the cold 
room was brought to a temperature near -15°C and an ice cover allowed 
to form and thicken over a period of a few days or less. When the 
ice had thickened to about 0.12 m the room temperature was raised to 
OoC and maintained overnight and for the duration of the experiment. 
This minimized the heat conduction through the ice cover and allowed 
the heat transfer rate induced by the bubbler operation to be inter
preted from direct measurements of thickness changes in the ice 
cover. 

Prior to starting the air bubbler the ice thickness was measured 
in a line transverse to the bubbler axis. Generally the ice was very 
uniform in thickness with maximum differences ordinarily less than 
about 4.0 mm. A thermal survey of the water below the ice was also 
made prior to bubbler operation with temperatures measured to a 
resolution of O.loC. The mean temperatures before bubbler operation 
were of the order of 2.5°C. 

After the bubbler system was started, ice thickness measurements 
were made periodically in a line transverse to the bubbler line at 
about the midpoint of the tank. Water temperature measurements were 
also made periodically which were used later in the analysis of the 
data. The experiments were terminated either when melt-through had 
occurred above the bubbler axis or when the thermal reserve of the 
water had been exhausted. Air was collected in an inverted container 
above each orifice and the volume/time result used to determine the 
air discharge rate for each orifice. Due to variations between indi
vidual orifices there were some variations in the air discharges. In 
the analysis of the data the discharge rate of the orifice most 
proximate to the thickness measurements was used as the reference air 
discharge for that experiment. At the conclusion of each experiment 
a cut was made in the ice sheet and a profile of the ice measured. 
This information was also used to evaluate heat transfer rates. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The energy balance at the ice-water interface assuming no heat 
conduction through the ice cover is 
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where Pi is the ice density (kg m- 3), A is the heat of fusion (J kg-I), 
n is the ice thickness (m), t ~s time (s), qw is the heat transfer 
rate to the under surface (W m 2), and the negative sign means n is 
decreasing with time. In turn, the heat transfer rate may be described 
in terms of a heat transfer coefficient h (W m- 2 °C- l ) applied to a 
temperature difference ~T (OC) in the form 

~ = h ~T 

If it is assumed that h is independent of t and ~T then equations (1) 
and (2) may be combined and integrated to yield 

PiA (no-rJ} 
h = 

It ~T dt 
t 

o 

Thus the slope of the line of a plot of no-n versus I ~T dt 
yields the product h/PiA and hence h since Pi and A are constant. In 
Figure 1 are presented data from a representative experiment showing 
measured values of no-n and the associated values of I ~T dt for a 
centerline location, and for distances out from the centerline of 
0.25 m, 0.51 m, 1.02 m, and 1.52 m. The results of calculations of 
h are presented in Figure 2a as a function of y/b where b is the 
width of the standard deviation of the assumed Gaussian profile of 
plume velocity and which is calculated (see Ashton, 1974, for details) 
from 

b = (H+x ) C Q 0.15 (4 )
o c a 

In equation (4), H is the depth of submergence of the bubbler, Xo is 
an empirical correction to an analytic origin describing the induced 
water flow as a linearly spreading plume, Cc is an empirical constant 
gleaned from the data of Kobus (1968) iC _= 0.182 m- O• 3 sO.15), andc
~ is the line air discharge rate (m 3s 1m 1). Similar results for 
three other experiments are presented in Figures 2b, 2c, and 2d. The 
solid line is that predicted assuming no entrainment of colder water 
in the spreading warm surface jet. The dashed line represents the 
effect of entrainment of OOC water by the spreading surface jet with 
h referenced to the temperature of the impinging plume. These lines 
correspond to the analytical prediction of Ashton (1974). That 
analysis combined the empirical results of Kobus (1968) for the 
hydrodynamics of a bubbler-induced plume, with results of Gardon and 
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Akfirat (1966) for heat transfer rates induced by an impinging turbu
lent jet. The resulting prediction for the heat transfer rate at the 
impingement centerline (assumed to be constant out to a distance y=b) 
is 

0.62 
\) 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the water (W m- l DC- l ), U isc 
the centerline velocity of the induced plume at the undersurface of 
the ice, and \) is the kinematic viscosity of the water (m 2 s- 1 ). U 

was given by Kobus (19h8) in the form 

U = [-Patm Qa loge (:,-l_-~H:.....+.:::.~:;....O:....::.3::...:)1 

1/2 

(6 ) 
c /71 Pw U b J

b 

where SI units are implied, is the atmospheric pressure (N m- 2 ),Patm 
Pw is the water density, and is the mean rising speed of theUb 
bubbles. U was found by Kobus (1968) to be described by

b 

0.15C Q
b a 

Assigning the numerical values to the constants and properties 
and combining the equat.i.ons yields (SI units) 

0.160H)] J. 31 
fL = 17224-10gel( - H+IO.3 __ Q

(8 )r a 
-0 (H+O.8)0.69 

If the wall jet is assumed to be constant temperature (assuming no 
thermal stratification of the ambient water body and negligible 
cooling of the jet due to transfer to the ice sheet) the distribution 
of h is then of the form (solid line in Figure 2) 

h ()-0. 38_= Y... 
~ b 

which is essentially the result implied by the air jet data of Gardon 
and Akfirat (1964). If the ambient water is at oDe a turbulent 
entrainment model then yields (see Ashton, 1974) a distribution of h 
of the form (dashed line in Figure 2) 
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http:H+O.8)0.69


h (10 )(~) -0.38 [0.,0
9
\~) + ,] 

where the reference ~T for calculation of h (and ~) is that of the 
impinging plume. 

As noted earlier, at the termination of each experiment measure
ments of the ice thickness profile were made in a line normal to the 
axis of the bubbler line (and through a point above an orifice). The 
melted thickness distribution, when normalized by the melt thickness 
at the centerline, also gives an indication of the distribution of 
heat transfer rates. In Figure 3, data of ~n/~nb versus y/b from 4 
experiments are presented and compared to the predicted distributions 
of h/~. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Examination of Figure 2 shows the predictions given by equations 
(8), (9), and (10) to be reasonable fits to the data. Particularly 
near the impingement area effects such as temporary entrapment of 
air (relieved in some experiments by drilling a hole), and deflections 
of the plume by secondary currents resulted in considerable scatter 
of the data. Within the accuracy of practical calculations and 
considering the highly unsteady ice conditions to which bubbler 
systems are subjected in practical usage, the predictions are con
sidered reasonably accurate. Clearly, more work needs to be done to 
improve the analytical model and extend the available data base. 
Currently under development is a numerical simulation of the per
formance of bubbler systems which includes the unsteady effects of 
varying ice cover, varying meteorological conditions, and depletion 
of the thermal reserve of a water body. One of the preliminary 
results of that study and which is reinforced by the present results 
is that a bubbler system should not be expected to open a wide channel 
area free from ice. Rather, the advantage of a bubbler system is 
that it provides a line of weakness which allows vessels t o more 
easily transit an otherwise intact ice cover. 
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Committee on Ice Problems 
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Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMMENTS 

Paper Title: 	 Experimental Evaluation of Bubbler-Induced Heat 
Transfer Coefficients 

Author: 	 G. D. Ashton 

Your name: Bruce D. Pratte 

Address: Hydraulics Laboratory 
'National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA 

Comment: 

Observations of the width of ice melted by a 3-mile long air 
bubbler line in water varying from 20 to 150 feet in depth in Lake 
Ontario at Kingston, shows a relatively constant open width. This 
suggests that extrapolation of the theory to greater water depths 
with associated predictions of very large quantities of water 
brought up by the bubble columns, and therefore larger open widths, 
may be considerably in error. Field tests in deep water are sorely 
needed to corroborate the theory, or allow modifications to it. 

Author's Reply: 

Pratte's discussion centers around the assumption that has been made 
(Ashton, 1974) that the flow pattern induced by a bubbler spreads 
linearly with distance above the bubble source. While agreeing that 
this is still an open question, the author also wishes to point out 
that width of open area of ice does not serve as a sensitive measure 
of the induced flow width since the heat transfer coefficient is roughly 
proportional to the centerline velocity of the impinging flow and that 
velocity is nearly independent of depth. Nevertheless it is clear that 
detailed field tests are needed to resolve this and other questions 
related to bubbler performance as a means of suppressing ice. 
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ICE-JAM MECHANICS 
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SUMMARY 

This survey paper describes general features of the occurrence 

and behavior of river-ice jams. Some of the earlier work on ice-jam 

mechanics is reviewed. A new, simplified theory is developed for the 

prediction of the thickness and propagation velocity of ice jams, and 

for the increase in river stage the jam produces. The problem of the 

strength of ice jams is briefly reviewed. Finally, pressing research 

problems related to ice-jam mechanics are discussed. 
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I . INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

One of my senior colleages at The University of Iowa, 
Professor Enzo Macagno, has been heavily involved for the past several 
years in research on the fluid mechanics (pumping, and its relation 
to the motion, or "motility" in medical terminology, of the intestine 
wall; fluid velocity distributions; mixing; exchange processes; etc.) 
of the human small intestine. Needless to say, this is a very 
di ff i c ul t research topic: more complex conduit geometry would be 
difficult to imagine; the fluid motion is produced by contractions 
of t he intestine walls which are irregular in both space and time; 
the f luid (called chyme) is strongly non-Newtonian, and its properties 
change along the intestine and with time; and so on - the list of 
complexities is nearly endless. In a moment of frustration, Professor 
Mac agno once remarked to me: "If one is going to do research on the 
f l uid mechanics of the digestive tract, he never should look at a real 
intestine. If he does, he will become so discouraged at the outset 
that he will not pursue the problem further". 

Professor Macagno's statement could as well have been made 
concerning river ice jams (also called ernbacles), as anyone who ever 
has studied a large, natural ice jam will attest. Figure 1 is a 
photograph illustrating several features that are all too cornmon in 
jams. The jam is an agglomeration of irregularly shaped, random size 
ice fragments (or floes) packed together with haphazard orientation 
to form a mass that frequently undergoes buckling or shear failure 
that forms ridges or mounds of significant proportions. The surface 
of the ernbacle often is cluttered with assorted debris, such as tree 
trunks, empty oil drums, and pieces of car bodies, of generally 
unknown origin which is sprinkled over the surface of the jam as 
t hough it had been broadcast from a high-flying plane; this extraneous 
junk complicates the appearance of the ice cover, but probably plays 
no role in the jam's behavior. And the whole accumulation of ice and 
extraneous matter often undergoes continuous or sporadic deformation. 

If jams seem complicated to the casual observer, they are 
even more so to one who examines their behavior in detail. Indeed, 
an ice-jammed river is among the most deranged of hydraulic phenomena. 
Let us consider some of the complexities. A jam is formed by con
current flows of liquid water (hereinafter referred to simply as water) 
and ice; thus the flow is inherently two-phase (liquid-solid), a 
difficulty which is compounded by the possibility of phase change 
between water and ice. (In a sediment transporting flow, on the 
other hand, water remains water and sand remains sand; not so with 
ice-transporting water flows.) This phase change plays a very impor
tant role in the behavior of jams, as will be discussed later, because 
of its effects on the strength of the ice agglomeration. The flow 
that accompanies, and indeed prodUces, a jam is both unsteady and 
nonuniform. It is of the free-surface variety in that the position 
of the upper boundary is not fixed or known a priori, but of the 
confined type because of the existence of an upper boundary - the 
arrested ice - that is constrained against motion in the strearnwise 
direction. The roughness of the underside of the ice cover is 
generally unknown; moreover, it changes with time. The general 
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problem of the strength of ice is one of the most difficult confront
ing ice engineers; even the relatively simple question of the correct 
procedure to be used in determining the compressive strength of mono
lithic ice is far from resolved, and the far more difficult problem 
of formulating the compressive and shear strengths of floating, frag
mented ice - a problem of central importance to i ce-jam ana l ys i s, 
as will be discussed below - is still in the early stages of inves
tigation. 

The foregoing discussion, albeit brief and incomplete , of 
the complexity of the constituent phenomena attendant to ice j amming 
should suffice to convince the reader that a generally applicable, 
wholly reliable, and relatively complete formulation of ice-jam 
mechanics likely will not be forthcoming in the forseeable future. 
However, this observation is equally applicable to many other current 
engineering problems. It appears to be the unhappy fate of research
ers in the last 9uarter of the twentieth century that most of the 
easy problems have been solved. There is left for us, however, the 
possibility of making relatively smaller contributions to the under
standing of more difficult problems, and this can be just as challeng
ing and rewarding as obtaining complete solutions of simpler ones. 
(The latter, however, is surely more satisfying, and more often leads 
to the immortality of the investigator' s name and work . One can but 
envy Osborne Reynolds, for example, for having had the good fortune 
(and alertness!) to encounter a relatively simple problem like lub
rication theory, which he was able to solve almost in its entirety.) 

This brief survey paper on ice-jam mechanics will not 
undertake to review all earlier work on this topic; for this the 
reader is referred to a recent report by Uzuner and Kennedy (1974), 
and to the references cited therein. Instead, the principal phenomena 
involved in ice jamming will be recounted and some of the noteworthy 
contributions to their elucidation will be reviewed. A simple 
analytical model of ice jams will be developed. Finally, the avenues 
of research that need to be pursued .will be examined. Let the 
reader be warned at· this early point that ice jams are too complicated 
to allow for generally acceptable interpretations and formulations 
of their behavior; complexity promotes dissension. This review 
inevitably will reflect the writer~s views and opinions and biases on 
the jams - a common feature of most review articles. 

II . THE GOALS AND THE MEANS 

Many natural phenomena are so complex that it often is not 
readily apparent which of the variables involved are dependent and 
which are independent. For example, there still is considerable 
disagreement among river engineers on the question of what constitutes 
a complete set of independent variables for predicting the depth and 
sediment discharge of an alluvial stream. Therefore it seems reason
able at this early juncture to enumerate what one ideally would like 
to obtain from a mathematical model for ice jams, and which physical 
relations must be utilized in developing a theoretical analysis for 
their prediction. A reasonably complete list of goals is as follows: 
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1. 	 The conditions f or initiation of a jam (i.e., a r e l ation 
betwee the geometry of a channel obstructi on, i ce 
discharge, flow properties, etc. for which jammi ng is 
incipient) . 

2. 	 The speed of upstream movement of the l eading end of 
the jam. 

3 , 	 The thickness profile of the jam (i.e., the streamwi se 
distribution of jam thickness) . 

4. 	 The water surface profile upstream from the jam, e spec
ially the depth increase at the leading edge of t he j am, 
and the streamwise distribution of flow depth beneath 
the jam. 

5. 	 The forces the jam can exert on stat ionary s tructures 
(e.g., bridge piers, ice booms, etc.). 

Theoretically inclined hydraulicians have l ittle to work with 
except relations expressing continuity, conservation of moment um and 
energy, kinematical restrictions (which often ari se as boundary con
ditions), and constitutive relations for the f l uid and solid mat erials 
involved. Specifically, the following relations must form t he bas is 
for an analysis of ice jams: 

1. 	 Continuity of motion o f the ice and water. 
2. 	 The momentum (or energy) equation for the nonuniform 

flow approaching and beneath the j am . 
3. 	 Equilibrium among the stat i c and dynamic f orces exerted 

on the jam. 
4. 	 A relation between the depth and velocit y of f low and 

the shear stresses exerted on t he underside of t he ice 
cover and t he stream bed. 

5. 	 The "constitutive" r el ations whi ch gi ve the compressi ve 
and shear s trengths of ice as f unct ions o f f l oe dimen
sions, j am thi~kness, rat e of cover de formation , etc. 

6. 	 A boundary condition givi ng the t hicknes s o f the up 
s tream end of the jam a s a function of ice d i s charge, 
flow properti es, floe dimensions, etc. 

Needless to say, most of these r elations are mathemat icall y 
coupl ed. For example, the shear stress on the bottom of the j am i s 
a function of t he wat er discharge beneat h t~e ice, which in t urn is 
aff ected by the i ce discharge approaching the j am and the jam t hick
ness, which is related to the shear s tres s exerted by the fl ow on 
the ice . These mathemati cal compl exities can be overcome in the age 
o f the elect ronic computer. The princi pal stumbling blocks encoun
tered in the analysis arise from i nadequate knowledge of the strength 
of f loat ing, f r agmented ice, and o f the forces exerted on the ice by 
the flow. 

Bef ore grappling with the mathematical expression of some 
of t he r elati ons enumerat ed above and solution of the reSUlting 
equations, it may be helpful to d i scuss some genera l characteristics 
of embacles. 

II I . SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF ICE JAMS 

There would appear t o be t wo requi sites for the f ormation 
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of an ice j am: a large discharge of frazil or fragmented solid ice; 
and an obs tacle in the channel which impedes the downstream passage 
of the i ce. The character of the ice which initiates the jam will 
influence i ts early behavior, primarily because the strength of a 
frazil ice ac c umulation is much different from that of an agglomeration 
of solid ice floes, and because of differences between the vertical 
distributi ons over the flow depth of the two types of ice. 

The variety of channel obstacles the flows of water and 
ice may e ncounter is almost boundless, ranging from changes in width 
(e. g ., bridge piers and abutments), to changes in depth (e.g., sand 
bars), t o man-made s urface obstacles (ice-booms), to combinations of 
these. Only recently has research been conducted on the magnitude 
of lateral restriction which will initiate a jam. Calkins and Ashton 
(1975) , for example , have undertaken a laboratory flume investigation 
using arti f icial i c e (low-density polyethylene, with sp. gr. = 0.92) 
b l ocks to determine the conditions under which ice fragments will 
bridge t he gap in a symmetrical surface obstacle (e.g., an ice boom 
wi th a navi gable opening). They have found that the threshold of 
arch ing is a function of the surface concentration of ice on the 
approach flow and the ratio of gap width to floe dimension; an 
example of their results is shown in figure 2, in which a is the long 
d imen s ion of the parallelepiped blocks they used, b is the gap width, 
Q. is the plan-surface-area discharge of ice in the approach flow, 
a fid V is the mean velocity of the water flow. It is seen that as the 
f loe size is increased, the ice discharge at which arching is incip
i ent decreases. In experiments with mixtures ~f floe sizes, they 
f ound that the dimensions of the larger blocks are critical in 
det ermining if an arch will form. Similar experiments at the Iowa 
Institute of Hydraulic Research using both real and artificial ice 
have yielded results that are in general agreement with those of 
Ca lkins and Ashton. In the Iowa experiments on arching across gaps 
i n obstacles which penetrate to the flume bed, it was observed 
that the floes are passed much more readily through the opening than 
in the case of a surface obstacle. In the former case, the velocities 
of the water and ice are increased by approximately the same relative 
amounts as they pass through the gap, and therefore no increase in 
surface-concentration occurs, whereas in the latter situation the 
ice must become more densely arrayed to pass through the gap while 
being transported at the velocity of the water, which increases 
little if any because the channel section is only very slightly 
reduced by the obstacle. 

It is important to recall that an ice jam, like a stable 
ice cover, may not be formed upstream from an obstacle if the approach 
flow can submerge the blocks and transport them beneath the cover. 
The conditions for submergence of floes at the upstream end of an ice 
cover have been examined by Uzuner and Kennedy (1972) and by 
Ashton (1974), and a review of contributions to this problem is 
given by Uzuner and Kennedy (1974). A general field observation is 
that a stable ice cover will not form if the Froude number based on 
the depth and velocity of the approach flow is greater than about 
0.06 to 0.14, depending on the ratio of floe thickness, t., to flow 
depth, H, (with the maximum Froude numbers for underturniAg generally 
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occurring at t./H in the range 0.2 to 0.4) or if the approach 
velocity is gr~ater than about 2.0 ft/sec to 2.6 ft/sec. 

Ashton (1974) developed a simplified and relatively reliable 
analysis for the prediction of incipient block submergence which 
gives the critical densimetric Froude number (based on floe thickness) 
as 

2(1-t./H)v l (la) 
[g t. (l_L) ] ~ [5 - 3(1-t./H)2]~ 

l P l 

where V is the velocity of the flow approaching the jam, p and p' are 
the densities of the water and ice, and g is the gravitational con
stant. In the development o f (la), the floe was treated as being 
initially at its l evel of hydrostatic flotation. Inclusion of the 
dynamic effect on the flotation level modifies (la) to 

V 
(lb) 

=[g t . ( lL)]~
l p 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of (la), (lb), a relation developed by 
Pariset and Hausser (1961) in which the floes are treated as sinking 
without rotating, 

v 
p' l:! 12(l-t ./H) (lc)[g t.(l--)] 

ll p 

and experimental data on floe submergence. The analytical relations 
are seen nearly to bracket the data. 

After an ice jam is initiated, the presence of a field of 
stationary ice produces an additional localized energy loss, by 
lengthening the wetted perimeter of the reach of channel occupied 
by arrested ice; clearly, the magnitude of the additional energy 
loss will increase as the jam lengthens, and, to a lesser extent, 
thickens. As this occurs, the flow beneath the jam will deepen, 
and reaches of nonuniform flow will be produced upstream and down
stream from the jam. Thus the added resistance encountered by the 
flow because of the presence of the jam is overcome in two ways: 
the increased flow depth beneath the jam reduces the energy dissipation 
rate (compared to what it would be if the flow depth did not increase), 
and the energy gradient also is reduced along the channel reaches 
just upstream and downstream from the jam. It should be noted that, 
just as in the case of an isolated bend in a long channel, there is 
no net additional energy dissipation due to the presence of the jam, 
but only a redistribution of the rate of energy dissipation along 
the channel. The presence of the jam will diminish the velocity 
and Froude number at its upstream end, which in turn facilitates the 
accumulation of ice. Therefore, a flow which initially may be at 
the threshold of submerging floes and transporting them beneath the 
cover will tend, as ice accumulation occurs, toward conditions 
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favorable to formation of an embacle. 
If the supply of ice to the jam is continued for a suffic

iently long time, quasi-steady conditions eventually will be reached. 
The situation depicted in figure 4 will then prevail. Ice arriving 
at the upstream end of the jam will be arrested and will cause the 
cover to extend upstream. Some distance downstream from the leading 
edge of the jam, uniform conditions will be attained, with the cover 
thickness and flow depth at the equilibrium values of t and h , 

eq
respectively. The force balance that exists in the cov~~ along
this equilibrium reach and in the nonuniform portion of the jam up
stream from it will be discussed in Section V, below. After the 
quasi-steady situation is reached, the jam front will propagate up
stream with constant velocity, V. The jam and the flow then will 
appear steady when viewed in a c~ordinate system attached to the 
upstream end of the jam. The kinematics of the jam are then compari
tively simple; these are examined in the following section. 

IV. CONTINUITY RELATIONS FOR QUASI-STEADY JAMS 

In general the nonuniform reach of a jam is relatively 
short, and the time required to reach quasi-steady conditions is not 
great. Therefore, if the water and ice discharges remain constant 
and if the channel is uniform, or reasonably so, results derived 
from a quasi-steady analysis will be applicable to most of the period 
of embacle formation. 

The quantity V may be determined from consideration of the 
continuity of ice moveme~t in the moving coordinate system, which is 
expressed by 

V t (l-p) = q. + (C t.) V (2) 
w eq ln c 1 n w 

where t is the equilibrium thickness of the jam, determined as 
discuss~~ below; p is the jam's porosity; q. is the volume discharge 
per unit width and C represents the surfac~nconcentration of ice; 
and t. is floe thickgess. The subscript n denotes conditions far up
strea~, where the flow has normal depth and velocity. Equation 2 yields 

q.
ln 

V (3) 
w t (l-p) - (C t.) 

eq c 1 n 

The backwater curve upstream from the jam will move upstream 
as a monotonic wave, with the depth at a fixed location increasing 
until the maximum depth at the upstream end of the jam, H, is reached. 
Water storage will occur in the moving backwater reach, and therefore 
the water discharge (measured in fixed coordinates) beneath the jam 
will be reduced. The unit discharge in moving coordinates, q', is 
constant and is expressed by 

q' (V + V ) h (4) 
n w n 
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The 	corresponding velocity is 

h
a' ~ v' -"L- = (V + V ) ...E.-	 (5)
h n w h 

The discharge measured in f ixe d coordinates at any point is then 

q (6) 

Since h > h , q is reduced below q . 
F~nally, although it is Peally not a kinematic feature of 

the flow, it is in order here to examine h . The boundary shear 
stresses exerted on the lower and upper boij~daries" , are,

1,2
respectively, 

f 
, = 1 ,2 p (~) 2 

n 	 (7)-812, 

where fl are the f riotion factors for the two boundaries. In the 
equilibridm reach the slopes of the energy grade line and the channel 
must be equal, or nearly so. Equating the boundary shear stresses 
to the streamwise component of the gravity force on the water gives 

2 
h [-q- (f + f ) ]1/3 (8) 

eq 8g8 1 2 
0 

where q is given by (6), with h replaced by h , is to be used in 
solving (8), and S = sin e is the channel s16~e. 

The far ~ore d ifficult question of determining t , which 
is needed for the simultaneous solution of (3), (6), and (8~, will be 
taken up in the next section. 

V. THE FORCE BALANCE IN ICE JAMS 

Consider an elemental control volume of rectangular plan
form taken from and extending ov er t h e full thickness of an ice jam, 
as shown in figure 5. The forces acting on the element in the stream
wise direction are: 

1. 	 The streamwise c omponent of the weight of the ice and 
t he pore water i t contains. 

2. 	 The s hea r stresses, T , acting on the lateral sides of 
the element. xY 

3. 	 The normal s tresses exerted on the ends of the element. 
4. 	 The shear stress,c'2' applied by the flow to the bottom 

of the c over. 
Note t hat the seepage force exerted by the water discharge 

percolating through the ice agglome~ation, as shown in figure 4, 
just equal to the streamwise component of the weight of the pore 
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water, and that the x-components of the hydrostatic f orces acting 
on the ends of the volume are themselves in b a l anc e. If ..a«e (i.e . , 
the phreatic surface and the stream bed are nearly parallel ) , the 
static balance of forces in the x direction is expressed b y 

dT 
a (0 t) - t ~ + pgt sin e o (9)ax x ay - T2 

for a two-dimensional configuration [i.e., ~(t' T ) = 0]. In this 
case neither the first, third, or fourth te~ is ~ f unction of y, 
and therefore the second term also is y-independ e nt . Consequently, 
T is linearly distributed across the channe l and , b e c a use of 
s~etry, is zero at mid-channel and has its maximum, (T ) , at the 
sides of the stream. This explains why shear lines in i~~ ~ams 
generally occur near the banks. If the jam is undergoing shear 
failure along the banks, 

_ 2y (T )T (10)
xy W xy M 

where W is the width of the stream. 
Before proceeding with consideration of the solution of (9), 

to obtain t as a function of x and t he quantities describing the 
properties of the ice and flow, it is neces s ary to consider the 
boundary conditions on t. At lar~e x, the flow and jam are uniform 
in the case of quasi-steady jam, a- (d t) = 0, and (9) and (10) 
yield x x 

2t 
~ 

W 
(T )

xY M 
- T 

2 
+ p'gt 

eq 
sin e o (ll) 

in which T2 is to be computed from (7) us ing the reduced discharge 
given by (6). If (T ) can be related t o t, f o r example by the 
simple relation sugg~~t~ by Uzuner and Kennedy (1974) , 

(T ) (12) 
xy M 

where C and C. are constants and 
o ~ 

~(l - ~) (1 -p) P '9 cos e (13 ) 
P 

is an effective unit weight of the floating ice cover, then the 
mathematical problem of solving for the equilibr i um conditiBns is 
closed: four equations L(3), (6), (8 ) , and (11)] are available to 
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solve for the four unknowns (t , h , V , and q) in the equilibrium 
reach. The downstream boundar~qcona~tio~ on t for quasi-steady 
conditions is the value of t so obtained. 

Now consider the u~~tream end of the jam, and the conditions 
that determine its thickness, a question that is far more difficult 
to resolve. Two reasonable physical situations come to mind. Exper
iments presently underway at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
with small ice parallelepipeds demonstrate that over a wide range of 
conditions, the floes reaching the end of the jam submerge immediately 
and accumulate to form a jam that has nearly constant thickness over 
its whole length; in other words, the upstream end of the jam is 
very blunt, and t = t* , say, over most of the length of the jam. In 
this case, t* is det~~ined not by the jam thickening until the 
embacle's sh~~r strength is great enough to balance the applied 
forces, as described above, but by the depth to which the floes can be 
submerged upon reaching the cover. An estimate of this depth can 
be obtained as follows. The kineti'c energy of the arriving floes is 

1 2 
KE ~'\o'(aV) (14) 

where \0' is the volume of the floe and aV is the water and floe 
velocity at the surface. The potential energy of a floe (relative 
to its equilibrium floating position) whose center of gravity has 
been displaced vertically a distance t* below its position when 
the block is floating on the surface, r~ 

t. p'
PE (p - p') g\o' [2. (1 - -) + t * ] (15)

2 p eq 

Equating the kinetic and potential energies given by (14) and (15), 
which assumes there is no energy transfer from the flow to the ice 
during submergence, and solving for t* yields 

eq 

t* 2 
(aV) 1 p'~= --2(1--P) +1 (16)

t. 
1 

2P - p'
p' gt i 

in which the unity on the right hand side arises from the floating 
floes arriving at the jam having thickness t., while the change in 
potential energy results from submergency below the equilibrium level 
of the individual floating floes. The quantity t* is a rough 
measure of the thickness of accumulation in this ~~se. Actually, 
the thickness can be expected to be slightly greater, because of 
energy imparted to the submerging ice floes from the flow. It should 
be kept in mind that the depth of flow was not introduced into the 
foregoing energy analysis; therefore, the result can be expected to 
apply only to cases in which the flow depth is much larger than t . 

1 
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and t*, .. Figure 6 presents a comparison of (16) and experimental 
data 6gtained from the Iowa experiments with ice parallelepipeds, 
mentioned above. The quantity C is a measure of the ice surface
concentration, defined by 

q. h
1 ln n

C ----- (17 ) 
1.2 ~ ti 

where, in addition to the quantities defined in figure 4, q. and 
~ are the unit discharges of ice and water far upstream, afig a = 1.2 
has been utilized. The quantity a is related to the Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor, f, through the logarithmic velocity-defect law 
(Schlichting 1968), with the result 

a = 1 + 4.07/(f/8) (18) 

For the flows used in the Iowa experiments, f was approximately 0.025. 
The values of t* It. presented in figure 6 show general agreement with 
the form of (16T~ bITt are slightly larger, as anticipated in the 
discussion above. 

A second possible upstream boundary condition states that 
the leading edge of the jam thickens until its strength is adequate 
to withstand the momentum of the arriving floes. This condition, 
which was utilized by Uzuner and Kennedy (1974), requires knowledge 
of the relationship between the thickness and compressive strength 
of floating fragmented ice covers, which is one of the most difficult 
and incompletely resolved questions related to ice jams. 

The foregoing remarks have been directed primarily to the 
equilibrium and leading edge thicknesses of ice jams. In a long jam, 
there exists the possibility that the gradient of (0 t) [the first 
term in (9)] and the bank shear initially are inadeq~ate to support 
the applied loads. The ice cover may then thicken by failure or 
"collapse" of the ice cover (generally not fracture of the individual 
floes), until its shear and compressive strengths become great enough 
to balance the externally applied forces. There then again arises 
the difficult question of the strength-thickness relation of the 
cover. Uzuner and Kennedy (1974) utilized some heuristic arguments 
to arrive at the relation 

o (19) 
x 

where k is a coefficient to be determined from experiments. They 
introdu~ed (10), (12), and (19) into (9) and numerically integrated 
the resulting equation to obtain t as a function of x. They present 
a computer program to accomplish this calculation, as well as the 
determination of the corresponding values of t , h , V , and q. 
Their technical report gives some complete sOlij~ion~~ inWgraphical 
form, for specific conditions. It must be emphasized, however, that 
their results are heavily dependent on the ice-strength relations 
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they utilized, (12) and (19). 
In the analysis developed above, two different equilibr ium 

thicknesses, t and t* , given by (11) and (16), respectively, 
were considerea~ The r8rmer occurs when the cover thickens by internal 
collapse until its shear strength is great enough that bank shear 
balances the applied external forces. In the latter case, the j am 
thickness resulting from the arriving floes being submerged by con
version of their kinetic energy to potential energy is sufficientl y 
great that bank shear can balance the forces applied externally to the 
ice cover . It follows, therefore, that t* > t . The equilibrium 
thicknes s to be expected in a given situat~o; d~~ends on several 
factors, pr inci pally the channel width and the shear s t rength of 
t he ice cover. The latter question poses the greatest hurdle. 

VI. A SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION 

If the thickness of accumulation at the ups tream end of 
a jam given by (16) produces ice-cover strength which is gr eat enough 
to support the applied loads, the jam thickness will be constant 
along its length and it becomes relatively simple to calculate t he 
f our unknowns, t* , h , V , and q from a simultaneous solution of 
(3), (6 ) , (8) , afi8 (lg~. ~or a numer ical example, consider a channe l 
and flow with the follQwing properties: 

-4S 2.5xlO 	 h 10 ft 
0 	 n 

0.025 	 t. 0.50 f t fl 
~ 

0.10 	 (C) 0.50f 2 c n 

Pertinent 	computed quantities are: 
V 5.07 ft/sec [from (8) 1 

n 
1.23 [from (18) 1 

F V /~ ; 0.282 (flow Froude number)
n n n 2 

(5 . 07) (10) 	 ; 50.7 ft /sec 
2

(1.23) (5.07) (0.50) (0.50) ; 1.56 ft / secqin 

Simultaneous solution of the four 	equations listed above gi ves : 

t* 2.15 ft 	 V 1.50 ft/sec
eq 	 w 

2
h 15.26 ft 	 q 42.81 f t / s ec 

eq 

The flow depth just upstream from the end of the cover will be (refer 
to figure 4), approximatel y , 

H = h + 	L t* 
eq P eq 

17.23 ft 
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and the corresponding velocity and Froude number are 

v 42.81/17.23 2.48 ft/sec 

and 

F = 2.48//(32.2) (2.48) = 0.105 

It is seen that the Froude number is reduced from a relatively high 
value to one which can produce a stable ice cover. 

In closing this section it must be emphasized that the line 
of analysis followed in this section is applicable only after the 
jam has reached the quasi-steady state. During the early stages 
of formation, the velocity of the floes reaching the jam will be 
greater, the local jam thickness produced will be larger, and t 
will be reduced to t* along the jam as the depth of flow is increased 
and flow velocity deE~eased by the ice accumulation. One point should 
be noted: the dynamics of the flow as it passes under the jam have 
not been considered. This needs to be introduced into the analysis, 
using a method of analysis similar to that of Uzuner and Kennedy (1972) 
which utilizes the momentum or energy relation for the flow. The 
effect on the ice jam characteristics likely is minor. 

V. THE STRENGTH OF ICE JAMS 

One of the dominant traits of human nature is the desire to 
avoid confrontation with difficult problems, or at least to postpone 
the moment of truth as long as possible. And so it is in this review 
that the matter of the shear and compressive strengths of floating, 
fragmented ice covers is deferred until it precedes only the summary 
and conclusions. The major stumbling block encountered in the problem 
arises from the fusion of the ice fragments to form a monolithic 
mass. If the plane surfaces of two pieces of ice surrounded by air 
at a temperature well below the melting temperature of water are 
brought into contact and pressed against each other, the bond that 
forms between the two, as measured by the tensile or shear strength 
of the interface, forms very slowly; even after long-time exposure 
to a relatively high compressive stress, the two particles are 
readily separated. If, on the other hand, the two ice fragments are 
submerged in water, even very small contact pressure between the ice 
pieces will result in surprisingly fast formation of a strong bond. 
Indeed, after two ice cubes are pressed together just by hand while 
submerged for only a few seconds, it may be impossible to separate 
them by hand. The phenomenon of bond formation or fusion has been 
explained by Merino (1974) as resulting from the facts that the ice
water interface is at the melting point, and the melting temperature 
of ice decreases as pressure is increased. He argues that the applied 
pressure produces some melting at the interface which is followed by 
re-freezing and attendant bond formation when the pressure is 
relieved. Bond formation also is promoted by certain physical
chemical processes that occur in water at its solid-liquid transition 
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temperature. All of these processes occur at certain rates, rather 
than instantaneously, with the result that the shear and compressive 
strengths of ice covers are heavily dependent on the strain rate of 
the ice accumulation. This has been revealed in strength tests at 
the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, (Merino 1974; Uzuner and 
Kennedy 1974) with the results shown in figures 7 and 8. In figure 7, 
U is the relative velocity of the two components of the direct
sfiear apparatus utilized, L is the length of the shear plane, and d 
is the average plan-form dimension of the fragments. It is seen i~ 
these figures that both the shear and compressive strengths decrease 
as the inverse of the strain rate. At higher strain rates, for which 
the inter-particle bonds do not have time to form, the shear stress 
results primarily from inte2-granular friction and becomes nearly 
constant at about 2.0 Ib/ft. Merino proposed the relatioA 

1 de 

2'Y t U + 2.0 (lb-ft-sec) (20) 


e 
c 

to predict the shear strength of fragmented ice covers; (20) is 
compared with experimental data in figure 7. 

Figure 8 presents data on the relationship between the 
compressive strength of floating fragmented ice covers and the 
velocity of the plate used to compress the ice. Again, the strong 
dependence of the compressive strength, a , on the rate of ice-
cover deformation is apparent. x 

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding discussion of the many gaps that exist in 
our understanding and formulation of phenomena that arise in the 
ice-jamming of rivers should make it apparent that much research 
remains to be done before the problem can be regarded as solved. For 
even the very simple case of steady, uniform flows of ice and water 
in a uniform channel considered herein, the mathematical analysis 
encountered several major obstacles, principally the formulation of 
the shear and compressive strengths of fragmented ice covers. Addi
tionally, the question of the shear strength of the ice-bank interface 
remains to be solved. In a real-world situation, one seldom has 
steady, uniform flows or uniform channels, and the characteristics 
of specific jams vary widely with local conditions from site to site. 
Research on the problem of prediction of the conditions for initiation 
of ice jams is in its infancy, and much remains to be done to develop 
reliable predictors for the onset of jamming. This topic is very 
important to river engineers; the best way to handle ice jams is to 
prevent their formation! The matter of the ice forces exerted by 
jams on structures, (e.g., ice booms) is still far from solved, and 
is deserving of considerable additional research attention. And so 
on; the shopping list of research needs related to river ice and ice 
jamming is indeed a long one. 

The analytical considerations developed herein were based, 
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to the extent possible, on generally applicable principles of mechanics. 

The results developed in this survey and in the more extensive analy

sis of Uzuner and Kennedy (1974) provide at least a minimal analytical 

framework for the analysis and prediction of ice jams, and for present

ation of field and laboratory data on jams. The more complete 

analy~is contains several coefficients, notably k , C., C , and f 


h · h . . th h d 1 . hX ~ 0 . 2w ~c ar~se ~n e strengt an stress re at~ons ~ps. As ~s the case 
in many analytical models of complicated phenomena, these must be 
regarded at present as free parameters which may be adjusted in order 
to bring the mathematical predictions of ice-jam behavior into conform
ity with measured data; in a sense, they act as "tuning knobs" for 
adjustment of the theoretical model. There is now a pressing need 
for good laboratory and field data on ice jams for the purpose of 
determining the adequacy of the existing mathematical models, and to 
provide quantification of the several coefficients any ice-jam theory 
likely will contain. 

The next research steps in the study of ice jams should be 
directed toward elucidation of the nature of the shear and compressive 
strengths of embacles, and determination of the aforementioned 
coefficients. It must be pointed out that the heavy dependence of 
ice-jam behavior on the strength properties of the fragmented ice, 
which results from the formation of cohesive bonds between ice frag
ments, suggests that model studies of ice jams should be conducted 
with real ice, since artificial materials, such as wax, polyethylene, 
and wood, generally do not exhibit this cohesive behavior, at least 
not to the extent that ice does. 

It generally is not a good idea to close on a pessimistic 
note. Nevertheless, the writer's experience during the past 15 
years with the somewhat similar problem of sand transport by rivers, 
and the slow rate of progress that has characterized that area of 
research, suggest that the engineer will not have a complete and 
reliable set of analytical tools for dealing with ice jams in the fore
seeable future. Although this observation may be unhappy news for 
river engineers who must deal with ice jams, it has the bright 
aspect of promising to provide researchers in the area of ice engin
eering with ample outlet for their analytical and experimental energ
ies for many years to come. 

No paper on ice jams would be complete without some comment 
on the problem of what to do after a major ice jam has been formed. 
Various techniques have been tried to break up ice jams, including 
coal-dusting to increase the uptake of solar energy and thereby 
hasten melting, blasting of jams with explosives placed in them, and 
aerial bombing. None of these has proved to be particularly effective. 
The last two have the advantage of giving one a certain sense of 
vindictive fulfillment; he at least feels that he is striking back 
at the jam, even though his effort may be to little avail. Nature 
ultimately takes care of the jam, by providing warmer weather. Even
tually the ice returns to its liquid form and runs off, but all too 
often after having done considerable damage to river training-works 
and other man-made structures, not to mention that caused by the j.am
produced flooding. Unlike sediment, however, the ice does not remain 
after the flood of water has retreated; for at least this small 
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favor, one can but be thankful. 
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Figure 1. 	 Blasting of ice jam on Iowa River near its 
confluence with Mississippi River, January, 
1975. 
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Figure 2. 	 Arching criterion developed by Calkins and 
Ashton (1975) in their experiments with 
symmetrical surface obstacles with gap of 
width a. 
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Figure 5. Elemental control volume taken from an ice 
jam (Uzuner and Kennedy 1974). 
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Figure 6. 	 Comparison of (16) with ice-jam depths 
measured in laboratory. (Data by Wang and 
Tatinclaux. ) 
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Comment: 

You used the friction factor of the ice undersurface, fz, in your 
analysis. Since the ice undersurface changes with time, velocity, 
and temperature, it is e xpected to have a variable friction factor. 
Have you used an average value for fz? Was it based on measu~ements? 

Author's Reply: 

In the absence of better information, one should use an estimated, 
average value of f 2 . Determination of f2 is very difficult, and 
generally involved measurement of velocity profiles under an ice 
cover. Perhaps it is most reasonable to view f2 as one of the 
"tuning knobs" the model contains, the others being the various 
strength coefficients, which can be varied as needed to achieve 
conformity between experimental results obtained to verifu the 
mathematical model. Then, the mathematical model can be used with 
the value of f2 so determined to make predictions about other ice 
jams. 
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Ice jams frequently occur on rivers in the western United States. 
Many of the jams are small and may even go unnoticed in sparsely popu
lated areas. Some occur infrequently and are caused by unusual mete
orological conditions or temporary unsteady river hydraulics. However, 
others reoccur on a somewhat frequent basis and at the same locality. 
Although there are many factors involved, there are several which play 
a major role in creating an ice jam. These major factors include con
trol sections in a river such as a channel constriction or a lake or 
reservoir, ice covered river systems where the ice in the headwaters 
melts before the downstream river ice melts, and river reaches where 
large quantities of frazil ice are produced (figure 1). 

The North Platte River flowing through Casper, Wyoming, experiences 
ice cover formation every winter and at times ice jams are formed. 
Storage reservoirs upstream and downstream have permitted increased 
river discharges during winter months. The frequency of ice jam 
formation has reportedly increased due to the increase in winter river 
discharges above the native flow. In the fall of 1966, the Casper 
Project Office of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation initiated an experi
mental ice boom study on the North Platte River. The major objective 
of the study was to develop a structure capable of containing the 
slush ice upstream from a small residential area west of Casper, 
Wyoming, affected by ice jams. The operation of the ice boom was 
expected to trigger an artificial ice cover by capturing slush ice 
thus creating an ice cover which would progress upstream from the boom 
in an area where a flood easement was established. The prototype log 
boom was installed 11 kilometers upstream from Casper, Wyoming, as 
shown in figure 2. The ice boom consisted of two 25-millimeter cables 
with 3.66-meter timbers attached to the cables by l-meter lengths of 
chain. The timbers had spikes extending 305 millimeters above and 
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below on 225-millimeter centers. Several prototype ice boom config
urations were tested on the river; however, due to time and cost 
limitations, the Project requested a model investigation of the ice 
boom to optimize the design of the existing structure. 

Modeling Hydrodynamic River Ice Phenomenon 

Groat 1/, as early as 1918, used a hydraulic model to study ice diver
sion u~ing paraffin to simulate float ice. Several investigators 2/
1/ ~ have since used hydraulic models as a tool to better understand 
ice processes on rivers. Materials such as wax, paraffin, wood, and 
polyethylene have been used to simulate river ice. There are two 
areas of similitude considered in modeling ice processes. One 
involves the modeling of individual ice floes in a river system where 
the internal properties of the ice are neglected and the similitude is 
based on hydrodynamic considerations. The other area involves modeling 
of the ice properties per se. This investigation considered only the 
hydrodynamic forces and therefore the Froude model laws were used to 
scale the model. 

North Platte River Model 

A 1/2-kilometer reach of the North Platte River was modeled in the 
laboratory study at a 1:24 undistorted scale (figure 3). The model 
riverbed was constructed of concrete using river cross sections 
taken at 30-meter intervals along the river reach. River ice was 
simulated in the model using 3.2-millimeter hemispherical particles 
of low density polyethylene plastic with a specific gravity of 0.92 
(figure 4). A 2.7-meter-long hopper with a 0.25 m3 capacity was used 
to drop the plastic ice onto the water surface at the upstream end of 
the model. Since the laboratory has a recirculating water supply, a 
wire screen basket was installed at the downstream end of the model 
to collect the plastic used in the study. 

A uniform test procedure was followed throughout the test program. 
Each test was operated with a discharge representing 26.6 m3/s in 
the prototype river. To keep the absorptive properties of the 
plastic stable, the plastic model ice was stored in large drums con
taining water which kept the plastic wet at all times. The plastic 
model ice was applied to the water surface across the width of the 
model river. Discharge and water surface elevations were recorded 
during each test. The tests were normally terminated when the ice 
cover ceased progressing upstream. This was usually accompanied by 
a significant amount of model ice passing under the ice cover and 
boom. The quantity of model ice that had accumulated in the screen 
basket at the downstream end of the ice model during each test was 
removed from the basket and measured as "ice lost" by the boom. 

Model Test Results 

Initial ice boom. - The model test results indicated that the initial 
field location for the ice boom did not provide ideal flow conditions 
for proper operation of the ice boom. Due to a bend in the river, the 
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flow concentrated on the right side resulting in a considerable 
amount of ice flowing under the ice boom as shown in figure S. 
Establishment of a uniform approach flow was further aggravated by a 
rock protrusion on the left side of the riverbed. The average flow 
velocity at the ice boom section was O.S mls with an average depth of 
1 meter. Several investigators SI 61 recommend slower velocities for 
proper ice retention at this flow-depth. 

Modifications to the ice boom. - Several modifications to the initial 
ice boom structure were tested in the model including ice boom cable 
sag (4.3 and 14 meters), spacing between booms (24, 47, and 88 meters), 
timber spikes, and cable configurations . 

In general, the least amount of cable sag resulted in the best ice 
retention by the boom. The spacing between ice boom cables was not 
critical. The use of one ice boom should be all that is required 
when properly located. 

Several timber spike designs were tested as shown in figure 6. The 
boom timbers with lS2-millimeter bottom spikes on 22S-millimeter 
centers retained more ice than timbers without bottom spikes. 
Larger, 30S-millimeter bottom spikes showed little improvement over 
the lS2-millimeter bottom spikes and collected large amounts of debris 
when initially installed in the field. 

Test with an "upstream V" configuration resulted in a more stable ice 
cover and better ice retention than the simple parabolic design. The 
ice boom was anchored to the model riverbed to form a 4S o upstream 
angle with the river shoreline. This boom configuration wedges the 
slush ice between the boom and the river shoreline thus increasing 
the ice cover stability at the boom (figure 7). 

To determine the effect of field shore ice on ice cover stability at 
the ice boom, large sheets of polyethylene were cut to simulate shore 
ice in the model (figure 8). The model shore ice produced a more 
stable ice cover which progressed upstream further than the tests 
without shore ice. The absence of any cohesive property in the poly
ethylene plastic resulted in a less stable model ice cover than what 
would occur in the field. 

Artificial channel modifications. - To decrease the flow velocity and 
thus improve the ice retention capability of the ice boom, two artifi
cial constrictions were tested in the model. The constrictions were 
located some lS meters downstream from the ice boom and caused an 
increase in the water surface of approximately 0.3 meter reducing the 
flow velocity to 0.4 m/s. The first constriction was created by an 
opposing jetty which reduced the river width from 64 meters to 
lS meters for the winter discharge of 26.6 m3/s (figure 9). The 
model jetties were designed to overtop at a discharge of approxi
mately 42 m3/s. The second constriction consisted of a submerged 
overflow sill. The sill had a crest width of 0.3 meter and 2:1 side 
slopes. For the ice boom to function properly, the water surface at 
the ice boom site should be increased by 0.49 meter and the rocky 
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protrusion on the riverbed as shown in figure 10, should be removed. 
This will reduce the river flow velocity to 0.30 m/s. 

Although this investigation was limited to a specific reach of the 
North Platte River, the results can be applied to other rivers flowing 
through alluvial valleys. The results are encouraging; however, more 
investigations related to river ice jam formation are needed to 
better control their occurrence. 
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a . 	 Ice jam on the Payette 
River upstream from 
Black Canyon Res ervoir 

b. Ice jam on Yellowstone 
River due to ice melt 
in the headwaters 

c. Ice jam on Gunnison 
River due to upstream 
frazi1 ice production 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 


View of initial ice boom on the 

North Platte River 


Figure 3 
1:24 scale model of 
North Platte River 
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Figure 4 

3.2 millimeter polyethylene 

plastic - model river ice 




Figure 5 

Vi ew of North Platte River 
with ice passing by ice boom 

Figure 6 

Spike configurations 

tested in the model 
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Figure 7 
"Upstream V" 
configuration 
tested in model 

Figure 8 
Simulated model 
shore ice 

shore ice 

Figure 9 
Opposing jetty 
constriction in 
model river 
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Ice jamming is a natural phenomenon observed on many rivers. 
Occurrence of ice jams Is more or less a characteristic feature of 
most rivers freezing up in winter. 

In the Soviet Union ice jams occur predominantly on rivers flow
ing through cold regions of the North, Siberia and Far East, e.g. on 
the Northern Dvfna, Ob, Yenisel, Lena etc. which are closed with ice 
cover up to 1.5 m thick due to extended winter periods of very low 
air temperatures. 

It should be noted that under milder weather conditions of com
paratively shorl and warm winters in the Western and Southern regions 
of the country and even in the Central. Asia the ice jams also develop 
in rivers, such as the Western Dvina, 1\eman, Dniester, Danube, Syr
Darya, Amu-Darya etc., covered by ice about 0.5 m thick. 

More frequent and severe lee jams form on the northward-flowing 
rivers, because here during spring breakup the drifting accumulates 
against the thick solid lee cover that has not yet starled to melt. 

The sites susceptible to frequent lee jamming are as follows /R.l/: 
1. Sudden transition zones from high to low river slopes, where 

the river enters the backwater of a reservoir, the sea or the lake. 
2. Areas immediately below rapids, where the flow velocity is 


retarded. 

3. Confluence sections of rivers carrying large amounts of ice. 
4. Restrictions of flow caused by sharp bends (over 110-1150 ). 

Additional potential jam areas include sharp bends, abrupt narrow
ings of ice passage, shallows with islands, river stretches closed with 
stable and thick ice cover, the areas of frazll lee accumulation during 
the late fall or winter months. 

The developments of an ice jam is affected by the following fac
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tors: the amount and density of ice masses approaching an ice jam, the 
rate of water level rise during spring breakup, obstacles available in a 
river channel, flow discharge, air temperature, solar radiation, sequence 
of a breakup etc. 

'!'he volume of an ice jam and resulting height of water levels 
/R. 2, 3/ depend primarily on the amount and density of floating ice. 

Once the jam is formed two situations are likely to be encounter
ed depending on flood discharges and the intensity of ice breaKup. 
Under the conditions of large discharges and intense breakup jams a:re 
generally of lower strength. They exist for a short time of 1.2-1.8 hours 
and break up readily. Sometimes a chain of jams forms, when break
out of a jam followed by destroying of an ice cover in a downstream 
reach leads to the formation of a new jam and so on. 

In contrast, when a flood discharge is not large and almost con
stant an ice jam does not break up but extends downstream. 'lhe length 
of such jams can be from 1.0 to 1.5 km and even to 35 km on the 
Siberian rivers. The long jams are very stable, their duration is from 
3 to 5 days for the European part of the U.S.S.R. and for 8 to 1.0 days 
for the Northern ,regions of Siberia• 

.Below control of ice jams in a river with a caECade of hydro 
power planis is discussed. The construction of a hydro power plant 
may result in ice jamming in iis tailrace and at the end of backwater 
zones. 

Appreciable jamming is likely to occur below an existing hydro 
power plant when further downstream the river channel is heavily con
strained by structures of the next step of a cascade under construction. 
On a number of pO'MS'r plants the ratio of the ice passage front to the 
width of a natural channel is as low as 0.03-0.1.2. Under these condi
tions the probability of severe ice jamming is greatly increased. 

Preventive measures against ice jams on rivers with a cascade 
of hydro power plants call for not only the successful control of river 
breakup and motion of ice masses upstream and downstream of a plant. 
but also for the control of ice during the formation of ice cover. 

The efficiency of above measures depend upon gate manoeuvring 
at hydro power plants, reservoir parameters (length, depth, flov.age, the 
drawdown volume) and the length of a river reach not effected by back
water of a succeeding reservoir. 

When a deep reservoir with high winter temperature of v.ater of 2 
3 0to (for example, the Braisk reservoir) is available in a cascade it 

is possible to reduce the amount of ice downstream of the dam by main
taining an area of open water IV 1.00 km long, melting ice by warm 
water released from the reservoir in the spring, by keeping ice masses 
transported from the upper reaches of a river within a reservoir. 

Ice jams and resulting rises of water levels downstream from a 
hydro pO"ll\ler plant during the freeze-up period and spring breakup may 
be reduced by decreasing turbine discharges. The experience gained 
in operation of plants on the Angara provides support for this view. 

At a hydro pO"ll\ler plant "With a small reservoir, as a rule, mechani
cal breakup of ice cover is perforrTEd and drifting ice is diverted to 
downstreams along a special channel up to 1.00 m wide cut by an ice
breaker through ice cover surface. Effective operation of ice-breaker in 
combination with adequate gate manoeuvring ensures ice motion. Some
times, to lessen intensity of ice moverrent to dam site ice masses are 
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deposited to bottom and after partial melting are discharged downstream. 
This was accomplished at the Kegumskaya power plant before comtnis
sioning the Plyavinis povver plant erected further upstream /R. 5/. 

Ice jam formation downstream from a power plant can be o.lleviated 
or even eliminated by certain releases from a reservuir at which rise 
of v.e.ter levels and temperatures of ice cover provide the conditions 
when ice cover is weakened but not broken. 

For example, in 1967, in the vicinity of the Ust-llim hydro plant 
located on the Angara 300 km dovvnstream from the Bratsk hydro plant 
massive ice jamming formed resulting in 5.66 m raise of \.\8.ter level. As 
a consequence, the first-stage cofferdam \.\8.S flooded and partly eroded. 
The ice jamming \.\8.S induced by vast quantities of fragmented ice drift
ing from the llim to the Angara closed by stong ice cover. During the 
years which followed in order to prevent ice jamming at the Ust-llim 
plant spring floods were controlled by varying turbine discharges at the 
Bratsk plant. 

When general meteorological data permitted forecasting the earlier 
ice breakup at the reach of the Angara from the Bratsk to the Ust-Ilim 
hydro plants (before the llim breakup) \.\8.ter releases from the Bratsk 
hydro plant in March and April \\ere increased to 3500-4000 m3/seo. 
When the specific conditions (cold extended spring, dra\Mio'Ml of a res
ervoir and limited power production) predeterminate the later breakup 
of the Angara ice cover the releases from the Bratsk reservoir were 
minimized to 2000-2500 m3/sec providing decrease in \.\8.ter levels due 
to jamming. Decrease In \.\8.ter releases from the Bratsk reservoir during 
the fall freeze-up prevented jam formation and raise of \.\8.ter levels due 
to jamming in the spring. 

Jam control at the end of the backwater curve can be examplified 
by measures taken at the Kaunass hydro plant (at the Neman) and the 
Dubossary hydro plant (at the river Dniester). At the end of the back
\.\8.ter zone of the Kaunass hydro plant the ice jams formed initially in 
the river channel and transported to the reservoir may result in an in
tensive rising of \.\8.ter level. Dra\Miown of the reservoir preceding the 
spring flood allowed preventing accumulation of huge ice masses. 

At the end of the backW'lter curve of the Dubossary hydro povver 
plant (at the Dniester) ice jams occur almost annually. Bombing is one 
of the preventive measures taken here. !-bwever, it is not al\.\8.YS a 
success, since sometimes breakup of a jam by blasting resulted in the 
formation of a new severe ice jam further dO'Mlstream (1967) Control 
of water levels and current velocities in a reservoir proved to be the 
most effective measure of jam control dO'Mlstream and upstream from 
hydro povver plants, the end of the backwater zone being included. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Problems associated with the extension of the navigation season to 
winter months in inland waterways and damage caused by ice jams have 
increased interest in and research on the understanding of evolution 
of ice jams. It is important to understand the behavior of individual 
ice blocks in addition to the understanding of the behavior of the whole 
cover. The latter behavior has been studied recently by Uzuner and 
Kennedy (1975) analytically and experimentally. Their theory was based 
on the force equilibrium of a fragmented ice cover. continuity equa
tions for the liquid water and ice, the momentum relation for the flow. 
and strength thickness relations for the jam. There is, however. a 
possibility that ice jams thicken by means of floes being transported 
as "cover load" (after being submerged at the leading edge) for a 
distance. then being deposited there. 

The goal of the ensuing analysis is to develop an analytical
framework for the incipient motion of an ice block resting under a 
floating ice cover, and to compare this with the submergence criterion 
at the leading edge to determine which mode of transport occurs at a 
lower velocity and/or Froude number. The critical conditions obtained 
from the analysis presented here are also compared to those for 
streamwise force balance (Ashton, 1974) of an ice block beneath the 
ice cover. 

TRANSPORT MECHANISM 

Flume experiments using wooden and paraffin blocks have shown 
that the blocks resting beneath the ice cover generally move by 
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rotation or "under-turning." rather than by sliding or saltation, 
due to the irregular nature of fragmented ice cover bottom. This 
is also reported by Allen (1942) for the prisms resting on the river 
bed. Hence, it is necessary to examine the moment equilibrium of a 
floe resting under a floating, fragmented ice cover. The moments 
acting per unit width of the block, shown in Fig. 1, may be summarized 
as follows: 

a. The moment due to the drag on the block may be expressed 

(1 ) 


in which Cd is a moment coefficient, tb is the block thickness, and 
V is the mean flow velocity under the cover. 

b. The moment from the shear force on the bottom of the floe 
can be written 

(2) 


where fi is a friction coefficient for the underside of the block 
and ~ is the length of the block. 

c. The moment due to the local pressure reduction under the 
block near its upstream end, is of the form 

(3) 


in which C~ is the moment coefficient. 

d. The moment of the submerged weight has the form 

(4 ) 


where yand y' are the specific weights of the liquid and solid 
phases of water, respectively. For static equilibrium, the destabi
lizing moments MD' MS' and ML, should be balanced by the restoring 
moment MB. Equating the sum of Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 to Eq. 4 and re
arranging terms results 

(5) 
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Dimensional considerations indicate that the moment coefficients 
Cd and C~ must both be functions of tb/~' 

The problem of ice block stability beneath an ice cover is 
closely related to that of the initiation of motion of prisms resting 
on a river bed. The relation developed analytically and quantified 
experimentally by Novak (1948), for the incipient motion of a prism 
resting on the bottom of a river can be adopted, with the slight 
modification to the situation depicted in Fig . 1. In nondimensional 
form this relation is given by 

Ve = [1 596 _ 1. 277 ] ~ (6)
.!Y.:..:i' . ( he )1 / 3 tb
Y y gtb 5.8 + t 


b 


in which h~ is the flow depth, where the fragmented ice cover has 
reached unlform thickness. The form of Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are identical 
if the friction and lift terms are small enough to be neglected. 
In the derivation of Eq. 6, both lift and drag were accounted for by 
introducing a single coefficient. The shear force on the underside 
of the block was not taken into consideration. Because of having 
the right general form and being quantified by means of experiments, 
Eq. 6 will be adopted in this analysis. 

Introducing the continuity relation between sections 1 and 2 
in Fig. 1, Eq. 6 takes the form 

V 
V 

F = u (7)= [1.596 -( l.2r '1,1
t 1::1..I 

y gtb 5.8 + t:~ 

where Ft is the Froude number for incipient transport, Vu and H are the 
flow velocity and depth of flow upstream from the leading edge. The 
quantity, he in Eq. 7 is given by 

, 
h = H - (1 - L) te (8 ) e p 

in which te is the fragmented ice cover thickness where it has 
achieved uniform thickness. Eliminating he in Eq. 7 using Eq. 8 
yields 
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where all the terms are depicted in Fig. 1. 

COMPARISON OF SUBMERGENCE AND TRANSPORT CRITERIA 

Ashton (1974) and Uzuner and Kennedy (1972) have developed 
theories for and data on the submergence of ice blocks at the leading 
edge of an ice cover for different tb/£ ratios of various specific 
gravities. Because of its simpler form and adequate description of 
extensive experimental results of both investigations, Ashton's 
relation is used here as the submergence criterion. The critical 
thickness-densimetric Froude number defined by him is given by 

(l0) 

in which Fs is the Froude number for incipient submergence. 

Equations 9 and 10 can not be easily compared because of the 
number of variables contained in Eq. 9. The quantities he and te 
in Eq. 9. can be determined from the analytical investigatlon of ice 
jams by Uzuner and Kennedy (1975). The procedure to obtain he and te 
is complex and beyond the scope of this paper. For simplicity. the 
comparison of Eqs. 9 and 10 is made for uniformly thick solid ice 
cover of one block thickness (i.e., te ~ tb). For this case Eq. 9 
takes the form 

- (1---)p' --tb J (11 )
Ft = [ 1. 596 - ( H 1. 277 ')" 'J~ [1 p H5.8 + -- - (l-~) b

tb p 

which now involves similar terms as Eq. 10. 

Ashton (1974) also analyzed the same problem using streamwise 
and vertical force balance on the block. Introducing continuity 
into this analysis, the critical Froude number for block transport 
obtained by equating drag force and friction between the block and 
the ice cover takes the form 
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(12) 


where CD and CL are the drag and the lift coeffici ents, respectively. 
and ~ is the friction coefficient. The magnitude of the coefficients 
CD and CL are reported on the order of 1.2 and 0.5, respectively. 
Because of the uncertainty regarding its magnitude, the friction 
coefficient, ~ is assumed to vary between 0.03 and 0.1. Equations 
10, 11, and 12 are compared graphically in Fig. 2. As it is seen 
from this figure, a higher Vu is required to transport the floes by 
rotation than to submerge them. Ashton (1974) also reached this 
conclusion on the basis of his analytical work and a limited series 
of experiments using polyethylene blocks with various tb/£ ratios. 
It is also seen in Fig. 2 that as tb/ £ increases, the critical 
thickness densimetric Froude number for t ransport decreases . This 
can be explained physically by the increase in the length of moment 
arms for drag and shear force (both overturning) and at the same time, 
by the decrease in the moment arm for buoyancy (restoring force). 
This result is apparent in Eq. 13 . Also shown in Fig. 2 is Eq. 12 
with CL = 0.5 and CD = 1.2 for different values of tb/ £ and~. Note 
that the values of CD and CL are assumed to be constant for a range 
of tb/ £ for calculation purposes. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The stability of ice blocks beneath or at the leading edge of 
an ice cover is important in the understanding of thickening phenomena 
in ice jams. The result of this investigation shows that, fragmented, 
floating ice covers generally thicken by internal collapse rather than 
by transport of floes beneath the ice cover. This conclusion is 
reached by comparing the critical thickness, density Froude number 
for submergence (Eq. 10) developed by Ashton (1974) with that for 
the transport criterion (Eq . 11) obtained from the moment equilibrium 
of the block. Equation 11 is recommended for ice jams and ice covers 
with ripples at the ice-water interface and Eq. 12 can be used for 
consolidated ice covers with plane underside with appropriate 
coefficients. It should be kept in mind, however, that the comparison 
is made here for an ice cover of one block thickness. Recent 
experiments with various artificial ice materials indicate that floe 
transport does occur under the fragmented ice covers. This can be 
attributed to the developing boundary layer in the vicinity of the 
upstream end of the cover. Near the leading edge (where the boundary 
layer is thin) the high shear stress exerted on the floes resting 
under a floating ice cover may be able to move the floes along quite 
steep slopes of the underside of the cover, resulting in the formation 
of a hanging dam . 
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The formation of "hanging dams" still remains to be investigated.
Thus, one of the next research topics in the understanding of the 
nature and the mechanics of fragmented ice covers should be the 
analytical and experimental investigation of formation of "hanging 
dams", and establishing the critical conditions under which they 
occur. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representa
tion of an ice block at rest be
neath a fragmented ice cover 
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1. Velocity distribution equations for open and ice covered streams 

To characterize the velocity conditions in a river, the hydraulic radi
us or the mean depth is mostly used. The formulas of the Chezysk 
type are simple, but insufficient. (Ref. 1). Eg.: a rectangular cross
section of breadth (b) and depth (h) gives a hydraulic radius X= i ·;~1? 
and if R is kept constant, there will be many cross- sections with 

(; =:J2. _.LJ,_ producing <6 = 2ft? > 0
b - ;.::: A:' 

Devik (Ref. 2) recommends the following Velocity equation, based on 
Matakiewiz's investigations: 

o <" q ~ 0' 0 - .L d/1;,.1"' /.;:.c< d/ .~ = Z:d ' or' K .o::. d~/ . ~ ~ .!> )' 9'~ = / '//7. u. ; 
K. c( - composite roughness 

k - characterizes friction against the bottom and eX. - /rd) is somewhat 
dependent on the mean depth. Fig . 1 shows the relation between qjb, 
j and Vm: 

Vitols (Ref. 3) main

£e/o/;O/7 idlLJff/7 9ft;'O/ld If, tains that the present 
hydraulics will not 
give a satisfactory 
solution, and does not 
advise using them for 
calculations of the 
composite roughness 
in rivers with dissi
milar characters. To 
calculate the neccess
ary hydraulical coeffi
cients he suggests the 
use of an expanded 
Bernoulli equation in 
the following form; 

Ot! 1.0 

?{j1l17l/~m 

Fig. 1 
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This means that the absoLlte height on a given section of a river is 
equal to the konetic height of the water 0tream + the kinetic height of 
the sediment stream respective to ice drift + the magnitude of the loss 
of energy from the water stream + the loss of energy from the sedi
ment respective to ice drift. 

Vitols makes clear that the section sn-sO of the river must be large 
enough in order to calculate to coefficients with accepted accuracy. 
The cross sections must be shosen so close to each other that the geo
metrical form of the river bed, on the section of. importance, emerge. 
In practice this turns out to be very difficult. 

Under Norwegian circumstances the safest method is to use direct mea
surement in order to determine a relation between discharge, ths cross 
section of the riter, and the average velocity of the stream as shown 
in Fig. Za and Z . 

Fig. Za 
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The cross sections of the rivers depends on the breadth b and depth h. 
This can be expressed approx.: .b ~ ,6 .;; /l 

o 
where b o is the bredth of the river, when h= 1 and n characterize the 
geometrical shape of the riverbed. 

For a rectangular cross-section n-O and a triangular shaped cross
section, n-l. Usually, the crosS section of the rivers are approximate
ly parabola shaped, and n is a number between 0 and l. 

A consideration of direct measures, Fig. Zb, shows that in most cases 
mean velocity is approximately proportional to the square root of the 
discharge. 

It is our experIence that Devik's equation for open rivers can also be 
applied to ice-filled water and to partly or completely frozen rivers 
in the following form: 

For ice-filled water, without ice cover (Ref. Z): 

Vi - I: '~i 'O< .~./ 0.5_ ~:&. 0;, / or.- ;(:. 1ft;' . 0< . de;,/-' o.s = ~6 
Here k. characterizes the friction in the water masses related to the 
normarconditions, and for ice-filled waters, this coefficient is presum
ed to be 0, 8'V 

k. ""- 0'2 · 0.5 d:) .:? d ' r-- 
.c . O, 8~;;Z ."":"~f!;--:O:5 - 0. 8 ( 7 = / , or: -;7'-=V1 --?S- /. /2 

In an ice-fille'river (without ice cover), with an unaltered discharge, 
and an unaltered breadth and slope, the mean depth increases by 
approximately lZ %. 
For partly and completely ice-covered rivers (without accumulated ice 
sludge), (Ref. 4): 

J / L . J ,o. S ,1/2 L <j-n, / 'o. S 
v// = 1'- .0/7 . 0/7 '/ , or. 1'/7 = ,<.;. • 0/ /'.15/7'/ 

ln this case for an ice-free river n-O, a o 31, for partly covered, not 
ice-filled water, n-O,5, a 5 Z4, and for a frozen river n-l, a l 18.O, 
Devik's equations give sufficient results in those cases where the river 
has an equal depth. The most frequent cross- sections in Norwegian 
rivers show a deeper main stream in the middle with more shallow 
parts at the sides. This formula is mostly used for each section of the 
river seperately to determine the relative velocities. 

E. g.: a river with a cross-section of three parts : b I , b ' b and d l ,Z
d Z ' d'l' where the midle part is the deepest, v Z/v =3 p / p+Z,

3
and if

O
p-Z, file main stream is twice as deep as at the two sides of the river : 
v =l,5v ' Z O 
In parts of river s with pack ice a,nd especially with accumulated sludge 
under the ice cover, it is not possible to use Devik's equation. 

E. g.: in Fig. 3, current velocity measured in Bardu river just before 
and just after the covering with ice. 

From a hydraulic point of view formation of an ice jam, breaking up of 
ice and the floating of ice process are so chaotic that they are almost 
impossible to analyse . 
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Fig. 4 a shows the distribution 
of ice-masses in the river Nea 
and Daugava. By means of this 
longitudinal profile, we can as
certain the following two facts: 
1) that ice stored in a river can 
reach gigantic quantities and 
2) that the water stages of a 
rapid river like the Daugava or 
the Bardu, cannot be utilized 
forthwith for determining the 
mass of winter discharge. 
Therefore great care should 
be taken in choosing the site for 
a hydrometrical station outside 
the influence of ice. 

Fig. 4 b . River Daugava at the 
Koknese. 

The enormous water pressure 
which ice-jams are capable of 
with standing can be seen from 
observations. E. g.: On Nov. 
the 20, 1941 the water level in 
the river was 298 cm, but next 
day with ice-jam it rose to 627 
cm, a difference of 327 cm. 
Discharge was ca. 200 m 3/sec. 
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2. Control of ice production 

Ice formation in rivers can only take place when the water is cooled to 
the freezing point. When this condition is present, ice production is 
related to water velocity and the nature of the river bed. 

There exist critical combinations of water temperature on surface 
velocity, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Ice production in rivers is much more complicated than in lakes. Fig. 
6 shows ic e formation in still water and in turbulent running water. 

In turbulent waterstreams, supercooled elements of the surface film 
move in an irregular way through the water and may just as often 
sweep the bottom as be moving along the surface. On the way down, 
the supercooling of the element will decrease and a slight supercooling 
of the surrounding water will result. It ought to be emphasized that 
as long as the heat loss continuous from the water surface, there will 
be a stationary stability in the exchange of heat between the growmg 
individual crystals and the surrounding supercooled water stream. 
Evidently the chance of crystal growth will be the greatest in the sur
face film, and the smallest at the bottom, where the chance will depend 
upon the time which the moving water film element will take on its way 
from surface film to bottom, i. e. upon the water velocity and the depth. 
The formation of bottom ice will thus be more frequent at shallow sec
tions than at deep ones. 

Fig. 7 shows typical situations for the formation of ice cover in the 
Glomma river and Fig. 8 - stabilization of ice conditions in the rapid 
section of the Glomma. 
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Fig. 5 	 The buoyancy will be 
sufficient to keep the 
clusters floating ifCR/T/CAL COMBINATION O/ AI'ATER TEN P£RATUR£ 
the stream velocity 

oo d S URFACE VELCX/ TY is lower than a cer
tain critical value, 
which according to 

1---' 0.20 our preliminary me
asurements is about 
1. 2 m/ s. 
Combination of fra
zil ice floating in 
slightly supercooled 
water with incess
antly new formed 
supercooled water 
film elements whirl 
ing down and gradu
ally "dying" repre
sents a most potent 
factor in the ice for
mation in rapid ri 
vers. It may be 
called "active sludge' 
in contrast to sludge 
in water which is not 
supercooled can be 
classified as "pass

/Ormo//oo o/s/;ee//ce ---J i_yrmo;~o'7 0/ ive sludge". 


I / : /rozJ o/7dbo/lom Ice 
 When the water tran
Jo,f'r/77emo/e .zoot! 	 sport is illustrated 

by stream lines, the 
following consequences will appear for the relation between surface 
areas covered by clusters of sludge ice and open areas between: 

a. Where stream lines are diverging, open surface areas will be in
creased. In such places the supercooling will produce conditions for 
bottom ice production e. g. where the river is expanding. Another im
portant case is the water surface just in front of an obstacle placed in 
the str e am, e. g. a stone or a pilar, and similary for the water sur
face just behind the obstacle. 

b. Where streamlines are converging, for instance near an obstacle 
the open areas will be reduced. As long as the velocity of the water 
is below the critical value mentioned above, the chance for bottom ice 
production will also be reduced. 

If the convergence should increase, the velocity above the critical va
lue, however, the sludge ice would be immersed in the water, leaving 
the surface open to the production of a supercooled water film, the 
elements of which would follow the converging water stream which 
would be sweeping along the obstacle on its way. 	 This case i s of im
portance when the obstacle is a 	 pillar placed in the stream. 
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A. ForIllation of sheet ice (clear ice) Fig. 6 

c5'upepcoo/ed de 
. <5t/;,foe ~ oc -~ /

'_ :.L
tV'o/er - --. of" -/l: I 

6"170/<//1; 0/e7/7 /Ce- cl'c;,sla/ 
/osqoercoo/ed Ult7/e".. 

An ice cove r will start with the supercooling of a thin surface filIll 
where ice crystals will grow £rOIll nuclei suspended in the water. The 
heat of crystallization is lost to the air. It is a slow continuous proce
dure, which Illay be called static ice production. 

B. ForIllation of underwater ice (frazil and bOttOIll ice- sludge) 

In this case, the heat of crystallization is lost in the water Illasses, 
which Illay generally be called dynaIllic ice production. 

Ice crystals have a tendency to £rOIll clusters. This is active frazil 
ice. Sludge ice has a very loose structure . However, when we pick 
up a portion of such ice we can easily squeeze it in to an ice ball, quite 
siIllilar to a snowball. This is due Illainly to the COIllbination of dyna
Illic cOIllpres sion and the regelation effect. 

The IllOst iIllportant Illeans of reducing ice production in rapid rivers 
is the reduction of the cooling surfaces. 

, h coa//n 'j" .!Nrr7occ:,
~1F..x' 

-o<-!L~I ~ r- b L - _!?o.qf£ r_
[  ..5.-6

Lo ce 
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Stabilization of ice conditions 

O"ass - semOn 

£ross- sect,,;:)/? Pro 
.-u- coyer (S1ua,~ IS) 
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Lo,-;e 2 : /i.'rmal"'n o.l.orl/rr>Y17II/;a and~'m /~o 

Lont".3: /r:7,'l/1« C'nU ,w,$t"J?C1:7M.:m;rr C"17// UP Ii? 
/,>U.5 . /~ ;rows 

Zon,.,;, C.7.'q;r~ov~ C"rpos//0.'p..,;,(-;« c'ou,oos,f=m 

Fig. 7a . A surveyoficeproduc Fig. 7b . The different phases of 
tion by a river's longitudinal view. ice production in a cross section. 

Fig. 8. The flow is concentrated in a narrow main channel. The 
supply of heat from the falling energy is a contributing cause to this 
kind of flow. 
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When the h e at transpo rt (Sk ) is known and constant w ithin a period of 
time, and there is a comprete m i ing of the water along the distance L, 
the cooling of the water ma s se s can be estimated: 

- LlI'1 - 0· L. 6 , or: - L11 - 0 . L. ~ 
The proportio nal coefficients are to make the equation simpler, included 

in Sk' 


A reduction of the cooling surface is possible in many ways and under 

Norwegian conditions the following means are used: 


a. To establish a continuous ice cover over the ice producing river 
sectio ;1s by use of different booms or groins (Ref. 5). 

b. Prev en t the formation of artifical ice bridges and stabilize ice dams 
( Ref. 6). 

c. A favourable combination of these. 

By these m eans a rapid riv e r can be transformed into a series of ice 
dams, each with a compa ra tively still water surface (s urface velocity 

0,6 m/s), which is very quickly covered by a growing ice sheet. 

Fig. 9, 11 and 12 g ives examples of stabilization of ice conditions in 
the rapid rivers. 

For practical use, the relation b e tween velocity 0,6 m / sec a nd the 
slope at different discharges in open rivers is given in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 9. Stabilization of the ice condition in Kvina river 
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Fig. 11 shows an arrange
ment, which has until now 
been effective to stabilize 
an ice darn. 

Present experience on ice 
problems connected with 
the utilization of water 
power in Norway are given 
in Ref. 7 and 8. 

Fig. 11. Experiments to stabilize an ice darn 

River Unsetaa, 0vre Rendal, 10. Dec. 1957. During 24 hours ca. 
50000 m 3 of sludge was accumulated on the front side of the bridge. 
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0ksna river. This arrangelTlent stopped the ice-flow for a while. 

Ice problelTls naturally. can be considered best and brought to an effec
tive solution by an in
tilTlate cooperation be
tween engineers and 
phy sic is ts. 
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COMMENTS 

Pap~r Title: 	 Water Velocity in Open and Frozen Rivers 
Control of Ice Production 

Author: 	 E. Kanavin 

Your name: Kartha, V. C. 

Address: Manitoba Hydro, 820 Taylor Avenue, 
Winnipeg, R3C 2P4, CANADA 

Comment: 

The author presented an interesting paper on the practical aspects 
of river-ice engineering. The problems described by Prof. Kanavin 
are somewhat similar to those encountered in the Nelson River 
Development Program currently undertaken in Manitoba, Canada.· 

The author resorted to field-measurements as the first step in 
tackling specific river-ice problems. However, in the sixties 
several investigators combined field observations with analytical techniques 
and developed useful guidelines for the engineering design of regulating 
the river-ice regime. Lately more scientists are working in the 
theoretical field. Unless the theoreticians try to refine their 
analysis to match the results of field observations, the theory 
will be of little or no use to the practicing engineers dealing 
with hydro-power generation, navigation and oil-exploration. This 
This will definitely require a break-through in the analytical 
techniques, perhaps, deviating from the conventional one-dimensional 
approach and investigating the two-dimensional velocity and thermal 
boundary layers preferably in the framework of a two-phase fluid motion. 
This is because of the fact that the design engineers can no longer 
be contented with the understanding of the gross phenomenon of the 
fluid motion but often they are called upon to predict the local 
phenomena and design for those conditions subject to the constraints 
stipulated by environmentalists and other~source-users. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF TANANA RI VER ICE 

Thomas E. Osterkamp Geophysical Ins t itute Fai rbanks, Al aska 
Associate Professor of Univers i ty of Al a ska United State s 
Physics and Geophysics 

ABSTRACT 

The ice in the Tanana River near Fairbanks , Alaska, has been ob
served each winter since 1971. When frazil ice was present in the 
river the water temperature was usually < 0 . 05°C. Approximately lO-
IS km may be required for frazil ice c rystals to evolve into meter 
sized frazil ice pans. Frazil ice pans > 1 m in thickness were ob
served. Snow slush balls were finer gra ine d and more strongly bonded 
than frazil ice pans. Anchor ice fo rma t io s we re common and floating 
anchor ice was observed to transport fine grai n e d sediments and gravel. 
The ice discharge of the tributaries was time dependent with the Delta 
River being the3maj~I contributor. The maxi mum estimated ice dis
charge was 33 m sec (~ 2270 of the flow). There was general agree
ment between changes in the specific electrical conductance of the 
water and the ice discharge but the details of this relationship were 
not clear. Turbidity decreased by more than an order of magnitude 
during the freeze-up period and was inversely related to ice discharge. 
Frazil ice jams formed in narrow and/or curved parts of the river by 
consolidation of frazil ice pans and floes. These jams were the first 
ice cover to form on the river and were separated by open water areas 
which froze over by the process of border ice growth. The frazil ice 
jams produced during freeze-up may become strong points in the river 
ice cover during break-up and thus initiate ice jams at this time. 
Internal decay of the river ice results in liquid 3-grain boundaries 
at temperatures near the melting point of the ice. These liquid 3
grain boundaries may provide channels for water flow and may be ex
pected to modify the thermal, mechanical and electrical properties of 
river ice near its melting point. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Tanana River begins at the confluence of the Chisana and Nab
esna Rivers in Eastern Alaska on the northern side of the Wrangell 
Mountains and flows ~ 800 km in a northwesterly direction to the Yukon 
River. Upstream from Fairbanks, the river is braided with many fast
flowing channels and downstream from Fairbanks the channel is fairly 
well-defined. The primary study site was ~ 2 km downstream of the Chena 
River although some ground and aerial observations were also made from 
the city of Nenana upstream to the Johnson River (~300km). The obser
vations have been primarily qualitative in nature; however, measure
ments include the dimensions of frazil ice pans and snow slush balls; 
ice discharge; water temperature and characteristics (specific con
ductance and turbidity); and ice thickness. River ice structure was 
examined using thin section techniques and a photographic history of 
freeze-up and break-up was also made each year. 

ICE FORMATION 

Water temperature measurements were made daily during the 1974 
freeze-up and showed that when frazil ice was present in the river the 
water temperature was usually < O.OSoC. The first ice was observed in 
the river on October 2, 1974 and no other exact dates for the appearance 
of the first ice are available, although these first ice forms were 
usually observed in the river at Fairbanks ~ 3-5 weeks prior to the time 
of freeze-up and were either frazil ice pans or border ice. The frazil 
ice pans were 0.1 - > 1.0 m thick and 0.5 - 3 m in maximum horizontal 
dimensions. Ice floes were formed by consolidation of several pans and 
occasionally a few very large ice floes (100 x 100 m or larger) were ob
served. The ice particles in the pans were usually granular, up to 1 
cm in maximum dimensions, although ice particles with a planar form were 
sometimes observed. A few leaves, sticks, sediment and gravel were ob
served in some of the pans. The ice particles in the pans were poorly 
bonded and the smaller pans were sometimes destroyed or mixed in with 
larger pans by collisions with them. Evolution of frazil ice crystals 
into frazil ice pans appears to occur over a fairly long distance on the 
river. Aerial observations indicated that 10-15 km may be required for 
frazil ice crystals to evolve into meter-sized frazil ice pans in the 
Tanana River above Fairbanks although the number of observations were 
limited. 

Snow slush balls were observed in the river whenever snow fell dur
ing the freeze-up period. These slush balls were more equidimensional 
than frazil ice pans and ranged up to ~ 0.5 m in maximum dimensions. 
They were composed of granular ice particles a few millimeters in size 
and were much better bonded than frazil ice pans. 

Anchor ice has been observed at numerous places on the river bottom 
during freeze-up, however floating anchor ice has not been observed in 
the river at Fairbanks. Aerial observations 10-20 km upstream from 
Fairbanks showed that ~ 1% of the ice pans were anchor ice (as indicated 
by their dark color from the entrained sediments and gravel) and ~ 150 
km upstream ~ 5% of the ice pans were anchor ice. On November 14, 1974, 
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at the Richardson Highway bridge (~150 kID upstream from Fairbanks) the 
ice pans covered ~ 10% of the river surface and were all anchor ice. 
While these observations of floating anchor ice differ it should be 
noted that the amount of floating anchor ice in the river depends on the 
time of the season, the time of day and position in the river. Also, 
continued reshaping of the floating anchor ice by very turbulent water 
and collisions with border ice and other floating ice may cause the en
trained sediments and gravel to be released and fall to the bottom. 
This process may be a significant mass transport mechanism capable of 
transporting fine grained sediments, gravel and even rocks (Benson and 
Osterkamp, 1974). 

Aerial and ground observations during the freeze-up period indi
cated that the ice discharge of the river at Fairbanks consisted of ice 
formed in the river and ice from its tributaries. While all of the 
tributaries contributed some ice discharge it appeared that the Delta 
River was the major contributor. On one occasion, during 1974, the 
Delta River contributed ~ 50% of the ice discharge of the Tanana River 
at their confluence. However, ice discharge from tributaries was time 
dependent, and just before freeze-up it appeared that almost all of the 
ice discharge of the Tanana River was produced in the river. 

The ice discharge at Fairbanks was estimated from the river width, 
percent ice coverage, thickness of the pans and velocity of the pans 
(see Figure 1). These estimates are somewhat crude due to the diffi
culties of estimating (visually) the percent ice coverage, variations 
in the shape of the pans and the velocity differences of the pans (pans 
along the bank moved slower than pans near the center of the flow). 
The estimates were not corrected for the porosity of the pans. A maxi

3 1mum ice discharge of 33 m sec- (~ 22% of the flow) was estimated for 
the day before the 1974 freeze-up. 

It has been shown that changes in the specific electrical conduc
tance of stream water during periods of ice formation in a small stream 
may be related to the volume of ice produced (Osterkamp et al., 1975). 
Figure 1 shows the specific conductances of water collected on a daily 
basis from the Tanana River and the ice discharge (as estimated above) 
during freeze-up. There was general agreement between changes in spec
ific conductance of the river water and ice discharge except for one 
time period from October ll-14th when the ice discharge decreased sub
stantially while the specific conductance of the water remained nearly 
constant. The reason for this deviation is not clear although it should 
be noted that, in large rivers, the effects of tributaries, snowfall 
and different ice and water velocities may modify the specific conduc
tance of the water and mask its relation to ice discharge. 

Alaskan rivers (glacial and non-glacial) undergo a transition from 
cloudy to clear during freeze-up although there do not appear to be any 
data on this point. The turbidity of the water samples (collected for 
specific conductance measurements) was measured and Figure 2 shows the 
results of these measurements. Turbidity decreased by more than an 
order of magnitude during the freeze-up period and when turbidity was 
compared to ice discharge an inverse relationship was found. The 
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Figure 1. 	 Specific conduc tance of the river water and ice discharge vs 
time for the Tanana River at Fairbanks during the free ze-up 
period in 1974. 
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Figure 2. 	 Turbidity of the river water vs time for the Tanana River at 
Fairbanks during the freeze-up period in 1974. 
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reduced turbidity during periods of ice discharge may be partially due 
to a reduction of turbulence by frazil pans on the surface of the flow. 
Since the Tanana River is primarily a glacial river, some of the tur
bidity decrease may be attributed to a decrease in water flow from gla
ciers during this time of year which leads to a low and generally de
creasing stage during freeze-up. 

ICE COVER 

The ice cover of the river during the 1971-1974 winter seasons was 
initiated when frazil ice pans and large floes jammed in narrow and/or 
curved portions of the river. These large frazil floes were produced 
in the river and were sometimes 30 m or more in maximum dimensions. 
Under some conditions, they may playa key role in initiating the frazil 
ice jams in the river. Limited observations suggest that these frazil 
ice jams form at the same place each year and that the site of the jam 
can be modified by man. For example, during 1971, 1972 and 1973, a fra
zil ice jam formed in a narrow and curved place in the river below Fair
banks. During the summer of 1974, the curve was partially filled and 
straightened and during the 1974 freeze-up a frazil ice jam formed at 
the beginning of the straightened section ~ 1 km upstream from the for
mer jam site. 

When frazil ice jams form in the river the resulting ice cover con
sists of a series of frazil ice jams with frazil ice pans and floes 
packed against the jams and extending upstream a few hundred meters to 
several kilometers with a series of open water areas between the frazil 
ice jams. Only a small amount of frazil slush has been observed to pass 
beneath these jams. Sheet ice forms on the open water areas by growth 
of the border ice toward the middle of the river. This process may in
volve 2 months or more before a continuous ice cover forms on the river. 
One site ~ 150 km upstream from Fairbanks remains open through the 
winter when air temperatures may be -50°C or colder. 

The surface topography of the ice cover formed from frazil ice was 
usually rough compared to the smooth sheet ice formed by border ice 
growth. In some cases, ice piles > 1 m high have been observed in the 
frazil ice cover. The ice thickness in the frazil ice cover may also be 
much greater than in the sheet ice formed by border ice growth. For ex
ample, on March 25, 1974, the frazil ice cover was 1.5 m thick near the 
center of the river and the sheet ice cover ~ 100 m downstream was 0.76 
m thick. 

ICE DECAY 

Several river ice cores were obtained from the frazil ice cover in 
March, 1974, and horizontally oriented thin sections were prepared from 
these cores and examined under a microscope at temperatures near the 
melting point of the ice. At 3-grain boundaries, channels of liquid 
were observed (see Figure 3) which appear to be similar to those that 
occur in pure ice (Nye and Frank, 1973), in ice lenses in the soil 
(Osterkamp, 1975) and in lake ice (Osterkamp, unpublished research). 
These liquid 3-grain boundaries in the river ice are important since 
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Figure 3. River ice thin section showing a 3-grain boundary. 



they provide channels for water flow in the ice and may be expected to 
modify the thermal, mechanical and electrical properties of river ice 
near its melting point. 

During the 1973-74 winter the history of a frazil ice jam was fol
lowed. This frazil ice jam began on October 26, 1973 during freeze-up. 
As mentioned above, this led to an ice thickness at the jam site which 
was nearly twice as thick as the sheet ice just below the jam. As the 
air temperature increased during April, 1974, the sheet ice below the 
jam and some of the frazil ice cover in the high-velocity flow areas 
above the jam were the first to melt. This melting appeared to progress 
from below since the snow cover remained on the ice surface. By 
April 25th, the high-velocity flow areas were free of ice, except for 
border ice and an ice bridge ~ 40 m in width at the frazil ice jam site, 
and by April 27th, the ice bridge was reduced to ~ 20 m in width. Ice 
floes in the river at this time were 0.3-1.5 m in thickness and 1-10 m 
in maximum dimensions. The ice floe velocity and water depth were esti 
mated to be ~ 1.4 m s-l and ~ 6 m, respectively, and the water level was 
~ 1 m higher above the dam. These ice floes were observed to strike 
the jam and to ride up on the ice on the upstream edge of the jam. The 
current then pushed them down at their upstream end and the floes ro
tated and were incorporated into the front edge of the jam, disappeared 
beneath the jam or continued to rotate at the front of the jam. Only 
small pieces of ice were observed to pass under the jam and it appears 
that ice floes which disappeared under the jam were either lodged there 
or were broken into smaller pieces. 

The ice jam was destroyed sometime during the evening on May 1st 
and on the following day ice chunks up to 0.5 m in thickness were ob
served on the far bank and were found up to 2 m above the water level 
on the near bank above the site of the jam. Ice floes and slush ice 
were observed in the river for 5 days after the jam was broken. 
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COMMENTS 

Pap~r Title: OBSERVATIONS OF THE TANANA RIVER ICE 

Author: T. E. OSTERKAMP 

Your name: R.S. ARDEN 

Address: ONTARIO HYDRO 

Comment: 	 Your description of ice formation in the 
Tanana River closely parallels observa
tions made in the Upper Niagara River. 
Anchor ice in the Niagara forms only at 
night and usually lifts from the bottom 
the following day, bringing with it sand, 
gravel, and small boulders; and in the 
early part of the winter (early January) 
plant and algal material is included. 
The water in the early part of the winter 
is very murky, secchi disk readings being 
in the order of SOcm. As the season 
advances, the water clarifies and by mid
February secchi disc readings of 3m or 
more have been observed. The best 
period to observe ice formation in-situ 
was therefore, in the later part of 
February and early March, 
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studies of ice gr.owth in rivers and lakes have addresaed them
selves to many aspeots of the process. TWo recent examples are those 
by MARCCYl'TE (1974) and ItlFADDEN (1974). Such studies are complioated 
by variations in air temperature, wind 'Yelooity, stream discharge, and 
80 on. FlOII' oonditions were controlled by MICHEL (1963) in his study 
of truil production in an outdoor flume. Investigations under the 
controlled oonditiona available in a laboratory cold room have been 
leaa frequent; noteworthy amoog these is that of CARSTENS (1966). 

Ioe formation at several air temperatures and water speeds has 
been studied in a oold room at Laval University, Quebec, Canada. The 
purpose of this paper is to present ••veral temperature patterns ob
served during these experiments, espeoially the effect of air tempera
ture and water speed on (1) the lIl8.Ximum 8ul'ercooling observed, (:a) the 
rate of ohange of water temperature, and(3) the temperature gradient in 
air adjacent to the air-water interface. Another pattern, observed in 
still water, ia an evolution with time of the ~emperature profile in 
the water. In oonjunction with these patterns the terms of the energy 
balance are presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Water from the oity mains was oontained in a oylindrical tank of 
stainless steel 120 am in diameter and 76 om deep, surrounded at the 
sides by a plywood box oontaining fiberglass wool to a thic.laless of 30 
0111 or more. Four paddlea of 2 am plywood 51 am long and 5 em wide ..... 
bolted horiaontally on a steel shaft whioh waa mounted along the verti 
oal axis of the tank and rotated by a variable .peed motor. The pad
dles were positioned 25 em aboye the bottom of the tank. A ourrent 
Mter .... used to measure water apeeda at various deptha and radii, 
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and thereafter the desired water speed was obtained by setting the 
motor to the required rate of rotation. 

Temperatures were measured by 21 thermistors with a time con
stant of 0.8 seconds in still water, which were set into the leading 
edge of a plastic wand shaped to miojrnize disturbance of the water 
flow. The thermistors were spaced so that when the wand. was mounted 
vertically with the middle thermistor at the air-water interface, the 
temperature was monitored at positions 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5, 
10, and 30 cm above and below the interface. The thermistors were 
calibrated at oOC by immersing the wand in a tank full of frazil 
slUSh. A second parameter obtained for each thermistor by measurements 
at higher temperatures made it possible to compute the temperatures 
from the recorded resistance measurements. Small oorrections, usua.l.ly 
a few hundredths of a degree, to the temperatures computed from resis
tanoe data were made by reference to experiments in whioh frazil was 
produoed. 

The thermistor wand was olamped in a vertioal position and was 
always placed 4 em from the wall of the tank, since the experiments 
were intended to study the growth of border ioe to a width of about 6 
am. Likewise the water speeds to be listed in this paper are those 
measured at 4 em from the tank. wall and 2.5 em below the air-water 
interface. Water speeds from zero to 75 cm/sec were used, at air 
temperatures of -20c, -5OC, -10oC, and -20OC. 

The heat exchanger in the oold room recirculated the air in 
such a way that the net air velooity was not more than 1.5 m/sec. 
However, since the tank was surrounded by the inaulating box and since 
the water level in the tank was about 10 om below the top of the box, 
the wind speed at the water surface was efl'eotively zero. 

~ULTS AND DISCUSSION 

a. Supercooling as freez.ing began 

Frazil Was never observed in tests performed at water speeds 
less than 24 em/sec but was always formed at this and greater speeda, 
regardless of oold room temperature. In all experiments conducted with 
water speeds other than aero, even those in which frazil was not pro
duced, the water temperature behaved in the manner charaoteristio of 
frazil production; that is, it deoreased steadily until it Was slight
ly below the freezing point, and then rose toward the freezing point 
as freezing began. An interesting value among these tomperatures is 
the maximum supercooling. 10 the forty-five experiments which showed 
this characteristic behavior, the supercooli~ did not exceed O.060G. 
This is in contrast with the results of CARSTENS (1966), who shows 
supercoolings as great as 0.15 degreed. 

The superoooling appears to be a function of both air tempera
ture and water speed, as i3 seen in Figures 1 and 2. The origin is to 
be included as a point in both of these graphs -- in Fig. 1 because 
no supercooling was observed at zero water speed, and in Fig. 2 be
oaUSe supercooling could not occur with an air temperature of oOe. 
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It is worth noting that in Fig. 1 the points at speeds less than 20 
em/sec represent experiments in whioh no frazil was produced. 

The time rates of change of water temperature just before 
supercooling are shown in ~ig. 3 as a function of water speed and air 
temperature. The points at speeds gre&ter than 20 em/sec suggest a 
linear relationahip for each air temperature, but &t speeds less than 
20 om/sec the points fall below their respective straight lines. It 
is difficult to assign values to the cooling rates at zero water speed, 
but they are clearly greater than zero. 

b. Energy balance 

Sane modes of heat exchange found in nature do not occur or are 
negligible in the oold room, such as precipit&tion and advected ground
w&ter. In the laboratory the net rate Q. of heat loss per unit area 
from the w&ter oan be expressed by the equation 

Q. = Qe + Qo + Qi + Qt + ~ - Qa - Qr - Qf (1) 
where the heat fluxes are denoted as follows: 

Qe' evaporation 

Qc, conduction across the air-water interface 

Qi, conduction through the inaulation 

Qt, conduction upward in the tank wall 

Qy, long-wave radiation from the water 

Qa' long-wave radiation from the air 

Qr' short-wave radiation from the cold-room lamps 

Qf' frictional heat from the paddles. 


Qe. evaporation. MICHEL (1971) (Fig. 24 in the reference) put 
into one graph the results from several investigators for the coeffi 
cient of evaporative heat transfer He as a function of wind velocity. 
His graph yields & value of 38 cal/(Cm2 day DIll Hg) for the ooeffioient 
&t Wind velocities between zero and 1.5 m/sec. This can be used in 
the equation 

E He(Pa - Pw) (2)Qe 
where Pa and Pw are the vapor pressures of the air and water respeo
tively. 

Qo' oonduction across the air-water interface. Qo wu eValuated 
by using the relation of BOWEN (1926), Qo =R Qe' in whioh the dimen
sionless r&tio R is 

R =0.46 (Tw - T&)/(Pw - p&) (3) 

when T", Ta are the Celsiua temper&tures of water a.zxl air, and Pw, p& 
are vapor pressures in DIll of mercury. 

Qi' insulation losses. DROUIN's (1966) equations for caloula
ting heat los. through the walla of our oold room were adapted to 
obtain losses through the floor and the insulation around the wall of 
the tank, &S a function of the temperatures of air and water. 

Qt' oonduction through the tank: wall. The heat flux Qt' upward 
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within the metal wall oan be oonverted to heat flux per unit area of 
water surface by multiplying by a factor 2 dr/r where r is the tank 
radius and. dr is the thiokDess of the metal wall. Then 

(4) 


For st~nless steel at 9°c the thermal oonductivity K is ~18 
cal/(om day 00). From the temperature profile in the air and from 
the shape of the border ioe at the tank wall, a good appro~tion 
for the temperature gradient in the wall is 

(5) 


Qw, long-wave radiation fran the water. For a water emissivity 
€ of 0.97, the stefan-Boltzmann relation yields 

Qw z: E cTT1fl('" = 1.14 x 10-7 TwK4 cal/(om~ day) (6) 

where TwK is the Kelvin temperature of the water. 

Qa' long-wave radiation from the air. Long- wave radiation 
toward the water was calculated as follows: 

Qa : fl e' () TaK4 (7a) 

• 0.95 (0.74 + 0.022 ifPa)(1.17 x 10-7cal/am2day9(l)TaK4 

'" 1.11 x 10-7 (0.74 + 0.02~ ifPa) TaK4 (7b) 

where f' is the reflectance of the water and TaK is the Kelvin tempe
rature of the air. The expression for the emissivity was adapted from 
the equation of MARCCYl'TE (1974) so that Pa is in DID of mercury. 
Emissivities for the painted walls of the oold room and for the 
masonite oeil~ were at least no greater than the emissivity of air, 
and so it was deoided to use simply the emissivity for the air. ' 

Qr' radiation from artifioial lighting. IllUlDin&tion in the 
oold room was provided by six 1M-watt iDoandescent lamps enclosed in 
diffusing globes. Two lamps were located at a distance of 1.6 m from 
the water surface, two at 3.0 m, and two at 3.7 me Assuming that 6a,(, 
of the electrioal energy is radiated into a hemisphere of area 21Tr2, 
and using 0.8~ as the tilsorptivity of the water, results in a short
wave radiation flux of Qr '" 28 oal/(om2 day). 

Qt' friotional heat from the paddles. Measurements were made 
of the electrical power drawn by the motor at varioua paddle speeds 
with the tank both empty and t"ull of water; these meaaurements furnish 
values of the power needed to keep the water moving at an.y chosen 
.poed. The values of the power divided by the area of the air-water 
interface give the flux rate Qt. This is the only heat flux term 
which depends to an important degree on the water speed. Its values 
do not exceed :I oal/(0in2 day), and so they will. be neglected in what 
follawa. 

The experiments were not usually oontinued a.:f'ter tho border ice 
atta.iDed a width of a tew oent~t.rs. Therefore the te:nBS of the 
energy balance have been enJ.ua.ted for the beginning of ioe production, 
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assuming a water temperature of OOC. and are listed in Table I. 

Table . I. Heat flux terms. Water temperature OOC. 

Ta HEAT LOOSES in oaJ./(c~ day) 
Air I, 

temp. i Evapo- Conduo- Insula- Tank Water , 
ration tion tion wall Rad'n°c Qe Qc Qi Qt Qw 

69 40 5 0.3 631- 2 
- 5 90 87 6 0.8 631 

-10 117 174- 7 1.6 631 

-20 149 ~51 9 3.2 651 

c. Temperature gradients 

HEAT GAINS 

Air 
Raa.'n 

Qa 

Light
ing 
Qr 

Net 
LOSS 

Q* 

4-78 28 239 

451 28 356 

418 28 485 

349 28 766 
---_._

The temperature gradient in the air at the air-water interface 
oan be evaluated directly frOID the data. The best method found WIl.8 

to compute A TillY between pairs of data points, aDd plot the loga
rithm of these values againat the oube root of the vertioal distance y 
above the air-water interface. The cube root waa ohosen because it 
reSUlted in a nearly straight line and the points were well 8pre~ 
Fig. 4 contains representative plots. The series of points drawn as 
triangles exhibits a hump whioh is typical of experiments done at the 
faa.ter water speeds j this • noma' y occurs among the thermistors 0108e 
to the water, and is due to splashing of water on the thermistors. 
For thermistors located oloser to the water surface, points obtained 
for a given air temperature lie along substantially the same line, 
independent of water speea.. 

The temperature gradient in air at the interface can also be 
evaluated frOID the oonductive hea.t flux Qc by using the equation 

Qc K - Ka(dT/~)y=o (8) 
where Ka 1s the thermal oonductivity of the air. 

Table II. Temperature gradient in air at the air-water 
interface. Mean values of the gradients, 
obtained by two methods. 

Air 
temp. 

CC 

Qc 
oal 

QDl2 day em";. 

Ka. 
oal 

day (OC/em) 

- (dT/~)y-o 

frOID eq. (8) 

in °e/om 

fran data 

- 2 40 4-.9~ 8 6 

- 5 87 4-.89 18 8 

-10 174 4-.81 ~ 30 

-20 551 4-.6~ 76 200 
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Table II presents temperature gradients in the air at the inter
face, as obt&ined both from Q and direotly from the temperatureo 
measurements. Extrapolation to an intercept on a logarithmio scale 
lead3 to a wide margin of error, perhaps even a factor of two. Sub
stantially the same intercept was obtained from a dozen .ets of data 
for each air temperature; thia engenders confidence in gradients 
obtained from the data. 

A oomparison oan be made also between values obt&ined from the 
e.xperimental data and from the net baa:t. flux Q.. The .tirring by the 
paddles kept the water nearly isothermal, so that Newtonian cooling 
oontinues until the water temperature desoends even to 000. Conse
quently a heat transfer coeffioient Ho oan be oomputed, following the 
discussion of ice cover formation by MICHEL (1971), both from the net 
heat loss Q. uaing the equa.tion 

Q. ~ Ho(Tw - Ta) (9) 

&Dd fram the equation 

dTw/dt .. Ho(Ta - Tw)ij>w 0pY. (10) 

With the water denaity Pw equal to 1 gm/om3 and the specifio heat ~ 
equal to 1 cal/gm 00, the- volumetrio heat oapacity ~p has the value 
1 cal/om3 00; the mjxing depth Y is simply the depth of water in the 
tank, 66 em. The correspondence between the two approaches is fairly 
good, as Table III illuatrates, although the values from the heat flux 
term seem e.xoessive at the higher temperatures. 

Table III. Heat transfer coefficient at tho interface. 
Mean values, obtained from the net heat flux 
and from the rate of oooling. 

Mean 2 
air 

Q. dT/dt Ho in oal/(om day °C) 
temp. oal °c/hr from eq.(9)Oc: om";. day 

- 2.4 239 - 0.071 99.6 

- 5.4 336 - 0.155 62.2 

- 9.9 485 - 0.244- 49.0 

-19.7 766 - 0.552 38.9 

from oq. (10) 

58.4 

49.9 

38.7 

43.7 

d. Border ioe srowth 

Two patterna have emerged in the temperatures associated with 
growth of border ice. One iii the ocourrence of a ourve of super
oooling at the onaet of freezing, similar to that oommonly observed 
during frazil formation. This effect is aeen in Fig. ~ in the llOlUero 
supercooling at speeds of 10 and 15 om/sec. 

The second pattern is an evolution of the temperature profile 
in the water. At most water speeds the water temperature was the .... 
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at all depths except within a few millimeters (less than 5 rom) of the 
air-water interface. But in tests oonducted when the water was still, 
a knee developed in the graph of water temperature versus depth. The 
.lcnee delineates a non-oonvective layer adjacent to the air-water inter
face, a layer which thickens as the temperature oontinues to fall. 
Fig. 5 illuatrates this effect. The non-convective layer will retard 
the cooling of the water farther from the upper surface. It will be 
an interesting problem to develop a model of convection and oonduction 
in the tank, and to compare these temperatures with the model. 

CONJLUSIONS 

The following patterns have been conaidered in this paper: 
1. 	The water 8upercooled by a few hundredths of a degree just prior to 

freezing, in all experiments performed at nonaero water speeds. 
2. 	The maximum supercooling depended on both air temperature and 

water speed. 
~. 	 The rate of oooling of the water depended strongly on air tempera

ture and weakly (at least at air temperatures down to -10Ce) on 
water speed. 

4. 	The magnitude of the temperature gradient in the air adjacent to the 
air-water interface was greater at oolder air temperatures, but did 
not depend significantly on the water .peed. 

5. 	At zero water speed the development of a non-oonveotive layer in the 
water just below its upper surface was identified in the water
temperature profile at successive times . 
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COMMENTS 

Pap~r Title: Temperature Patterns During the Formation of Border Ice 
and Frazil in a Laboratory Tank 

Author: T. Hanley, B. Michel 

Your name: Question from unidentified attendee 

Address: 

Comment: 

Couldn't pressure be considered as a third coordinate instead of 
the Reynold's number. 

Answer: 

Since pressure is a customary thermodynamic variable whereas 
Reynold's number is not. This recommendation is a priori 
attractive and merits further consideration. 
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In the USSR the ice jams of the greatest depth 
are formed on the Siberian rivers flowing in meridional 
direction to the north and breaking up from the headriver 
towards the mouth. It is this fact that differs them from 
the most of the rivers in the European part of the country
which, as a rule,flow from the north to the south and in 
spring are broken up comparatively quietly starting from 
the lower river towards the upper ones. The rivers Northern 
Dvina, Dnestr and some others, which are also characteri
zed by great ice jams under breakup, are an exception. 

As everywhere else,ice jams on the Siberian 
rivers essentially depend on ice drift conditions and 
patterns under freeze-up and break-up. 

The delay of the breakup in the lower sections 
of the river usually causes spring ice jam formation. This 
delay may occur due to meteorological conditions of the 
region, as well as due to the formation of thicker and more 
solid ice on these sections. 

Ice jam formations also often occur in the up
stream of sharp bends and branching of the river which 
reduce the conveying capacity therein for transit motion 
of drifting ice. 

Thus,ice jam depth on the Siberian rivers may
be controlled by two main factors. The first one is the 
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large thickness and strength of ice cover due to low air 
temperatures in winter, the second one is that spring
flood wave, spreading along the current, outruns the 
coming of warm weather in the northern riverain areas 
resulting in intensive effect of the mechanioal factor 
under river breakup. River stages and current velocities 
increasing, the flow has to destroy still solid ice whiCh 
has not yet been subjected to heat destroying. 

Ice jam depth on the Siberian rivers being very 
great, these ice jams influence the channel up to the 500km 
long section upstream (e.g. the Yenisei river at the city
of Igarka-), herein river stages may rise to 15 m and 
the length of ice jam accumulation ~ reach scores of 
kilometres• 

. Ice jams impede operating the country's river 
fleet and developing other branches of national economy.
As a consequence of ice jams one can observe hereat the 
degradation of stream channel which disagrees with the 
direction of the shipping course. Water stage rising
due to ice jams often favours the aggradation of channel 
shallow crests. All these effects change for the worse 
the navigable conditions and considerably increase the 
volume of dredging. The ice jams having been broken, 
the ice moving at great velocities destroys banks and 
bank protection works. Ice jams are of great danger 
to the fleet berthing in winter even in backwaters with 
good facilities. 

If ice jam break occurs below the entrance to 
the backwater, the Ships l~g up there can be puShed 
out of it into the river covered with drifting ice. Ice 
jams formed above the backwater may cause the ships
laying up there to go down to the bottom. Sharp fall of 
water stages due to ice jams results in flooding bank 
stream-side areas and damaging buildings and river port 
structures. 

The aforementioned facts require that proper mea
sures should therefore be taken to fight ice jammjng on 
a number of sections of the Siberian rivers. 

To destroy the accumulations of ice jams already
formed various methods were used: air bombing, gun firing 
and more often blasting.

Experience has shown the bombing to give some 
bene~ial effect only at the start of ice jam formation. 
Air bombing used in later periods proved to be almost 
useless. 

Gun firing, as a rule, destroys only such ice 
jams that have been formed as a result of the stoppage of 
giant ice floes and provided that the river section in 
the downstream of ice jam is free of ice. 
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Ice blasting not always gives some beneficial 
effect either. The helicopters being used for placing 
~arges, the efficiency and safety of ice Dlasting would 
increase, but explosions result in great damage to fisher
ies and must be resorted to only in exceptional circum
stances. 

All these measures only accelerate the destroying
of ice jams but do not eliminate their harmful consequen
ces as a whole, besides, they are too expensive and often 
dangerous to bank structures. 

Moreover, ice jams of considerable length, often 
formed on the rivers of Siberia, can't be eliminated at 
all when using above mentioned methods under low water 
dis~a.;-ges. 

Preventive ice measures appeared to be more effec
tive as they lead to the prevention of ice jam formations 
or reduce ice jam depths and decrease the dangerous effect 
thereot on structures of iaportance for national economy. 

Beneficial effect as well could be aChi~d due 
to artificial destroying or weakening the ice cover in 
case of probable ice jam formation on the river section 
in the downstreaa. The length of the river section with 
the ioe cover to be destroyed ( or to be weakened) depends 
on freeze-up pattern, winter temperature regime and hydro
logical conditions of the year considered. 

Regular observations on ice phenomena, being widely
carried out now by hydrometeorological service of the 
country and other authorities, as well as the study of ice 
- thermal regime of water bodies, permit the looations of 
ice jam formations in the river ~annel to be determined 
with high accuracy. The investigations carried out have 
shown, in particular, that spring ice jams are often for
med in locations of their debacles when freezing starts 
and, especially, in locations of autumn ice jam formations. 
These phenomena favour the formation of thicker and more 
solid rough ice. As already mentioned, of is this process
that often causes spring ice jaa formation. 

lor a long tiae blasting was the major artificial 
method used to destroy the ice cover in locations of prob
able ice jam formations. On the rivers of the :European 
part of the USSR the icebreakers were also used hereat. 
As experience has shown, blasting proved to be not very
effective for this purpose. Besides, blasting being used 
to prevent ice jaa forll8.tions is now prohibited by fishery
inspection alaost everywhere. The icebreaker fleet in 
Siberia has not almQst been used for this purpose due to 
large ~ce thickness. 

Ice can be weakened by blackening it using the 
aethod of pulverization of powdered materials (coal, slag) • 
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Hereat ice absorbs more solar radiation and melts quicker. 

Ice blackening tests had been carried out on 
the river Irtysh and on the Novosibirsk reservoir but 
they failed to give good results. Good effects could only
be obtained in attic conditions. 

The weakening of the ice cover section can be rea
ched by cutting it with the aid of ice-cutting machines 
To prevent ice jam formation usually two or three parallel
rills, that follow the channel, are cut in the ice cover. 
To date the ice-cutting ~achines have been seldom utili 
zed for this purpose but the organization of production
of ice-cutting machines equipped with cutterheads in the 
country does present wide prospects for ~tilization such 
mechanisms having operational ica-cutting speeds up to 
500 mph and higher. 

The utilization of machines for ice removal and 
sloping knife-planes to be used for the same purposes 
appears to become even more economically expedient
" Knife-planes" can cut rills in the ice cover of 30-40 
cm deep at the speed of up to 15 km p h. Prototype ma
chines had been tested and approved and their commercial 
production would considerably increase the ice-cutting
capacity. 

The utilization of impulse water jets designed in 
the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences for 
ice destroying might also be of great help in the future. 
These impulse water jets have been tested on the Novosi
birsk reservoir and their working capacity appeared to be 
more than 6.700cu.m. of ice per hour. 

The method of shifting ice jam into a safe loca
tion proves to be effective in case the ice jam is ex
pected to be formed on this particular river section. 
Follow this purpose, an artificial ice jaa can be formed 
in the upstream in the form of an ice dam using installa
tions of boom type or some other means for ice anchoring 
at the banks. 

Ice motion creating no ice jams on certain river 
sections can also be ensured in case the complex of 
regulation works is developed chAnnel. cute.£f.,outting of 
bank prOjections, cutting of spits and isles 
the utilization of structu'res made of artificial ice 
is expected to be effective under aforementioned regula
tion works too. 

Finally, the most reliable means to fight ice jam

formations proved to be the regulation of hydrological

river regiae by erecting the casoade of hydropower 

stations on the river. 
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However, the erecting of such cascades of hydro
power stations on all Siberian rivers is a matter of 
rather distant fUture. Therefore in the near fUture the 
major method to prevent ice jam formations in dangerous
locations, obviously,will be the method of ice distroy
ing and weakening with the aid of mechanical means as 
well as regulation works to be developed on some river 
sections. 

The elaboration and perfection of measures for 
fighting ice jams require that special investigations on 
ice drift regime should be carried out as well as those 
on peculiarities of river breakup and freezeup, and phy
sico-mechanical properties of the ice cover. To carry 
out such investigations a number of new devlice. has 
been designed in Novosibirsk. 

l.P.Butyagin has designed installations for deter
mining alterations of ice cover strength and thickness 
in field conditions. 

The installation for studying ice strength (see
A.pp.l) permits us to carry out in the field numerous 
tests on bending prismatic specimens at constant tempera
ture,being equal to ooC, that corresponds to the river 
breakup conditions. 

The specimens are tested while being submerged
into water by using the scheme of one-span,freely-support
ed beam immorsing by vertical concentrated load in the 
middle of the span. Their cro•• section values may vary
from 6x6 up to 1Ox10 cm, and the bearing(effective)length
(the distance between supports) is 50 cm. These specimens 
are prepared with the aid of a light ice-cutting machine 
specially designed for this p~ose. The effort for 
immersing ice specimen is crested with the aid of a 
tank being filled with water and is transmitted to the 
specimen by leverage. 

The method considered permits us to carry out 
more than 50 tests a day, hereat one obtains sufficiently
reliable information on alterations of ice cover strength
in various ice strata in terms of time. 

Another installation has been d&signed to carry 
out tests on bending large ice cover specimens h$ving
cross-section height as large as their thickness. fhe 
specimens can be tested by using the schemes of double
seat (supported) beam, having been submerged (immersed) 
by one or two efforts, or the console. Her.at the specim
ens are prepared and tested just in the ice cover without 
taki ng them out ('of" water. 
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The fUnctioning of the installation for precision
measuring ice thickness in spring is based on using
electric current for heating a thin high-resistant con
ductor,having a little suspended load supported in the 
upper part. The heating of conductor permits us to raise 
the load up to its thrust in the underside surface of the 
ice cover. Hereat the changes (alterations) of its thick
ness are accurately read off from a rigidly-fixed stick 
from both surfaces. Current is supplied to the installa
tion from a portable. 

As a oensequence of experimental investigations
carried out, analytical and graphical dependences have 
been elaborated. The results of ice specimen tests provid
ed the data for estimating the design strength of the 
ice cover ·in field conditions taking into account the sca
le effect. 

The reducing of ice strength in spring under the 
influence of solar radiation has also been investigated. 

The original photogrammetric devices for estimating
motion velocities, trajectories and sizes of ice floes 
under ice drifting have been designed by V.K.¥orgunov. 

The crosshairs-slotted device (see App.3) is 
used for determining motion velocities of ice floes. This 
device permits us to reproduce successive images of a 
drifting floe on a single glass. large-sized negative, The 
camera shutter is spring-controlled. In case stereophoto
grammetrical survey by two cameras is needed, the camera 
Shutters are provided with electromagnetic synchronizers, 

Camera magazine is provided with two elastic blinds 
located in front of a photographic plate. Tbese blinds are 
moving by means of two pairs of rotating rollers in recip
rocal perpendicular directions. These light-tight blinds 
have vertical and horizontal slots which form a movable 
film gate under intersection. The rollers, that direct the 
motion of blinds, are kinematically linked with a sighting
device,herein a telescope.

During the survey the camera shutter operates
automatically and you can observe a moving body ( a floe)
continuously with the aid of a telescope. Hereat, the 
image of an object on a plate will constantly be placed
in the film gate shifting along the surface of this plate.
If necessary, the phototransformation of a picture can be 
made ( the reduction of a perspective image to a horizon
tal surfaoe).

Synchronical photogrammetrical survey by means of 
two cameras described above, which are located in both 
ends of a basic line,permits us to plot three-dimensional 
coordinates of successive positions of the floe in the 
funotion of time. 
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Portable photogrammetrical camera (see App.4)
permits to obtain easily the plan of ice field contour 
by means of a single perspective picture,hence,one can 
determine the sizes thereof with sufficient accuracy. The 
device is provided with a rigid camera fixed at the pro
per angle to the horizon on a theodolite-type support
permitting its rotation only around a vertical axis. The 
camera magazine is designed for a rolling film with frame 
sizes of 6x9 cm. 

While printing the picture of the ice field, the 
image of perspective coordinate grid, corresponding to the 
angle of the optical axis of the device to the horizon 
under surveying, is being simultaneously projected thereon. 
The perspective picture is easily transformed on the hori
zontal surface (plan) by means ot this grid. Successive 
pictures made with a fixed device permit also to plot tra
jectories of drifting tloes or floats set out on purpose. 

!he investigations carried out with the aid ot the 
devices described above in addition to the study of ice 
jam phenomena,have also been applied for evaluating the 
methods of calculation ot ice loads on hydrotechnical 
structures. 

Appendix 1. 


The installation to investigate the strenth of the ice 


1 in load tank; 5 counterweight of the lever; 
2 water - inlet tank; 6 - support control acrew; 
5 - water baain; 7 supports for a specimen; 
4 in - load lever; 8 in - load stirrup;

9 specimen. 
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Appendix 2 

Electro - icemeter device 

1 - ice cover; 
2 - stationary meter batten; 
3 - fasten bar of the batten frozen into the ice, 
4 - large resistance conductor heated by the current;
5 - load with the rests; 
6 - flexible copper conductor;
7 - joining conductor; 
8 - accumulator;
9 - reckon indicator of the battenl 

10 - a snow - thickness sound. 
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Appendix 3 

Creat-peep-hole photo chamber for determination of 
the velocity of the motion of the piece. of ice. 

1 - cylinders for the blind of the vertical motion; 

2 - cylinders for the blind of the horizontal motion;

3 - horizontal peep-hole in the blind; 

4 - vertical peep-hole in the blind; 

5 - carde movable opening,

6 - optical ttbe of the vising device; 


? - mechanism for kinematic coanect1on of the 

vising device with cylind!lrs of the blinds; 


8 - mechanism for rotation of horizontal cylinders I 

9 - mechanism for rotation of vertical cylinders, 
10 - objective, 

11 - control mechanism for objective lock. 
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There has not been a shortage of water for ice flushing after con

struction of the storage at Lake Thorisvatn. 


The operation of the ice flushing has been satisfactory under normal 
conditions which is to say most of the time. However, it happens now 
and again that the ice flushing breaks down and an ice bridge is 
formed between the upper end of the ice trough and the rock jetty, 
see Fig. 1. An unavoidable cause for the formation of this ice 
bridge is an increase in the ice discharge which exceeds the ice 
flushing capability of the structures. Other causes are unfavour
able currents in the pool or too limited flushing water. Temporary 
increases in the ice discharge occur in combination with the 
so-called step-bursts, or flash floods, which result from the break
up of ice dams or anchor ice restrictions consecutively one after 
another. The large concentrations of ice in the step-bursts can be 
difficult to handle, even though a warning system signals their 
coming. The operators have been gaining experience over the years, 
but it is not likely that the formation of the ice bridge in the 
pool (see Fig. 1) can be avoided at all times. The ice bridge can 
often be removed by manipulating with the water level and the gates. 
If the ice bridge can not be removed, it may stay there with the ice 
going under it and mostly surfacing downstream so that ice flushing 
can be continued, but some of the ice will go into the diversion 
canal to the power station. 

With heavy ice runs it is more likely that the ice will build up a 
jam upstream of the ice bridge and this has happened several times 
every winter. The formation of the ice jams has followed the same 
pattern ever since the first winter of operation, see Figures 1 
through 5. In the beginning the ice accumulates in the river 
channel and the jam grows upstream. This is followed by rise in 
water level and the jam is more or less unstable. After some time, 
usually 2 to 6 hours, the jam starts moving downstream and can then 
be flushed down through the spillway flap gates. If this flushing 
fails, and that has happened one or more times every winter, the jam 
will build up to about 1 1/2 km upstream of the dam and completely 
clog the river channel. The water is forced along the left bank 
and out of the river channel to that side (see Fig. 2 and 3). This 
was what happened during the first ice jam in November 1969. Much 
of the water was then temporarily lost over the ungated spillway 
but later it opened up a channel to the pool through an opening 
that was excavated in the rock jetty (Fig. 1). This situation, with 
the water coming through the opening in the rock jetty almost perpen
dicular to the ice trough, has recurred and may last for weeks. It 
is unfavourable for ice flushing, as much of the ice is suspended 
in the water and goes into the diversion canal to the power station. 
In. November and December 1973 during an unusually long frost period 
this resulted in the formation of an extensive hanging ice dam under 
the ice cover on the diversion canal and the intake pond which 
seriously restricted the flow to the power station. The volume of 
the. ice accumulation in the diversion canal and intake pond was 
estlmated approx. 2 million m3 . This was the main cause for the 
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many days of ice troubles during that winter as tabulated in Table I. 
The situation improved gradually with warmer weather in January 
to March 1974. 

The channel on the left bank of the river may fill up with ice during 
step-bursts or heavy ice runs. This results in renewed growth of 
the ice jam with further rise in water levels. Large areas on the 
left bank of the river have been covered with water and ice during 
this second stage of the ice jams and much water has been tempor
arily lost. The ice edge has moved up to about the upstream end 
of the Klofaey island, or about 3 km upstream of the dam, and the 
river has found a new channel up on the right bank (Fig. 4 and 5). 

The second stage ice jam is often unstable during the build-up, just 
like the initial ice jam. In December 1973 it shoved down the 
channel on the left bank and almost overtopped the left bank dike. 
The channel on the right bank is usually narrow and of limited 
capacity. This results in overflow out on the ice jam and the 
river frequently erodes a gorge through the jam in the original 
channel. In prolonged cold spells the channels may get filled with 
ice alternately and the river moves between the banks and out on 
the jam several times. Further growth of the jams upstream other 
than a short distance upstream of Klofaey has not been observed as 
yet. 

During warm spells the river erodes a gorge through the ice jam in 
the river channel. This has often been favourable for ice flushing 
but more ice is suspended in the water than under normal conditions. 
Remnants of the ice jams may last throughout the winter. 

When the ice jams have been most extensive they have covered an area 
of 6-8 km 2 and the rise in water levels has amounted to 3-4 meters. 
Detailed surveying of the extent and elevations of the jam has not 
been carried out and would be difficult to perform. It can even 
be difficult to get a view of the situation except by air 
reconnaissance. 

The most rational approach to remedy the critical ice situations and 
reduce the flushing water would be to reduce sufficiently the area 
of the active zone upstream of the diversion dam. Canalization of 
the river upstream was foreseen in the original project planning and 
has been undertaken to some extent. The left channel at the Klofaey 
island has been closed by a rock dike and two distributory channels 
farther upstream have also been closed. 

The opening that was cut in the rock jetty d~ring the first ice jam 
in November 1969 has been left there and the river has repeatedly 
come that way to the diversion intake when the main channel has been 
clogged by ice jams. 

The danger of losing the water over the ungated spillway when jams 
were building up became obvious already the first winter. Fill and 
rock was dumped above the spillway. In the summer of 1970 this 
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fill was improved and the rock jetty was extended by a low dike to 
the left bank and an embankment was made on the left bank all the 
way up to Klofaey island. These dikes and embankments were over
topped during ice jams the following winter, and were further 
strengthened in the summer of 1971. The next two winters were 
rather mild and without serious difficulties and little was done 
except repairs of minor damages. The first part of the winter 
1973-74 was cold and with serious troubles due to ice jams. 

After that, it was decided to build the present system of embank
ments as shown on Fig. 1. Now the river must overtop or break 
through three barriers before it will go over the ungated spill
way. The winter 1974-75 was cold but the operation was generally 
smooth and without serious ice jams. This may not least be due to 
better approach flow conditions to the ice trough and the gates 
after construction of the groin from the left bank. Previously 
the flow to the ice trough under normal conditions was converging 
somewhat unfavourable (Fig. 6). Now the flow is much more parallel 
and in the right direction (Fig. 7) and the ice flushing capacity 
of the structures seems to have greatly increased. The approach 
flow conditions along the wall upstream of the ice trough have 
often been troublesome. A recess is formed where the wall bends 
up on the bank. When this recess is not ice covered an eddy will 
stay there and collect ice that will partially go into the diversion 
canal. An attempt to close the recess with an ice boom was not 
successful. The first ice bridge tore the ice boom away. 

The use of explosives to open up water passages through the ice jams 
in the river channel upstream of the dam has been tried but without 
success . On the other hand explosives have been successfully used 
to improve channels that the river itself has eroded through the 
ice jams. 

Ice jams during break-up have not occurred at the Burfell dam. Ice 
floe s from shore i c e and ice covers farther upstream can occur in 
great quantities but the discharge is higher and the ice concentra
tion less than during the heaviest frazil ice runs. Ice floes and 
ice cakes are often mixed with the frazil, expecially in the step 
bursts. Impact force s from ice floes have damaged the spillway 
flap gates and flap gates on the ice trough were totally wrecked 
the first winter in operation. Icing on the downstream side of the 
spillway flap gates has put these gates out of operation for 
e xtended periods. 

In summary it can be concluded that the Burfell ice flushing facili
ties have thus f ar proved to be of successful design except for the 
spillway and the ice trough gates which should have been of stronger 
construction. 
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Fig. 2 (Nov. 27, 1969) 

Fig. 3 (Dec. 6, 1973) 
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Fig. 4 (Jan. 8, 1970) 

Fig. 5 (Dec. 21, 1973) 
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Fig . 6 (Nov . 25, 1970) 

Fig. 7 (Jan. 7, 1975) 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

SOME NEW RELATIONSHIPS OP 
THE JAMKED ICE MOTION 

ENIRE ZSILAK VIZITERV 
CIVIL ENGINEER, INSTITUTE POR HYIEAULIC BUDAPEST 
HYmAULIC SENIOR DESIGNER l'L!NNING HUNGARY 

ABSTRACT 

A part of the tasks concerning winter operation of low head 
barrages is connected with ice motion of highly covered river 
surfaces, termed saturated ice motion. This paper deals with 
permanent, rectilinear, uniform ice motion. The results draw 
attention to a few new features of ice motion. 

The first part of the paper introduces the concept of the so
called effective distance. This is a suitable parameter for 
characterizing ice conditions of rivers. 

The second part of the paper deals with the thrust distribution 
inside a moving ice body, assuming that water velocity is 
changing linearly. The results draw attention to a few new 
explanations of the forming of blocks of ice in the 
sorroundings of the upper limit of backwater reaches. 
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SOME NEW RELATIONSHIPS OF THE JAMMED ICE MOTION 


1. A former paper of the same author presented to the IAHR-PIANC 
Symposium /Budapest, 1974/ introduced aIhysical-mathematical model 
of the saturated, rectilinear, gradually changing ice motion. The 
model consists of the dynamic basic theorem deduced from Newton's 
second axiom as well as of the condition of continuity expressing 
the principle of conservation of material. On the basis of Fig. 1. 
the following two equations can be set up: 

( t d.Bdx)(~ y t~)- Bdi+dxf 
0 1g ax 1 d t 

t.rgn(v,- yL)/iB(r,- v.. )zdx-P,dx -Bd ad; dx.t 

t-B(3.,., 1~ cos J d)( .. 1. 

( afI n an~)tnY.l ax + a;(. + at -0. 

Designations: 

d /m/ Thickness of ice 

g /ms -2/ Acceleration of gravity 

i Grade 

n Coverage 
-2p /JIpm / Thrust 

t /s/ Time 

vl/ms-1/ Mean velocity of water of a cross-section 

v /ms-l / Mean velocity of ice of a cross-section2 lv./ms- / Velocity of wind 

B /m! Average width of river 

Pr/Mpm-l / ReSisting force for a unit length of flow 

~ /JI.ps2 m-4/ Velocity coefficient for friction between water 
and ice 

~/M.ps2m-4/ Velocity coefficient for friction between wind 
and ice 

't/M.pm-J/ Gravimetric density of ice 

5/radian/ Angle included between the direction of ice motion 
and that of the wind 
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ice motion 

In the case of p :: 0 the ice motion is termed free from con
gestion; in the opposite case it is termed jammed ice motion. 

In the above mentioned paper the permanent, rectilinear, uniform, 
jammed ice motion has been investigated. In that case ~= 0, 

8n 1iYL 
~:: 0, ax '" 0 and, due to the condition of saturation, 

~ a O. As a consequence of Equ. /2/, B • constant. Assuming 
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that the resisting force is a linear function of thrust the 
formula 

J" 


has been deduced, enabling to calculate the thrust. In the paper 
the concept of effective distance is deduced from Equ. 1)/. 

Designations: 

FIx, v21 A function governed by the parameters of water and 
ice motion 

e Base of natural logarytbm 

UJ =!:f!:!:.../m 1/ A characteristic constant for jammed ice motion 
B 

z Proportionality factor between tangential stress 
and thrust 

p.. Quotient of long!tudinal and lateral thrust 

Since FIx, v2/min ~ FIx, v21 ~ FIx, v2/max and since the 

exponential function is always positive, one can writer 

wj 
J( 

f (1. Y2 )",ill 6- (l<-j) dJ ~ f(!, "1 ):k~-~)( ~ 
o 

x 

) 

(I 

f (X, Vl.)min ( - WX) <.. - wx <:. 
ex) f - e - r(X, Y, ) :# C 

<.. f ( X I V.L ) In" J(-
> ~ -wx '\J

If x = ~ , then 1 - e = 1. In this case, however, 

c::::-
"td" lW uc~ng wBY ~n ro = .Lh/m/, 

From a practical viewpoint, lh might be termed as effective 
distance. This is a length, along which any effect decreases 
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to its e -th part. As a matter of course, the concept of effec
tive distance can be interpreted for standing ice, too. Thus, 
both for standing and moving ice the extreme values of thrust 
can be determined as the product of effective distance and a 
function of the parameters of water and ice motion. The less 
the effective distance, the less the thrust and, at the same 
time, the change in thrust. Thus, the danger of ice congestion 
and of jamms are also less. Effective distance is a suitable 
parameter for characterizing the ice conditions of rivers. 

Assuming )L a 0,30 /a very low value/, and for z - 0,30, too, 
the values of w and.J..., depending on the width of the river, 
are shown in Table lit.<.? 

1B uJ -LQ ~ 
-1 m m m 

50 0,0036 211 
150 0,0012 831 
)00 0,0006 1662 

Table 1. 

From the date of this table it is apparent that ice phenomena 
of a given cross-section are determined by the hydraulic 
parameters of only a very short river reach. 

2. Thrust distribution inside moving ice body 

As a matter of general experience, blocks of ice often form 
above low head barrages, near to the upper limit of dammed 
water. The forming of blocks of ice is generally explained by 
the collision of arriving ice tables against a standing ice 
sheet. Obvious1y, these phenomena a1so have a ro1e ~n the for
ming of blocks of ice. 

It often happens, hovewer, that ice sheet formed or just for
ming, occasionally slips and piles up. This phenomenon is 
going to be analyzed in this paper on the basis of pressure 
distribution inside the ice sheet. For the sake of generality, 
the results of investigations of mOving ice are here discussed. 
The conclusions are relevant, of course, also for standing ice 
sheets. 

By setting forth in detail Equ. /)/, thrust can be calculated 
from the following formula: 

~ 

f -; 
. 
A, (I ) ~ -CAl ()(-I> d1 t t,l A, (I ) e- UJ (K-J) dJ f 

11 ' 

f ~zl A,r ( 1) e-W(X-f) dj 4. 
, 
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Designation: 

functions of water 	and ice motionAo / J /, Al / ! / .... 
characteristics, arranged according to 
the powers of ice velocity. 

Equ. /4/ has been solved for the backwater reaches of low head 
barrages, assuming a linear change in water velocity along the 
reach. The model assumed is shown in Fig. 2. 

v, - COIlJ't 

/f !: X ~ L 


VfI - Ie 'I, t 
1-
--

;. r, ( L -)( ) 

.t 'z 

L 
. - -_. _,...... _ ....~ . -(1'- .. "" -'''-, _. 

fig.1 	 t1 mod!:/ lor txomining tl7~ ice mot/on 

de f t lop Inq VI I thin t IT ere (J C17 


In the following, the solution of Equ. /4/ will be described, 
pressed for space, only for the reach 12• The force resulting 
from the grade is taken into account. The effect of grade 
can, according to our results, be neglected. On the other hand, 
the functions valid for the other reaches can be deduced from 
Equ. /5/. 

z z 	 , I. • 7 

+ 1 rI J (t rJ t 1 t V2 f 2 ) JI' 	 5". 
oJ 

Designations: 
1/2 -1/c / m s 	 The Chazy velocity factor 

k 	 Ratio of entrache to exit water velocity 
wi thin the reach 

Auxiliary value for calculations 
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t"-w/l'+l"/ 	 AUXiliary value for calculations v 2 2 

tv2" =u)l " AUXiliary value for calculations2v 

The length of the backwater reach along the 
stretch 12 up to section examined 

Vlh /ms-1/ 	 Mean velocity of water in the cross-section 
examinedr 

1 - k. r, ( L - )( )'tlt - I< '(, t 

In order to solve Equ. /5/, one has to know the value of ice 
velocity. The paper presented to the Symposium in 1974 of 
IAHR-PIANC has dealt with ice motion within backwater reaches 
of low head barrages, in the case of linear change of water 
velocity. On the basis of the results given in that paper !Fig.3./ 
the valocity of ice can be determined. 

Neither Equ. /5/, nor the pressure distributions as shown in 
Fig. J. include the effects of cohesion along the banksides 
and those of the wind, since now primary interest is given to 
the distribution of pressure and not to its actual value. 

One can see from Fig. 3., that the maximum value of pressure 
arises in the surroundings of grade-breaks. From here to the 
barrage the pressure decreases first intensively and then 
moderately. 

According to what has been said in Chapter 1, the following 
relationship is valid for the thrust, in any sectionr 

'(1<,'(1..),"111 :; f ~ r(x,v..),."... if X ~ 
(.Q 'V) CoO 

According to the model assumed the function F Ix, v2/ is constant 
along stretch 11' and at the same time, maximum for the whole 
stretch L. 

As a consequence, the value of pressure is maximum at 11' whenever 
the length of the ice sheet above the backwater reach: 11 ~ -1--. 

LQ 

Besides the causes known till know, the pressure distributions 
as shown in Fig. 3., give additional explanation for the forming 
of blocks of ice in the sorroundings of the upper end of 
backwater reaches. The ice-floes arriving from the upper reach 
of the river first form an ice sheet of loose construction within 
the backwater reach. As soon as the upper end of the ice sheet 
reaches the limit of dammed water, the ice sheet will be subject 
to growing pressure. The causes of slippings can be identified 
as the condensation of ice sheet under increasing pressure as well 
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as its insufficient leaning onto the banksides. The power resul
ting of thrust diminuition bas to be supported by the banksides. 
Is the force of reaction insufficient. the ice sheet collapses, 
becomes thicker till an equilibrium state is achieved. 

In the case of shorter backwater reaches connected with river 
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stretches of relatively higher grade, the danger of forming blocks 
of ice is even higher, than it the case of longer backwater reaches. 
Namely, the change of pressure is more intensive in the case of 
shorter reaches. A redaction of the maximum of thrust must be 
achieved by means of riverbed regulation, as a consequence of which 
the change of thrust will decrease, too. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper gives the results 
laboratory flume to determine 

of an experimental study made in 
the stability of a river ice cover. 

a 
This 

cover was simulated with a wax whose properties were similar to those 
of ice at an average scale of about 1/25. 

The main objective of the study was to determine the hydraulic 
conditions for which the solid ice would break and be carried along with 
the flow. 

It was found that the phenomenon of failure of the ice cover could 
be interpreted with a non-dimensional number characterizing the flow 
velocity and the strength of the ice in function of the relative thick
ness of the ice. A power law was found to relate these two numbers and 
the correlation coefficient is acceptable. 

These laboratory results may be extrapolated to nature in many 
cases to compute the river discharge and water levels necessary to de
stroy an ice cover of variable resistance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Until now. research on stability of ice covers has been made only 
on broken-up ice accumulations with no or very little cohesive strength. 
Two cases have been clearly distinguished: the formation and the break
up of the ice cover. During the formation of the ice cover. there is an 
accumulation of ice pieces in front of a cover which freeze together be
hind the edge. The hydrodynamic stability of these pieces is given in 
function of a Froude number by many authors [1-6J. At break-up. the 
laws of stability of ice cr.vers are quite different. Large volumes of 
ice pieces accumulate in front of solid ice reaches and the only case 
which has been studied is that of the stability of such a long accumu
lation under the hydrodynamic thrust [7J. 

This latter case has often been considered to be typical of break
up conditions. But it is quite possible that an early flood might occur 
when the ice cover is still very strong. It is then necessary that the 
tangential stresses caused by the flow be high enough to destroy the 
cover and this may lead to the worst flooding conditions. This is the 
case we have simulated in a laboratory flume. 

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The tests have been carried out [8J in a flume 6 ft wide. 46 ft 
long and 12 inches high. The bottom roughness was n = 0.0115 and the 
canal was fed from the pumping station of the hydraulics laboratory. 
At the lower end of the flume an ice retaining structure was built. 
made of a metallic grid with 1/2 inch square mesh set inside a frame in 
a way such that the thrust on the grid could be measured. 

A model ice wax was used for the tests which simulates to scales 
of 1/20 to 1/40 the properties of real ice [9J. It has the same density 
as ice. Its flexural strength was measured with small cantilever beams. 
ten times for each test. The averages varied from 3.0 to 7.0 psi from 
one test to the other. The Young's modulus was measured three times for 
each test and it varied from 4 000 to 25 000 psi. The ratio of the pre
ceding properties varied from 700 to 5 000 and this would cover possible 
combinations of brittle behavior of real ice. The wax was mixed in a 
tank and poured on warm water in the flume so it would spread evenly and 
form a uniform ice cover. 24 ft long. The standard'deviation on meas
ured thickness was 5 to 10% in anyone test. The roughness of the ice 
and canal varied between 0.022 and 0.033. 

Each test consisted essentially in increasing the discharge until 
complete failure of the ice cover and its accumulation in front of the 
retaining structure. 
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3. RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION 

The condition of failure was defined as that for which the first 
plates of ice would detach and begin to accumulate in front of the grid. 
The mechanism of failure varied from one test to the other depending 
mainly on the number and position of initial fractures in the ice, the 
state of attachment to the flume walls and the state of submersion of 
the cover. In all casse, submersion happened before failure.and the 
cover became unstable and started to oscillate in the flow. 

Twenty five tests were carried out and the basic results are given 
in TABLE 1. 

A dimensional analysis was made of the parameters affecting this 
phenomenon and the following numbers came out: 

f I V h h 
(1)\{ffp' , B' Y 

where: 

V velocity underneath the cover 

a, E flexural strength and elastic modulus of the ice 

h, y, B thickness of ice, depth of water and flume width 

P p' - density of water and ice 

Regression analysis were made on all these factors and it was 
found that the highest correlation coefficient was obtained with only 
the first two numbers. The first n~ber had however to be corrected 
for a velocity at the origin: 

V - Vo
M = (2)-J alp 

It was found that Vo could well be represented with a simplified 
law of stability of single ice blocks [lJ: 

2g (p-p') h
Vo =~ (3) 

p 
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The final regression gave a best fit with the power law: 

M = .055(~)3.816 (4) 

where B is counted in hundred units of h. The correlation coefficient 
for this law is r = 0.79 and the standard deviation on hlB is 0.128. 
The regression line is shown with the experimental data on Figure 1. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The proposed relationship shows that the velocity required to de
stroy a solid ice cover varies very quickly with the ice thickness, as 
should be expected, the power exponent to h being 3.816. For a zero 
ice thickness the velocity also reduces to zero. 

The velocity does not vary as quickly with the ice strength as shown 
by dimensional analysis. It is however interesting to see that for 
a = 0 the critical velocity is given by relation [3J corresponding to 
that of a thin unconsolidated ice cover. 

Finally, it has not been possible in these tests to determine clear
ly the role of the water depth, the canal width and the Young's modulus. 
The depth did not appear as such, probably because we were measuring the 
velocity underneath the cover and this is related directly to the hydro
dynamic forces. Because we had only one canal width it was not possible 
either to study the influence of this parameter. It is thought however 
that there must be a limiting width in equation [4J that may be related 
to a number of times the characteristic length of the ice cover. Other
wise, for a very large river M would reduce to zero corresponding to 
the case of an unconsolidated ice cover. 

We believe that the knowledge of a law expressing the stability of 
a solid ice cover may be useful in many cases related to power production, 
navigation and flood control. In particular it would give the highest 
discharge that may be passed safely underneath a cover of given state 
without breaking it up. 
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Test 

-
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 , 
5 
6 
7N 

V1 8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

oQ 

Mean 
ice 

thickness 

inch 

0.445 
0.473 
0.448 
0.670 
0.522 
0.452 
0.517 
0.492 
0.647 
0.342 
0.362 
0.362 
0.332 
0.668 
0.626 
0.613 
0.656 
0.606 
0.700 
0.770 
0.666 
0.691 
0.667 
0.627 
0.619 

BASIC PARAMETERS 

Flexural 
strength 

psi 

6.66 
7.44 
7.87 
6.62 
5.04 
5.77 
6.51 
4.48 
3.53 
6.73 
5.70 
5.61 
5.86 
2.99 
4.77 
5.28 
4.68 
5.31 
4.24 
5.15 
4.95 
5.30 
6.56 
6.77 
6.41 

Elastic 
modulus 

psi 

5194 
6367 

13607 
19478 
12231 
12716 
14154 

7302 
7481 

16256 
8773 
5641 
4101 

15789 
13750 
15770 
14760 
13020 
21113 
20595 
20324 
17317 
24955 
20535 
21761 

TESTS RESULTS 

Global 
roughness 
Manning's 

n 

0.026 
0.024 
0.028 
0.024 
0.029 
0.027 
0.022 
0.024 
0.030 
0.020 
0.032 
0.030 
0.026 

0.025 
0.029 
0.028 
0.030 
0.028 
0.025 
0.027 
0.033 
0.028 
0.027 
0.029 

TABLE 

Water 

depth under 


cover 


ft 


0.156 
0.161 
0.189 
0.190 
0.166 
0.195 
0.186 
0.192 
0.198 
0.173 
0.188 
0.177 
0.179 
0.200 
0.183 
0.261 
0.211 
0.187 
0.194 
0.193 
0.248 
0.265 
0.230 
0.243 
0.227 

1 

FAILURE OF COVER 

Velocity 
under 
cover 

ft/sec 

0.79 
0.92 
0.71 
1. 46 
0.74 
0.61 
0.66 
0.63 
1. 01 
0.48 
0.56 
0.57 
0.56 
0.70 
0.95 
0.99 
0.83 
0.90 
1. 00 
1. 41 
1.46 
1. 83 
1. 64 
1.65 
1. 34 

M.10 2 

-

:;'.62 
2.00 
1.12 
4.20 
1. 39 
0.82 
0.86 
1. 00 
3.04 
0.43 
0.83 
0.88 
0.86 
1. 14 
2.28 
2.42 
1. 61 
1. 95 
2.59 
4.30 
4.79 
6.46 
4.95 
5.04 
3.80 

! 

, 

!!. 10 3 
B' 

-

6.18 
6.57 
6.22 
9.30 
7.25 
6.28 
7.18 
6.83 
8.98 
4.75 
5.03 
5.03 
4.62 
9.28 
8.70 
8.52 
9.12 
8.42 
9.72 

10.70 
9.75 
9.60 
9.27 
8.72 
8.60 
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Synopsis 

A programme of ice jam observations in selected reaches of rivers 
in Alberta is described. In the first year of operation of this pro
gramme four ice jams were observed in various parts of the province, 
three of which could be called major. The salient features and effects 
of these jams are described and summarised, and information is provided 
on the antecedent meteorological conditions and geomorphic character
istics of the jam sites. 

The four jams illustrate the ability of ice jams to cause severe 
perturbations in the natural regime both upstream and downstream of the 
jam site. After their formation water levels much higher than are 
reached by summer floods can be generated and, on failure, these high 
water leve ls may be propagated downstream accompanied by very high 
velocities and, possibly, significant scour. 
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Introduction 

Ice jams are one of the most striking of natural phenomena in a 
northern river environment. Unfortunately they also cause floods, high 
ice levels, fast velocities and an unknown amount of scour. Despite 
this capacity for catastrophe they have rarely been systematically 
studied in North America and are poorly understood. They therefore 
remain largely an unknown in the design of bridges, pipeline crossings 
and flood protection. 

The problem in Alberta, past and present, is exemplified by the 
following extracts: 

"... The winter of 1874-75 was a bitter one, with deep snow and 
never a thaw untit Aprit. On the 2nd or 3rd of that month, however, 
a further heavy faU of snow was foUowed by a sudden rise in 
temperature. The change of weather and weight of meUing snow caused 
the ice for the 85 mite stretch of rapids above the fort [Fort 
McMurray] to break-up, and it came down the Athabasca with terrific 
force. On striking the turn in the stream at the post it btocked 
the river and drove the ice 2 mites up the ctearwater in pites 40 or 
50 feet high. In tess than an hour the water rose 57 feet, ftooding 
the whote ftat and mowing down trees, some 3 ft diameter, tike 
grass ... " (1); or, more recently: 

"... an unusuat feature about the [bridge] design is the extreme 
ice force that the piers have to resist, amounting to 1,600,000 tbs 
on each pier at the tevet of ice jams, which OCCUT' 60 ft above 
streambed ... " (2). 

Less apparent features of ice jams are their ability to cause very high 
floe velocities when they fail, and to scour the stream bed either after 
the jam fails or during the formation of a hanging dam. 

The prime motivation for the present ice jam investigation in 
Alberta is the need for knowledge of ice levels for bridge design. Also 
of interest is the effect of jam-induced water levels on stage-frequency 
distributions and the scour caused by ice jams. To provide this infor
mation a programme of ice jam documentation and observation was 
instigated in 1974. The documentation includes the compilation of ice 
jam history in Alberta from newspapers, diaries, archives, hydrometric 
records and resident interviews. The objective of the observations is 
to develop an increased understanding of the causes, mechanics and 
consequences of ice jams and to build up a statistical record of the 
severity of break-up and the occurrence of ice jams in the chosen 
reaches. The methods and initial results of this second part of the 
programme form the subject of this paper. 

Break-up in Alberta rivers 

As shown in Figure 1(3) the dominant drainage direction of the 
major rivers is to the east and north. In southern Alberta break-up, 
on the average, progresses upstream. The contrary is true in the north. 
Although there is little doubt that the worst ice jam problems occur in 
rivers flowing 'with' the break-up progression, the fact that rivers 
flow against this progression is no guarantee that they will be free of 
break-up jams. 
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The locations of the ice jams detected in 1974 and discussed in 
this paper are shown in Figure 1. Of five areas monitored, ice jams 
were found in four of them. Three of these jams could be called major. 

Observation programme 

The reaches selected for observation offer one or more of the 
following features: a typical reach of which the character of the ice 
run is of interest (e.g. channel pattern, size); 'frequent' ice jams 
have been reported; historical records for a significant period of time; 
frequent ice jams can be expected; access, at least by river, after 
break-up; nearby hydrometric gauge; and a bridge. 

To serve the main purpose of the ice jam observations the major 
requirement is to document the cause, location, length, maximum water 
level and mode of failure of the ice jams. Other information collected 
in the field or from other sources is indicated in the ice jam summaries 
given with the figures. 

The primary means of surveillance is by fixed-wing aircraft and 
begins after break-up has begun on the chosen reach. When located 
photographs are taken of the complete jam, with closer photographs of 
the head and toe, and of the water level against each bank or island at 
selected locations along the jam. Time permitting, an attempt is then 
made to obtain ground access to the jam to carry out similar documen
tation from this vantage, including observation of floe entrainment at 
the jam head, evidence of buckling in the jam and water levels along 
the jam. When this is complete, or if it is not feasible, the aerial 
reconnaissance is repeated after an appropriate interval of time. 
Alternatively, if access is good, observations may be continued from 
the ground. The process is continued until the reach is clear of ice. 
Finally, the ice debris along the reach is sampled for ice type, 
thickness and strength. As soon as possible after the ice moves from 
the river a survey at the jam site should be carried out. This would 
include surveys of the thalweg, cross sections, water surface slope, 
bed material, high water marks and water levels recorded in the photo
graphs taken from the air. In the office records from the gauging 
station, if one exists, should be procured, as should those of ante
cedent meteorological conditions near the jam location and in the 
catchment. An effort should also be made to note any independent 
observations or photographs of the break-up or ice jam by other persons 
who may have witnessed the event (farmers, residents, reporters). 

Needless to say the above is a more or less ideal set of obser
vations for our available facilities. They are rarely all carried out 
because of time constraints. However, as stated before, the major 
objective of the observations is to document the jam location, length, 
maximum water level and mode of failure . This information is provided 
by the aerial or ground reconnaissance, an analysis of the hydrometric 
gauge record, and later surveys of, or estimates from, the photograph
ically recorded water levels or high water marks. 

Ice jam classification 

There are few systematic attempts at this reported in the litera
ture. The only universally accepted classification seems to be that of 
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winter or spring ice jams. Despite their obvious individuality, ice 
jams in various locations can have features in common and it would seem 
advantageous to have such a classification. The jam classification used 
in the ice jam summaries given below considers the following features: 

(i) Initiation of the jam: free or forced. The term free denotes 
a jam formed by the accidental jamming or locking of ice floes on the 
river surface. Forced denotes ice floes forcibly halted by some ob
struction. This latter group could be subdivided on the basis of the 
obstruction - for example, geomorphic features (shoals, sharp bends), 
ice cover, hanging dam, ice bridge, structures, etc. 

(ii) Jam extent - vertical: surface, thickened or dry. The first 
term refers to a jam of ice floes which remain on the surface, with no 
floe entrainment or buckling of the jam. The last term applies when 
the channel has been more or less blocked completely by jam buckling or 
floe entrainment. Thickened refers to situations between these ex
tremes. This feature of a jam has a strong influence on the behaviour 
of the water level and indicates whether scour under the jam is a 
possibility. 

- Horizontal: partial or complete cover. This refers to whether 
the channel surface and/or flow is partially or completely blocked by 
the jam. It is particularly pertinent in reaches with islands or 
multiple channels and will have significant effect on scour and water 
level behaviour. 

(iii) Failure mode: complete or partial failure. This denotes 
whether the jam fails instantaneously across its whole width or whether 
just a portion of the channel is cleared. The latter condition indi
cates that severe scour and high velocities may have occurred just after 
failure because of the large hydraulic head and constricted channel. 
High velocities can also be associated with complete failure. 

(iv) Jam importance: Two groups are suggested for this - major or 
minor - based on the maximum stage achieved by the water level behind 
the jam, using the 2-year summer flood level or bankfull, whichever is 
less, as that dividing the two groups. 

Ice jam observations, 1974 

Details of the four ice jams observed are given in Figures 2 - 25 
and in the summaries accompanying the figures. The details listed under 
'Stream' in these summaries were obtained from (4). 

Winter 1973/74 was characterised by above normal snowfall over 
most of the Province and reasonably normal spring temperatures. At all 
observed locations break-up occurred close to the average date. 

South Saskatchewan River upstream of Sandy Point. The jam at this 
si te was apparently a surface j am of minor proportions (Figures 2 - 8) 
and probably formed under gentle circumstances as 3 km downstream the 
ice cover was intact. It is debateable whether the side floes at the 
toe had moved at all, or whether the jam was 'forced' by the floes 
grounding on the bar in the widened section or accidentally locked in 
place. However no matter how they form such jams are well defined and 
should be a source of valuable information on the hydraulic roughness 
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of fragmented ice covers. They also illustrate the fact that large 
water level increases upstream can be generated by jams merely by the 
large roughness of the ice conglomeration, without the drama of 
thickening or hanging dams. The surge generated by the failure of this 
jam was the cause of noticeably high floe velocities at the bridge l2km 
downstream. 

Peace River at Peace River. The details given in the summary are 
for the second of three jams which were observed to form in the 26 km 
reach downstream of Peace River. The last of these was probably the 
largest, being some 10 km long and causing about a 4 m rise in local 
water level. The first jam was approximately 3 km long, with the toe 
5 km downstream of the town. This latter location coincides with the 
end of the reach of ice artificially weakened prior to break-up in an 
attempt to reduce the intensity of the expected ice jams. Considerable 
effort was also expended by the authorities in blasting the first two 
jams immediately after their formation. 

The second jam was against the solid ice cover between the island 
shown in Figure 10 and the right bank, with a strong flow moving out 
from under the jam around the left side of the island. Previous river 
surveys show a gravel bar across this line of flow. The first movement 
in the jam was of ice moving with this flow. This allowed the remaining 
ice to move and gain enough momentum to begin a crushing front moving 
downstream on the right of the island as shown in Figure 14. This front 
eventually caused the ice sheet to fail and release the jam. It is 
nearly impossible for summer floods to cause the water level increases 
generated by this jam. 

Athabasca River at Fort MCMurray. Unfortunately break-up at this 
location was missed and the formation of the ice jam was not observed. 
However reports were that break-up had been unspectacular. At 0800 on 
April 21 the concentration of broken ice from the 150 km reach of rapids 
upstream of the town moving towards the jam was quite high. It is 
possible that the jam was caused by the combination of such high ice 
concentrations and the shallow channels between the islands downstream. 
At the bridge the broken ice was packed along the sides of the stream 
with well-developed shear lines. This packed ice and its level sug
gested the water had been at least 2 metres higher and that the jam may 
have extended back beyond this location. 

Athabasca River ice had pushed back a few kilometres up the 
Clearwater River, which is a substantial tributary. Remnants of the 
jam, shown in Figures 17 and 21, were holding the initial ice cover in 
on this river and blocking the confluence (Figure 22). This was the 
cause of flooding on the outskirts of Fort McMurray. Despite the 
partial failure of the jam on the Athabasca River this obstruction con
tinued to block the Clearwater for several days, as shown by the water 
levels at Draper (Figure 20). These, and the levels on the Athabasca, 
are again much higher than those normally caused by summer floods. 

The first flight over the jam site was taken only a relatively 
short time after the surge released by the partial jam failure had 
crested at the hydrometric gauge downstream of the jam site. The 
failure had concentrated the total release into a small side channel 
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near the left bank (Figures 17 and 21). One result was the formation 
over a half kilometre reach of the large, approximately 3 metre high, 
standing waves shown in Figure 23. An hour later these waves were gone. 
Based on crude estimates of the wave length taken from the photographs, 
and the literature on standing waves, the associated velocity was esti
mated to be between 4 and 7 m/s. If correct, this is an extremely high 
velocity for such a large sand bed river. The accompanying sand wave 
was estimated to be 2 m high and the depth of flow, given that the flow 
must presumably be beyond critical to form standing waves, to be from 2 
to 4 metres. 

The amount of general scour caused in this channel by the high 
velocities and concentrated flow could not be determined at the time 
but would have been of much interest. There would seem to be consider
able potential for such scour, while that for local scour around an 
obstacle such as a bridge pier, given its quicker response to velocity 
changes, may be even more considerable. The whole question of ice jam 
(dam) failure, and the resultant velocities and scour, requires more 
work than has been done to date.. Indeed downstream effects of such 
failures seem to have been largely ignored in favour of investigations 
of ice jam formation and its upstream effects. 

Christina River (see Figure 16). The situation observed on this 
river is evidence that small rivers are not exempt from large ice jams. 
Unfortunately its difficult location prevented adequate documentation 
but sufficient can be seen in Figure 25, which shows water and ice ex
tending well back into the trees, to appreciate that the increase in 
water level was considerable. 

Conclusion 

A programme of break-up ice jam observations has been described 
and the results of the first year of operation (1974) reported. These 
demonstrate that simple and relatively inexpensive aerial reconnaissance 
of selected reaches can provide valuable information on the formation, 
character and consequences of ice jams. The more dramatic of the four 
ice jams described provide examples of their ability to cause extremely 
high flood levels and high velocities, and an indication of their 
capacity for scour. The latter two features are examples of the down
stream effects of ice jam failure - an important, but in this context, 
largely unexplored subject. 
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Figure 1. 	 Break-up dates in Alberta 

I CE JAM SUI91ARY 
Stream 
---strearn name: South Saskat"hm.Jan River Location: 12 km upBtream H"'Y. 41 at Sandy Point 

2-yr discharge (m 3/s): 1,060 Surface width (m): 235 Average depth (m): 3.5 Slope: 0.000.16 
Sinuosity: 1.01 Bed material: Sand with some graveL 
Reach description : E"t1'6nch.ed BingLe "harmeL. Geodetic elev. WSC gauge zero: 583.10 m. 

Gauge reading at zero flow : 0.61 m. 
Meteorology 

bC-days to break-up at site: 48 from 27 Hareh U Snowfall (m) at site: 1.3 (av. 1.0) 
in catchment: from in catchment: 3.5 (av. 1.9) 

Ice 

-Thickness (m) average: 0.5 Strength (KPa): 220 Type : 0.2 m "Leal' ice, remainder B7lOJJ i"s. 


maximum: 0.7 
Freeze-up date: ".a. Discharge (m 3/sl: ".a. Gauge read1ng (m): "'.a. 
Break-up date: "11 ApriL 74 Di scharge (m 3/s: 200 Gauge reading (m): 3.5 
Break-up description : Wat er LeveL had riBe" " 1 m graduaLLy from earLy MaJ'Oh (Q " 80 m3/B). Break-up 

upotrsam of jam Bite BeemB to have been precipitated by an ice jam faiLurs UPBtreaJfJ of 
Medi"i"B Hat. 

Ice Jam 
---;ramclass1fication: Free, ~urfa"e, "ompLete, oompLete, major. 

Date of jam failure: 14 ApriL 74 Time: "1800 IIrs Discharge (natural) (mJ/s): ,,250 
Jam length: 6 km Height: "2.1 m (surge m6allu:I'6d at 1.7 m, 12 km DIS). 
Return period of sunmer flood of equal maximum stage: > 3 yr. 
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Figure 2. 	 Plan of ice jam location, Figure 3. Stream bed profile across jam 
South Saskatchewan River site, South Saskatchewan River 
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Figure 5. 	 Hydrograph of flood wave 
caused by jam failure, 
South Sas katchewan River 

Figure 6 . 	 Sou t h Sas katchewan Ri ver 
ice jam loo king downst r eam, 
1200, 14 Apr i l 1974 

Figure 7. 	 Toe of South Sa s katchewan River 
ice j am loo king down s trea m, 
1200, 14 Apri 1 1974 
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F1gure 8 . 	 South Saskatchewan River 
ice jam site looking 
upstream, 15 April 1974 



ICE JAM SUMMARY 
Stream 
--stream name: Peace River Location: 10 Ian dor.mstream of Peace River tot.m. 

2-yr discharge (m 3/s): 8,900 Surface width (m): 570 Average depth (m): 5.7 Slope: 0.00035 
Sinuosity: 1.1 Bed ma teri a1: Crave l 

Reach description: Irregular mearuiBr8 with oCO<lsianal islanda and mid-channel bars. Entrenched and 
part ly confined. 

Geodetic elev. WSC gauge zero: 304.96 m. Gauge reading zero flow: 5.18 m. 

Meteorology 
bC-days to break-up at site: 48 from 6 Apri l 74 Snowfall (m) at site: 2.4 (av. 1.5) 

in catchment: inca tchment: 

Ice 

-Thickness (m) average: 0.8 Strength (KPa): 1,100 Type: Mainly clear ioe. 


maximum: 1.2 
Freeze-up date : n.a. Discharge (m 3/s): n.a. Gauge reading (m) : n.a. 
Break-up date: 19 April 74 Discharge (m 3/s): 2,000 Gauge reading (m): 9.6 
Break-up descr i ption: Water level had risen gradually by 0.8 m since the beginrtiYlfJ of April (when 

Q '\0 850 m3/s). Break-up was initiated by that on Smoky River which in turn was associated 
with an ice, jam failure several Ian upstream. Ice em the Peace River upstream of Smoky con
fluence stayed in until 22 April when the break-up front from upstream reached that location. 

Ice Jam 
---:rarnclassification ! Forced (ice covel', gravel bar), thickened, partial, complete , major. 

Date of jam failure: 20 April 74 Time: '\0 1600 hI'S Discharge (natural) (m 3/s): '\0 2, 000 
Jam length: 4.8 km . Height: '\0 5 m. 
Return peri od of sunmer fl ood of equal maximum stage: > 100 Y". 
Remarks : This /JaS the second of three jams which formed in the 25 km reach downstream of Peace River. 
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Figure 10 . Plan of ice jam, Peace River 
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Figure 11. Stream bed profile across Figure 12. Water level fluctuations 
ice jam site, Peace River a t Peace R ; ver town 
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Fi gure 9. 	 Loca t i on of Peace Ri ver 
ice jam 
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Figure 13. Cross-section of Peace River 
near jallllled reach 

Figure 14. 	 Toe of ice jam on Peace 
Rher, looking downstream 
"" 1230, 20 Apri 1 1974 

Looking upstream from near 
toe of Peace River ice jam 
"" 1240, 20 April 1974 

Figure 15. 

ICE JAM SUMMAR V 
Stream 
-stream name : Athabasca River Location: at Clea"""ter River confluence. 

2-yr discharge (ml/s) : 2,200 Surface width (nl): HO Average depth (m) : 3.1 Slope: 0.00014 

Sinuosity: 1 Bed material: shallow fiM .and with laaal grave l. 

Reach description: Straight with islands and mid- Geodetic elev . WSC gauge zero: 2J5.97 m. 


ahaTlTl8l bars. Entrenched. Gauge reading at zerO flow: 

He teo rolQ9.r. 
~ayS to break-up at site: 74 from 7 Apri l 74 Snowfall (m) at site: 2.2 (av. 1.4) 

in catchment: from in catchment: 2.6 (av. 1.8) 

Ice 
--rhickness (m) average: 0.8 Strength (KPa): Type: Approx . 0 . 4 olear ice; rerooinder sTlOlJ 

maximum: 0.9 ice. 
Freeze-up date: 6 November 73 Discharge (ml/s): "" 650 Gauge reading (m): 3.5 
Break-up date : 20 April 74 Discharge (ml/s): 1,680 Gauge reading (m): 4.6 
Break-up description: NOrnlal break-up triggered by "" 3 m rise from 23 Marah (when Q "" 180 ml/s). Ioe 

from upstream is wen broken up when paBsi>lg over 80 mile reaoh of rapids upstream. 

Ice Jam 
----;JaiiIclassification: Foraed (sand bare), thickened/dry, complete, partial, major. 

Date of jam failure: 21 April 74 Time : "" 1100 hrs Discharge (natural) (ml/s): "" 2,200 
Jam length: Diffiault to determine "" 5 Ion. Height: 4 . 1 m. 
Return period of SUlII!Ier flood of equal maximum stage: > 100 yr. 
Remarks: (i) At upstream end of this reaoh (near Horse River) there is a sudden change in slape 

from 0 . 00095. 
(ii) 	 After partial failure the jamned ice continued to blaok the Clearruater River IUItil 

23 April. 
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Figure 20. ~ater level fluctuations downstream Figure 21 . Ice jam on Athabasca River 
of Athabasca River ice jam and 	 below Fort McMurray 
upstream on Ciearwater River 	 "'" 0930, 22 April 1974 
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Figure 22. 	 Looking downstream along Clearwater Figure 23. Large stand i ng waves genera ted 
Ri ver to Athabasca River ice jam. on Athabasca River after 
Note outskirts of Ft. McMurray and partial failure of ice jam
flooding, '" 0930, 22 April 1974 1215, 21 April 1974'\0 

ICE JAI., SUMI/.ARV 

Stream 

Stream name ; Christina River Location ; 12.5 km upstream from mouth. 

2-yr discharge (m3/s); '" 250 	 Surface width (m); '" 70 

Ice jam 

Jam classification: Forced, !mknol,.)n, compZete~ n.a., ma,jor'. 

Jam length: 5 km. 	 Height; 5 - 10 m. 

Figure 24. Ice jam on Christina River, Figure 25. Toe of ice jam on Christina 
'\0 0930, 22 April 1974 	 River. Note large amount of 

flooding, 0930, 22 April 74'\0 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on I~e Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMMENTS 

Paper Title: Preliminary Observations of Spring Ice Jams 

Author: R. Gerard 

Your name: 	 Kartha, v. C. Tel. (204) 474-3542 

Address: 	 Head, Hydrologic Studies Section, 
System Planning Division, Manitoba Hydro, 
820 Taylor Avenue, Winnipeg, R3C 2P4, CANADA 

Conunent: 

You have recorded three or four ice jams in rivers of Alberta. 

Would you please attempt to establish the values of Froude Number 

at the site of each of the winter ice-jams when they appeared? 

Further, the same information on the spring ice-jams with estimates 

of the instantaneous maximum flood volumes at each of these locations 

would also be desirable. 
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Response to discussion of 	paper titled 'Preliminary Observations of 
Spring Ice Jams in Alberta' by Robert Gerard 

Some thought was indeed given to including values of Froude number 
in the ice jam summaries but the idea was discarded because the estimate 
that could be derived from the information available (which didn't in
clude velocity observations) would be very rough. In addition the 
discussion of the method of calculating the Froude number and its justi 
fication and limitations would consume more text than was available. 
Instead sufficient information was included in the summaries and figures 
to allow the reader to obtain an estimate of Froude number if he so 
desired. 

Presumably the discusser is interested in the Froude number as 
being the parameter governing floe entrainment, an event which would 
possibly contribute to the formation of a hanging dam and influence the 
severity of flow obstruction by the jam. Conditions for such entrainment 
are probably worst at the instigation of the jam when velocities are 
largest and flow depths smallest. If so, some indication of the velocity 
to be used in calculating the Froude number would be given by the average 
flow velocity calculated from the discharge and area of flow at breakup. 
It is of course realised that this velocity gives only a lower bound. 
The more relevant velocity is that at the surface. However what this will 
be when the ice has begun to move, or when the flow is modified by a surge 
released by jam failures upstream, is difficult to say. 

The velocities used to determine the Froude numbers given below were 
calculated from the discharge and water level at breakup. The depth used 
to calculate the ice thickness/depth ratio was the average depth of flow 
at this water level (i.e. flow area divided by surface width). 

Location Gauge reading 
for 2-yr flood 

Froude number Ice thickness/ 
average depth 

t/HV!lg(l-p'/p)t * 

South Saskatchewan 
River near Hwy. 41 4.3 0.54 0.19 

Peace River at 
Peace River 10.3 0.90 0.16 

Athabasca River 
at Fort McMurray 4.2 1.17 0.23 

* Based on an assumed average value of p'/p = 0.89. 

It should be noted that the length scale used in the Froude number 
is the ice thickness rather than the more usual flow depth . This point 
was the basis of some general discussion at the Symposium. For very 
large depths the pertinent length scale is obviously the ice thickness, 
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and the relevant parameter the 'ice thickness' Froude number. This can 
be demonstrated theoretically. For smaller depths the effect of this ice 
thickness Froude number is modified by the thickness/depth ratio and two 
dimensionless parameters are required to define the instigation of floe 
entrainment. Hence for large depths only one parameter is required - the 
ice thickness Froude number -and for moderate to small depths two parame
ters are required -the thickness Froude number and the thickness/depth 
ratio. There would seem to be no situation where the entrainment depends 
on the flow Froude number alone and its use in this context therefore 
seems irrelevant and should be discouraged. 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on Ice Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMMENTS 

Pap~r Title: Preliminary Obeervations of Spring Ice Jams in Alberta 

Author: R Gerard 


Your name: Philip Burgi 


Address: 
u.s. Bureau of Reclamation 

Comment: 	 I am encouraged to see field observations as reported in 

this paper. Dr. Gerard and the Alberta Research Council are 

to be congradulated on their efforts. This is a difficult task 

to initiate since the return on project costs may not be 

realized for many years. 

As more field observations are reported, it is evident that 

standardized field observation terminology and testing 

procedures should be adopted as soon as possible in the 

field of Ice Engineerinf 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

REGU~ION OF THE DEYEWPMEm OF ICE

B£illRIERS ill THE REACH OF THE TrsZA 

RIVER ABOVE THE BARRAGE OF TLSZA10K 

FOR A SECURE WINTER OPERATION OF THE 

BARRAGE 

P. Rozsnyoi, civiI engineer National Wat er Authority ,Budapest 
Hungary 

I. Pados,civil engineer Regional Water Authority,Miskolc 
Hungary 

Abstract: The paper deals briefly with ice-conditions of the 

Hungarian reach of the Tisza River above the barrage of Tisza

10k and with the aspects of winter operation of the barrage. 

The overdeveloped curve above the barrage must be regulated in 

such a way that besides navigation an artificial stop of ice 

masses is also possible in order to protect the barrage. 

A short characterization of the ice-regime of the Tisza River 

The second largest river of Hun8ary, the Tisza is not a danger

ous flow according to specialists when ice-floods are consider-

The cut-through of over developed curves and other regulation 

activities in the river bed in past decades promoted the smooth 

passage of ice, decreased the possibility of the development 

of ice jams, however, the danger of ice floods has not been 

eliminated completely. 

Despite of less probable ice floods, a llew situation has been 

cre~ted through two already existing dams and by perspectively 
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planned river-canalization. 


By investigating the factors influencing ice-condition, the 


following statements can be made: 


_ climatic conditions are different along the upper and lower 


reach of the Tisza River. Daily average temperatures are higher 

in the lower than in the upper reach; 

- there is a significilllt difference in slope-conditions of the 

upper and the lower rCQcn; 

- in winter, pri.maril~' smFtll discharges are characteristic. Even 

early spring floods which help meltillg do not exceed 50 per-

c ent of the standard discharge and stay, in general, in the 

main river bed; 

- river beds and curves beC2J!le more favourable due to man's 

influence, primarily to river reGulation. 

The biggest interference in the life of the river was the con

struction of the barrage at Tiszalok a£ter general regulation 

of the river. 

Compared to previous situations the stop of ice occurred 3-4 

days earlier, the start of ice ~otion and the disappearance of 

ice 8-10 days later than ~[lrlier in the river reach above the 

barrage. 

Due to climatic and slope conditions early ice development is 

usually observed in the Tisza and its stay is pretty long. The 

frequency of drifting above Tiszalok is 100 percent and that of 

an ice stop between 70 and 91 percent. There is a 50 percent 

probability that in average, standing ice will exist over 40 

days along the discussed reach. 

Ice-conditions of the backwater-reach of the river-barrage of 

Tiszalok 

After completion of the dam not only the time of ice stop and 

of motion has changed compared to the previous situation but the 

ice development itself has been altered. 

Considering an average icy period, usually about 2.5-3 million 

of ice can be found in the backwater reach. 
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Frem a security point of view, the development of a continuous 

ice cover above the dam must not be hindered with regard to 

the prot~ction of the sluice-system of the barrage against the 

mechanical effects of floating ice, and to the decrease of the 

development of clumpy ice which may cause problems in the 

turbines of the power-station. 

Special care should be paid to the operation of moving parts 

especially during the winter season. Above the hinged doors 

an iceless strip of )0-50 cm must be secured a~d maintained 

in order to help moving these doors and to prevent deformation 

due to the influence of frozen ice cover. 


Due to security of the dam and the continuity of energy pro


duction deicing of the backwater reach should be scheduled 


according to a certain system. 


In the first step the lower reach canal must be deiced. Mean


while, above the dam and on the side of the power-plant ice 


should not be broken, in order to prevent motion of drifting 


ice at the rack before the turbines. 


In the second step a 20 m wide corridor should be opened along 


the streamline, which may be even wider in curves. Special 


attention should be paid to the timing of the beginning of ice


breaking with consideration to the operation of ice-breakers, 


to expected serious frosts and to the thickness of ice. 


It is an important requirement that the once broken ice should 


pass through the dam. During the initial stage of ice-breaking 


ice will move over the doors. Possibly,only one hinged door 


should be lowered to the proper level because a water column 


of at least 1.2-1.5 m must be maintained over the door to pre


vent damages. 


A rapid increase of the temperature and in the meantime the 


beginning of a flood on the upper reach of the river and its 


tributaries will cause large and extended ice masses to move. 
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2 
v 

tg 0( = Rg 

where, v - the average velocity of the cross-section Im/sl 
R - the radius of the curve Im/ 

2 
g - acceleration due to gravity: 9.81 m/sec 

~ - the angle between the direction of the gravitational 

force and the resultant of the gravitational force 

and the centrifugal force affecting the water masses 

moving in the curve. 

Alternative 1. ruinimum radius, short through-cut. Demands of 


navigation are satisfied even in a long-term range; in the 


same time it offerB still a favourable opportunity to hold 


back ice. It is most favourable from an economic point of view. 


Alternative 2. A transition between alternatives 1. and J. 


To hold back ice it is less favourable than alternative 1. The 


longer through-cut is more expensive. 


Alternative 3. From a river regulation point of vieM this alter


native is the most favourable because the uncharacteristic 


reach between river kilometres 542.0 and 54).0 is left out, its 


tracing and the junctions are adequate. A drawback is that the 


long through-cut is expensive and it does not satisfy the 


requirement to hold back ice. 


Alternative 1. seems to be best and presumably it is the most 


economic. 


An artificial ice trap 


Indices L, R, ~2 and tgo( of the selected alternative differ 

R 

only ill a limited way from those of the present situation. still 

the stopping of ice in the new, regulated river bed must be 

helped presumably by a floating, artificial ice trap. 

The task of this floating ice trap is to promote the develop

ment of an ice arch and if the ice-load on this floating 

structure becomes too large - similarly to the ice-trap used 
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in Lake Erie and described by ~ and Foulds - it submerges 

and allows the ice to move above it. 

When the pressure of ice is calculated which affects the float

ing structure a static pressure of dynamic origin of the stand

ing ice cover integrated from parts 1s assumed where self 

arching has not yet been developed. 

No consideration Was given to the dynamic ice pressure originat

ing from temperature changes and consequently from a collision 

of the standing and drifting ice. 

According to an equation recommended by a Soviet standard /the 

force working on surface F in the direction of the 11ow/: 

P = /Pl + P2 + PJ + P4/F 

where p - the effect of water friction
.:.l. . 
p - the hydrodynamic pressure affecting the upper end
2 

of the ice cover distributed along the length of 

the cover 

p - the slope-direction component of the weight of ioe
::i 
P4 - the friction due to wind. 

According to the quoted standard: 

PI = kl • v
2 = /5-20/. 10-4 

v 
2 

/for 5 smooth and 20 	 rough surfaces/ 

-2 h 2
h 

10 • L . v 

PJ k • h • I = 0 . 92 • h • I 
J
 

2 - 6 2

• w 2 • 10 • wcP4 = k4 

where v - the average velocity of water /m/sec/ 

h - the thickness of ice /m! 
I - the slope of the water surface 

L its limit is the triple width of the water flow /m! 
w - wind speed with a probability of occurrence of 1 per

cent 
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According to calculationB made for the probleo reach specific 

ice pressure /for 1 m width/ Was set to 1 t/fm. This approxi

mated nioely the emperical value obtained earlier at the 

same plaoe. 

The floating trap will be constructed from wooden beams 

connected elastically to ea.ch other and bound to a steel 

oable stretched between the two banks. Its final shape will 

be worked out during the st artin~ experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION - In 1964 the International Joint Commission granted tempo
rary authority to the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the 
Power Authority of the State of New York to install an ice boom in Lake 
Erie near the entrance to the Niagara River. The purpose of this boom 
is to: accelerate the formation of a stable ice cover at the eastern 
end of Lake Erie; reduce movement in the ice cover while it is being 
formed; and help to stabilize the downstream edge of the ice cover so 
that erosion and breakoff of ice is reduced. The boom provides added 
resistance to breakage of the natural arch under storm conditions. 

The boom has been designed to submerge and allow passage of ice 
over it if, during a storm, the arch breaks and the ice forces on the 
boom become very great. Towards the end of a storm, as the wind sub
sides, the boom returns to the floating position and the flow of ice 
into the Niagara River is again cut off. 

The boom provides a distinct advantage in achieving optimal hydro
electric power generation on the Niagara River by significantly reducing 
ice flows at the water intake structures located downstream of the boom. 
Additionally, property damage due to massive ice runs has probably been 
reduced along the entire Niagara River. 

In the spring of 1971, the recorded last day of ice in Lake Erie 
was May 31. This marked the third time in recent history when ice re
mained in Lake Erie to such a late date. The earlier events occurred on 
May 31 in 1926 and 1936. After the severe winter of 1971, concern 
developed as to whether or not the ice boom was: (a) increasing the 
volume of ice in Lake Erie during the winter season; and (b) prolonging 
the period of ice cover in Lake Erie toward the end of the ice season. 
The possible consequences of the above effects led the International 
Niagara Board of Control to study the effects the ice boom may have 
on: the thickness or extent of the ice field, the rate of dissipation 
of ice in Lake Erie, navigation, recreation, and weather. This report 
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presents the results of that study. 
The study involved an examination of the historical record of ice 

growth and dissipation in Lake Erie for preboorn and postboom years. A 
statistical analysis was made of water temperature data proximate to the 
ice boom for preboom and postboom years. Ice melt models were reviewed 
and a simplified mathematical model simulating the ice dissipation pro
cess in Lake Erie was developed. The study was hampered by the sparsity 
of field data available that could be used to quantify the physical 
processes occurring during the dissipation period, with or without the 
boom in place. 

The physical setting for the Lake Erie-Niagara River ice boom study 
is depicted in Figure 1. Meteorological data collection stations are 
shown and the surface area of the lake can be estimated from the table 
provided in the Figure. 
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8 WINO 
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Figure 1 - Eastern End of Lake Erie 

ICE DISSIPATION PROCESSES - Ice dissipation in Lake Erie occurs through 
melting resulting from heat exchange with the air and water environment 
and by transport of ice out of the lake into the Niagara River. The 
two principal observational records pertaining to the first of these 
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processes are the areal extent, or coverage, of ice during the dissipa
tion period and the reported day of last ice in the lake. Observations 
of ice discharge down the Niagara River are available from the power 
entities. These observational records, along with meteorological in
formation and lake water temperature records, provided the data bank on 
which the analysis of ice boom effects was based. 

Using published methodologies (Edinger and Geyer, 1965; Ryan and 
Stolzenbach, 1972) for computing heat exchange due to long and short 
wave radiation, evaporation, condensation, and conduction and convec
tion, the net heat exchanged at the ice-air interface in Lake Erie was 
computed for the period April 12 to May 5, 1972 (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 - Accumulated Net Heat Exchange at Air-Ice Interface 
During Dissipation Period, 1972 

The sum of the daily net heat exchange represents the accumulated heat 
available either for melting ice or warming the water body. The linear 
approximation shown in Fig. 2 represents an average daily net heat ex
change of 260 cal/sq. cm, or an average ice melt rate of 3.25 cm/day. 
The daily variation in this melt rate ranged from 0.61 cm/day (on 
April 24, 1972) to 6.1 cm/day (on May 2, 1972) during this period. 

No systematic record exists of the quantity of ice discharged down 
the Niagara River during the ice melt season. Estimates of the maximum 
ice discharge capability of the Niagara River vary widely from approxi
mately 50 square miles per ~ay (130 km2/day) to something less than 20 
square miles per day (52 km /day). What ice discharge can be sustained 
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in the Niagara River without jamming and stoppage of ice flow from the 
lake is not known and cannot be estimated with confidence at this time. 

The ice melt at the ice-water interface can be estimated with 
knowledge of observed water temperatures, speed of water movement be
neath the ice cover, extent of the ice field, and assumed values for 
the vertical heat diffusivity. One estimate so obtained revealed that 
the melt rate due to heat exchange at the ice-water interface was of 
the order of .003 ft/day (0.1 cm/day) on 10-11 April 1972. At that 
date the surface area of ice was approximately 1500 square miles (3885 
square kilometers). This estimated melt rate at the ice-water interface 
is considerably smaller than the computed melt rate of 3.25 cm/day at 
the air-ice interface. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ICE DISSIPATION - A simplified mathematical model 
representing ice dissipation in eastern Lake Erie was formulated 
taking into consideration the ice melt at the air-ice interface and ice 
discharge down the Niagara River. This dissipation process is depicted 
in Figure 3. 

ICE NET HEAT EXCHANGE 

- - - - .1II'P- -

MELT FROM 

A, SURFACE AREA 
OF ICEY I ICE THICKNESS 

Figure 3 - Ice Dissipation Process 

The model is formulated on the basis that: the ice dissipation period 
is underway; no new ice is being produced; and the thickness of the ice 
cover is constant in space and dependent on time only. 

With these simplifying assumptions, the volume of ice, V, in the 
lake expressed as a function of time, t, is 

V = (A - at)(y - rt) (1)
o 0 

where Ao and Yo are the ice area and ice thickness respectively at the 
beginning of the period of interest (note that AaYo is the initial ice 
volume), a equals the Niagara River ice discharge in square miles per 
day, and r denotes the rate of ice melt at the air-ice interface in feet 
per day. The time, T, to completely dissipate the ice in the lake is 
obtained by setting V = 0 in equation (1). After rearranging, this 
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gives 

T = l[(T + T ) ± (T - T )] (2)
2 r a r a' 

where Tr = yo/r, and is the time it would take to melt all the ice in 
place; Ta = Ao/a, and is the time it would take to discharge all of the 
ice in the lake down the Niagara River. Equation (2) indicates that 
there are two possible lengths to the dissipation period. If the posi
tive sign is chosen, T = Tr; if the negative sign is chosen, T = Ta. 
The smaller of the two indicates which of the two dissipation processes 
is the controlling factor in determining the date of last ice. 

At any given time during the dissipation period, the date of last 
ice can be forecast on the basis of estimated values for the two dissi
pation rates; the dissipation rate due to ice melt in place, dV/dt 
= -rA, and the dissipation rate due to ice discharge down the river, 
dV/dt = -ay. It can be seen that the ratio of these two dissipation 
rates provides a dimensionless parameter, T' = (rA)/(ay), which, if 
evaluated, allows the determination of the relative importance of each 
of the two dissipation processes in reducing the ice volume and in set
ting the date of last ice. Accordingly, whenever T' is less than one, 
the discharge of ice by the river would lead to a shortening of the 
dissipation period. The reduction of ice volume during the dissipation 
period incorporating the parameter T' is depicted in Figure 4. 

10 

ViVo 
RELATIVE 

ICE VOLUME 

Figure 4 - Ice Volume Reduction During Dissipation Period 
The mathematical model can be used to estimate the effect that re

duction of ice discharge down the Niagara River would have on the length 
of the ice dissipation period and the water temperature depression that 
would result from an extension of the ice dissipation period. If the 
presence of the boom had the effect of reducing ice discharge down the 
river to zero (a = 0), then the dissipation period would have been ex
tended a time increment given by 6T = Tr - Ta. In this case, Ta would 
be based on the expected ice transport capability of the river if the 
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boom had not been in place. In dimensionless terms, this becomes 

~T = 1 - T' (3)
Tr 

For T' less than one, river ice discharge would have shortened the ice 
dissipation period. For T' equal to or greater than one, river ice dis
charge would not have altered the date of last ice in Lake Erie, but it 
would still have contributed to a reduction in ice volume in the lake at 
any specific time in the dissipation period (see Figure 4). 

An extension of the ice cover in eastern Lake Erie by ~T days pre
vents the addition of heat to the water body for the same increment of 
time, since this heat would be utilized to melt the remaining ice. If 
the daily net heat exchange at the lake surface is Bu, then the corres
ponding water temperature increas~,~F, in degrees F, that would have 
occurred (assuming complete vertical mixing in the water body and ne
glecting advection) is given by 

H_ 
n 

~F (4)
l7D 

in which Hn is in cal/sq cm per day and D is the water depth in feet. 
The factor 17 has the units (cal cm- 2 F-l ft- l ) and is required for di
mensional homogeneity. Therefore, as a first approximation, the effect 
of an extended ice cover by ~T days will be to prevent the lake from 
warming up an amount F, given by 

(~T)H
n 

(5)F = l7D 

Since Hn gradually increases during the warm-up period, an extension of 
the ice cover period in early April would have a lesser effect on water 
temperature than an extension in early May. 

The relative importance of the factors affecting ice dissipation 
in Lake Erie can be estimated only, since the model is an idealization 
of the actual physical phenomena that it represents, and the information 
required to use it is lacking. The simulation model is being further 
developed to permit ice thickness to be variable in space as well as 
time. This model, when developed, should be calibrated to: (a) deter
mine any limitations inherent in the model as a consequence of the sim
plifying assumptions used; (b) verify the suitability of the model as a 
predictor for planning boom operations; and (c) make the model opera
tional. These can be achieved if observations of melt rates, rates of 
ice discharge down the Niagara River, and the areal extent and thickness 
distribution of the ice cover are observed at regular intervals during 
the dissipation period. 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS - The historical analysis of the ice regime in Lake 
Erie encompassed the period 1956 to 1973 plus the winter of 1935-36. 
The annual ice cover cycle was divided into five basic calendar periods 
(see Figure 5) to reflect the sequential nature of the winter heat bud
get of Lake Erie and to facilitate the historical analysis. These peri
ods were separated by the following dates: 

(a) Date of maximum summer water temperature; 
(b) Date of 390 F water temperature in the fall 
(c) Date of 320 F water temperature (signalling the beginning of 
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Figure 5 - Annual Ice Cover Cycle 

the ice production period); 
(d) 	 Date of 5-day average air temperature greater than 35 0 F (sig

nalling the end of the ice production period); 
(e) 	 Date of 330 F water temperature in the spring. 
Water temperatures at a depth of 18 feet in Lake Erie at the entrance 

to the Niagara River and approximately 1000 feet downstream from the boom 
have been Observed by the Buffalo Department of Public Works since 1926. 
Inspection of this record showed anomalies which precluded the use of 
data collected prior to 1956. There remained 17 years of temperature 
data of which 8 were preboom and 9 were postboom (see Figure 6). 

The historical analysis revealed that a very high correlation 
existed between the first occurrence of 320 F water temperature in the 
near-boom vicinity and the appearance of first ice. A similar high cor
relation existed between the occurrence of 33 0 F water temperature in the 
spring and the disappearance of last ice. It was concluded tha t water 
temperatures in the vicinity of the boom remain very close to 32 0 F until 
all lake ice has disappeared from the eastern end of Lake Erie. This was 
further substantiated by the field measurements of Stewart (1973). Fur
thermore, the historical analysis revealed that the climatic factors 
affecting the ice cover processes are numerous and highly variable and 
that these factors must be considered sequentially in order to interpret 
their effects. A direct c omparison of the climatic factors for 2 years 
having similar late spring dates of last ice (1936 and 1971) provided no 
conclusive evidence as to whether or not the ice boom contributed sig
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Figure 6 - Ice Cover Events on Lake Erie 

nificantly to the late date in 1971. 

TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS - The purpose of this analysis was to compare the 
water temperature regimes which existed before the installation of the 
boom with those prevailing subsequent to installation. This comparison 
was accomplished by means of an inspectional analysis of the temperature 
record and a detailed statistical analysis of the temperature data. 

The preboom and posLboom water temperatures a~e shown in Figure 7. 
In all cases, the late May temperatures tend to be near 50oF. The down
ward trend of late May and early June temperatures is consistent with 
the higher lake levels experienced in the postboom period. Once the ice 
has departed from the eastern end of the lake and no longer holds the 
local temperature at 32oF, the water mass warms as a result of the net 
heat exchange at the air-water interface. The later dates of departure 
from 320 F result in a more rapid warming of the water mass because of 
the greater heat exchange that occurs later in the spring period. 

The statistical analySis revealed that the water temperature regimes 
at the eastern end of Lake Erie during similar calendar periods for pre
boom and postboom years were different. The differences, which indicate 
colder postboom temperatures, vary throughout the ice dissipation period. 
The probabilities of the observed maximum temperature differences being 
due to causes other than chance exceeded 50%, reaching a maximum of 94%. 
Physical reasoning and sensitivity of certain of the observed differences 
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Figure 7 - Comparison of Preboom and Postboom 5-Day Average Water Temperature 

to sorting according to the boom removal date suggest that the boom con
tributed to the observed differences. There are, however, other factors 
(e.g., rising lake levels) which may contribute to the observed differ
ences. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS - It is certain that the boom affects the i ce 
cover by stabilizing the initial ice cover formation at the beginning of 
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INITIATION 
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There has been a problem of explaining the nucleation of 
frazil at supercoolings of a tenth of a degree or less, when it is 
well known that samples of the same water can be supercooled several 
degrees without nucleation. The problem can be illustrated by a free 
energy barrier separating the liquid state from the ice state. Experi
ment has indicated that the activation energy required for surmounting 
this barrier can be as much as k~T = 40k = 0.003 electron-volts. 

I suggest that frazil formation may be initiated by a mechanism 
other than nucleation. By way of example, one such mechanism which 
has received much attention from metallurgists is called spinodal 
decomposition, which Schwartz et al (1975) have characterized as 
follows: 

"Spinodal decomposition refers to the process 
whereby a single-phase system separates into two 
phases via spontaneous growth of fluctuations in 
composition or density. It differs from 
nucleation in that the latter process relies on 
the existence of a local fluctuation to surmount 
a thermodynamic barrier to phase separation thus 
allowing the formation of droplets or bubbles of 
the new phase; in spinodal decomposition this 
thermodynamic barrier is absent." 

The spontaneous growth of fluctuations occurs in 1hat portion of 
a graph of free energy vs concentration, where a2G/ ac < 1. In this 
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region, spinodal decomposition is described by Cahn (1968) as a 
diffusional process in which the diffusion coefficient is negative, 
so that diffusion occurs toward a higher concentration. But spinodal 
decomposition in metals is subject to other conditions which may 
inhibit it. 

The nucleation temperature of a water sample has usually been 
measured with the water motionless. Yet it. is well known that a con
dition for frazil formation is that the water must be notably 
turbulent. 

So I propose that the mechanism for initial formation of ice is 
dependent on turbulence or, equivalently, on the Reynolds number Re, 
in such a way that at sufficiently high values of Re the transition 
from water to ice is effected by a mechanism other than nucleation, 
so that the nucleation barrier need not be surmounted. 

While I am not at present prepared to espouse spinodal 
decomposition as the operative mechanism, it has this interesting 
characteristic, that it results in production of the new phase in 
small zones distributed throughout the samples. This is interesting 
because, in watching carefully the initiation of frazil during several 
dozen experiments, I had the impression that its formation began 
throughout the liquid, and not merely at the surface. 

This indicates the need, as G. D. Ashton pointed out to me 
(private communication) of several investigations such as, first, 
watching frazil formation through a window on the side of the tank 
in order to ascertain whether frazil is produced at the surface or 
throughout the body of water, and secondly, attempting to produce 
frazil in a chamber without an air-water interface in order to show 
whether frazil production involves the interface. 

A thorough investigation of the mechanism by which frazil is 
initiated might have very practical results, such as affording an 
unequivocal means of frazil detection. For example, one property 
peculiar to spinodal decomposition in optically transparent substances 
is a scattering of light that is time-dependent and angularly distri 
buted in such a way that a ring of scattered light is observed 
contracting slowly toward the unscattered beam. 

To sum up, the mechanism of frazil initiation ought to be 
investigated theoretically and experimentally without overlooking 
mechanisms other than cLlssical nucleation. 
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Comment: 

The nucleation of turbulent water has been studied experimentally 
by many investigators. In general, when the possibility of nucleation 
at the a ir-water interface was prevented the amount of supercooling 
was large (several degrees Celsius) and when nucleation at the 
air-water interface was possible the degree of supercooling was small 
(usually < O.loC). These results imply that frazil nucleation may 
be associated with the energy and/or mass exchange processes at the 
air-water interface. If a process analogous to spiroidal decomposition 
is responsible for frazil nucleation then it must somehow be related 
to these energy and/or mass exchange processes. At the moment, it is 
difficult to understand how this proposed frazil nucleation process is 
related to these processes that occur at the air-water interface. 
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NOTES ON THE STABILITY OF FLOATING ICE BLOCKS 
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Lund Institute of Technology / University of Lund, Sweden. 

The stability of ice floes arrested at the upstream edge of an ice 
cover has been studied by a number of investigators both in the field 
and in the laboratory. Limiting velocities for stability have been 
noted as early as in the 1920ies while actual studies of the mechanics 
governing stability date back about 20 years. Among early work on this 
problem is that of Pari set and Hausser reported at the IAHR Seminar 
on "Ice Problems in Hydraulic Structures II in Montreal in 1959. Since 
then Uzuner and Kennedy, Michel, Ashton among others have reported 
on experiments and analytical work on this subject. Stability of ice 
floes transported from upstream is an ingredient of the mechanics of 
ice cover formation. 

This note is a brief summary of results obtained as part of a master's 
thesis (Johansson, Nilsson 1975) carried out at Lund Institute of 
Technology. 

Test procedure 
Fig 1 shows a simulated ice floe (paraffin, p = 0.89) resting against 
the upstream edge of a simulated ice cover in a hydraulic flume. (Flume 
dimensions and range of test conditions are given in Table 1). The 
solid ice cover - simulated by a sheet of plyform - was free to move 
vertically and the thickness so adjusted as to obtain the same level 
of the underside as that of the floe underside. Discharge was set at 
a predetermined rate and then kept constant. Flow velocity was increa
sed by gradually opening a downstream gate until instability occured. 
Flow depth was then measured and velocity computed based on discharge 
and cross sectional area. Tests were repeated several times and average 
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values computed. Little scatter in obtained instability conditions with 
a specific floe indicated that instability was well defined. 

No spill condition and modes of submergence 

The vertical position of the floe is governed by forces due to weight and 
pressure. Taking moments about the line of support, i.e. the lower, d9wn
stream edge of the floe, the weight of the flow produces a destabilizing 
moment. Static plus dynamic pressure on the upstream face produce a stabi
lizing moment while st.tic pressure on the downstream face accounts for a 
destabilizing moment. 

In still water the constant pressure on the underside of the floe exactly 
balances the weight of the f loe (buoyancy = weight). If the floe is forced 
down at the upstream end buoyancy increases and a stabilizing moment is 
created. Assuming that the line of support is unchanged the stabilizing 
moment increases until the upstream end of the floe becomes submerged and 
remains thereafter nearly constant. 

When a flow is established the pressure distribution on the upstream face 
and notably on the underside of t he floe is changed due to local accelera
tion of the flow. The flow pattern and hence the modified pressure distri
bution depends on the floe geometry and to some degree on the turbulence 
level of the approaching flow. The pressure reduction under the floe 
causes its upstream end to sink and instability occurs when water starts 
spilling onto the floe (the "no spill condition"). This mode of instability 
has been called "submergence by underturning". Figures No 1, 2 and 3 show 
this sequence of events resulting in the floe being swept down-stream under 
the cover. 

A different mode of submergence has been observed both in laboratory and 
field in which the floe sinks in a horizontal position until the downstream 
upper edge is below the solid cover. The floe then slides under the cover. 
This mode has been termed "vertical submergence". 

A third mode was observed in the present studies of floes with a rounded 
upstream face . The sequence of events is shown in Fig 4. With the rounded 
face flow separation is prevented and the pressure center is moved downstream. 
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Fig. 1. Sequence showing 
submergence by underturning. 

Fig. 2. Sequence showing 
submergence by underturning. 

Fig. 3. Sequence showing 
submergence by underturning. 



With the mode of submergence shown in Fig 4 apparently the resultant 
pressure force acts downstream of the center of gravity of the floe. 
This mode of submergence only occurs with relatively short floes and 
has been observed only in connection with a rounded upstream face. 
Also it should be noted that the critical velocity - the velocity at 
which submergence occurs - is higher with this floe geometry stressing 
the importance of the local behaviour of the flow. These findings have 
been indicated earlier by Uzuner and Kennedy (1972). 

In order to determine the effect on stability of pressure on the upstream 
face tests were performed in which the line of support was changed. In 
underturning the line of support is along the downstream lower end of 
the floe and pressure force on the upstream face produces a stabilizing 
moment about this line. By mowing the line of support to the top of the 
floe the corresponding moment becomes destabilizing. Similarly the 
moment of pressure force on the downstream end changes sign. Test re
sults. shown in Fig 5, indicate that the critical velocity is changed 
only little with a tendency of increasing change with greater block 
thickness. as would be expected. It may be concluded that hydrostatic 
and dynamic pressure on the end faces play an insignificant role in 
determining the floe stability. 

For the range of floe thickness over flow depth values tested Fig 6 
shows that critical velocity is independent of flow depth. In other 
words the force equilibrium at incipient instability depends on local 
properties of the flow as assumed above. 

Stability of thin floes 
Fig 7 shows relatlonshlps between critical Froude number and floe thick
ness to depth ratio as given by Pariset and Hausser (straight line) and 
by Ashton. Vertical lines show the range of experimental data obtained 
by Uzuner and Kennedy. The Froude number is a type of densimetric Froude 
number with the length parameter chosen as the floe thickness. It is seen 
that fair agreement between theoretical and experimental results is obtained 
over an extensive range of thickness to depth values. It is noted that 
theoretically the maximum value of Froude number is 1.4. 
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Fig. 4. Submergence of blocks with rounded upstream 
Lface, 3 < t < 15. 
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Ashton (1974), however, found in experiments that thin floes were stable 
at Froude numbers exceeding 1.4, a result noted also by Pariset and Hausser 
and by Cartier although expressed by them in a different way. 

The present tests were carried out with floe thickness varying between 
2.5 and 15 %of flow depth. Froude numbers as high as 2.4 were obtained. 

Theoretical determination of stabilit 
n an a emp 0 t eore lca y etermlne the floe stability of floes with 

small thickness compared to water depth it was assumed that the flow may 
be treated as potential. Using a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation velo
city distribution and hence pressure distribution was computed along the 
floe underside. Fig 8 shows an example of plotted pressure distribution 
in nondimensional format. The moment equation for equilibrium was solved 
taking into account the previously mentioned forces. The resulting velo
city at incipient submergence was combined with actual values of floe 
thickness and density to form a critical Froude number. Fig 9 shows a 
comparison between Froude numbers obtained in this way and Froude numbers 
based on experiments. It is seen that the agreement is fair, that better 
agreement is obtained for floes having a rounded upstream end and that 
Froude numbers as high as 2.4 are obtained for the thinner floes. 

Concluding remarks 
There has been considerable discussion about the validity of the "no spill 
condition". Observation of the behaviour of floes in the laboratory gives 
visual support to the relevancy of the assumption that instability occurs 
when the upstream end of the floe becomes submerged. However, it does not 
seem correct to equate the upstream velocity head to the "freebord" of 
the floe. For example the floes of 1.05 cm thickness in the present ex
periments had a "freebord" in still water of (1 - 0.89) 1.05 = 0.12 cm. 
The velocity head of the approaching surface flow at instability was about 
0.26 cm or greater by a factor of two. 

Conventionally drawings of water surface profiles upstream of a blockage 
show an upward curvature at the blockage with the surface profile termi
nating at an elevation of one velocity head above the upstream water level. 
This is the case in most textbooks on hydraulics showing a channel with 
a bottom sluice. Observation in the laboratory seems to contradict this 
behaviour of the water surface. 
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In experiments with different materials s imu l ating ice floes surface 

tension may affect the test results. The abi l ity of t he floe to become 

wetted or indeed its ability to repell water may to some degree affect 

the condition of "no spill". In the present experiments surface tension 

was reduced in some tests by spraying liquid soap on the approaching 

flow. No significant change in equilibrium conditions was observed, 

however. 
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Table 1. Range of variables and equipment data 

Flume 0.5 x 0.5 m Length 4 m 
"Ice" blocks of paraffin, square 
p'/p = 0.89 

Block lengths L 7.5, 9.0,12.5,15.0,20.0 em 

Block thickness t 1.05, 1.95,2.85 em 
Depth of flow 20 < H < 45 cm 
Discharge 25 < Q < 50 lis 

L2.6 < t < 20 

0.03 < 11t < 0.12 

1.2 < F < 2.4 c 

Tilting angle at incipient instability small 
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INTRODUCTION 

Organizations responsible for the supply of fossil fuels 
and minerals regard the arctic regions as being potentially
bountiful, but difficult to explore and produce from. The 
difficulties are even greater in the offshore regions of the arctic 
because of the presence of ice. Whether or not these regions will 
ever contribute to our energy needs will depend to a large extent on 
the work being done by people attending this symposium. The 
technical feasibility and cost of operating in the arctic will be
governed by our understanding of the environment and of ice forces 
on marine structures, which is the title of this theme paper. 

In general, to make a meaningful assessment of ice forces 
on marine structures, we first have to know the types of ice 
features common to the area, and second, be able to predict how 
these ice features interact with various shapes of structures under 
consideration. 

Although the title of this paper is general enough to 
allow discussion of a wide variety of marine environments, I will 
concentrate on one particular area, that of the South Beaufort Sea, 
which is, of course, currently receiving much attention as a 
potential area for oil and gas production. 

To orient my paper to one particular area will allow the 
inclusion of more detail than would be possible in a general 
coverage of global marine environments. It will also allow me to 
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avoid areas which I am not qualified to describe. In any case, the 
ice features native to this area are corrvnon, with a greater or lesser 
severity, to other ice-infested marine environments. 

THE SOUTH BEAUFORT SEA 

The Beaufort Sea is just one of the many coastal seas of 
the Arctic Ocean; it is generally defined as that sea immediately
adjacent to the northern coast of Alaska, the Yukon, the Mackenzie 
District of northwest Canada, and the western isles of the Canadian 
Archipelago. 

Conditions vary from complete ice coverage for nine months 
of the year to open water along a narrow coastal strip during the 
brief polar summer. Ice drift is dominated by the Beaufort Gyral 
which circulates in a clockwise direction. 

Typical winter ice features are shown in Figure 1. 
landfast ice extends out to about sixty feet of water, but has a 
smooth surface only out to about the fifteen-foot depth. Beyond that 
there are usually numerous first-year ridges which are formed during 
the early winter before the ice becomes landfast. Many of these 
ridges are grounded, forming anchor points for the landfast ice. The 
grounding action by these and the occasional mUlti-year ridge probably 
causes the seabed scours which are numerous in the area. The active 
shear zone, between the fast and pack ice, is often characterized by 
an open lead. Further offshore, the ice gradually changes from 
first-year to multi-year ice, and there will be the occasional one
hundred foot thick ice island. 

Ice Ridges 

The annual ice reaches a maximum thickness of six to seven 
fee~ by late April, but is heavily covered by ice ridges. 

Few of these ridges have sails greater than ten feet and 
measurements of selected first-year ridges show that ridge keels are 
about four times the sail heights. However, first-year ridges are 
largely an accumulation of unconsolidated ice blocks and as such do 
not present as severe a loading condition for marine structures as 
the mUlti-year ridges. 

Multi-year ridges are fully consolidated (KOVACS et al, 
1971) and although rarer in the coastal zones, they do appear to 
govern the ice loads on marine structures in this area. Multi-year
ridges with thicknesses of up to fifty feet are relatively common in 
the Beaufort Sea. Statistical techniques can be used to define the 
extreme ridge at a particular location. However, in the shallow areas 
the water depth will probably determine the design ridge thickness. 
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For structures in water deeper than about fifty feet, the 
risk of collision by massive ice islands has to be considered. 

••-----------lAND FAST ICE-----------+a _INSHORE PACK ICE

ACTIVE SHEAR 
- ZONE

\ ,\\V\\\\\mI~~tmii\'Miin1:n-...,JJ 

~ 
l lNTERMITTENT REliC 


PERMAFROST 


FIGURE 1. TYPICAL WINTER ICE FEATURES, BEAUFORT SEA. 

Ice Movement 

Patterns of ice movement affect ice forces in several ways
for several reasons. First, ice strength and modulus are a function 
of loading or strain rate. Second, ice movement can cause ice rubble 
and ridges to form around a structure which can then i'nfluence future 
ice/structure interaction. And third, there may be stationary
periods during which the ice can freeze to the structure to form an 
intimate contact condition which can result in high ice forces when 
movement starts up again. In the South Beaufort Sea, tidal variations 
in water level are too small to prevent this frozen-in condition. 

The so-called landfast ice which covers much of the coastal 
zone is relatively stable but movements of several feet can occur due 
to deformation of the ice under the action of wind stress (Table 1). 
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TYPICAL LANDFAST ICE MOVEMENTS 


BEAUFORT SEA =---l9..ZQ 


WATER FIRST TIME 

DEPTH INTERVAL 

(FEET) (DAYS) 

56 33 

28 20 

30 14 

GROSS 

MOVEMENT 

(FEET) 

63 

97 

20 

SECOND TIME 

INTERVAL 

(DAYS) 

28 

39 

27 

GROSS 

MOVEMENT 

(FEET) 

15 

62 

7 

TABLE 1 

Measurements we have conducted during the last few years 
lead us to conclude that the ice behaves like an elastic plate which 
is fixed at one end (the shore). Under the action of onshore winds, 
the plate is subject to an edge pressure from the polar pack and a 
wind stress along its upper surface, which causes the ice to deform 
and move relative to the seabed (Figure 2). Typical observed 
movements of fifty feet or so. which occur generally during storms. 
can be explained by such a model. 

ONSHORE WIND 

PACK ICE----+ FAST ICEI 

=(':::J= T:;::; ~ ~ '?i 
! ~=;;;;;;

"0-~--~~r-r"7-r7 /,I0":tiI/,"7:~~"7/~ 
WIND STRESS ~ 


'GEOPHYSICAL r\ - - - '- - - ... ----+

ICE STRESS'l{KSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS '\. \\SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

(say 10 psi) ~ ICE 


-- - ---=-. -TYP~/CAl SO Je 
MOVEMENT 

(f..,) 

! 0 
20 0 

- DISTANCE FROM SHORE (mil..) 

FIGURE 2, LANDFAST ICE MOVEMENT MODEL. 
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It is during break-up of the ice in the coastal zones of 
the Beaufort Sea that the largest ice movements will occur. Such 
movements may lead to ice rubble forming around stationary structures. 

Ice Strength Parameters 

In addition to thickness and geometry, ice strength 
obviously governs the forces exerted on arctic marine structures. It 
is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the intricacy of ice 
physics as it affects strength; in any case this topic has been well 
covered at previous symposia and is the subject of several papers to 
follow. So it will perhaps be sufficient to just highlight a few key
points. 

The strength of the ice in the Beaufort Sea, as expected, 
is a function of crystal structure, temperature, salinity, area under 
stress, and rate of loading. 

TYPES OF MARINE STRUCTUR£S 
FOR THE SOUTH BEAUFORT SEA 

In order to discuss ice loads on marine structures, we 
should first of all look at the kinds of offshore drilling concepts
that might be possible in the area (Figure 3). 

Artificial islands are an obvious choice for shallow water 
and their design can be optimized to suit local materials and 
construction equipment. The oil industry has already built several 
islands in the Mackenzie Delta area of the Beaufort Sea in water 
depths from five to fifteen feet. 

The water depth limit for islands has not yet been defined 
and is likely to be a function of economics and the short summer for 
construction. It appears that islands can be built to withstand the 
worst ice features. But in deeper water, mobile gravity structures 
of either conical or cylindrical shape may have the advantage. 
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FIGURE 3. TYPES OF ARCTIC OFFSHORE PLATFORMS. 

ICE/STRUCTURE INTERACTION 

The problem of ice interaction with structures will be 
discussed in relation to three basic types of structures, namely: 

1. 	 structures of narrow cylindrical form, against 
which the ice fails in crushing, 

2. 	 structures of narrow conical form, against which 
ice fails in bending, 

3. 	 wide structures, such as islands, where the 
presence of an ice foot or refrozen ice rubble 
may lead to a mixed mode failure involving 
both crushing and bending. 

Ice Action on Narrow Cylindrical 
Structures (Monopod) 

The problem of ice crushing against a narrow circular pile 
has become a classic problem ln the field of ice mechanics. A proper 
review of previous work on this topic would constitute a lengthy 
thesis, so the best I can do in the time available is present a few 
comments to stimulate your thoughts and encourage discussion. But I 
will also look at the problems in the context of structures for the 
Beaufort Sea. 
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For the engineer, the range of recommended values for ice 
pressure on piers is confusing and obviously unsatisfactory. In a 
recent paper, DANYS (1975) reports that in Canada, recornended ice 
pressures during the last twenty years have ranged from 40 to 400 psi. 

The platforms in Cook Inlet were apparently designed for a 
maximum ice pressure of 300 psi. PEYTON (1968) recommends a design ice 
pressure of 475 psi for arctic ice. 

Actual measurements of ice forces on platforms and piers 
generally indicate lower pressures. In the Cook Inlet, to my 
knowledge, the maximum measured ice pressure has been less than 
200 psi (BLENKARN, 1970). Measurements conducted by NEILL (1970,
1972) on Alberta bridge piers have yielded pressures up to 375 psi, 
but these were of short duration. SCHWARZ (1970) measured ice 
pressures on a Baltic pier and obtained pressures up to 150 psi for 
weak sea ice. 

An empirical load correlation for ice crushing against a 
pier was developed by KORZHAVIN (1971). 

p = 	Imka (1 ) 

where p 	 ice pressure across the structure diameter and ice 
thickness 

I 	 indentation factor, which is a function of the 
structure width (D) to ice thickness (t) and varies 
from 2.5 for a narrow structure to 1.0 for a wide 
structure 

m= shape factor (equals 1.0 for flat face) 
k = contact factor which equals 1.0 for intimate contact 

a = ice strength in crushing. 

The usefulness of the equation to the engineer is limited 
because of the need to input a value for the ice compressive strength
(a). Compressive strength measured on small ice blocks is 
notoriously variable, being highly sensitive to crystal orientation, 
degree of confinement, temperature, strain rate and size of sample. 

However, despite this limitation, equation (1) includes 
some useful concepts for ice pressure on piles. It tells us that for 
wide structures, with 1= 1, the maximum pressure approaches the uni
axial ice crushing strength (crc), and for narrow piers, the ice 
pressure could be 2.5 times greater. The equation also tells us that 
the ice pressure is a function of the "goodness" of contact between 
the ice and pier. 

Similar conclusions can be reached from theoretical 
considerations; the ice can be assumed to behave as an elasto-plastic 
material with a Tresca yield criterion. MORGENSTERN and NUTTALL (19n) 
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used this approach, and concluded that an upper bound solution for a 
flat pier (or indenter) could be represented by the wedge-type fail
ure shown. 

STRUCTURE 

FAILURE PLANES ARE 
obc. def, abef. bij . heq, ibe h 

"""-"'---------'

FIGURE 4. WEDGE-TYPE FAILURE (UPPER-BOUND SOLUTION). 

This failure concept neatly explains the size effect (I in 
Korzhavins equation). If the material has a uniform shear strength 
(q) clearly, for the geometry shown, with 45° wedges. 

p = 2q,.+ O.707q,.(t/d) (2) 

As the structure width increases relative to ice thickness, 
the second term becomes negli bible and the equation becomes: 

p = 2q..= crC (for Tresca yield criterion) . (3) 

Obviously the model can be used with other failure criteria, 
such as the Mohr-Coulomb if, as some investigators have detected, ice 
strength is a function of confin;'ng pressure. (ROGGENSACK, 1974) 
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The failure model can also easily be modified to take account of ice 
anisotropy and other pier geometries. 

The double wedge failure is obviously only applicable to the 
initial failure peak for ice in intimate contact with the pier. How
ever, similar reasoning can be used to look at subsequent pressure 
peaks. (Figure 5) 
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TRACE
LOAD 
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FIGURE 5. UPPER-BOUND SOLUTIONS. 
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It can easily be shown that for subsequent failures (or continuous 
crushing) the pressure peaks are about half the initial peak. Also 
that the ice pressure for continuous crushing is less sensitive to 
structure width. 

To my knowledge, the only published data on the crushing 
strength of Arctic ice is that obtained by CROASDALE (1970, 1974). 
In these tests, an active system was used to push piers up to 5 feet 
wide through the ice. The tests gave ice pressures in the range 600 
to 1000 psi except for one low value in the creep regime. 
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FIGURE 6. 	 RESULTS OF ARCTIC ICE CRUSHIN G TESTS. 

(PI ER DIAMETERS SHOWN IN INCHES.) 


The pressures obtained on the 60 inch piers were always lower 
than those obtained for the 30 inch piers. But there is insufficient 
data to confidently draw a size-effect curve. 

However, it is of interest to draw curves through the two 
groups of tests points based on various theories. (Figure 7) 
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FIGURE 7. COMPARISON OF THEORIES FOR ICE CRUSHING. 

Using the wedge theory for a rectangular plle, the best fit we 
can get is shown as the upper curve. The theory suggests an asym
ptote of about 560 psi. This would then be the design ice pressure 
for a wide structure, if we were confident of the data and the theory. 
However, such confidence is not justified in this example because of 
the sparse data base. 

The correlation quoted by SCHWARZ (1974) and his colleagues for 
a rectangular pile in complete contact with the ice has also been 
cons i dered. 

The correlation fits our data well for the appropriate test 
ice thickness of 40 inches. However, for 7 feet of ice, as is 
appropriate to design of structures in the Beaufort Sea, Schwarz's 
correlation would give lower pressures. This is especially so at 
high ratios of D/t. 

You can see from the above, that the problem of creating a 
theory to explain ice crushing loads on structures, remains unsolved. 

Getting back now to the problem of predicting ice forces on a 
cylindrical type structure in the Arctic, JAZRAWI and DAVIES (1975) 
have described the design of a Monopod type structure for the use in 
the shallow waters of the Beaufort Sea. 
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FIGURE 8. 

This structure has a 30 foot diameter shaft and is held on location 
by the friction between the large diameter (320 ft.) hull and the 
sea bed. 

It is designed for a lateral load, 22.5 million pounds, due 
to a uniform ice sheet crushing against the shaft. But this load is 
only valid for very shallow water where ice ridges can be ignored. 

If .?!:! c~ a structure wa~. t~~used ..i.!l..-d~~er wate:, the loads 
due to a_mult1-year pressure rldge wou nave to be consldered. 
Even if we consider a modest crushing pressure of, say, 3_00.p5-i, 
the load due to a 50 foot thick ridge, w.a ul d be about 65 mi 11 io_o. 
pOUnds, which is about three times greater than that due to uniform 
ice. 

Clearly, for arctic marine structures of cylindrical shape, 
tj:LLprobLemof px_e_djcUng t e lcepre~sure causeil by-a--ocal ice 
thi ckening s!,Lch__as a ri dge has a hi gher pri ority than- e s udy of 
fnteraction with a uniform ice sheet . 
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Where multi-year ridges are a possibility, the use of a sloptng 
surface to fail thick ice features in bending rather than crushing 
may lead to lower ice forces. 

Ice Action On Narrow Con teal Structures 

Ice will fail against a conical structure in bending unless 
the angle of the structure is so steep that crushing occurs at a 
lower load. 

The ice and geometrical parameters governing loads on a concial 
structure are obviously quite different from those governing the ice 
pressure due to crushing action. 

For ice not frozen to the structure, the total horizontal force 
on a cone (R) can be separated into two basic compounds. 

(1 ) 	 The force necessary to break the ice. (R1) 

(2) 	 The force necessary to move the broken ice up and around 
the structure. (R2) 

2 

Rl f(at' t , b, e, v) 


R2 	 f( eice' d, t, e, v, E) 

where a is the flexural strength of the ice
f 

t is the thickness of the ice (or ridge) 

b is the width of the ridge if applicable 

is ice density~ 

d is the cone diameter 


S is the cone angle 


v is the ice-to-structure friction 

E is the elastic modulus of the ice 


Actual load equations can be derived mathematically, by model 
tests, by near full~scale tests or by measurement of forces on an 
instrumented structure. A combination of all these techniques seems 
desirable. 

(a) 	 Math Models 

For math models, the theories developed for plates and beams 
on elastic foundations can be used to predict the vertical forces 
necessary to fail the ice. 
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As an example, some possible ridge loads, calculated from pub
lished theories (HETENYI, 1946), are shown in Figure 9.(for a 45° cone) 

FIRST CRACK \ ON lB I-~"-'---'=~-.. HI = 7.2 Mllll . 

::h~H~~'100pSl 
~10o'-1 

HINGE CRACKS • I 2H2 = ~6 MILLION lB·1 

MONOPOD CRUSHING • 65 MILLION lB.IH 

, 
FIGURE 9. TYPICAL RIDGE LOADS. 

For a 50 foot thick ridge, 100 feet wide, a centre crack is 
first formed when the load on the cone is about 7 million pounds. 
For the ridge to clear around the cone. additional hinge cracks are 
needed, and their formation requires the cone to sustain a lDad of 
about 26 million pounds. (if both cracks occur simultaneously). 

This is only an example; obviously better math models should 
be used to account for the effect of the surrounding ice sheet and 
for ice ride-up components. 

Math models do rely heavily on physical tests for insight into 
the appropriate failure mechanisms of the ice. Physical tests can 
be conducted on a model scale or full scale. 

(b) Modelling Technigues 

It is well known that to properly model ice breaking in bend
ing, the ice flexural strength and ice modulus has to be scaled by the 
linear scaling factor. Density and friction coefficient should be the 
same as full scale. 
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Model basins exist in Europe and North America where such 
tests can be performed, using either high salinity ice or synthetic 
ice. For improved confidence, it is obviously desirable to compare 
model predictions with full scale data. 

(c) Full Scale Tests 

ROBBINS et al (1975) has described an open-air test facility 
in Calgary, where such comparisons can be made. The test basin is 
200 feet long by 100 feet wide with a towing system that allows ice 
sheets up to two feet thick to be pulled into an instrumented struct
u~. 

FIGURE 10. OUTDOOR ICE TEST BASIN IN CALGARY. 

During the past two winters, we have measured the forces acting on 
45° cone with a 10 foot waterline diameter, subject to a variety of 
ice sheets and ridges. This was a cooperative industry program 
through APOA and the results of this work have not yet been published. 

The facility is not a model basin as real ice is used, but the 
results have been used to confirm and refine math and physical model 
techniques. It is a cheuper alternative to a full scale instrumented 
structure. In some ways it is better, because parameters such as 
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movement rate, ice thickness, and strength can be controlled and ad
justed. Also~ its much easier and cheaper to work in Calgary than 
in the Arctic. 

Several conical lightpiers have been instrumented in Canada 
(DANYS, 1975), but so far only preliminary results are available. 
The lightpiers are unmanned, so the difficulty of obtaining ice 
thickness and strength to associate with specific force measurements 
will always be a problem. However, in the long term, the measure
ments will be very valuable. 

Ad Freeze Forces 

A cone is only a good shape for ice breaking as long as the 
ice slides over its surface, if the ice remains stationary long 
enough for it to freeze to the structure, an adfreeze bond will 
develop. When ice movement starts again, this adfreeze bond will 
have to be broken before ice can continue to fail in bending on the 
structure. 

Obviously the adfreeze force is a function of the area of 
contact and the bond strength between ice and steel (or concrete). 
Little data has been published on ice bond strengths. But if we 
assume a nominal (100 psi), a conical structure 80 feet diameter at 
the ice line and an ice sneet 7 feet thick frozen around it; the 
adfreeze force works out to be greater than 30 million pounds. 

Obviously to reduce adfreeze forces, the cone diameter should 
be minimized. The use of heat, or anti-friction coatings currently 
being considered for ice breakers (MAKINEN, 1975) are other possible 
ways of reducing these potentially high forces to manageable values. 

Local Ice Pressures 

Regardless of the total load on a structure, its outer surface 
will have to be designed for high ice crushing pressures. Experience 
gained in the use and design of ice breaking vessel:s should be 
applicable here. 

The ice breaker design codes suggest local ice pressures for 
design of up to 1200 psi for the bow plating. To my knowledge, no 
failures have occured in the plating of ships designed to this 
pressure. 

For many structures conceived for the Beaufort Sea, the design 
thickness of the outer shell is controlled by local ice pressure 
criteria; and leads to considerably more structural material than 
would be required to resist the total ice force. So the incentive 
to refine the prediction of local ice pressures is, therefore, high. 
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Ice Action on Wide Structures (Islands) 

Artificial islands are being used to conduct exploratory 
drilling in the shallow water of the Beaufort Sea. 

RILEY (1975) describes construction of these islands, which 
takes place in the summer using dredging equipment. Geotechnical 
aspects of island stability have been described by HAYLEY and 
SANGSTER (1974). 

An island has only three designer controlled variables: 

· hei ght (freeboard) 

· beach slope angle 
· surface area 

These three parameters combine to give the dredged fill volume 
which, for low cost and construction time, should be minimized. 

The lateral ice pressure on an island, if high enough, will 
control the island freeboard for a particular diameter, which in 
turn is usually determined by the required operational space. 

For low ice pressures the island freeboard will be determined 
by the wave height or ice ride-up. 

Clearly there is an incentive to determine ice pressures 
on these islands. 

We can consider the problem of ice action on islands in the 
context of two distinct ice environments, namely: 

• extensive continuous ice motion 
• intermittent restricted ice motion 

For extensive continuous ice motion, the ice will initially
fail in bending on the sloping beach of the island at low loads. In 
subsequent failures, there are then two possibilities. 
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RIDE-UP WITH PilE-UP PilE-UP 
AT TOP OF BEACH INITIATED AT WATER LINE 

,------,
I I 

FIGURE 11. ICE PILE-UP ON ISLANDS . 

First, the ice is pushed up the beach to the island surface 
where the change in slope causes the blocks to pile-up on each other. 
The pile-up will continue to grow symetrically and encroach into the 
island until a stable height of perhaps 60 feet has been reached, when 
the rubble will then grow seaward. 

The second possibility is that the ice will start to pile-up 
at the water line so that encruachment onto the island is less likely,
and is a function of the height of the pile-up. 

So far in our experience these situations are hypothetical 
as Imperial's artificial islands have not been exposed to extensive 
ice motion. As we go further offshore, the hazard will increase 
particularly during break-up when sheets of ice, several miles in 
extent and several feet thick, can move many miles. 

To my knowledge, very little good data exists to examine this 
phenomena of pile-up on wide structures with sloping beaches. BRUUN 
and JOHANNESSON (1971), have reported experience with lighthouses 
in the Baltic where extensive pile-up has been observed. But we are 
not sure how to apply this experience to the Beaufort with its thicker 
ice condition. 

ALLEN (1970) proposed a theory to predict pile-up height, 

_j 2pt,r-
H - {l + 0.25)tan S 
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where H is the pile-up height (feet) 
2 

p is the effective unit ice pressure (kips/ft ) 
~ 

e is the density of the piled up ice (kipsl ft) J ;:> 

t is the ice thickness (feet) 
0.25 is the ice to ice friction 

B is the angle of the slope of the pile-up 

Using this formula, a pile-up height of 80 feet is obtained 
for 7 feet of ice. 

Further examination of this problem by theory, model test and 
field observations is desirable. 

Once a rubble pile has formed around an island, the ice forces 
will be generated by a stochastic process involving a mixture of ice 
crushing and bending. This process has been discussed by ASSUR (1972), 
but no definite solution exists. In any case, a high rubble pile may 
protect the island against extreme ice forces. 

For islands situated in the landfast ice, expecially near shore, 
the ice will freeze to the island perimeter and form a continuous 
surface with the frozen crust of the island. If ice movement then 
occurs and the ice is strong enough, the ice sheet and frozen crust 
of the island would move as one, resulting in a shear failure of the 
island through the fill. 

CD FAILURE THROUGH ISLAND FILL 

~ FAILURE THROUGH SEABED 

FIGURE 12 . POSSIBLE ISLAND FAILURE MODES. 
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No such island failures have occurred, but then on many of 
our islands we have defended them against this extreme condition by 
creating a zone of weakness by slotting the ice around them. These 
slots are designed to fail at ice pressures much less than that 
required to cause ice crushing. 

The problem of predicting ice crushing pressure across a 
wide monolithic structure remains unsolved. For the froz~n-in 
condition which Il ve just described, I know of no precedents or 
current work which can be used to derive ice pressure. 

Our current approach is considered conservative, for we are 
basing our design ice pressures on crushing tests performed on 
indenters up to only 12 feet wide. This extrapolation ,assumes that 
the ice will fail simultaneously across the width of the island which 
intuitively seems unlikely. 

~ 
~12'_ 

t 
Extrapolation aHumes simultaneous 
failure on island as in test. 

EXTRAPOLATION BY THEORY 

o~l-------,t }-----·~·1-~ 
0'" .q: 
Z~ ~ 
w 

7 1 1 I 1 I I I_ 

f 45 50 

Dft (Aspect Ratio) 

III 
U 

FIGURE 13. DERIVATION OF DESIGN ICE PRESSURE FOR ISLANDS. 

In addition to this conservative approach we are, as I mention
ed, cutting slots around some of the islands to improve factors of 
safety. 

To better understand ice pressure on islands, we have a pro
grarrrne to measure in-situ the stresses in the ice around them. 
METGE et al (1975) will be describing a pressure sensor developed for 
this application, during this symposium. 
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If slots are used to avoid the potentially high initial ice 
pressure associated with complete contact, the.subsequent ic~ pressure 
is that appropriate to ice crushing a~ross a wlde .st;ucture In a more 
random fashion. This so called ·contlnuous crushlng mode may also 
involve bending failures and may only b~ amenable to analysi~ ba~ed 
on a stochastic method. However, the fleld measurements of In-sltu 
pressures will also provide an insight into this process. 

SUMMARY 

The coastal zones of the Arctic Ocean are subject to severe 
ice conditions, and marine structures will experience high ice loads. 
Except in the very shallow areas, ice ridges will govern the design 
ice load. Sloping structures are able to withstand the extreme loads 
due to ice ridges, better than vertical sided structures. However, 
this advantage may be minimized if ice adheres to the structure and/or 
if ice rubble interferes with the optimum ice failure and ride-up 
process. In some areas, the impact by massive ice islands, may 
threaten the survival of permanent marine structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A theoretical and experimental investigation of the rupture pattern 
in front of an inclined wedge has been performed in order to determine 
the force fluctuations during the impact of a drifting ice floe. 

y 

U rc I 

I 


__ ~_(-.J.~ 

\ 

\ 


/.:tur. lines 

Wedge with inclined faces 

The present work is based on the pioneering studies and recommenda
tions made by K. N. Korzhavin, presented in his thesis 'Action of ice 
on engineering structures'. A theoretical determination of the rup
ture pattern has, to the knowledge of the author, not previously been 
presented. 

The forces acting are of an intermittent nature since they increase 
abruptly each time a parallelogramic piece is about to break off, after 
which the force decreases until the next encounter takes place. The 
distance y in the figure has been observed and theoretically determined 
at approx. 2-6 times the thickness of the ice. 
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2. SYNOPSIS 

The maximum force on a given section in front of a structure with 
vertical faces can be written 

(kNewton)Fmax 

where 

rc is the compression strength (in kN/m2) 


e is the thickness of the ice (in meters) 

d is the width of the structure (in meters) 


The actual force acting on the inclined wedge will be reduced 

F = CF Fmax 


is a function of the system data
CF 

= ~ (E/p u~, e/d, y/e, rb/r ' a, S, ~)CF c 

where E is Young's modulus (in kN/m 2 ), p is the density of ice (in 
t/m 3 ), U is the velocity of the floe (in m/sec), y is the characterisc 
tic breaking off distance (in meters), rb is the flexural strength (in 
kN/m2), 2 a is the included angle at the point of wedge in horizontal 
plane, S is the inclination of wedge to horizontal, and ~ is the coef
ficient of friction. 

An approximate formula of CF , valid in the interval 0 ~ ~ 0.4,CF 
can be written 

(1)
Ie 

where 

( 2) 

C 3 = 6 £L + 6 ~ cos a 
C2 d 

Formula (1) is derived by dynamic considerations and it is assumed 
that no other exterior forces are acting on the floe. Therefore the 
velocity should not be less than approx. 0.1 m/sec with an upper limit 
of approx. 4 m/sec in order to maintain the assumed type of rupture. 
The practical interval of a is from 30° to 60° and for S from 45° to 
70°. The friction coefficient will seldom exceed 0.1, but in some 
cases it may be considerably higher. 

The realistic value of the factor Cl/C2 will vary from 0.1 to 1.0, 
depending on the combination of a, Sf and~. Graphs showing the rela
tionship will be presented in Diagram I. The factor e/d can vary from 
zero to 0.3 limited by the assumptions made for the rupture patterns. 
The ratio between the flexural strength and the compression strength 
may vary from 0.2 to 0.5. 
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Looking at the formulae it can be seen that 

(1) 	 The influence of p, u ' and E is not appreciable, since it is inc 
the 	fourth root. However, an increase in velocity should give a 
slight increase in the force. Low values of E should also result 
in higher values of CF . 

(2) 	 The increase of S will result in a decrease in CI/C2 giving higher 
values of CF • The increase of a results in an increase of CI /C2. 
For low values of ~, CI/C2 approaches 1.0. For ~ ~ 0.3, CI/CZ can 
obtain rather low values - resulting in values of CF up to 1.0, 
i.e. no reduction at all. 

(3) 	 rb/rc may vary from 0.2 to 0.5, increasing CF for increasing values 
of rb/rc' but only with the square root of the ratio. 

(4) 	 Finally the influence of e/d shows that for e/d ~ 0 greater values 
of CF are obtained_ The upper limiting value of 0.3 will produce 
lower values of CF - 'T'J-:is i!3 due to the eccentric, combined bend
ing and axial loading along the rupture line, producing high 
stresses. 

Example: 

p = 	 0.9 (t/m 3
), E = 2 • 10 5 (kN/m 2), U = 1.0 (m/sec) ,c 

a = 50°, S = 60°, ~ = 0.1, rb/rC = 0.3, e/d = 0.1, 
CI/C2 = 0.32, C3 = 6 ·0.32 + 6·0.1 ·0.64 = 2.3. 

From formulae (2) and (1) 

C = 0.16 	 0.32 • 2.3 2 166 C = 6.4 ~ = 0.27 
00.9 0.77 2 	 F Ii66 

It should be noted that formula (1-) is an approximation, and that the 
preliminary form presented in this paper may be revised as the findings 
of the investigation proceed. The formula is valuable, when planning 
model tests in order to verify the much more complex theoretical for
mulae. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

In order to verify the theory presented, model tests have been per
formed with an artificial material developed at the ISVA-institute. 
This material consists of plaster of Paris, plastic granulate and sev
eral additives, which will be described in detail in article 5. The 
bending strength of the material is approx. 150 kN/m z and its Young's 
modulus approx. 10 5 kN/m2 , but these parameters can be adjusted to 
suit the Froude model law, which apply in this case. 

The tests have been performed in a 2 m wide flume with a water 
depth of 0.3 m. A floe of the artificial material approx. 4 m long 
is floated to strike an 0.16 m wide inclined wedge. Velocities of 
the floe ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 m/sec have been used. 

The forces acting on the wedge, horizontal as well as vertical, 
have been electrically recorded. The results for various combinations 
of the parameters have been plotted, using the dimensionless parameters 
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C = O. 16 d E £l. C~ and C 
Frp u~ sin 2 a C2 

to characterize the wedge parameters. 

The results of the tests are shown in Diagram I represented by the 
dots. Various system constants have been used in the tests in order 
to obtain a wide range of CF values. The strength parameters of the 
artificial material correspond to E = 0.2. 
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4. INTERMITTENT NATURE OF FORCE 

It should be noted that the forces are of an intermittent nature, 
which should be considered when using the results in engineering de
sign. The period of time between each peak force can be expressed 

(y) e 

Tc = l;J U sin Ci 


c 

which will normally be from approx. 0.5 to 5 sec in the prototypes. 
Each peak of force is taking place within 1/5 to 1/50 of a second. 

5. ARTIFICIAL ICE 

The artificial material consists of: Plaster of Paris: 100 gr., 
Plastic granulate (diam. 1 to 2 mm): 9 gr. (bulk weight 70 gr. per 
liter), NaCl (ordinary salt): 17 gr., Borax: 0.25 gr., Air-en
training agent: 2 gr., and Water: 50 gr. The salt solution acts 
as a strength reducer. The compression strength is approx. 500-1000 
kN/m 2 and the bending strength approx. 100-200 kN/m2 (shear strength 
approx. 250-500 kN/m2 ). Density of the material: 0.94 gr/cm 3 • 

6. CLOSING REMARKS 

The formulae given above are based on a theoretical investigation 
verified by model tests with artificial and natural ice. 

Since the investigation is not completed, revisions may be intro
duced in the formulae given in this paper. 
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Abstract 

The bottom-founded tubular steel cylinder type lighthouse 

is very sensitive to ice-crushing induced vibrations. 

The structure tends to vibrate to the frequencies of its 

natural modes. Resonant condition is always possible for 

an ice force with a suitable ice drifting speec. To bring 

the vibration level down low enough for conventional types 

of lantern equipment it is reore economical to arrange 

vibration isolation for the overwater structures than to 

stiffen underwater structures. An efficient vibration 

isolation system has been developed and tested using 

a scale model. Design work is in process for the first 

full-scale vibration isolated lighthouse. 

1. Introduction 

During summer 1973 two lighthouses, Kemi I and II, and 17 

other smaller route markers were constructed at the northern

most end of the Gulf of Bothnia. All of them vibrated 
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violently during ice action, some secondary structural 

failures occurred and the Kemi I lighthouse collapsed to

tally. The structures of these new lighthouses were steel 

cylinders: the foundation pile was hammered d~ep into the 

sand of the sea bottom and the underwater pile narrowed 

conically to the waterline in order to minimize ice forces. 

The above-water structures were widened to accommodate 

conventional types of lighthouse rooms, app. lao The basic 

idea of this low-weight steel lighthouse was a cheap ans 

simple structure with a minimal amount of construction 

work at sea. 

The University of Oulu was requested by the Finnish Board 

of Navigation to study the caUSES of the vibrational be

haviour of the Kemi I lighthouse as soon as lantern equip

ment failures were discovered at the beginning of winter 

73/74 after ice formation and drifting had begun. Already 

the crushing of a relatively thin ice sheet had caused 

severe vibrations. Very soon f~tigue failures appeared in 

the secondary structures. Ho~ever, the final collapse in 

the spring was caused by static ice loads. 

Measurements and observations showed the sensitiveness 

of this type of lighthous~ t o vibrations. An approxir~tc 

formula was yielded to find the resonant condition. 

A mathematical FEM model was made to si~ulate the vibra

tional response of ice forces. The results v~ri!ied :~e 

measured data and ~ade it possible to check c£5 ig~ c3Ic~

lations for future lighthouse~. 

It was realized that it i ~ not possible ~o CC~5truct J 

steel cylinder-type lighthouse that is both cheap and 

also rigid enough to ~ithstan ci l~e-load induced vibraticn ~ 

without an effective vibration is o lation syste~ for t~c 

~bove-water structures. A svsten ~ith sprln£s and shark 
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absorbers - comparable with the car suspension system - was 

developed, simulated by the computer and tested with a scale 

mode 1. The results verified the expected behaviour and now 

it seems that the low-weight steel lighthouse with vibra

tion isolation will be a very competitive alternative. 

2. Measurements and observations of vibrations and ice 


forces 


During measurements ice 10 to 55 cm thick including 

pressure ridges drifted 200 ... 300 meters per hour in an 

air temperature of -16 °C. Vibrations were measured by 

acceleration transducers and registered on an oscillograph 

plotter. 

Three typical types of vihrations were observed but rne~

surements could be performed only on the 10 cm thick ice. 

While the 55 cm thick ice or pressure ridges were crush

ing, vibrations were so violent that it was not safe to 

stay in the lighthouse. 

Most common was the vibration type In which the ice force 

resonated according to the second natural mode of the struc

ture. This might go cn unchanged for several ~inutes ~hile 

the 10 cm thick ice was crushing. Measurements at the 

waterline showed a frequency of 3.85 Hz, an acceleration 

level mean of 0.3 g with max. I.L g and displacement arnpli 

tudes of 1.3 cm. The acceleration values were mean 0.7 g 

with max. 1.8 g at a point B. B m above sea level. 

While the 55 cm thick ice or a pressure ridge was crushing 

the ice load tended to resonate according to the first 

natural mode of the structure. According to visual obser

vations frequency was 0.8 ... 0.9 Hz and the acplitudes at 

the top of the lighthouse reached up to 20 c~. A f!' e c: l: en c y 
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of 0.83 .•. 0.85 Hz was also registered on the oscillograph 

plotter. This yields an acceleration of 0.58 g at the top 

of the lighthouse if the vibration is taken to be sinusoidal. 

Displacement amplitudes at the waterline were about 5 cm. 

Values of twice this amount would be expected with maximum 

Ice thicknesses in the Gulf of Bothnia. 

While the drifting ice cover was thickening a vibration 

type existed consisting of a combination of the first two 

natural modes. At the beginning of the cycle. when the 

ice failed and crushed, the sudden release of the load 

caused the structure to spring out of its deflection with 

all its natural modes. Of these the first two are most 

dominant. and as the second is much faster crushing will 

start with the second mode. During the return phase of 

the second mode the foundation pile came loose from the 

Ice edge and later hit against it. At this stage all the 

energy of the second mode was dissipated and the crushin p, 

continued next only by the first mode for the remaining 

half cycle. A typical double blow crushing noise was heard 

during this type of vibration. 

In March 74 when the above-water structures came loose from 

the foundation pile a fourth type of displacement respons~ 

due to ice loads was observed. The thickness of the fast 

ice cover varied from 53 to 93 cm and the air temperature 

was -1 °C. The foundation pile stuck to the edge of the 

ice. the displacement grew lin~arily with the ice driftin~ 

speed until the resistance of the ~ 

structure exceeded the crushing 
Fstrenght of the ice and the ice 

crushed. The displacement was 

very quickly reduced to zero 

after which the foundation pile 
t 

stuck to the edge of the ice. Figure 1. 
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starting a new cycle without any additional vibra~ions, 

fig.!. In 93 cm thick ice the displacement average, peak 

to peak, varied around 10 cm while the max. values reached 

20 cm. This means a max. pulsating ice force of 3.5 M~ or 

a mean ice crushing strength of 350 N/cm 2 • 

The 1ce load which brought down the foundation pile at the 

beginning of May was calculated to be at least 4.4 M~ or 

a mean ice crushing strength of more than 425 N/cr.1 2 in the 

case of a 93 cm thick fast ice cover. }lore evidently 

pressure ridge loads caused the foundation pile to collaps~. 

3. Resonance condition 

The vibration measurements and observations showed th ar 

the frequency of the ice load t~nds towards the natur a! 

frequencies of the structure. The shape of the ice f orce 

function is similar to the displacement function, fi g . 

This is also verified by measurements Ill. The criti c,,: 

dynamic loading for the struetur~ will be the ~ne reso

nating with the natural frequencies. 

The pro per tie s c f s t r u c t uri' 2 11 d i e e may b pap 0 r 0 x i mat [, I \' 

interrelated for tl,(: reS0n an l c o ndjti0n. 

flection 0 can be approxim2tedc 

o (1)
c 

where k = foundation pile sti~fne s s coefficient (the 

spring constant for the ice load). This follows from 

the fact that during low frequency resonation the dynar.1ic 

inertia forces for the maximum deflection of the founda

tion pile are negligible compared to the ice force, 

usually less than 10 % as stated by computer runs. Th€ 

maX1mum ice force Fc just before crushing begins is 
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F z a hd (2)
c c 

where 0 ~ ice crushing strength. h = lce thickness and 
c 

d £ diameter of pile. 

Since the mean crushing length per cycle is almost the 

same as 6 it may be calculated by referring to fig. 1. 
c 

using the ice drifting speed v and crushing frequency f 
c 

v .. f 6 (3)
c c 

Eliminating 6 and F yields the resonant condition 
c c 


kv

f (4 )

c a hd 
c 

Evidently it is always possible to have such an ice drift 

ing speed that the resonance is achieved. This is true 

regardless of the simplifications in the above equations. 

Also the measurements verify the equation 4. The data 

v ~ 200-300 m/hour. h '"' 10 or 55 cm. 0c 350 N/cm 2 (t 

-16°C). k = 256 kN/cm. d = 110 cm give 

f 0.67 ••. 1.01 Hz (h ,. 55 cm)
c 

f 3.70 ••• 5.54 Hz (h 10 cm)c 

These values coincide very well with the first two na

tural frequencies 0.85 and 3.85 of the Kemi I lighthouse. 

More stringently the properties of structure and lce can 

be interrelated using the theory of self oscillations. The 

discretized dynamic equations of motion 

[kj{6} + [dJ{6} + [mJ{6} ,. {F(t)} (5) 
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have a loading term dependent on the ice crushing strength 

rate which in turn may be expressed using the velocity 

vector {8} 

. 
{F(t)} {Fa} - [AJ{6} (6 ) 

. 
Here A = 1.(0) but it is linearized for convenience. The 

equation (5) may now be written 

[kl{6} ~ ([d] + [A~{6) + [m]{6} - {Fo} (7) 

Since {Fo} - constant the possibility for vibrations depends 

on the sign of determinant 

det([dj + [Aj) (8) 

The equation (7) is stable andno resonant vibrations are 

to be expected when the ice drifting speed is low, while 

determinant 8 remains positive. As ice drifting speed 

increases the curve of lce crushing strength will have 

a negative slope /2/ and in case the negative damping due 

to stress rate dependent ice crushing strength becomes 

~ reatcr than positive structural damping the determinant 

d uecomes negative. This gives theoretical basis for 

the oscillations during ice crushing. 

The equation 7 interrelates the properties of lce and 

structure during vibrations. In any case the most 

important parameters are those in equation 4. in addition 

there will be the mass and damping effects of the struc. 

ture and ice. The a will also be dependent on ice drift

ing speed v and pile diameter d with the usual lce pro

perties. Also it should be mentioned that ice properties 

are random variables and so the response of the lighthou

se due to ice forces will be a random variable. 
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4. Computer simulation 

A beam FEM model was constructed to simulate the vibratio

nal behaviour of the steel lighthouse under pulsating ice 

forces according to figure 1. The structure, app. la, was 

divided into 12 elements with distributed masses. In all 

26 degrees of freedom were used. The dynamic response was 

calculated using the principal mode presentation with at 

least five lowest natural modes. The integration was car

ried out by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. 

The support rigidity of the sand at the bottom of the sea 

was first taken to be distributed triangularly according 

to Blum's model, fig. 2a, but it had to be tuned trape

zoidally, fig. 2b, 10 order to obtain the same first 

natural frequencies by the computer run as measured. The 

support rigidity of the topmost layers of sand was less 

than 10 % compared to the deepest layers, but it had 

a significant effect on the first two natural frequencies. 

/ 
,, 

. . 

\ - , ,\ , , 
Figure 2. 

The relative damping coefficients for the principal mo

des varied from 0.1 to 0.5. The effects of structural 

damping, hydrodynamic losses and the foundation damping 
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are small compared to energy dissipation during ice 

crushing. The above high damping values had to be used 

in orier to obtain results that matched the aperiodic 

damping observed during crushing, fig. 1. 

The computer simulations verified the sensitiveness to 

vibrations of the low-w e ight steel lighthouse. Ice for-

c e s due to a relatively thin i c e cover would already 

cause too severe vibrations r o the above-water structu

res f o r occupation or even f or c o nventional types of 

lant e rn equipment. 

~ . Refined desi g ~ and vibration is o lation 

:~ r f uture purpose s a nore stringent desingn criterion was 

.:l d optec. Structures have to be stressed against both 

.) maXl=un pressure ridge statically and a resonant ice 

force dynacical1y. The resultant ?ressure ridge load will 

be four times the maximum ice force of the fast ice cover. 

The dynawic pulsating ice force will also be selected 

using the maximum ice thickness and the ice crushing 

3 tren g th ~jll be adjusted unlinearily with the pile di.)

~c t ~ r / ice thickness ratio accordin~ to Tryde's formula 

/ 3 / . 

In order to obtain vibration levels low enough at the above

water structures for lighthouse purposes it is more eco

nomical to arrange a vibration isolation system rather than 

to stiffen underwater structures. Dimensioning only 

against ice forces yields a too flexible structure with 

great acceleration values at the top of the lighthouse. 

The new steel lighthouse design, app. lb, consists of 

a tubular underwater structure similar to the earlier 

Kemi I but the above-water structures are supported by 

special springs and shock-absorbers on the foundation 
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pile. The stiffness of the springs 15 so low that sharp 

displacements during ice crushing cannot contribute to 

high acceleration values in the upper structures. A damp

ing greater than 30 db may be achieved. The shock absorb

ers must be capable of dissipating sufficiently vibrational 

energy during the resonant condition so that the relative 

movement between the upper and lower structures will not 

become too large. 

The operation of the vibration isolation system was first 

simulated by computer runs. As the results were encourag

ing a scale model 1:2 was made and tested in a hydro

pulsator using load functions according to figure 1. 

The tests verified the computer results. :\ow design work 

is in process for a full-scale vibration isolated test 

lighthouse. The selected construction site ~ilt be in 

the southern part of the Gulf of Bothnia ~it h = ~3tcr 
depth of 11 meters and maximum Ice thiknesses 0 : 70 cn. 

The construction is planned to be completed befor~ wintr~ 

76/77 . 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover. New Hampshire. USA 

THE OSCILLATING ICEBREAKING PLATFORM 

CARSTENS, T. River and Harbour Trondheim, 
Head of Research Laboratory Norway 

BYRD, R.C. Univ. of Berkeley, 
Res. Asst. California California, USA 

While there are diverging results, both empirical 
and theoretical, on the effect of penetration rate on load 
when an ice-field hits a pile, there is unanimous agree
ment that the maximum force occurs if the pile is allowed 
to freeze into the ice and the ice subsequently begins to 
move (KIVISILD, 1969, FREDERKING and GOLD 1971, ASSUR 1972). 

In Arctic waters with weak tides there is a good 
chance that adfreezing of ice to a structure occurs. 
Whether the ice-field is intact or consists of broken ice, 
the regular forces caused by a slow drift will then govern 
the design of the structure. This design strategy pre
sumes that the arrival of ice-bergs, ice islands or certain 
pressure ridges is an unlikely event. If attacks by such 
ice forms that will undoubtedly cause destructive forces 
are imminent, the endangered platform must be removed, Or 
perhaps allowed to drift. 

In order to reduce the maximum horizontal force on a 
floating platform in a slowly drifting ice-field, the 
following scheme is pro posed: 

On the leg (or legs) of the platform is mounted a 
collar (Fig. 1), providing the icebreaking slopes that are 
part of most structures designed to stand in moving ice. 

To secure that bending failure actually occurs, the 
platform is forced into a heaving motion. The ice is 
eit~er lifted ~p or pressed down, by the collar on the leg, 
untll the bendlng strength is exceeded. 
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Fig. 1. Icebreaking collar 

The forcing of a heaving motion is done by weighting 
and unweighting the platform at its natural period for this 
mode. For the size of platform under consideration, the 
natural period of heave is about 30 seconds. Oscillations 
at such periods with an amplitude of the order of 1 m will 
hardly be noticed by the crew, except on the instrument 
panel. 

Excitation at or close to the resonance frequency is 
probably the only practical way to oscillate these heavy 
structures without excessive power requirements. The change 
in weight is accomplished by pumping water in and out of 
suitable compartments in the platform hull. Compressed air 
can also be used for these ballasting/deballasting oper
ations. 

The scheme is based on the assumption that a heaving 
motion of one or two metres is accepted by the drillers. 
Except during upstart of the hole, a gentle periodic heave 
does not affect the drilling operation significantly. 

The concept described above is presently being studied 
for a bottle-shaped, one-legged platform. The investigation 
will include model tests at The Ship Research Institute of 
Norway with an artificial ice as a supplement to computa
tions. This case study is primarily intended to serve as an 
example, and the purpose is to develop a relation between 
excitation power requirements and icebreaking capacity of an 
oscillating platform. 
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THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 

ICE PROBLEMS 


Hanover" New Hampshire, USA 

PROBLEMS IN ICE ENGINEERING 

Andrew Assur USA Cold Regions Hanover, 
Chief Scientist Research and NH 03755 

Engineering Laboratory U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

The design of large structures in ice infested water such as piers, 
off- shore terminals and platforms is subject to considerable un
certainties due to lack of suitable data and experience. However, 
observations on ships provide clues for some of the most serious 
problems to be solved. This paper discusses the effect of friction, 
adfreezing, side pressure and forces on random ice agglomera
tions. Horizontal ice pressure can stop ships, so can "ice pillows" 
under moderate ice conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Waterbodies covered with ice were always formidable obstacles for 
navigation and engineering structures. Only recently ice engineer
ing is beginning to develop into a discipline, being pursued by many 
interests and countries. There are abundant natural resources in 
the Arctic regions, including energy, so that ice covered waters are 
indeed becoming our newest frontier. Let us discuss some of the 
critical aspects for which solutions should be improved or as yet no 
reliable solutions are available. We will refer to some observations 
made on ships, which also can be usefully applied to structures at 
sea. 
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and R = 3.268 x 23.66 x 0.60 = 46.39 to 

With 3 m/ sec or 5.8 knots we have to add 

23.66)2/3 3 , 
246. 6438 ("""'20 ... -,- ... S.960 to/m a. 

to the parentheses in equ (2) 

B'h = 3.268 + 0.824 = 4.092 to/m i!... 

and R = 58.09 to or 56.97 lot N. 

This is somewhat less than observed but here we only want to 
demonstrate an interesting point regarding friction due to in
creased side pressure. 

What additional horizontal pressure is needed to get the Finn
carrier stuck? 

The force If due to additional friction is 

Ff :: E. fr On L h (3) 
since two sides of the ship are involved. 

If the ice resistance at V=3 m/sec is 58.09 to and at V=O m/sec 
46. 39 to than an additional resistance of 11. 70 to will bring the 
ship to a standstill provided it develops only 58.09 to of thrust 
(water resistance is neglected). 

From equ (3) this would require 

c:- = 11.70 0 ..,..s t / 2v. = . { o»or" c.. 0.' d30· 0.6 

This is an astonishingly small value for horizontal pressure to 
develop and just serves to illustrate a point. It takes but little 
horizontal pressure to beset a ship. This is especially true for 
icebreaking tankers which are much longer than conventional 
ships. 

Now, the crushing strength of sea ice on small objects can reach 
750 to/m 2. On large objects it is much less, perhaps the 
horizontal pressure an ice sheet can exert may be even as low as 
75 to/m 2... Under any circumstances it is important to size up 
horizontal pressure. The ice, of course, will not exert more 
pressure than it can stand itself, therefore the horizontal 
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pressure which leads to formation of pressure ridges or the pres
sure which can be transferred through pressure ridges is of ut
most importance. Nevertheless virtually no attention is devoted 
to this important problem. 

Bradford (1972) has communicated qualitative information de
rived from the second voyage of the Manhattan, but we need 
quantitative data to make more progress. Ultimately we should 
be able to estimate overall horizontal pressure from satelJite 
observations. This capability is close to the state of the art and 
would significantly propel our technological opportunities. 

Eventually the approach could be refined. The third term of 
equ (2) should be nonlinear in V. f{B) also should be better de
fined. We could introduce a velocity dependent friction term and 
set 

f (B) f( V/n)O + ~0< "'!r (~"1-o.. ) ;'J - f(8)/{V)[I+ 20( f, (0.-+6;,) ;(1)'" 
::: 2[,. ~" ~ 

V.., maximum speed, ship is capable under given ice 
conditions 

eX. - multiplier for It- due to velocity 
ol.", is 01... for V,., 

First term of left side shows ice resistance component due to V", 
(maximum ship is capable of) including increased friction due to 
velocity. Second term of left side shows velocity resistance at 
actual speed reduced due to the presence of horizontal pressure 

0;. Right side of equation shows increased resistance due to 
horizontal pressure 0;,. The function and parameters can be 
easily obtained from model tests. Then plot ~... versus <5"'n as 
solution of equ (4) showing actual operating speeds affecting 
transit times for various ships as the result of horizontal ice 
pressure. This would be an operational tool for a well recog
nized difficulty. 

Since considerable work has been conducted on the icebreaker 
problem, incl. equ (I) and many others which give us the capa
bility to consider shape, it may appear that a solution for ice 
forces against a structure may be within easy reach. Above we 
have mentioned but one problem with icebreaker equations. 
There are many more. In the field a ship, beset by ice, simply 
yields and drifts; it is, of course, designed not to be crushed. A 
structure cannot yield, it must withstand the forces. 

The phenomenon, analyzed above, concerning horizontal pressure 
is known to every seasoned icebreaker captain although ignored 
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in conventional icebreaker equations: under certain conditions, 
in particular with wind pressing against a shore, every ice
breaker may be stopped even in relatively thin ice. 

For long cargo ships this effect is even more important. Never
theles s few model tests deal with the effect of the length of the 
ship assuming the same frontal resistance. The controlled intro
duction of horizontal ice pressure in laboratory experiment!! is 
still in the future. 

EFFECT OF ICE PILLOWS 

Another difficulty is possible adfreezing of ice to structures or 

ships with tremendous increases in forces which must be handled. 

This is of considerable concern to the designers of structures 

since a mathematically well defined surface, such as a cone, 

suddenly would present a chaotic surface of random ice pieces. 

There are several schools of thought regarding this problem. 

One group maintains that no ice can be allowed to adfreeze under 

any circumstances, therefore such methods as heating are called 

for with high capital investment and operational cost. 


Another group maintains that natural forces take care of this 

problem. As experienced Arctic travelers have noticed tidal 

forces produce a broken collar around rocks and steep walls, why 

not around structures? The natural movement of ice provides a 

self-cleaning process. However, one cannot deny that adfreezing 

indeed can occur with severe consequences. 


Again we return to observations made by seasoned icebreaker 

personnel but not followed up by scientists or engineers. I am 

referring to the phenomenon of "ice pillows" which under certain 

ice conditions can form preferentially at the sides of the bow of 

an icebreaker, thus dramatically reducing its ability to proceed. 

Strangely this occurs with relatively modest pliable ice, usually 

covered with snow under cold weather conditions. It usually oc

curs when freezing mush achieves excellent compliance of broken 

ice pieces to the ship usually under high pressure created by the 

forward thrust of the ship. Fig. 1 shows the sketch of such an 

ice pillow. 
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The total shear force which could remove the ice pillow is 

s = COo. L .. h (5) 

Its component in the direction of the ship is 

Si = COo. L " h " Cos oC" (6) 

0G\. - adfreezing strength of ice to ship 
L Jo - length of ice pillow 
h - ice thicknes s 
C - constant of proportionality since vertical thickness 

of ice pillow is not neces sarily equal to h. 

The maximum pressure which the surrounding ice can exert on 
the ice pillow, which ts a random aggregrate of ice pieces, can 
be calculated following an approach given by Assur (1971). 
Note: the integral sign J6, was inadvertently omitted from 
his equ (10). 0 

Developing Assur l s suggestions somewhat farthe r for this applica
tion we obt:a.in 

F = ~'F, +- (1- e,) Fe.C2 (7) 
F - overall force per unit width 

- coefficient, somewhat below I, accounting for the fact 
that simultaneous breaking does not occur everywhere 
but some pieces simply slide against each other. 

E? = arctg (e,"1- ¢) - c'f 

I::J ~ - friction coefficient ice to ice. 


tJ (e,+¢) =d~Jrh ~ ~' 
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6, - limiting angle in chaotic mass of ice breaking against 
ice above which crushing rather than bending occurs. 

-JIf' e II/<; 
= 0.51696

6 

- ratio of crushing to flexural strength 

with L = -V;k.~,?~) 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of ice 

2e, 
'iT 

(8) 

Average bending force 


~ C. ~ h - crushing force 


i!.. 
For thinner ice sheets buckling may be a factor and fS = K ~ 
may be substituted for ~. By setting ~ =FJ the critical ice 
thickness can be found below which buckling occurs satisfying 
the condition 

= (9) 

In that case, however, the critical angle 9, must be re
defined. 

In any case whether we assume crushing or buckling we find that 
there is a critical ice thickness below which ice pillows can form 
and survive but above which 5,) the shear force between the ice 
pillow and the surrounding ice sheet, is sufficient to break the ice 
pillow away providing the self-clearing feature postulated above. 
We can set 

(10) 

and S;co.sot its component with the ships axis. 

- cohesive strength of broken ice masses 
- angle of internal friction for broken ice masses 
- normal force exerted against the pillow as per equ (7) 

Thus in the presence of an ice pillow the additional thrust needed 
to move the ship will be 
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4. R = C 005 oc. (~ h 
(11 ) 

Occasionally the additional thrust will not be available and the 
icebreaker will stall much to the surprise of the unsuspecting 
crew. It has happened that ships following in convoy could not 
be warned sufficiently in advance which resulted in rear colli
sions. 

It is quite evident that the phenomenon just described bears also on 
our first problem, the maximum side pres sure ice can exert. 
This in the presence of pressure ridges will be F from equ (7). 
If sufficiently reliable observations are available about the 
critical ice thickness above which F is able to remove ice pil
lows than we will have a better handle upon the magnitude of F 
and will also have solved our first problem. 

It is also evident that if reliable proof and quantitative para
meters can be obtained about the phenomena described than 
considerable capital investment funds and operational energy 
could be saved since adfreezing would not occur at the highest 
ice forces the structure is designed against. 

Now let us devote a few words about other problems in ice 
engineering. 

ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS 

Artificial islands are one of the choices to protect structures. 
Inevitable such islands will surround themselves with pressure 
ridges. But ice forces from surrounding pack ice will be large
ly absorbed by these pressure ridges. Again we see the utility 
of introducing and further developing stochastical methods such 
as those shown above for F. These forces will be absorbed by 
grounded ridges at the bottom unless the ridges move. Tremen
dous ridges can pile up in the process and threaten structures or 
roads. Suitable criteria have been derived for such cases but 
space does not allow to dwell upon it. 

CONICAL STRUCTURES 

Cone-like structures are probably a solution for offshore ter
minals and platforms. The calculation of ice forces can proceed 
by bracketing idealized cases. 
a. Perfect non-adhering ice sheet surrounding the cone. Rig
idly connected wedges. This actually is a somewhat fictitious 
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assull1ption since a rigorous solution is not available for a circu
lar hole in a plate on a liquid foundation which is being attacked 
by a sloping cone. 

Assull1e for the purpose of this exercise that tips of truncated 
wedges are rigidly connected and lifted at once over a sell1i
circle. This should exaggerate the actual force required. 

The force ~ required to lift one wedge vertically is given by 

6P~ 
-l :: (12).6. <SfII 

given by Nevel (1972) 

~ B: = 0/... I" - radius of cone-,y E It l""''iTr 
.Do = % ~: taK 

n 	 - nUll1ber of wedges per sell1icircle 

The total vertical force required to lift the sell1icircle of wedges 
eois 

11 ~A ((<<.) 
(13) 

Considering the friction of ice to surface ll1aterial of the cone 
as tq d. we have for the horizontal force an estill1ate as 

fiT G;I,.z 
~:: t~ (~ + </» 1;::- 11 T ((o<)"'J ($ + ¢) (14) 

Just for the purpose of illustration let us aSSUll1e sea ice with 

Then 

and 

E 	= 200 000 tlJ/h1 a. 

cuc&1 = 11.31 
o 

= 	11.362 

and we obtain for various ice thicknesses (subtracting 1" = 2. 5cll1 
for skeleton layer) and for a /'0"., diall1eter cone. 

h+ c.S em J.., 2- 3"1. 

L 11.148 18. 92 9 25.738 
f' 0.90 O. 53 O. 39
10/) 3. 19 2. 35 2.04 

~ rto] 95. 3 288.0 567. 3 

Here 	 31. 42 f(o() he~ 
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and ~ = 31. 42 !(o<) It 
2

Values of f'~) for ~ > I are available but have not been 
p.ublished as yet. 

This sim.plified approach,of course, distorts. the actual proces s 
and should be checked and calibrated in m.odel tests. The actual 
values should be som.ewhat higher; the reasons for which cannot 
be explained in a short paper. 

b. Perfect non-adhering ice sheet surrounding the cone. Un
connected wedges. This is the case when the ice sheet breaks 
into a num.ber of wedges which then break off as they are lifted 
to the required height for the bending stress to reach bending 
strength. This problem. can be solved rigorously considering the 
angle of wedge axis to direction of m.otion but would give a lower
ed estim.ate of horizontal forces. 

Another pos sibility is to as sum.e ove raIl horizontal pres sure in 
the ice sheet sufficient to cause failure on all wedges and then to 
calculate force needed to start to m.ove cone in such a field. 

c. Perfect adhering ice sheet. Here the force required to break 
the bond m.ust be com.pared with the force required to break the 
sheet. Assum.ption of wedges and possible buckling is useful. 

d. Ride-up of pieces. After the initial breaking, resulting ice 
ride up the cone, partially enveloping it. 

e. Envelope of adfrozen broken pieces. This necessitates the 
use of a stochastical approach and in this, the severest case we 
return right to the problem. discussed above. If, in addition, we 
consider that the cone does not have to be in a neutral situation 
but can be affected by overall horizontal pressure in addition to 
the forces created by the m.otion of the ice sheet we realize that 
the solution of the problem.s discussed above, indeed, represent 
a key to further progress in this unexplored field. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We are standing barely at the beginning of properly developing 
ice engineering as a discipline which requires international co
operation between specialists in ice physics and chem.istry, ice 
engineering and technology, determ.inistic and stochastic 
m.echanics, supported by extensive testing in suitable laborato
ries and expensive field tests to calibrate the relationships thus 
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obtained. 
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ELASTICITY OF SALINE ICE. 
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Head of Ice Tank (HSVA) vJest-Germany 

Synopsis 

Small scale cantilever beam tests on structurally simulated 
(seeded) freshwater and saline ice have been performed at the 
Hamburg Model Basin (HSVA) in order to elucidate the rela
ti.on between flexural strength, elasticity, salinity and 
temperature. The tests have shown a considerable increase of 
the E/Of - ratio if saline ice was warmed up before tested. 
Furthermore the results of warm - ice tests seem to prove a 
theory const~lcted by Weeks and Assur (5) on the relation 
between flexural strength, elasticity, and brine volume. 

Based upon the findings of present investigations a new ice 
testing technique was developed a.nd is presently being uti
lized at HSVA. Besides obtaining a more na.tural E/O f' .- ratio 
several other similarity conditions are being improied by the 
new testing technique. 
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Introduction 

Model tests for icebreaking ships or for investigations of ice 
forces on inclined structures require the reduction of strength 
and elasticity of the ice. Two methods are presently in use to 
achieve this similarity requirement: 

(1) Artificial ice obtained from wax plus some additives and 

(2) real ice from saline water. 

The artificial ice generally has a too high friction coefficient 
(0.5 against 0.1 for real ice). Since friction is one of the 
most important parameters within the icebreaking performance, a 
non-similarity of the friction coefficient is almost eliminating 
artificial ice from practical use. 

Therefore most of the existing ice model basins including the 
HSVA are working with saline ice in order to meet the requirement 
of strength reduction. Saline ice, however, has - so far - the 
disadvantage that strength and elasticity cannot be reduced si
multaneously by the same scale ratio. At A= 40, for example, sa
line ice has almost no elasticity but shows a too plastic beha
viour. The ratio between elasticity E and flexural strength Of 
is only 200 to 500, compared with 2000 to 5000 of sea ice in 
nature. 
Since ° and E govern the size of ice pieces broken by the ice
breaker tow and since this size and also the shape of the ice 
slabs effect the total resistance, it is indispensable to simu
late the ratio E/ Of as proper as possible. 

One possibility of improving the simulitude of the E/ Of - ratio 
is to use low saline ice and to apply the temperature e fect in 
order to reduce the ice strength in addition to the influence 
of brine. 

This idea was investigated at HSVA by a special test program in 
which the relationship between flexural strength, elasticity, 
salinity and also temperature was examined on cantilever beam 
tests of constant beam dimensions and strain rate. 

Theoretical aspects 

Based on their model of saline ice Weeks and Assur (5) have sug
gested the following relationship between flexural strength and 
elas ticity 

Of 
( 1 - ~)2. ( 1 ) 

0 0 

E 
( 1 - V )4 (2)

E b 
0 
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where 
flexural strength of saline iceOf 

0 flexural strength of freshwater ice 
0 

brine content\l b 
E Elastic modulus of saline ice 

E Elastic modulus of freshwater ice 
0 

Both equations can be combined and written in the form 

Of 

o 
o 

This relation between normalized strength and normalized elasti 
city (of saline ice) was plotted on log-log scale in Fig. 1. 

Besides the theoretical curve of Assur and Weeks also results 
of present HSVA experiments are shown in Fig. 1. They will be 
discussed later. Assur's and Weeks' theoretical curve is in 
accordance with the experience with high · saline model ice, Le., 
a too low elasticity compared with the reduction of strength. 
This curve , however, indicates also that in a certain range 
of brine content E and 0 f could be reduced by the same scale 
ratio. Even though this hlnt is very important for the ice mo
del technique Weeks' and Assur's theoretical curve has never 
been verified experimentally. 

Determining the flexural st~ength and the elastic modul~E a 
bunillB of problema is involved : 

It certainly is incorrect to calculate the flexural strength of 
ice simply by the elastic beam equation. 

6Pl 
Of bh'2" 

There are several reasons for this statement : 

First, the neutral axis is located not in the center but is 
shifted towards the compressed fibre due to the different elas
tic modulus E1 for compression and E2 for tension. 

Second, the elastic modulus E of floating iCE fields varies with 
the thickness h due to temperature and salinity changeD and also 
due to the nonhomogenity of the ice cover. This causes E = E(Z), 
where z is the distanc~ from the surface. 

Suggestions for considering these different conditions in the 
calculation of of have been made by Weeks and Assur ( 5 ), 
Lavrov ( 3 ), and Kerr and Palmer ( 2 ). 
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Theoretically the problem is easy, the difficulty arises with 
the practic~ performance of obtaining the correct function of 
E versus z. Measuring salinity and temperature in various depths 
and using Eq. ( 2 ) for the determination of E is generally 
feasible if this equation is correct. This procedure can not 
be used here, since Eq. ( 2 ) is intended to be proved by the 
present studies. Any other direct measurements of E in various 
depth of the ice plate are almost impossible in case of small 
scale cantilever beam tests especially when the temperature and 
within the brine content changes rapidly. Therefore, the flexu
ral strength of the present investigation has been calculated 
again by Eq. ( 4 ), knowing that the result is a relative and 
not an absolute strength value. For the purpose of co.mparing 
similar tests this procedure might even be justified. 

The force-deflection record (Fig. 2) indicates a linear stress
strain relationship due to the fairly high loading rate (about 
1 kg/e). From this point of view the application of the elastic 
theory is correct. 

kg 

2.0 

Q) 


U 

L

a 

lL. 

1.0 

-14°C 
----  t (fc 

O. O----F---+----+-----t-----'t--~'---_='_+--__+-----I 

0.0 	 1.0 2.0 3.0 mm 
Defl ect i on 

Fig.2 	Force - deflection curves for saline model ice of 

2 different salinities and at 2 different temperatures 
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Test Facility and Procedure 

The bending strength tests have been performed on cantilever 
beams of structurally simulated ice of various salinities. The 
beams were prepared from an ice cover grown in a 200 cm long, 
80 cm wide and 60 cm deep ice tank located in the ice room at 
HSVA. 
The ice formation was initiated by the water-spray-methcd in 
order to obtain uniform, fine-grained, columnar ice (S-2 ice). 
The tests were started with freshwater ice and continued with 
ice of various salinities (up to Si = 6.7 0/00). 
Preparing the ice cover it was particularly important to have 
the water in the tank well mixed in order to guarantee water 
of uniform temperature and salinity. 

The cantilever beams were about 30 cm long, 10 cm wide and 4 cm 
thick; these dimensions as well as the deflection rate were 
kept about constant throughout the experiments in order to avoid 
scale and rate effects (the deflection speed varied between 1.5 
and 2.0 mm/s). 

The long sidewalls of the wooden ice tank carried a steel frame 
on which the load apparatus and the deflection-meter were moun
ted. The free end of the cantilever beams were loaded vertically 
by a motor driven screw punch, at which an electronic load cell 
and a linear motion potentiometer were incorporated. 

This set-up provided the measurement of the load versus deflec
tion and time. One advantage of testing the flexural strength 
and the elasticity in the small ice tank instead in the large 
ice model basin was that the deflection at the fixed end of the 
beam was negligible small because the ice cover was narrow and 
frozen to the sidewalls of the tank while the deflection of the 
whole ice cover in the large ice model basin is significant 
which causes false results of E. 

Presentation and discussion of results 

If mechanical properties of materia~ are being investigated the 
stress-strain or as in this case the force-deflection relation 
is of fundamental importance. 

( 

Replotted records of this relation are shown in Fig. 2 for model 
ice at 2 different ice salinities (Si = 1.6 0/00 and 4.9 0/00) 
and temperatures (air temperature TA = -14°C and DOC). 

The force-deflection curves of low saline ice (Si = 1.6 0/00) 
at both temperatures are very similar to natural ice. The re
sidual force after the failure of the beam is mainly due to 
buoyancy. Its value is only about 15 %of the breaking force. 
With increasing salinity the residual force increases signi
ficantly due to the more plastic deformation of the ice and the 
coherence of ice crystals in the vertical plane of rupture. 
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In case of 8i = 4.9 0/00 and low temperature (TA = -14°C) the 
residual force is about 50 %of the breaking force, at highe~ 
salinitie3 even mo~e. This false result is being suppressed if 
the ice is tested at OOC. 

The unnatural fullness of the force-deflection curves of high 
saline, cold ice obviously causes a too high energy required 
to break this model ice by bending. Enkvist (1) already repor
ted about this distorting effect of ~he residual plasticity 
on model test reslllts. He justified, however, the application of 
high saline ice for mnd",l tests on icebreakers with the referen
ce that the pure breaking reeistance is only a small portion of 
the total resistance of an icebreaking ship. 

This statement or excuse might be acceptable for model tests on 
large icebreakin.g ships and at high velocities but not for mo
del investigations on engineering structures and small icebrea
kers, because in these cases the pure breaking resistance is 
not small. 

The main results of the present investigation i.e. the flexural 
strength and the elasticity of structurally simulated (seeded) 
freshwater and saline ice have been plotted in Fig. 3 and 4 as 
a function of time. All data points represent mean values of 
several single tests. The different curves are for various ice 
salinities, 8 i , ranging from 0 to 6,7 0/00. The flexural 
strength Of and the elmticity E of saline ice have been norma
lized by 00 ~ 8 kg/cm2 and Eo = 17 200 kg/cm 2 • These values have 
been obtained from tests on freshwater ice under corresponding 
test conditions. The time twas nondimensionalized by the time 
tst which is the time when the ice temperature reaches the stea
dy state. At time t/tst = 0 the air temperature was -14°C. 

Besides the strength and the elasticity also the temperature 
rise with time was plotted in Fig. 3 and 4 in nondimensional 
form, 

Ti (t) - Tf 

Ti (0) - Tf 

where 

temperature at the ice surface at time t 

ice temperature at freezing mark 

temperature at ice surface at time t 
(air temperature TA = -14°C) 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the decrease o~ the flexural strength and of 
the elasticity with rising temperatures. It is not shown in 
Fig. 3 that the 3trength would decrease further if the tempe
rature Tf would last for a long time. In this case the [1el ting 
of the crystallographic bonds would cause an additional weak
ening of the ice strength. 
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The ratios E/o f of different saline ice increase with rising ice 
temperatures (Fig. 5). The maximum of this ratio occurs before 
the freezing temperature Tf is reached. This is especially 
pronouncedat low salinities. 

Before the influence of this finding on the saline ice model 
technique will be discussed the results will be compared with 
Weeks' and Assur's theory, given by Eqs. 1 and 2 and demonstra
ted in Fig. 1. In addition to the theoretical curve of Weeks 
and Assur the normalized flexural strength of the present tests 
has been plotted versus the corresponding normalized elasti
city for cold ice (air temperature -14°e) and also for warmed-up 
ice (air temperature oOe). 
The test results of the warmed-up saline model ice seem to 
confirm the theory of Weeks and Assur, which means that there 
is indeed a range of salinity at which the ratio between nor
malized elasticity and normalized flexural strength is equal. 

The E vs. of - data of cold ice tests, however, are far above 
the theoretical curve, even though they seem to be shifted pa
rallel to it. This disagreement between theory and results of 
cold ice tests can be explained as follows : 

It is known(Poznyak (4)) that the top layer of cold saline mo
del ice is about twice as strong as it should be according to 
the strength distribution across the thickness of ice in na
ture. Since the top layer is governing the flexural strength 
in case of cantilever beam tests (pushed downwards), this 
strength is too high compared with the corresponding elasti
city, which causes the data points of the cantilever beam tests 
to lay above the theoretical curve. 

Russian scientists try to overcome this disadvantage of sali
ne model ice by spraying a certain brine solution on the ice 
surface in order to reduce the strength at the top layer of 
their model ice. 

HSVA has also experimented with this method but found it very 
difficult to obtain equal ice properties across the entire tank 
area. Instead HSVA developed the warm-up technique of the ice 
cover and achieved a similar effect i~ reducing especially the 
strength at the surface of the model ice cover. 

Application of present test results 

The results of small scale cantilever beam tests on the flexural 
strength and elasticity of ice in relation to salinity and tem
perature have been applied for the testing technique in ice at 
the Hamburgische Schiffbau Versuchsanstalt. 

Tests in which the flexural strength and the elasticity of ice 
are important parameters(icebreaker tests and investigations on 
ice forces on inclined structures) are being carried out after 
low saline ice, originally frozen at about -14°e air tempera
ture, has been warmed up and attains the freezing temperature of 
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water. This method which provides actually a new model ice has 
several advantages : 

1. 	 The flexural strength is being reduced by the ice warming 
technique which causes the brine volume to increase and the 
ice strength-even without brine - to decrease. In order to 
obtain a certain strength reduction ice of lower salinity 
can be used which provides better elastic properties. 

2. 	For the same strength reduction but at different salinities 
and temperatures the E/of-rano increases/or example from 680 
(8i = 4·9 0/00, TA = -14°e) to 2060 (8i = 1.6 0/00, TA = oOe). 
By this increase the lower E/Of range of sea ice is reached, 
which improves the similarity of the breaking pattern of the 
model ice cover. 

3. 	 The residual plasticity which remains after the ice breaks 
and which causes significant scale effects in case of con
ventional cold saline model ice is suppressed when the ice

6is tested at 0 e air temperature. The still remaining re
sidual force is due to buoyancy. The force - deflection curve 
of warm saline model ice is similar to the one of natural 
sea ice. 

4. 	 The too strong surface layer of cold,saline model ice, com
monly in use, is being weakened by rising the air temperature 
to oOe which provides a more natural strength distribution 
across the thickness of the ice cover. 

Even though the new ice testing technique (warm ice technique) 
requires a higher degree of temperature and strength control 
the improvements of the similitude of ice mode~ tests justify 
the higher efforts. 
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COMMENTS 

Paper Title: 	 On the flexural strength and elasticity of 
saline ice. 

Author: 	 Dr. Joachim Schwarz 

Your name: Jack L. Lewis 

Address: Arctec. Inc., U.S.A. 

Comment: 	 How important is, in your oplnlon, the elasticity 
on the icebreaking resistance? 

Answer: 	 If we consider elastic deformation in the process of 
breaking an ice cover by ship, Young's Modulus effects 
the characteristic length "1" only by the power of 1/4.
Since the elasticity of cold-high and war-low saline 
ice differs strength, the characteristic length "I" 
changes up to about 50% and the volume of the broken 
ice pieces, which have to be moved by the icebreaker, 
of course, much more. 
Besides, 	we know that the dimensionless numbers, so far 
in consideration, do not describe the icebreaking problem 
completely. 	Atkins (1975) just recently has proposed a 
so called "Ice Number" in which E is represented by the 
power of 	1/2 and investigations at HSVA suggest an even 
higher involvement of E within the breaking portion of 
the total resistance. This shows that doday we are not 
sure yet about the quantitative influence of E on the 
total resistance of icebreaking ships. Therefore it is 
suggested to simulate the material properties of ice as 
proper as possible. 

Practically speaking, several model tests cannot be 
performed properly, if the E/cr-ratio is not simulated 
close to natural conditions. The side-pressure-unit of 
HSVA for 	the investigation of ships or structures under 
lateral compression, for example, was only operational
by using the new warm-ice-technique. 
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Abstract 

Simulated structures mounted on a portable apparatus were used 
to investigate ice forces on marine structures. Various geometric 
shapes of simulated structures or piles were pushed against natural 
lake ice. Parameters varied were size, shape, pile velocity, fric
tion, initial pile-ice contact and slope of the pile. 

Introduction 

The design of a marine structure in a cold region requires the 
determination of the load'exerted on the structure by a moving ice 
sheet. Factors which influence the design load are the geometry of 
the structure and the mode of ice failure. The purpose of this in
vestigation was to identify the influence of the various parameters. 

Test Apparatus and Procedure 

To simulate forces at the structure-ice interface, independent 
of natural ice movement, an active system was used to push the sim
ulated structures or piles against the ice. In preparing the test 
hole for the majority of the sloping and vertical pile tests, the 
pile-ice interface was cut to the contour of the pile. Forces de
veloped during a test were transmitted via a baseplate to the ice 
sheet. 

The key component of sloping pile apparatus is the telescoping 
support tower, shown in Figure 1. By means of a pin, the tower's 
height could be varied in three inch increments between 110 and 147 
inches. A hydraulic ram, with a ten inch stroke, was used for fine 
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adj ustment of the pile ' s height after placement of the tower in the 
water. A bearing pad attached to the base of the tower transmitted 
the vertical load to t he lake bottom. A pin was used to attach the 
two sections and pr ovi ded a moment free connection. The tower was 
placed such that it would be vert i cal midway through usable stroke 
of the ram, this minimi zed t he change in pile elevation, due to 
tower's rotation. A 5.5- inch round pile was used to examine the ef
fect of slope. By interchangi ng t he angle block, Figure 1, the pile 
could be mounted at 15°, 30° or 45° from vertical. It is hypothe
sized that by reduc i ng the pile's f riction a smaller force would be 
required to initiate sliding on t he pile. To explore this a stain
less steel shroud was used to cover the rusty 5.5 inch steel pile. 

The variables investigated with the vertical pile apparatus, 
shown in Fi gure 2, were size, shape, pile velocity, friction and the 
initial pile-ice contact condition. Piles used during this phase 
vari ed in size f rom 5. 5 t o 12.5 inches and were either flat or round. 
The stainless steel shroud was also used to study friction. 

The energy required to push the pile through the ice was a
chieved by precharg ing a hydraulic accumulator to 6000 psi with an 
electric pump. By preset t i ng flow control valves and opening a man
ual shutt-off valve, the pr e s surized fluid was released at the de
sired rate. 'The storage capac ity of the accumulator was sufficient 
to drive the pile six inches or half of the available rod stroke. 
By recharging the accumulator, a second test was conducted in the 
same hole. 

Analog output signals of the load cells and of the distance 
transducer were recorded on magnetic tape. The force records were 
later transferred to a digital computer for data reduction and ana
lysis. 

Test Results 

During the three weeks in which sloping pile tests were conduc
ted, a water-snow layer covering the lake vras freezing. This con
dition has complicated the analysis due to interaction between the 
layers during a test. 

Field observatiow3 of the sloping pile tests agree with a lab
oratory investigation done by Zabilansky, Nevel and Haynes (1975). 
For the 15° sloping pile test, ice failure was typical crushing
splitting, which is to be discusse later in the paper. Piles at 
30° and 45° caused the ice to fai l in bending. A typical bending 
failure initiated with l ocal crushing, which seat s t he pile. Ob
taining more uniform cont a ct , radial cracks propagat ed straight ahead 
and at about 45° on either side. Radial cracks wer e followed by the 
formation of a circUD~erential crack resulting i n failure of the ice 
sheet in front of the pile. Since data i s st i ll being analyzed, it 
is not known where t he peak l oad oc curred. 
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In the vertical pile tes.t, failure was. usually a crushing-split
ting type. A typical failure of this type occurred in the following 
manner. Like the sloping tests, some local crushing and pressure 
melting at the pile-ice interface seats the pile. Then radial cracks 
propagate straight ahead and on either side at 45°. Simultaneously, 
the granular ice in front of the pile is being compressed into a shal
low pressure bUlb. As the pile advances, irregularities of the pres
sure bulb act like wedges to initiate horizontal cracks. The cracks 
divide the ice thickness into thin layers, typical one to two inches. 
As the pile advances the outer layes are spalled off to expose a thin 
edge which is easily crushed. Figure 3 shows a block of ice removed 
from in front of a 5.5-inch flat pile, after the second test. Fig
ure 4 is a cross-section in the center of ice specimen. The tapered 
ice left by the spalling action in the first test was crushed up dur
ing the second test. Studying the specimen it appears that the pile 
made sufficient contact with the ice to start the spalling action. 
Figure 4 also reveals the compressed granular ice, which forms the 
shallow pressure bulb. 

After a 12 inch round pile test, an ice specimen which was 
spalled off by a horizontal crack was recovered from under the ice 
sheet. The specimen is show in Figure 5. Although they cannot be 
seen in the figure, the surface adjacent to the horizontal crack has 
concentric ridges originating at the pile. The ridges spaced ap
proximately a half an inch, have slight circular depressions between 
them. It is believed that the ridges are formed by the incremental 
propagation of the horizontal crack. Other specimens examined dur
ing the test program suggest that the spacing of the ridges is re
lated to the temperature of the ice. 

Moment and forces measured on the vertical pile test are shown 
in their positive sence, with their symbols in Figure 6. The ec
centricity factor e, which locates the net thrust from the neutral 
axis, is a fraction of half the ice thickness. Referring to Fig
ure 6 and taking moment, e can be expressed as e = 2 (V t - M) / 
(T h). The distance t is measured between the center of respective 
strain gages and the centroid of the contact area. Figure 7 is a 
computer analyzed force record of a 5.5-inch round pile. The 
short duration loading is typical of the majority of the force re
cords. It is believed that the spike in the eccentricity trace is 
due to sudden spalling off of ice. 

The results of the limited data reduction show considerable 
scatter, this makes it difficult to draw any rational conclusion. 
An example of this is the investigation of the initial pile-ice 
contact condition. It is hypothesized that decreasing the stress 
concentration, i.e. ridges on the ice contact face, will increase 
the nominal ice pressure. To examine this phenomenon, the hole 
drilled as the contact face was prepared in one of the following 
manners: (1) with an unguided auger with flights, resulting in a 
non-vertical face (~100) with flight ridges, (2) a vertical guide 
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coring auger, leaving a ~ooth vertical face, or (3) allowing the ap
paratus to freeze in place. The resulting peak nominal ice pressures 
were 1200~ 900 and 800 p~i respectively for the three methods of prep
aration. The eccentricity trace at the thrust peak indicates that the 
net force was applied at a quarter point of the ice thickness. Further 
eValuation of the data will determine the validity of this hypothesis 
and other concepts. Further analysis and evaluation of the data will 
be published in a forthcoming CRREL report. 
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Figure 4. The crosS section of the center of the 
specimen shown i n Figure 3. 

Figure 5. Ice that was spa lIed off the bottom 
of the ice sheet by a horizontal crack. 
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Ice booms are used to hasten the formation of a stable ice cover 
in early winter. Their main function is to reduce the area of open 
water where large amounts of ice floes and frazile ice can be generated. 
This ice, if uncontrolled, can cause an ice jam or blockage at power 
house intakes and restrict its generating capacity. A particular func
tion of the forebay ice boom of the Beauharnois Power House is to prevent 
any ice upstream from moving down into the forebay. 

In 1973, the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora
tory (USACRREL) assisted the Hydro Electric Power Commission of Quebec 
(Hydro-Quebec) in making three electrical force measuring systems for 
installation in the forebay ice boom upstream of the Beauharnois Power 
House. These systems were installed in the winter of 1973-74 to measure 
the longitudinal, or downstream push, forces of the ice cover acting on 
the boom. The main function of the systems was to indicate the level 
of force in the ice boom structure as a reference for controlling the 
flow at critical periods of ice cover stability. 

The following winter (1974-75) USACRREL installed three of its own 
systems to measure the corresponding lateral, or cross stream forces, in 
the forebay ice boom. Force information was obtained from both sets of 
measurement systems throughout the winter. 

The purpose of this paper is to report these forces and their var
iations. A limited amount of supplemental data such as water flow, ice 
thickness, and canal dimensions is provided. All of the information 
should help in the understanding of interaction between an ice boom and 
its ice cover. 
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Latyshenkov (1946) studied the force buildup in an ice boom across 
a small canal due to the collection of ice floes. He found that at first 
the force increase was proportional to the length of the unconsolidated 
ice cover behind the boom. But when the length of the cover became 
equal to 2 1/2 to 3 times the canal width a maximum force was reached 
which remained constant. Any additional increase in the length of the 
ice cover is held in place by resisting forces at the shoreline. Ken
nedy (1958) in his study of forces in the booms used to contain pulpwood 
explained this phenomenon in terms of a granular material contained 
between two parallel walls. The longitudinal force is transferred by 
friction to the shore through an arching effect. This aspect of ice 
cover formation is quite an important factor in the forces developed in 
the forebay ice boom. An excellent description of the various factors 
involved in ice cover formation is given by Pariset and Hausser (1961). 
Some of the factor~ are water and air temperature, velocity and depth of 
water flow, ice floe dimensions, canal configurations, ice friction and 
cohesion, etc. Also their reply to a paper by Morton (1963) provides 
further illumination to the subject. Michel (1966) addresses the 
specific subject of forces in ice booms due to an unconsolidated ice 
cover and also considers the effect of wind on the cover. 

Beauharnois Canal 

The Beauharnois Canal is a river diversion canal of the St. Lawrence 
River about 25 miles (40 kID) west of Montreal, Canada. It is a power 
canal for the Beauharnois Power House and also a part of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway. The canal and its location are shown on Figure l(a). 

The canal has distance or location markers which are used for navi
gation reference, ice cover reference, etc. and which show the distance in 
hundreds of feet from its beginning at Lake St. Francis. See Figure l(b). 
The instrumented ice boom is at location 745. The next ice boom upstream 
is at location 690 or 5500 ft (1.68 kID) away. These booms and the canal 
walls are boundar~es for t~e ice cover t~at acts on th6 instrumented boom. 
The surface area 1S approx1mately 16(10) ft2 (1.4(10) - m2 ), the average 
flow area is 107,000 ft2 (9950 m2 ) and the average width is 3050 ft. 
(930 m). An important feature of this location is the lock entrance which 
is an irregularity that makes an analysis of forces on the ice boom less 
reliable. 

Forebay Ice Boom 

The plan of the forebay ice boom is shown On Figure l(b). The ice 
boom structure is comprised of lengths of 2.0 inch (5 cm) diameter steel 
wire rope and is held in place by anchors on the canal bottom and on 
shore. The bottom anchors are spaced 118 ft (36 m) apart and each 
anchor rope supports one section of ice boom. There are four floating 
ice barrier elements attached to each section. Each barrier is con
structed of two parallel steel pontoons and structural steel bracing 
with a heavy timber lattice on the upstream face. A partly obscured 
view of the units, and the ice boom, is shown on Figure 2. 
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Figure l(a). Location of the Beauharnois Canal and measurement area. 
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Figure 2. Loaded ice boom indicating sag of 118 ft 
(36 m) long section. 

Measurement System 

The primary element of the measurement system is the tension link 
which is an oblong steel plate with reinforced holes at each end and a 
centrally positioned strain gage circuit which senses the load on the 
link. The average sensitivity for each tension link is 6.30 millivolts 
per volt at the rated load of 300,000 Ibs (1.33 MN). It is fully de
scribed by Perham (1974). The circuit is connected to shore by an 
armored cable which contains several electrical conductors. A lateral 
force link is shown in the installed position in Figure~. It is put 
in series with the wire rope that holds the ice barrier units and 
receives contact from moving ice. The longitudinal force links were 
located deep under water away from the ice cover. The circuit excita
tion supplies and strip chart recorders were located in a shelter 
adjacent to the site on shore. The general arrangement of the lateral 
and the longitudinal force measuring systems is shown on Figure l(b). 

Supplemental Measurements 

The volumetric flow rate Q of water is used to calculate an average 
water velocity, v, and it is obtained from the power house records. The 
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Figure 3. Tension Link and ice boom cable connections. 

flow rate is given on Figure 4. A record of the hydraulic levels is 
also kept and some of the values have been converted to slope as shown 
on Figure 5. The wind can have a substantial effect on the ice cover; 
and a rotating cup anemometer, direction indicator and strip chart 
recorder were located at the shelter shown on Figure 1. Temperature 
records were kept to permit calculation of a freezing index called 
degree days below freezing (of water) or (day-degrees fahrenheit). The 
index is given on Figure 6. The average values of ice thickness at two 
different cross stream locations are shown on this latter figure. 

The ice thickness measurement program was started as soon as the 
ice cover was thick enough to support a light helicopter. It was dis
continued after the start of the navigation season on March 24th. 

The freezing index shows that cold weather was present until after 
the ice left the canal. The ice thickness data shows that there was no 
excessive thickening of the cover at least not before March 24th. 

The size, or area, of the early ice cover progression is shown on 
Figure 5. It is based on ground and airborne estimates but not aerial 
photographs. 
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Results of Force Measurements 

The winter of 1974-75 was rather mild and the ice cover did not 
begin to form until the 17th of January. Figure 6 shows that there had 
been an accumulation of only 50 degree days (Fahr) by that date. The 
freezing index levelled off in mid February but started to rise again in 
early March and continued to rise slowly even after the ice left the 
canal on April 11th. The navigation channel was opened up by ice 
breaker on March 24th. The north end of the forebay ice boom was also 
opened then. 

The results of the measurement program are presented in graphical 
form as averages of all readings or of sets of readings. The values 
come from tables of readings and several readings were taken each day. 
Continuous data from each recorder were also available for reference . 

Figure 8 gives the average force for all systems during each day of 
winter 74-75. The only deviation made in treating the data was applied 
to the data for the first few days in April. During this time the most 
southerly longitudinal force system gave values substantially higher 
than the other five; as high as 300,000 Ibs (1.33 MN). 

As Figure 8 shows there are three distinct periods or phases for 
the ice boom forces. The first one is when the unconsolidated ice cover 
is forming. The middle period is when the ice cover is solid and stable 
and the last period seems to include solid, partly SOlid, and uncon
solidated ice cover conditions. 

The average forces on the forebay ice boom during the unconsoli
dated ice cover phase are given on Figure 8. The lateral force levels 
are substantially higher than the longitudinal forces, but both curves 
are nearly parallel. The lateral force level starts to rise on January 
17th to a definite level of 22,000 Ibs on the 18th where it remains for 
one day. It then moves to a level of 36,000 Ibs and remains there most 
o~ the ~ollowing day. It then gradually drops to an intermediate level 
around 23,000 Ibs (102 kN) until the 25th. On that day the lateral 
force drops rapidly ~rom 25,000 Ibs (111 kN) to about 2000 Ibs (8.9 kN). 

The average forces remain nearly equal to each other during the 
period of solid ice cover and Figure 7 should suffice. 

Part of the period of ice breakup is shown on Figure 9. It starts 
on March 22nd when the average lateral force increases from 8000 Ibs (36 
kN) to 19000 Ibs (84 kN). The longitudinal force remains unchanged 
for about two more days. March 24th is a day of force fluctuation. The 
northerly end of the ice boom was opened then and the breaking of ice in 
the navigation channel began. Reference to Figure 5 indicates that the 
water flow was reduced on that day. This was done to stop a flow of ice 
over the boom. 

A high average longitudinal force of 96,000 Ibs (430 kN) was 
registered on March 26th. This is the equivalent of over 800 Ibs per 
linear foot of span (11.3 kN/m). From the evening of March 26th through 
the 29th the forces fluctuate from about 26,000 Ib (116 kN) to 51,000 Ib 
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Figure 7. Average forces in the forebay ice boom. 
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Figure 8. Average forces from unconsolidated ice cover. 
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('227 kN). It should be noted that from the 24th through the 25th the 
ratio of lateral forces to longitudinal forces remained about the same 
as it was during the unconsolidated ice cover phase. After the high 
forces of the 26th, however, the forces were nearer to being equal. By 
March 29th the lateral forces were even lower than the longitudinal 
ones. 

The full period lasted from March 20th until April 11th. The 
maximum average force from the tabular results (Fig. 8) was 53,000 Ibs 
(240 kN) but this should not be thought of as the maximum average force 
developed in the boom. For example, a check of the strip charts from 
the recorders shows that the peak average force at 1700 hrs on April 2, 
1975 was 84,000 Ibs (370 kN). 

Shear Stress Estimate 

The forces on the ice cover are the hydrodynamic force of water at 
the upstream edge of the ice cover, the shear force of water flowing by 
the underside of the cover, the downstream component of the weight of 
the ice cover and the wind drag. That portion of the force which is not 
carried by the canal shore is carried by the ice boom structure. 

Because the wind drag varies in intensity and direction, it will 
be given brief consideration in the concluding section with respect to 
one particularly interesting phenomenon. The force on the upstream edge 
of the ice cover is expected to become negligible when that edge reaches 
the next ice boom. This occurred on January 20th. The gravity force, 
the shear force, and the shore line forces are the only ones that con
tinually affect the boom load throughout the winter. Of these, the 
gravity force would have the least effect. An estimate of the gravity 
force under the maximum conditions (see Fig. 5, 6 and 10) present during 
the unconsolidated ice cover period is 1500 Ibs (6.7 kN), which is a 
relatively small value. 

A rough estimate of the level of shear stress under the ice cover 
due to water flowing past it can be made in two ways. In the first way 
the value for longitudinal force is divided by the area of ice held back 
by one anchor rope. This value is called o. In the second way the data 
on water flOW, canal geometry and hydraulic head losses are converted to 
friction loss terms that are described in most fluid flow text books 
(Rouse, 1946). These are: The mean shear stress (To)m, sometimes 
called wall shear stress; the Manning boundary roughness factor n; and 
the Chezy flow coefficient C. The expressions for these terms are not 
given here because they are assumed to be well known in the field of 
hydraulics. Values for each term for several dates are given in Table I. 

The values for 0 would only be good indicators of the shear stress 
condition when the shoreline force on the ice cover is negligible. This 
occurs when the length of ice cover behind the boom is short and during 
spring ice breakup when the cohesion between the ice and shore can 
become negligible (Pariset and Hausser, 1961). Calculation of (To)m, 
n, and C assumes that the boundary roughness of the ice is the same as 
that of the canal bottom, that the flow area is constant and that the 
ice covered canal is a conduit. 
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One more term or parameter that is frequently used when discussing 
ice booms, ice covers and ice jams is the Froude number NFr . Values for 

are also given on Table I. The Froude number is a dimensionles sNFr 
ratio of inertia force and gravity forc e in the fluid flow system. In 
this case, it refers to under ice velocities and depths. 

Table 1. Values of shear stress and reference 
factors for selected dates 

Stress Mean stress Average flow coeffi- Froude No. 
from forces from flow effects cient or r oughness 

Date Ib/ft
2 

Pascal Ib/ft
2 

Pascal Chezy Manning N
Fr 

a (T )m
0 

C n 

Jan 17
18 0.028 1.3 
18 Jan 0.049 2.3 0.027 1.2 70 0.034 0.029 
19 Jan 0.069 3.3 0.037 1.8 59 0.041 0.030 
19 Feb 0.011 0.53 0.216 1.0 42 0.063 0.053 
29 Mar 0.079 3.8 0.043 2.1 63 0.038 0.036 

2 Apr 0.129 6.2 0.045 2.2 59 0.040 0.033 

Discussion and Conclusions 

It was unexpected to have the longitudinal force achieve three 
different levels of force before the solid ice cover was established. 
There may be some type of interaction between the newly forming ice 
cover and the rapid increase in wideness of the river as the ice cover 
progresses upstream past the navigation lock entrance. A more plau
sible reason may be an influx of frazil ice which is known to increase 
the drag between water and ice. This effect mayor may not be not
iceable each year. Therefore, it may take several years of data 
evaluation before it is understood. 

A second unexpected result was that the lateral loads were higher 
than the longitudinal loads as is .shown on Figures 4 and 5. Thi s was 
resolved as being caused by the anchor cables at the outer most ends of 
the ice boom which did not allow each ice boom section to sag (Fig. 3) 
as much as their geometry would ordinarily permit. This general re
lationship, that was started in early winter, was continued in late 
winter as the ice cover started to push more heavily against the boom. 
The northerly end of the forebay boom WaS opened on March 24th but the 
difference between the two did not change noticeably until March 26th 
when some peak loads occurred. By March 29th the lateral load was less 
than the longitudinal load which was the expected relationship. 

The abrupt drop in force level on Jan 25th of 13,000 Ibs (58 kN), 
longitudinal, was probably due to the effect of a strong }lli wind which 
had an upstream component of 19 mph (8.5 m/s) at the 10 meter height. 
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'The wind force on the ice was estimated to be 3000 Ibs (13 kN). The 
estimate was based on a field estimate of 6 inches (15 cm) average ice 
roughness height and the Karman-Prandtl equation for turbulent flow near 
rough boundaries (Rouse, 1946). This force level, however, is not 
enough to account for the drop shown. The drop is thought due to the 
cooling effect of the 25°F (-4°C) wind which caused the ice cover to 
generally solidify and become fast to shore. 

By March 29th the ice cover seemed to have become unconsolidated 
again. The ice cover also seemed sensitive to warming conditions. A 
look at the force levels from ~larch 26th through the 29th (Figure 9) 
show that the ice cover seems to relax its hold on shore and push more 
strongly against the boom during the afternoon. 

The values for apparent roughness of the Beanharnois canal in this 
area seem to be quite high. The reason for it may be the proximity of 
the lock entrance. This factor will need further investigation before 
much effort at separating ice cover roughness from canal roughness is 
made. 

The ice boom load indicating systems were operated successfully 
throughout the winter. They are useful as an operational reference and 
as research tools. The only recommended change that would make them 
more useful as a research tool would be to move them to a location 
where the channel width is more uniform. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ice-ir.'::uced loads on pi le supporteci Inarine structures have been 
recognized as significant under some conditions, and structures de
signed for high lateral loads or heavy vertical loads in compression 
have usually performed adequately in recent years. However, dock 
facilities at recreational harbors along the Great Lakes have not fared 
as well. Unless ice-free conditions are maintained around each pile,
the governing pile design parameter will probably be the tensile or up
lift force. Failure to properly estimate this force results either in 
an unnecessarily high first-cost or annual repairs. 

The estimated uplift force on a pile caused by a floating ice sheet 
frozen to this fixed pile when the water level rises requires an esti 
mate of the ice thickness, rate of loading, failure model, and the ap
propriate ice or ice-pile interface strength. Various plate models or 
bearing capacity theories (6, 8) are avai1ab1e, and ice strength rela
tions (3, 4. 5) as well as ice-pile shear strength values (2. 7) have 
been determined. However. the time-dependent nature of the strength re
lation indicates the need to determine realistic loading rates and these 
are not generally available. 

Large scale outdoor laboratory tests of artificially loaded timber 
piles which had been frozen into an existing floating ice sheet have 
been reported by Frederking (1), and similar model tests using concrete 
piles are currently underway at USACRREL in attempts to better develop 
the ability to predict the vertical loads which will act on a fixed pile 
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frozen to a floating ice sheet. Full scale field observations are nec
essary to provide actual loading rates, peak loads sustained by the 
pile. and visual failure patterns in the ice surrounding the pile. 

This paper describes instrumentation which was developed to measure 
ice uplift forces acting in the field under natural conditions. 

INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE 

Two general alternatives are available for instrumenting marine 
piles to observe ice-induced vertical loads. The first is to attach 
mechanical or electrical strain gages or load cells at a distance below 
the depth of maximum ice thickness. For existing marine piles this ap
proach is all but impossible due to the working environment. If instru
mentation can be provided before pile driving, these piles should enjoy 
the same success as instrumented onshore foundation piles have shown. 

The second alternative, the one chosen, merely uses the existing 
pile as a support or reaction. A sleeve of slightly larger diameter 
than the pile is installed around it, suitably instrumented, and allowed 
to freeze in. The measured loads are those acting on the sleeve. This 
system offers the advantages of portability, relatively low cost, reus
ability elsewhere, and repairability. In addition, the metal sleeve may 
be given any of a variety of surface treatments to examine this variable. 

Pile Sleeve 

The system designed for this study consists of a two-piece verti 
. cally split cylindrical sleeve which surrounds the pile and extends from 
above the high water line to below the depth of maximum ice thickness. 
It was supported from above the water or ice line by a pair of strap
load transducers, 1800 apart, attached to a mount which was free to ro
tate in the horizontal plane. Each half sleeve had a 450 rosette of 
350 ohm strain gages mounted on its inner surface at the approximate 
ice line to monitor ring compression. Figure 1 shows the support mount, 
a half sleeve, and one load transducer. The reaction for the support 
mount was provided by the structural steel dock skeleton which was inte
gral with the pile. 

This sleeve had an inside diameter of 14", a 3/8" wall thickness, 

a total length of 48" and was made of mild steel. It was designed to 

accommodate a 12" diameter spiral-weld pipe pile, and was coated with 

red lead oxide paint to approximate the finish of the insitu piles at 

the Ontonagon Marina. 


Before installation the inner surface of each half sleeve was com
pletely coated with a ~" thick layer of water resistant grease to insure 
that water freezing between the sleeve and pile would not cause them to 
act as a unit. Installation and underwater bolting was accomplished
with the aid of a diver. After installation, additional grease was 
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added through grease fittings in the sleeve to drive out as much water 
as possible. 

Force Transducers 

For this application custom transducers, as shown in Figure 1, were 
fabricated. The transducers were made of Grade 606l-T6 aluminum. They 
were weatherproof, showed no noticeable hysteresis, were compensated for 
bending in the weak axis, and were temperature compensating. Each trans
ducer had two 350 ohm strain gages at 900 on each side wired into a full 
bridge. 

Weatherproofing of the gages was provided by an oven-cured four
layer coating consisting of an acrylic moisture barrier, a nitrile rub
ber coating, a polysulfide epoxy coating, and finally a nitrile rubber 
outer coat. This four-layer coating was used for the strap load trans
ducers located above the ice line as well as the rosettes on the half 
sleeves which were submerged. 

Since the recording system would be required to operate for a per
iod of several months with no opportunity to make external checks on the 
amplifier's zero drift, a full bridge drift block was incorporated at 
the pile for corrections to the output. 

Figure 2 shows the response of one of the load transducers in the 
J 

laboratory at -180 C. This calibration check was made after the trans
ducers were removed from the field after three months' service. It show
ed no change from the initial calibration. 

FIELD PERFORMANCE 

Two instrumentation packages were fabricated and installed at a 
marina on Lake Superior in late January, 1975. The site chosen for the 
evaluation was the Ontonagon Marina at Ontonagon, Michigan, whic~ is 
about eighty miles east of the Wisconsin-Michigan border on Lak~ Superi
oris south shore. 

This marina has a history of ice-uplift problems and was recently 
completely rebuilt and upgraded. It consists of a main service pier 
with a series of finger piers on each side. 

Two existing piles were chosen for instrumentation. These l2-inch 
diameter concrete-filled steel pipe piles support finger piers and since 
their installation in 1972 they have not moved due to ice uplift. At 
the time of installation the ice thickness was approximately 30 inches. 
This ice was subsequently cut and removed from a radius of about s~ven 
pile diameters to partially remove the boundary effects of the existing 
ice sheet. 

Power was continuously supplied to the strain gage bridges which 
were automatically scanned and read at five-minute intervals by a 
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B &F straiR recorder. In addition, the air temperature and water level 
adjacent to the instrumented piles were continuously recorded on separ
ate and independent recorders. Pile load and air temperature data were 
collected from early February through mid-April, and water level records 
were kept from mi9-February through mid-April. 

Typically there was an almost constant fluctuation of the water 
level. The amplitude varied to an observed maximum of 0.8 feet and the 
major period varied from 5 minutes to more than 10 hours. The tensile 
and compressive loads on the piles varied in direct response to this 
change in the elevation of the floating ice sheet. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the loads measured on one of the instrumented 
piles in the early morning of February 11, 1975 0 At this time there were 
8 inches of clear lake ice at the pile and a crack pattern had already 
formed. At 0305 hours a 7,500 pound tensile load was recorded for this 
pile. The same general pattern as shown in Figure 3 continued through
out the season. However, due to the mild winter only slush ice devel
oped after this time and no larger uplift loads were recorded. At no 
time during the observation period were significant ring compression 
loads recorded. 
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Figure 4 shows the typical water level fluctuations observed at the 
Ontonagon Marina. It indicates the superposition of a high frequency 
water level oscillation on an oscillation whose period is measured in 
hours rather than minutes. Observations in other locations indicate that 
this condition is quite common on Lake Superior and is not confined sea
sonally or geographically. 

SUMMARY 

A relatively simple system has been developed to measure the verti 
cal force developed by a floating ice sheet on a static pile due to 
water level fluctuations • . The instrumentation has been field tested and 
appears to yield reliable results. 

An analysis of the results of this initial field program indicates 
that the ice-pile failure mechanism may change as the winter season pro
gresses and in response to the relation between rate of increase of the 
ice thickness and the amplitude and frequency of vertical movement of 
the floating ice sheet. 
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SUMMARY 
The determination of vertical forces a floating ice cover exerts 

on a frozen-in circular pier or pile, due to a change of the water 
level, is discussed and analyzed. Since for engineering purposes the 
knowledge of the largest possible force is often sufficient, the anal
ysis is restricted to the assumption that the ice plate responds 
elastically. In order to reduce the necessary calculations in the 
field to a minimum, the obtained results were evaluated numerically for 
a wide range of geometrical and material parameters which occur in 
practice and are presented graphically. 

INTRODUCTION 
When the water freezes over a river or a lake, the formed ice plate 

adheres to the structures it surrounds or adjoins to. Subsequently, any 
change of the water level creates forces between the ice plate and the 
structure. Examples of such structures are shown in Fig. 1. 

ice plate 

pile bridge pier 

Fig. 1 
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In case the ice plate surrounds a bridge pier, a rise of the water 
level generates an upward force on the pier that, under certain condi
tions, may be sufficient to lift the pier off the base. In the case of 
a pile, the force may be sufficient to pull the pile out of the ground. 

When the water level drops, the ice plate exerts a downward force 
on these structures. In the case of a slender pile the induced com
pression force may be sufficient to buckle it. 

To prevent lift off, pullout, or buckling of such structures, the 
designer has to know the forces an ice plate will exert on the structure 
due to the anticipated changes of the water level. 

Early attempts to determine these forces were made by A. N. 
Komarovskii [1], B. LOfquist [2], and A. P. Kuznetsov [3]. In view of 
the assumptions made by these authors, their results should be used 
with extreme caution. 

It is well known that ice exhibits a viscoelastic response. Thus, 
when the water level is changed abruptly by ~, the vertical force that 
the ice cover exerts on a structure is largest at the instant of change, 
because of the inherent relaxation of stresses in the ice. For the 
same reason, if instead of an instant change the water level changes 
slowly to the same fixed value ~, the resulting vertical force will 
always be smaller than the force that corresponds to the instantaneous 
change. This conjecture is in agreement with results of the special 
cases analyzed by D. E. Nevel [4]. 

Noting that for design purposes of interest is often only the 
largest vertical force, the analysis may be simplified by considering 
only the elastic case. An attempt to solve this problem, for a cir
cular pier, was recently made by A. I. Gamayunov [5], who based it on 
the bending theory of elastic plates. However, Gamayunov introduced a 
number of simplifying assumptions which make his results questionable. 
Gamayunov's results were recently included in a book on the action of 
ice on engineering structures by K. N. Korzhavin [6]. 

Some of the simplifying assumptions introduced by Gamayunov are 
not necessary, since the elastic problem under consideration may be 
solved exactly. The purpose of the present paper is to derive the 
exact solution for the circular pier and then to present the results 
graphically. The presented graphs greatly simplify the use of the ob
tained results and make possible their utilization also by those not 
familiar with Bessel functions. 

LARGEST LIFTING FORCE DUE TO A RISE IN WATER LEVEL 
Consider an infinite elastic plate rigidly attached to a circular 

pier of radius a, as shown in Fig. 2. Assume that at a certain instant 
the water level is raised by ~. 

Far away from the pier the plate follows the rise of the water 
level. However, at the pier the plate is rigidly attached and hence 
along the contact area it cannot move up or rotate. The resulting de
flection surface is schematically shown in Fig. 2. Due to the con
straints at the pier, the ice plate will exert on the pier a vertical 
upward force. 

The resulting stresses in the plate, and the axial force induced 
in the pier, are the same as for the case when the water level remains 
unchanged but the pier is displaced downward by~. Because this second 
problem is easier to analyze, its formulation is used for the analysis 
of the problem under consideration. 
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Fig. 2 

In the following it is assumed that the· floating ice field is of 
uniform thickness h and that Young's modulus E varies along the thick
ness of the plate. It is also assumed that the resulting motions of 
the plate and liquid base are so slow that the inertia effects are 
negligibly small. 

With the notation shown in Fig. 2, the problem reduces to the 
solution of the differential equation (Ref. [7]) 

4
D'V w + yw o in a < r < (1) 

subjected to the boundary conditions 

w (a) f1 

(2) 

dWI o
dr 

r=a 

and the regularity conditions at r=oo. In the above formulation w is 
the vertical deflection of the plate reference plane, a is the radius 
of the pier cross section, and y is the specific weight of water. Since 
the posed problem is rotationally symmetrical it follows that 

+ .!. ~)2 (3)
r dr 

The flexural rigidity of the ice plate is 

h-z 

o I f °Z2E (Z)dZ (4)
2

I-v 
-Z 

o 

The position of the reference plane, z , shown in Fig. 3, is determined 
o

from the condition 
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h-z 
o 

f zE(z)dz o (5) 

-z o 
Note that if E is assumed to be an 
averaged constant E ,as it is Z 
often done in the 11~erature, then 
the D in eq. (4) reduces to the 
customary D = E h 3/U2 (1-v 2)] and Fig. 3 

condition (5) i~Vsatisfied by Zo = h/2. 
The general solution of equation (1) is ([8], p. 265) 

x,y 

w(r) (6) 

where ber, bei, ker, and kei are Bessel functions and 

(7) 

From the regularity conditions at r =co it follows that 

o (8) 

The remaining two constants are determined by substituting w(r) into 
the two boundary conditions shown in (2). The resulting constants are 

-/'; kei' (Aa) 
(9) 

Kl 

where 

kei (Aa) ker' (Aa) - kei' (Aa) ker (Aa) (10) 

Thus, the ice plate deflections are 

(11)w(r) K/';l [-kei' (Aa) ker (Ar) + ker I (Aa) kei (Ar)] 

The corresponding axial force induced in the pier is obtained by con
sidering the vertical equilibrium of the free body diagram shown in 
Fig. 4 

P + 27TaQ (a) = 0 (12)
rr 
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Thus 

(13) 

Noting that ([8], p. 6) 

! dW) (14)r dr 

it follows that 

d d w
P = -

2 
+ ! dW)] (15)-21TaD -

[dr ( 2 r dr
dr r=a 

Fig. 4 

Substituting the w(r) expression shown in (11) into eq. (15), it 
follows that the induced axial force is 

3 [ker I (Aa) ] 2 + [kei I (Aa») 2 
P = 21TaDA t. (16) 

Kl 

To facilitate its use, the above equation was numerically eval
uated for a variety of parameters. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 

To illustrate the resulting simplicity of the lift force deter
mination by utilizing the graph presented in Fig. 5 consider, as an 
example, a pier of radius a = 100 cm frozen-in by an ice plate of thick
ness h = 40 cm. Assume that E = 30,000 kg/cm2 . Thus a/h = 2.5 and 
Fig. 5 yield the relation av 

P = 3.7 t. (17) 

where P is in metric tons and t. is in centimeters. Hence for a rise of 
t. = 2 cm the largest axial lifting force in the pier is 

P = 3.7 x 2 = 7.4 tons (18) 
max 

provided that the plate does not break before this load is reached. 
This reservation points out the need for a failure criterion for 

an ice plate-pier interaction problem, which will limit the P-force 
given in (17). Gamayunov [5) used 

(19)M = M (a)
max rr 
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as failure criterion, where of is defined as the failure stress shown 
in Fig. 6. He did not prescribe values for Of' nor did he suggest a 
method for its determination. Korzhavin 
[6] in his presentation of Gamyunov's method 
assumed that of = 11 + 35 x ItOClin kg/cm2 ; 
an expression which he proposed earlier, 
in connection with another problem. crf 

Note that because of the simplifying 
assumptions made by Gamayunov, his moment h/2
expression Mrr(a) may not be accurate 
enough. Also, because of the temperature 
gradient in the plate, the stress distri

h/2bution may not be linear along the plate 
thickness. Furthermore, there is a ques
tion whether failure criterion (19) is 
valid for the problem under consideration. 

Recently A. D. Kerr [9] surveyed 
various criteria proposed for the bearing 

Fig. 6capacity of floating ice plates subjected 
to vertical loads. One conclusion of this survey was that additional 
test results are needed to establish which of the proposed failure 
cri ter'ia are valid. 

The failure mechanism of the plate-pier problem is even more com
plex, because of the plate-pier boundary and the possibility that fail
ure may start there. No test results could be located in the litera
ture which establish: (1) the failure pattern for different ratios 
a/h, (2) the effect on the failure load Pf when P is a tension or a 
compression force, and (3) the effect of ice temperatures on the fail
ure pattern and the failure load P f . Such test results are necessary 
for the formulation of a meaningful failure criterion for the ice plate
pier problem. 

For the determination of the weight of a pier against lift-off, or 
the ~mbedding depth of a pile against pull-out, the graphs in Fig. 5 
may often be sufficient. This is so because the P-force determined 
from Fig. 5 is always larger than the actual lifting force, since 
viscoelastic effects and a failure criterion can only diminish the 
determined P value. Thus, if for a given pier the weight of the 
structure is larger than the corresponding P value obtained from Fig. 
5, then the pier is safe against lift-off; a result often sufficient 
for engineering purposes. 

LARGEST VERTICAL FORCE DUE TO THE LOWERING OF THE WATER LEVEL 
Consider, as in the previous section, an infinite elastic plate 

rigidly attached to a circular pier of radius a, but assume that at a 
certain instant the water level drops by ~. 

The reSUlting stresses in the plate, and the axial force induced 
in the pier, are the same as for the case when the water level remains 
unchanged and the pier is displaced upward by~. Thus, for formula
tion of the problem under consideration for rotationally symmetrical 
deformations is the same as in the previous section, namely equations 
(1) and (2), except that now in the first boundary condition in (2) ~ 

is replaced by (-~). Therefore, except for a negative sign, the re
sulting solution w(x) and the axial force P are the same, as shown in 
eq. (11) and eq. (16). 
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According to the above argument, the graphs of Fig. 5 can also be 
used for the determination of the axial compression force in the pier, 
caused by a drop in the water level. 

For the case of a slender pile, as shown in Fig. 1, the induced 
compression force may be sufficient to buckle it. If this is an un
desirable situation and has to be prevented, then the buckling load of 
the pile, Pcr ' has to be determined. This requires a separate analysis. 

In conclusion it should be noted that if for the ice plate Young's 
modulus is given as E = E(z), then the Eav which occurs in Fig. 5 may 
be determined from the equation 

3 h-zE hav 1 2
0 f 0 z E(z)dz (20)

2 2
12(1-v ) l-v 

-z 
0 

Namely 

h-z 

12 2


E f 0 z E(z)dz (21)
av 3

h
-z 

0 

In this connection it should be noted that for the determination of the 
deflection surface, bending moments, and shearing forces (hence P) the 
use of Eav is admissible, whereas for the determination of the stresses 
in the plate [if needed in conjunction with a stress failure criterion, 
as the one shown in eq. (19)], the actual E(z) has to be used. 
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Synopsis 

Experimental investigation of ice forces on vertical structure have been 
performed at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research of the University 
of Iowa since 1970. Details and finding of the research, such as model 
test facility, similarity considerations,scale effect,and fracture 
mechanism of the ice in front of the pile were already reported (Schwarz 
and Hirayama [lJ, Hirayama, Schwarz and WU [2J, Schwarz, Hirayama and 
WU [3J ). This paper describes the further progress of the research. 
The fracture mechanism of the ice cover in front of the pile was 
thoroughly investigated by an application of strain gages frozen in the 
ice cover. Experimental results of the effective ice pressure on 
rectangular and circular piles of various diameters are shown for the 
indentation type of ice-pile interaction. The difference between the 
indentation and penetration ice pressure is thus clarified and an empri
cal power relation between indentation ice pressure and pile diameter is 
proposed. Measurements of indentation depth corresponding to the 
occurrence of the maximum ice pressure showed little dependency on the 
pile diameter. This led to the application of a theory proposed by 
Carothers [12J for the relationship between ice pressure and pile dia
meter. The effect of the degree of contact between ice and structure 
on the effective ice pressure was also investigated and found to be a 
function of strain rate, pile diameter, ice thickness and shape of the 
pile as well as of the ice temperature. 

Introduction 

A basic formula for the calculation of ice forces on vertical piles 
obtained from preceding research is given by equation (1) ( Schwarz, 
Hirayama and Wu [3 J ) ; 

(1) 

where F is the total ice pressure on the pile, 0 0 is the compressive 
ice strength from unconfined compressive tests of the same ice, d and 
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h are the diameter of the pile and the thickness of the ice cover 
expressed in em respectively. Results of field measurements by 
Schwarz [4J and other small scale investigations by Afanas'yev [5J, 
Frederking [6J, and Tryde [7J are in good agreement with this equation. 
However, the validity of equation (1) is restricted to certain 
conditions such as (a) ice temperature of oPe or freezing mark, (b) 
circular pile and (c) penetration type of ice-pile interaction. 
Additional investigations of the problem described in this paper 
cover other conditions of indentation type of ice-pile interactions, 
the effect of pile shape and the effect of contact between ice and pile. 

Fracture mechanism 

In previous works on ice forces on structures the failure of the ice 
cover was considered to be caused by shear stresses ( Tryde [7J, Assur 
[8J ), which in turn has led to the application of shear strength for 
the calculation of indentation forces. Other investigations ( e.g. 
Korzhavin [9J ) use the crushing strength, which has never been defined 
in terms of basic stress or strain components. Frederking and Gold 
[lOJ asst..IIn2d a compressive failure of ice imnediately adjacent to the 
pile. However this compressive failure has not been established and 
this failure mode was not consistent with observations made in the 
present study. In addition to fundamental visual observations and 
photograpy, strain gages were used to measure the strain in the ice 
sheet in front of the pile. Fine grained sands were glued on both 
sides of the strain gages in order to have a better contact between 
ice and gage. Due to the high roughness of the strain gage surface, 
the bond between ice and gage remained intact ; the loss of bonding 
could be detected easily from sudden drops of the strain reco_ s . 
When circular piles were pushed into the ice sheet, vertical micro 
cracks started to form immediately in front of the pile. 
These cracks developed vertically, and along the grain boundaries. 
The numerous micro cracks spread over a distance of about one half pile 
diameter and resulted in a milky appearance of the ice in this region. 
In spite of these cracks ice sheet did not collapse and the stress did 
not reach its maximum value. After attaining a certain compressive 
stress level, which caused a critical tensile strain in the z-direction 
( see Fig.l for the definition of coordinate system for pile indenta
tion or penetration cases ), a horizontal plane crack ( cleavage crack) 
forrred at the midplane of the ice sheet in front of the pile. 
This horizontal plane crack spread radially outward from the pile, 
cutting the ice crystals perpendicular to the longitudinal direction 
of their columnar structure. Maximum forces occured concurrently 
with the developement of this horizontal cleavage crack. 
A similar fracture mechanism was observed in the field tests at Sault 
St. Marie in January, 1974. 
In these field tests where the ice was about 25 cm thick additional 
short cleavage cracks developed at the quarter points and occasionally 
down to one inch intervals over the thickness of the ice sheet. 

The horizontal plane crack as described above can be explained in terms 
of a strain failure criterion proposed by Wu [llJ. According to this 
criterion, cleavage fracture occures when a function of strain reaches 
a critical value. In addition, the plane of fracture is normal to 
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the direction of the maximum tensile strain. This criterion of fracture 
has been shown to describe the fracture behaviour of brittle materials 
such as plain concrete. It has also been shown to be applicable to 
columnar grained ice in the case of unconfined compression test by Wu, 
Chang and Schwarz [12J. The horizontal plane crack discussed above 
was indeed normal to the direction of maximum tensile strain. 
The strain E: was tensile, because E: was very small due to lateral 
confinement £nd E: was compressive. yx 

This failure process was investigated further using strain measurements 
in the three principal strain directions. The strain gages used for 
this investigation were arranged as shown in Fig.2. These positios 
avoided cuts througth the grains. The strain behavior along the 
principal directions in the ice cover in front of the pile was obtained 
with strain gages in positions (1) and (2) as shown in Fig.2. 
In these experiments, a pile of d=3.75 cm was pushed against the plane, 
vertical edge of a 1.5 em thick ice cover. The strain gages were 
located 2 cm in front of the pile when the experiment started. 
The velo~ity of the rile was 0.05 cm/sec which corresponds to a strain 
rate of E: = 0.08 sec . Based on about 30 measurements the following 
statements can be made : 
(1) In the far field reach in front of the pile, where the elastic 
deformation is expected, the ratio E: IE: (E: : strain in the x-direc
tion, E: : strain in the z-directionz ) ~emaifted about 0.3 as shown in 
Fig.3. z 
(2) When the ice started to deform plastically, the strain in the x
and z-direction increased rapidly. Simultaneously the strain ratio 
E: IE: increased and reached values of about 0.8 to 0.9. This high 
strafn ratio is possible because the strain in the y-direction remains 
nearly zero due to the lateral confinement of relatively large ice sheet. 
Thus the compressive strain i~ the x-direction and tensile strain in the 
z-direction was approximately of the same magnitude. 
(3) A jump in the value of the strain shown on the strain record for 
E: (Fig. 3 ) indicates the occurrence of the cleavage crack and 
c~incides with the occurrence of the maximum force againt the pile. 
It was therefore concluded that cleavage fracture of the ice sheet was 
caused by the tensile strain in the z-direction. The stress a and 
strain E: along the centerline in front of the pile is schemati~ally 
plotted !n Fig.4. Regardless of the high density of the cracks the 
fractured ice adjacent to the pile transmit the stress a forward. 
The strain E: , there, is restricted due to friction betwgen ice and 
pile. As tKe shear stress caused by this friction decreases with the 
distance from the pile, the strain E: first increases, reaches a maximum 
at some distance, x , and then decre~ses monotonically. 
Thus, it is reason~le to assume that the cleavage crack developes 
wherever the strain E: exceeds a certain critical value. 

z 

In summary,it was shown that the failure of the ice cover in front of 
a vertical pile occures due to the tensile strain in the unconfined 
z-direction and not due to shear or crushing, as has been comnxmly 
assumed. 
Preliminary investigations on ice forces against frozen-in piles have 
shown a different failure mode due to the locally thicker ice around 
the pile ( higher heat conductivity). Instead of cleavage failure 
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the ice cover around the frozen-in pile failed by shear as has been 
observed also by Croasdale [13J in the field tests and is sketched in 
Fig.5. 

Effective penetration 	ice pressure 

The effective ice pressure on circular piles penetrating with a constant 
speed through uniform ice cover has been discussed in previous paper ( 
[lJ, [2J, [3J). Model piles of 0.6 cm to 11.8 cm diameter were pushed 
through the ice cover at velocities ranging between 0.004 cm/sec and 
2.75 cm/sec. The ice thickness was varied from 1. 0 cm to 3.0 cm. 
The piles were oriented perpendicular to the plane of ice sheet, and the 
temperature of the ice was kept at the freezing point. 
Forces acting on the pile were measured by a dynamometer, and the output 
signal was sampled with IBM 1800 computer by using a reasonable 
sampling interval depending on the penetration velocity. After the 
statistical treatments of the data, the effective ice pressure F/dxh, 
for which 99% of the data showed lower strength, was used for the analy
sis. The results of this investigation are s\.lIllllaI'ized in Eq.l. 
By the same testing procedure the effective ice pressure on rectangular 
and wedged piles has been investigated. The width of the rectangular 
piles ranged from 0.6 cm, to 5.0 cm and wedge angles of 120°, 90°, and 
60° were tested. 
From these experimental investigations, the relation between the effect
ive ice pressure and the width of rectangular piles was found to be 

F/dxh ~ w-O. 43 	 (2) 

where w is the width of the rectangular piles. The magnitude of the 

effective ice pressure on circular and rectangular piles were almost 

the same ( see Fig.6 ). 

Further, as will be shown in a later section, the penetration ice press

ure is almost independent of the shape of the pile. 


Effective indentation 	ice ~ressure 

At the beginning of the ice-pile interaction, the pile meets the un

fractured ice sheet with a vertical plane edge which is called the 

indentation type of ice-pile interaction. Investigations of the 

indentation ice pressure was performed for both circular and rectan

gular piles with various diameters. The ice thickness of 1.5 cm and 

a penetration velocity of 0.1 cm/sec, which corresponds to the maximum 

ice pressure related to the velocity, were used. 

The dependency of the effective ice pressure for circular and rectan

gular piles on the width of the pile is shown in Fig.6 and can be 

expressed by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 respectively. 


tt .F/dxh w-O 5l for circular pile 
indentation 

-0.32F/dxh ex: w 	 for rectangular 
pile indentation (4) 
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In case of circular piles the effective pressure are almost for both 
indentation and penetration cases. However, for rectangular piles 
indentation ice pressure was much larger than the penetration ice 
pressure due to the practically 100% contact between ice and pile in 
case of indentation ( Fig.6). The difference between the indentation 
and penetration ice pressure inceases with the pile diameter ( Fig.6 ). 

Other important results concerning the pile diameter effect have been 
obtained from pile indentation tests. It was found that the indenta
tion depth :lo , at the instant that the ice pressure reaches its 
maximum is almost independent of the pile diameter for both circular 
and rectangular piles as indicated by the data presented in Table 1. 
The data for circular piles show that the maximum pressure occures 
prior to full penetration of the pile while for rectangular piles 
the maximum pressure always corresponds to the full width contact 
between ice and pile. Therefore if the ice forces on circular piles 
are related to the effective width of contact between pile and ice, 
a similar relationship between width and effective ice pressure was 
obtained as has been found for rectangular piles. 

-0.25F/cxh ex c 

where c is the chord length. 

Effect of pile width 

One major factor in determining the effective ice pressure is the width 
of the structure. It has been shown that the ice forces per unit area 
decrease with increasing width. This effect has been expressed by 
Assur [8], Afanas'yev [5], and Tryde [7] in terms of the dimensionless 
parameter d/h. However, in the present investigation it was found 
that, instead of d/h dependency, the effective ice pressure shows a 
power law relation of the pile width and ice thiclmess ( Eq.l ). 

A theoretical approach for investigating this effect was made by adopt
ing the analytical solution of stress distribution in linearly elastic 
solidS, which was first solved by Boussinesq for the case in which 
a concentrated single load acts on the surface of a semi-infinite medium. 
This solution was modified by Carothers [14] to a plane strain case in 
which a unform strip load acts on the surface of a semi-infinite medium, 
which leads to expressions in the x- and y-direction at a point (x,y) 
in the form, 

a = -E- [ a + sina cos( a +20 ] (6)x 1T 

a = ~ [ a - sina cos( a +20 ) ] (7)y 1T 

where the angle a and 0 are expressed in terms of x, y and the indentor 
width 2a by the relationship ( refer to Fig.7 ). 
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tan a + 6 ) = y/x (8) 

tan 6 = y-2a/x (9) 

According to this solution, the stress a , which is the stress at a . 
distance x from the surface under the m1dpoint of the indentor, 
increases &ith increasing width 2a, due to the effect of supperposition 
of single loads. This implies that a critical stress at a certain 
point can be achieved by smaller load per unit width as the indentor 
becomes broader. The relation between the ratio p/a , where p is the 
load intensity and the ratio a/x (x : the distance from the surface ). 
can be derived from the theory (cFig .9). This theory can be adopted 
for indentation problems of ice when the stress a is assumed to cause 
the critical strain in the z.-direction. x 
Under this assumption, x corresponds to the distance from the pile to 
a point at which the clegvage crack originates. The distance x is 
very difficult to define but it is obvious that the cleavage cra8k can 
not start immediately at the pile-ice interface because of the three 
dimensional state of stress caused by friction between ice and pile. 
Experimental measurements of x , which scattered between 0.5 cm and 
1.0 cm, and a value of x =0.75ccm was used in the analysis for the first 
approximation. c 
Since it seems reasonable to assume that the extent of x increases 
with the pile diameter, a second calculation of the loadCintensity as 
a function of the pile diameter was made for an estimated variation of 
x as follOWS,

c 

Xc = O.ld + 0.5 (10) 


The results of both computations are plotted on log-log scales in Fig.8, 
showing the necessary load intensity for the failure of the ice sheet 
with an increase in the pile width w. The trend in the relationship 
between the indentation pressure and the pile width by this theoretical 
approach is similar to results obtained from present indentation model 
tests with rectangular piles. The slight difference between the 
results for the model tests and the theoretical approach is considered 
to be caused by the assumption of linear stress-strain relationship 
and by insufficient information concerning the length x in the model 

cinvestigation. 

Shape factor 

The cross-sectional shape of a pile has been considered as one of the 
major factors affecting the ice forces on structures. Korzhavin [9J 
investigated the effect of different shapes in punch-type tests and 
found that the largest ice force occures when the pile is rectangular. 
For structures with wedge-shaped noses ( e.g. bridge pier ), Korzhavin 
explained this result as an effect of higher stress intensity at the 
tip of the wedge. Afanase'yev [5J found the same trend in his model 
experiments but no distinction was made between the indentation and 
penetration of the pile. In the present study the shape effect of 
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rectangular, circular and wedged piles with wedge angle of 120°, 90° and 
60° was investigated in both the penetration and the indentation type 
of the ice-pile interaction. 

From indentation tests with circular and rectangular piles of different 
diameter, it was found that the decrease in the ice pressure with pile 
diameter is greater when the shape is circular instead of rectangular 
as can be seen in Eqs.3 and 4. If the effective ice pressure exerted 
on piles of various shapes are related to the force on a rectangular 
one, a shape factor can be obtained. For the indentation type of ice-
pile interaction, the shape factor is, for example, 0.77 for a circular 
pile of 1.25 cm diameter. The results of the present indentation tests 
are plotted on Fig.10 together with the result of Korzhavin's punch tests. 
His result shows roughly the same trend as present data, but the magni
tude of the shape factor is smaller. This difference can be explained 
as a consequsenceof Korzhavin's experimental procedure, where splitting 
of the ice sample was observed due to the lack of confinement against 
lateral deformation. In the present study the ice sheet was confined 
to prevent splitting ( € = 0 ).

y 

For the caSe in which circular and rectangular piles penetrate into the 

ice cover, the shape factor is approximately independent of the pile 

width as shown in Fig.9. This result is different from Korzhavin's 

predictions. 


Contact coefficient 


The effect of the degree of contact between ice and pile on the ice 

pressure has not been investigated thoroghly. Korzhavin [9J defined 

a contact coefficient k as the ratio of the ice pressure in penetration 

phase to the ultimate resistance force of ice sample tested in comp

ression. 

According to the results of the present investigation, the contact 

coefficient k is not constant since the penetration ice pressure varies 

with strain rate, pile diameter, ice thickness, and shape of the p1le 

as well as with the ice temperature. Since k is already incorporated 

into the relationship between ice pressure, pile diameter, ice thick

ness and penetration velocity, this coefficient does not need to be 

considered as an additional parameter, when the effective ice pressure 

is being calculated. 

The reason for studying the contact coefficient in the present investi 

gation is to obtain a better understanding of this effect as a part of 

the ice force problem. For this purpose the contact coefficient was 

defined as the ratio of the ice pressure in which the contact between 

ice and pile is incomplete and the indentation or penetration ice 

pressure, where the contact is assumed to be 100%. The 100% contact 

between ice and pile can be achieved by fitting the circular pile into 

a pre-drilled hole of the same diameter or by pushing the rectangular 

pile against a parallel, plane, vertical edge of the ice cover. 

Using this definition, the dependency of the contact coefficient on the 

strain rate was investigated for a circular pile ( Fig.10 ). 

As expected, the coefficient is strongly strain rate dependent. It 

decreases with the strain rate and approaches a constant value of 0.7 
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· 
 ~ 	 ~ at a strain rate of £ = 1.0 sec At the strain rate £ = 0.2 sec , 
where the maximum effective ice pressure was obtained, the coefficient 
is about 0.75. This indicates that the ice force calculatedby Eq.l 
is 33% too low when the pile is in complete contact with the ice. 
For rectangular piles the effect of width on the contact area can be 
seen from Fig.6. Further investigations related to the contact 
coefficient are being conducted at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic 
Research. 
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w ( em ) 
Pile Width 

1.25 
2.50 
3.75 
5.00 

10 ( em ) 

Circular Pile Rectangular Pile 


0.5 0.4 
0.5 0.4 
0.6 
0.6 0.4 

Table 1 Depth of Indentation 10 , 
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Comment: 

Most experimental investigations of ice forces on structures car
ried out to date both in the laboratory and in the field, lead to the 
conclusion that average pressure of ice on a vertical structure de
creases with the aspect ratio BIt (where B is effective current struc
ture width in contact with the ice, and t is the ice thickness), fol
lowing a curve of a concave shape, as shown schematically in Fig. l(a), 
(e.g., Korzhavin, 1962; Croasdale, 1972; Zabilansky et al. 1975). It 
was also observed that, Vlhile this general trend remains, it is often 
blurred by other factors, such as the effects of size, shape and im
perfect contact. 

A similar trend can also be seen in the authors' results where it 
appears combined with the size effect. For example, if their formulas 
for ice pressure on vertical piles are put in a dimensionless form, 
they become (in our notation) 

qf/ C = K (B/t)-Q' (BjBo)-S (1)o 
where qf = FIBt is the average ice pressure on the pile, Co is the 
uniaxial compression strength of ice in horizontal direction,for a 
specimen of width Bo ' K is a dimensionless factor, and a and S are 
exponents, both smaller than 1. For example, the authors' formula for 
a rectangular pile, can be written in the form 
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3.147 (B/ t)-O.l (B/ 2.5 cm)-O.22 (2) 

if it is assumed that Co corresponds to a specimen width of 2.5 cm. 

On the other hand, it has been realized that failure of an ice cover 
in contact with a vertical structure is a complex phenomenon, involving 
at least two, if not several different modes of failure. Therefore, any 
empirical formula of the form of Eq. (1) ,which does not take into ac
count the physical phenomena and does not depend directly on the pro
perties of ice, can have only a limited validity. 

A more general approach to the problem may consist in attempting 
to find a proper theoretical solution for at least two extreme modes of 
failure of ice, and to bound the experimental curve by these two theo
retical limits. How 'this could be done in principle is illustrated in 
Fig.1(a1which shows schematically the variation of average pressure of 
an ice cover of thickness t on a vertical face of a rectangular pile 
of width B. It will be seen that the curve is bounded by two limiting 
pressures: 

(1) Pressure qfl for an in-plane bearing capacity failure at very 
small Bit ratios, of the order of 0.1, and 

(2) Pressure qfll for an out-of-plane passive resistance failure, 
when Bit tends to infinity (vertical wall). 

Now, if one wants to establish an empirical equation of a smooth 
curve containing these two bounds, i.e., so that qf = qfl when Bit = 
(B/t)o (~O.l), and qf ~ qfll when Bit ~ ~ , one can use an expression 
of the form 

+ (3) 

where a < a < 1. However, a smooth curve may not be the best approxima
tion, because there are some indications that there may be a jump at 
about Bit = 2, according to recent results by Zabilansky et al. (1975). 
This proposal is in certain aspects similar to those made earlier by 
Assur (1971) and Kivisild (1971). 

As far as the two limiting pressures are concerned, the value of 
qfll,involving a passive out-of-plane failure of ice, Fig.1(c),can beput 
equal to the out-of-plane unconfined compression strength of ice, COOP' 
obtained in a test where in-plane failure is prevented. Frederking 
(1972) has shown that such a compressive strength, where failure plane 
cuts across the ice columns, is about twice as high as the in-plane 
compressive strength, COip' where the failure plane follows the contacts 
between the columns. 

For determining the value of the limiting pressure qfl, correspond
ing to penetration of a thin pile into a thick ice cover the Prandtl's 
bearing capacity formula has sometimes been used in the past. However, 
since the observed phenomenon does not resemble the Prandtl type fai
lure but rather that produced by the expansion of a cylindrical cavity 
in a brittle medium, for which a complete solution exists in the field 
of rock mechanics (Ladanyi, 1967), the use of the latter type of solu
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tio~ describing a type of failure similar to that shown in Fig.l(b), 
seems preferable. 

In addition to describing a failure sequence very similar to that 
when a thin pile penetrates rapidly into a thick ice sheet with the 
formation of crushed and radially cracked zones, the latter theory has 
the advantage over the Prandtl's theory of being able to take into 
account the parabolic shape of the failure envelope of intact ice,as 
observed at high strain rates, as well as its elastic properties and 
the fact that its strength is much lower in crushed state. 

From the latter theory (Ladanyi, 1967), the value of pressure qfI 
can be expressed by 

C .• N + (N - l)c •cot ¢ (4 )
01P r r 

where Coip is the in-plane uniaxial compression strength of ice, cor
rected for the size effect, c and 0 are the residual Coulomb strengthr r 
parameters for crushed ice in contact with the pile,while N is a bearing 
capacity factor given by (for a pile entering an ice sheet): 

(E/C)? (1 + tan ¢ ) o lp r
N 0.6 (5) 

[2(1 + \)) [1 + (1 - \) )In' C IT ,. }b 
o 0 lp 

where Eip is the in-plane modulus of elasticity of intact ice, \) its 
Poisson's ratio,and To its tensile strength. The exponent b is defined 
by 

sin ¢ 
r

b (6 ) 
1 + sin ¢r 

A sample calculation using Eqs. (4) and (5), and taking for the 
ice: (Co/To)ip = 4, \) = 0.4, 0r = 350 

, c r = 0, gives qfI = 3.6 Coip,if 
(E/Co)ip = 1000, and qfI = 2.8 Coip,if (E/Co)ip = 500, which is close 
to the usually observed values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of determining ice forces exerted on static offshore 
structures, which has received some attention in the past [1, 6, 7, 
8J*, is particularly significant today because its solution will 
facilitate offshore industrial development in the Arctic [2J . A 
decrease in the force exerted by ice sheets on offshore structures has 
been effected by constructing structures of conical geometry, so that 
the impinging ice sheet tends to fail in flexure due to the vertical 
force generated as the ice sheet slides up the conical surface. 
Modified versions of the solutions obtained by Nevel [8J or Meyerhof 
[6J may be used to estimate this vertical force. These flexural 
solutions, however, do not include the effects of the horizontal force 
and edge moment generated at the ice-structure interface. 

In this paper, an analysis which includes the effects of in plane 
forces and edge moments, as well as transverse loading, on the forces 
which ice sheets in a flexural failure mode may exert on conical 
structures, is developed. The development includes both theoretical 
and numerical approaches. Using a form of the theory of the flexural 
failure of a floating ice sheet as a point of departure [8J, heuristic 
corrections accounting for the end force and moment effects are 

* 	 Numbers in square parentheses 
refer to publ ications listed 
under "References". 
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obtained. A range of results based on the corrected theory is then 
corroborated using a finite element simulator having certain refine
ments over the analytical approach, including a more precise speci
fication of the end actions. 

Generally, the analysis is predicated on the predominance of the well 
known [6, 8J ice sheet flexural failure mechanism. This mechanism is 
known to result from the formation of radial followed by circumferen
tial cracks in the ice sheet. Some modification of the location of 
these cracks is predicted due to the end action effects, but the 
mechanism itself is considered to be the same as the traditional one. 

Finally, field observations of a full scale prototype structure are 
discussed, and comparisons of the theoretical predictions with in 
situ measured ice forces are referred to. 

II. SYSTEM PROPERTIES 

Before formal analysis may be attempted, the system parameters must 
be identified. For the type of system interactions considered here
in, the system parameters consist of the geometric and mechanical 
properties of the structure and the ice, and certain inter-active 
properties such as interface friction. 

The geometry of the structure, of course, is always known, while its 
mechanical properties are considered to be correspondent to infinite 
stiffness relative to the ice sheet. Interface friction factors and 
the ice properties must be determined for the locale in question. 
Although the determination of these properties is by no means trivial, 
it is somewhat simplified by the restriction of properties to those 
associated with upper bound results. That is, the maximum ice 
strength properties anticipated are used, so that the forces to which 
the structure is subjected are maximized. For the case numerically 
studied herein, ice properties for the given location were based on 
relvant literature [5J as well as on measurements obtained by the 
Ministry of Transport of Canada. 11echanical properties corresponding 
to both high (dynamic) and low (static) strain rate generating inter
actions were considered; however, the analysis is essentially the same 
for both since accelerations are not large enough to generate 
appreciable inertial forces. 

A summary of the mechanical properties used is given in Table 1. 
Figure 1 graphically depicts the geometrical idealizations, co
ordinatization, and some of the notation used herein. 
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TABLE 1 


ICE SYSTEM PROPERTIES 


Ice Thickness 3.0 ft 
Young's 

Modulus 0.8xl0
6 

p.s.i. 

Density 58.0 Ib/ft
3 

Flexural 
Strength 100.0 p.s.i. 

Interface Compressive 
Friction 0.15 Yield Strength 200.0 p.s.i. 

III. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

The lowest force required to transform the impinging continuous ice 
sheet into an assembly of ice fragments having the capability to kine
matically travel past the structure, is the highest force which that 
structure will have to withstand. Accordingly, the failure mode 
associated with the lowest failure load is the one likely to govern 
the interaction. 

Thus, prior to proceeding with a refined analysis of the interaction, 
it is essential to ascertain that the correct failure mode is being 
considered. Failure modes which ought to be considered are: crushing, 
shear, buckling, and flexure [7, 9J. For conical structures of shallow 
slopes, it is well known that flexure is the prevalent failure mode. 
However, as the slope of the cone increases, the total force generated 
in flexural failure rapidly approaches that associated with a crushing 
or compression failure. 

The amplification in the horizontal force for a given vertical force, 
due to increases in slope angle can be expressed with a function, ~, 

called a "resolution factor". Specifically, the relationship between 
a vertical force F and the horizontal component, F , generated when 
F acts on a planezinclined at an angle a to the ho~izontal, with 
i~terface friction coefficient ~ is given by: 

F ~F (la) 
x z 

where the "resolution factor" ~ is given by: 

~cos + sina (lb) 
cosa - ~sina 

A plot of the resolution factor for friction coefficient ~ = 0.05, 
0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 is shown in Figure 2. A singularity is evident 
for each case when the denominator vanishes and is marked on the 
graph. Physically, this singularity may be regarded as the condition 
at which, regardless of the magnitude of the forces, sliding will not 
take place. 
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For the case of a conical obstacle, where the total vertical load F 
is distributed uniformly around the 180 0 interface, an effective re~o
lution factor ~' relating the total vertical force and the horizontal 
force in the x - direction may be obtained by integrating the x 
component of the horizontal force over the front perimeter of the cone, 
giving: 

~' = ~ 
IT 

(2 ) 

A rough approximation for the forces associated with each of the 
different failure modes may be obtained using the approximate methods 
developed by earlier investigators [6, 7, 9J, in conjunction with the 
resolution factor when appropriate. For the specific case considered 
herein, flexure was found to give the lowest failure load by a signi
ficant margin; for the class of cases to which the analysis developed 
herein is applicable, flexure is assumed to dominate, although com
pressive or in-plane stress effects are considered. 

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

Consider a wedge whose width, b, varies linearly with the distance x 
measured along the wedge bisector from the tip, then, b = b x, where 
b is a constant depending on the wedge angle y. It was fo~nd [8J 
tRat the location, x , of the circumferential crack depends on the 
loading or truncatiog distance, a. The characteristic length 1 is 
defined as: 0 

( 3)1 
o 

where E is Young's modulus, h, the ice thickness, and k, the unit 
weight of water. 

For the case of a wedge truncated at x = a, an approximate equation 
for the dependence of the ultimate load P on all is given by [8J, 

u 0 

6P 
u 

1 10 2 40 (~) - 0.10 (~)3 (4). +. 1 1 
b o 0 

o 

where a is the flexural strength. The appropriate graphs in Nevel's 
paper [SJ may be used directly to determine the ultimate transverse 
load for an ice sheet by idealizing it as a fan of wedges having the 
appropriate properties. 

The effects of horizontal thrust on the ultimate failure load depend 
on the magnitude of the thrust, as well as on the location of its 
point of application relative to the sheet midsurface. Say, the 
centroid of the reactive force is located a vertical distance h/3 
below the midsurface, and that the horizontal thrust is P '~ . Then, 
taking moments about the intersection of the midsurface ~d the plane 
at x at which the maximum moment M is generated, gives,

u u 
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P XIM (Sa)
u U U 

where M is the bouyant force moment. Neglecting M_ and substituting 
p B . B

Mu = uXu g~ves, 

P I x 
U u 

(Sb) 
p _ ~ hx 

u u 3 

An approximate expression for the compressive stress generated in the 
failure zone by the in-plane force component is given by, 

~p 
u 

(J (6a)
x b h 

u 0 

This stress will reduce the flexural tensile stress in the failure zone. 
It can be shown that a correction factor analogous to the moment correc
tion factor corresponding to the in-plane force effect is given by, 

p " 
u (l+~) (6b)p 6 x 
u u 

where K is the right hand side of equation (4), and P " is the corrected 
load. u 

And, finally, the combined correction factor corresponding to equations 
(Sb) and (6b) may be expressed as, 

- ~- K
P corrected x[3K 

h 

+ 6lu u
1 + ~h (7)

P 6(3x ~h)
u u 

The most obvious approach to predicting the ultimate load of a composite 
of wedges, such as that formed when a semi-infinite ice sheet is edge 
loaded, is to take the arithmetic sum of the component wedge ultimate 
loads. One would anticipate some inaccuracy resulting from the 
asymmetry due to edge conditions of the composite, but if the load is 
evenly distributed among the wedges, and the radial cracks, as is 
usually the case, go beyond the peak stress zone, summation of 
individual wedge loads should give a relatively accurate estimate of 
the upper bound fan load. As is shown in Section V, the estimate is 
indeed very accurate. 

The graphs in Figures 3 and 4, give predictions of the total vertical 
and horizontal forces which would have to be resisted by a conical 
structure of effective water line radius and slope ranging from 0.0 
to 30.0 feet and 0.0 to 80 degrees, respectively. The calculation 
was based on ice having the applicable properties in Table 1. The 
resolution factor ~, rather than ~', was used to ascertain upper bound 
results for the horizontal force values. 
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It is noteworthy that the slope of the vertical force curves (Figure 
3) is attributable solely to the moment-force correction factor. On 
the other hand, the horizontal force curves (Figure 4) slope due to a 
combination of the effects of the resolution factor and the correction 
factor, although the major slope magnification effect is due to resol
ution. 

V. 	 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Each of the two phases of the theoretical analysis -- the single ice 
wedge and the fan -- were corroborated using a finite element model. 
Accordingly, the following two problems were considered: 

(a) 	 Determination of the state of stress associated with a full or 

truncated floating ice wedge loaded by end transverse forces, 

in-plane forces, moments, and combinations of these loads 


(b) 	 Determination of the state of stress in a cracked and uncracked 

floating ice sheet due to the effect of in-plane and transverse 

forces of various distributions. 


Superimposed thin flat shell elements and thin plate on an elastic 
foundation elements were used to model the floating ice sheet. The 
shell elements were used to carry both bending and in-plane stresses 
in the sheet, while the plate elements were used to simulate only the 
Winkler-type elastic foundation effect due to the water bouyancy. 
Boundaries were chosen a distance of approximately ten times the 
characteristic length away from the wedge apex, to simulate a semi
infinite wedge. The idealizations used for a single wedge, and a 
wedge composite or fan,' are shown in Figure 5. 

It was assumed that the onset of yield at a point, in accordance with 
the Rankine yield criterion, was equivalent to crack formation at that 
point. Due to the predominance of radial bending stresses in the 
failure zone, similar results would have been obtained using the 
Tresca criterion. 

Figure 6 shows a stress influence line for a single wedge loaded by a 
combination of transverse and in-plane loads and end moments. Calcu
lations were carried out for both high and low strain rate properties 
(Static and Dynamic E), with only insignificant differences. Curves 
"3" and "5" graphically illustrate the effect of the end moment and 
in-plane force actions: approximately 30 per cent differences between 
failure loads due to the exclusion of these effects. 

Analytical results based on the methods outlined in Section IV show 
excellent agreement with the numerical results. Both the transverse 
and combined loading peak stress values agree to within 5 per cent. 
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And, finally, a comparison of the results of the programs modelling 
the composite action of the wedges with those corresponding to an 
arithmetic sum of individual wedge loads, given in Table 2, also shows 
good agreement. However, divergence is evident as the indenter dia
meter increases, suggesting that summation of individual wedge loads 
for large indenters would give overly conservative results. 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF DISCRETE AND COMPOSITE RESULTS 

Full plate 
10 ft cutout 
20 ft cutout 

TRANSVERSELY LOADED HALF-PLATE 

ultimate location ultimate location 
load of failure load of failure 

F 
z 

(KIPS) Crack (ft) F 
z 

(KIPS) Crack (ft) 

70.2 70.8 
108.5 41.5 110.0 45.0 
140.0 57 . 5 133.0 65.0 

VI. FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 

Comparison of the forces calculated with those measured in situ on the 
instrumented light pier during the winter of 1974-75 gave adequate 
agreement. The average difference between total calculated and measured 
forces was approximately 16 per cent, while the maximum difference was 
20 per__cent. ~lculated forces were generally the higher values. The 
calculations were based as much as possible on ice properties measured 
near the structure; however, measurements for a number of significant 
properties such as the coefficient of friction at the ice-structure 
interface were not available, but were obtained from the literature, 
with a consequent decrease in the significance of the corroboration. 
A more comprehensive program of ice property and force monitoring is 
planned for future winters. Details of the measuring installation and 
associated program are given else where [3J. 

In addition, it was observed in the field, that pier slopes in excess 
of 70° from the horizontal tend to give rise to ice sheet failure 
behaviour characterized by a mode which is transitional betwee n the 
flexural one, dominant for small slopes, and the crushing one, pre
valent when the obstacle is vertical. The instrumented pier has a 
slope of 74.5°. Cr~Gk patterns -in the fracturing ice upstream of the

I . 
pier were often not characterstic of the anticipated flexural failure 
crack pattern. Also, the analysis of interface actions for high slope 
angles revealed a great sensitivity of the force to small changes in 
these angles. Yet the assumption of a pure crushing mode was not 

~ justifiable, suggesting scope for further research. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Analytical expressions for forces exerted by ice sheets impinging on 
conical structures, including the effects of in-plane forces and edge 
moments were developed. To the best of the authors' knowledge, these 
expressions have not appeared before in the literature. These analy
tical expressions were rigorously corroborated by means of finite 
element programs, and found to be accurate within the framework of 
theoretical elasticity. In addition, some indication of their 
adequacy in a more general sense was given by the favourable but in
conclusive comparisons made between analytical results and in situ 
full scale prototy~e measurements. 

At the present phase of the investigation, the comparison with in 
situ measurements must necessarily be considered inconclusive because 
of the lack of confidence attributable to the ice and interface 
property data currently available. A more precision-oriented ice 
property measurement program is necessary before a significant corro
boration may be made between analytical predictions and in situ force 
measurements. Such a program is currently under way. 

The work to date has served to focus attention on several specific 
areas requiring further investigation. These are: 

(a) Ice-structure contact problem 
(b) Flexure-crushing transition for steep cone angles 
(c) Dynamic ice-structure interactions 

The importance of the properties of the ice-structure interface on the 
total load exerted on the structure was shown through the analysis of 
the effects of interface actions. However, the exact magnitude of 
these actions, which depends on the nature of the ice sheet fracture 
pattern at the interface, was by no means unequivocally determined. 
Only a heuristic first approximation approach was used to deal with 
this interface. In addition, it was assumed that the horizontal semi
circular contact distribution is uniform, whereas it can clearly range 
somewhere between sequential failure of the wedges to the simultaneous 
failure assumed here -- with drastic effects on the total forces. 

Both the field observations and the analytical studies indicate a 
tendency toward a crushing failure with the amplification of in-plane 
stresses in the sheet as the cone angle increases. Although these in
plane stresses were analytically dealt with herein, it is the authors' 
opinion that the nature of the transition between flexure and crushing 
for steep slope angles warrants further investigation. 

And, finally, the dynamic aspects of the ice-structure interaction, 
particularly as they relate to interface properties, have not to-date 
been seriously investigated. It was tacitly assumed that the ice break
up condition, which would result in moving ice floes impinging against 
the structure, would result in only insignificant difference in ice 
forces when compared to the static condition. This assumption should 
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be corroborated with an investigation of the dynamic effects of floe 
impact on the contact problem, as well as with empirical evaluation 
of dynamic coefficients of friction and resolution factors. 
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SYNOPSIS 

The difficulties associated with recording stresses in ice over 
long periods of time are discussed, particularly those related to the 
influence of temperature variations and creep on the stress records. 

The effects of the geometry and the rigidity of the stress sensors 
on their operation are shown. This indicates that there are some 
advantages in using a wide, thin and soft sensor. Such a sensor can be 
designed using elastomeric (rubber) materials as the deformable part of 
the sensor. 

RESUME 

On discute les difficultes associees avec l'enregistrement des con
traintes dans la glace pendant de longues periodes de temps, particul

ierement celles relatives a 1 'influence des variations de temperature 
et du fluage sur l'enregistrement des contraintes. 

On montre I' effet de la geometrie et de la rigidite des indicateurs 
de contrainte sur leur operation. 

Cela montre que l'utilisation d'un indicateur large, fin et mou 
presente des avantages. On peut construire un indicateur de cette sorte 
en utilisant un materiau elastomerique (caoutchouc) pour fabriquer la 
partie deformable de l'indicateur. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

Stress measurements in ice are of interest to many branches of ice 
engineering. They are needed to study the deformation of ice bodies 
such as glaciers and ice packs. to understand the formation of ice 
ridges and the interaction between ice floes. Also, there is an ever 
more pressing need for dependable and accurate measurements of the 
forces exerted by ice on man-made structures. Often, in this case, the 
ice forces can be derived from the deformation of the structure itself 
or of sensing panels placed at the ice-structure interface (BLENKARN 197 
1970, DANYS 1975). However, sometimes the iceLstructure interface is 
badly defined or inaccessible, or the structure is too large for these 
techniques to be practical. Sometimes also, it would be too expensive 
to install sensing panels on a finished structure. In those cases it 
becomes easier to measure the stress in the surrounding ice and derive 
from it the total force on the structure. This of course, is only fea
sible in cases where the ice movement is small otherwise the sensors 
would only be in the vicinity of the structure for a short time. 

The ice stress method could apply to the study of ice forces on 
dams, piers, docks and lighthouses in lakes, but it is particularly 
well suited to studying the forces exerted by larldfast ice on artificial 
islands used for drilling in the Beaufort Sea. Those islands are too 
large to be instrumented completely. the ice-island boundary is not well 
defined and sometimes inaccessible because of ice rubble. 

Basically, the problem of measuring stresses in the ice is similar 
to measuring stresses in other visco-elastic materials such as soils, 
rocks, concrete, or solid rocket fuel which have received more atten
tion. It is somewhat different however, in that ice is exposed to large 
temperature changes and is usually present in the form of a sheet of un
iform thickness. 

Stress in a medium cannot be measured directly; it must be derived 
from the corresponding deformation (strain) either of the medium itself 
or of a sensor incorporated in it (inclusion). The application of these 
techniques to measurements in ice will now be discussed. 

STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 

At first sight the easiest solution seems to be to measure the 
strain in the ice. This is a relatively easy task (using commercial re
sistive strain gauges for instance), but difficulties arise when trying 
to interpret the strain in terms of stress. 

In the case of short term stresses, as long as the ice behaves ela
stically, there is no difficulty in relating stress to strain if the 
elastic properties of the ice, Young's Modulus, and Poisson's Ratio are 
known. However, in ice, these properties, particularly the Young's Mod
ulus, are highly variable with temperature, salinity, grain size, and 
crystal orientation. Thus, the problem of measuring the stress becomes 
one of determining the elastic properties of the ice. 
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In the case of long term loads, the relationship between stress 
and strain is complicated because the ice creeps and does so at various 
rates according to temperature, salinity, stress level, stress history, 
etc. The prbblem of separating the elastic strain from the creep 
strain which may be mrders of magnitude larger is intractable. The 
problem of relating the creep strain rate to the stress would require a 
better knowledge of the creep properties than we have at this time. 
Thus, ice strain measurements are of little use for recording stresses 
over long periods of time. However, they have been used to determine 
localized stresses at some particular time by relieving the stress at 
a point and measuring the associated elastic strain recovery. In this 
case, they have to be combined with measurements of elastic properties. 

It therefore appears that to record stresses in ice over long periods 
of time, a different approach must be used -- that of embedded sensors. 

STRESS SENSORS 

In simple terms a stress sensor is a block of material which has a 
known stress-strain relationship and of which the deformation can be 
measured accurately. An infinity of such sensors, u$ing different ma
terials, gemmetries, and techniques for measuring the strain/can be built. 
However, any sensor installed in a stressed ice sheet will in general, 
change the local stress field in the sheet. If the sensor is stiffer 
than the ice (higher elastic modulus), it will support some of the load 
that would otherwise be supported by the ice around it and it will "con
centrate" the stress. If it is softer than the ice, it will deflect 
easily requiring the surrounding ice to support more of the load. 

Precise knowledge of the strain in the sensor, the stress-strain 
relationshlp of the sensor material and the "stress concentration 
factor" yields the value of the stress in the ice. The main problem is 
to determine the stress concentration factor and to design the sensor 
in such a way that it remains as constant as possible even if the ice 
properties change. 

STRESSES NEAR INCLUSIONS 

The problem of determining the stress "felt by" an inclusion (sensor) 
in a stressed medium is not new. The same problem has been encountered 
in measuring stresses in soils. An elastic solution has been given by 
A. Coutinho (1969) for a cylindrical inclusion,as well as by M. Rocha 
(1955) and Peattie and Sparrow (1953). Although there are differences 
in the expressions given in these references the basic form of the ex
pression is the same and can be written as: 

EI/E + HID 
-: ° ... (1)

EdE (l+H/D) 

where ° is the stress in the medium (the ice) 
01 is the stress felt by the sensor (the inclusion) 
E is the elastic modulus of the medium 
El is the "elastic modulus" of the sensor 
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H is the thickness of the sensor in the stress direction 
D is the width or diameter of the sensor in a direction pe~

pendicular to the stress 

Poisson's ratios, of the sensor and of the medium should be included 
in an exact solution, but the above expression is sufficient to illus
trate the effect of different stiffnesses and different geometries. The 
family of curves described by this equation is plotted in Figure 1. The 
most interesting features are as follows: 

1. If El=E then a=al for a11 values of H/D. That is, an "invisible" 
sensor}where the sensor material is identical to ice, or has the same 
elastic properties, "feels" the same stress as the ice around it. How
ever, if the sensor is not extremely flat (say if H/D> than 0.01), the 
stress concentration factor (a I/a) will change sharply with any changes 
in the elastic modulus of the ice which, in nature, does vary with tem
perature, load rate, etc. 

2. If El/E > 10, a/al becomes asymptotic to a certain value which, 
while it does depend on the geometry of the inclusion (H/D) is independ
ent from the exact value of El/E. In other words, if a very stiff sensor 
was used, the stress concentration factor would be independent of the 
elastic properties of the ice. This type of sensor is available commer
cially, and so far, it has been the most commonly and successfu11y used. 
However, it will be shown later that such sensors are sensitive to tem
perature changes and may be affected by ice creep. 

3. If H/D « 1, then aI/a = 1 for a large range of values of E/El even 
for El/E < 1. In other words with a very thin and very wide sensor, 
not only does the stress concentration factor not change. even with 
large variations in elastic modulus at the medium but also its value 
is unity and does not depend on small changes in sensor geometry. A 
practical advantage of this type of geometry, is that theoretically, 
there is no need to calibrate the sensor in the ice to know the stress 
conc~ntration factor: it is alway~ unity. A two dimensional finite 
element analysis of a thin, wide sensor embedded in a large sheet of ice 
was also undertaken in order to further check the behaviour expected on 
the basis of Equation (1). It was sufficient to work in one quadrant 
and apply appropriate boundary conditions at the two symmetry planes. 
The ice sheet containing the sensor was taken to be 40m x 110m. A total 
of 190 elements and 218 nodes were used in the analysis. The ratio of 
applied stress to integrated stress in the sensor was determined for a 
fixed H/D ~ .002 and two elastic modulii ratios. The results are in
dicated by the points in Figure 1. As can be seen, good agreement has 
been obtained between the finite element analysis and the behavmQur 
predicted by Equation (1). 

In summary it appears that the best possible sensor would be one that 
is wide, thin and stiff. Further investigation however, indicates that it 
may be difficult to instrument . Additionally, as will now be discussed, 
the effects of temperature variations are more important in the case of 
a stiff sensor than for a soft one. 
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EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE 

Under field conditions, the temperature of the ice and of the sen
sor may change significantly. 

The first aspect of temperature changes is that they affect the op
eration of the strain measuring system. This can usually be eliminated 
by using corrective devices such as dummy gauges in the case of resist
ive strain gauge systems. 

The second and more important aspect is that, because ice and sensor 
do not usually have the same thermal expansion coefficients, any temper
ature change will cause an expansion that is different for the sensor 
and for the cavity which it occupies . The expansion coefficient of ice 
is usually higher than for any metal so that if the temperature decreases, 
the cavity will contract more than the sensor, and this will create a 
local stress unrelated to the stress in the ice sheet as a whole. 

As an example let us take a steel sensor: 

E 20.1010 Nm- 2 
a sensor sensor 

E.lce a.lce 

Assuming ~ temperature change of 10°C the differential strain will 
be (50-12)xlO- xlO = 38xlO- 5 

• 

Assuming, crudely, that all the corresponding deformation occurs in 
the ice over a distance equal to the length of the sensor, ie. the strain 
in the ice is equal to the differential thermal strain, the stress felt 
by the sensor would then be 

38xlO-5 x 0.5xlO lO = 19x105 Nm- 2 

(= 276 psi) 

In the case of a soft sensor, however, most of the deformation 
would occur in the sensor itself and because it is soft would not give 
rise to high stresses. Take rubber for instance, as the sensor material 

-5 -1 8 -2 
(a~25xlO C ) and assume an elastic modulus of 0.5xlO Nm ,the stress 
felt by the sensor due to a te~erature change of 10 degrees C would be : 
10 x (250-50)xlO- 6xO.5xl0 8 = 10 Nm- 2 

= (14.5 PSI) 

Of course, this spurious thermal effect could be completely eliminated 
by matching exactly the average expansion coefficient of the sensor to the 
expansion coefficient of ice, but this is not usually feasible. In other 
cases, a soft sensor will, in general, be less sensitive to thermal effects 
than a stiff one. 

EFFECTS OF CREEP 

When one is concerned with recording ice stress over long periods of 
time, creep effects must be considered. When a uniform compressive stress 
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is applied to an ice-sensor system, the stress distribution in the ice 
directly in front of the sensor is not uniform: if the sensor is stiff 
it supports more of the load, if it is soft, the ice supports 
more of the load. In both cases, high stresses are set up in 
the ice at the edges of the sensor. It seems reasonable to expect that 
creep would tend to relieve these high stresses. If the stress con
centration factor for the sensor as a whole is close to unity as in the 
case of a very wide and thin sensor, creep has little effect on the 
sensor response. In fact, in this case/creep oan only bring the stress 
concantration factor even closer to unity. 

If the stress concentration factor for the sensor as a whole is con 
-siderably different from unity, creep Gould cause a significant change 
in the integrated stress on the sensor. This would result in a changing 
sensor output although the stress in the ice sheet possibly remains con
stant. 

For example, take a stiff sensor (El/E = 100) with a narrow geometry 
(HID = 3.5); the average stress on the sensor is approximately three 
times the applied uniform stress. With time,creep will occur faster in 
front of the sensor than in the rest of the ice. Assuming (R.O. Ramsier 
1971) that the strain rate £ is proportional to the cube of the stress 
(£~cr3), the creep rate would be 27 times faster in front of the sensor. 
Intuitively, one would expect this to change the stress distribution 
and thus to change the stress concentration factor, to some unknown val
ue. However, in contrast with this argument, stiff sensors have been 
used tn viscoelastic media with apparent success. D. Skilton (1971) for 
instance, mentions that a rigid meter in viscoelastic rock "maintained 
its calibration values .... to within 5% even though the rock material 
underwent appreciable creep demlllrmation." However, he does mention that 
his experiments were not wholly conclusive. Thus, until further corrob
orative evidence establishes that creep does not modify a stiff sen
sor behaviour, uncertainty still exists as to the effect of creep. In 
light of these difficulties it therefore appears desirable to design 
sensors for which creep has little effect in spite of possible relief of 
stress concentrations. 

OTHER ADVANTAGES OF WIDE THIN AND SOFT SENSORS 

Bending Stresses 

Under field conditions an ice sheet may be subjected to bending. If 
one is interested in the average compressive stress in the ice, as in the 
case of artificial islands, this creates a difficulty: if a small sensor 
is not situated exactly halfway in the ice thickness (and this changes 
as the ice grows) it will respond to bending stresses. Separating the 
bending stresses from the overall compressive stresses would require 
several of these small sensors at various depths in the ice spaced so 
that the influence of any sensor on its neighbors is negligible. On the 
other hand, a large sensor that covers the whole ice thickness would av
erage the tensile and compressive stress for any ice thickness. 
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Size 

It is almost by necessity that stiff sensors be small since other
wise they would require a multitude of strain gauges (a commonly used 
device in a stiff sensor) or a novel technique for measuring the sensor 
deformation. On the other hand. a soft sensor can be made large while 
at the same time lending itself to simple instrumentation. for example 
capacitive readout. Also there is always uncertainty in whether the 
stress measured by small sensors is representative of the stress in the 
whole ice sheet since only a localized measurement is taken. There is 
less uncertainty with a large. wide sensor. 

DESIGN OF A THIN/WIDE AND SOFT SENSOR 

Since there appeared to be a definite advantage for the use of a thin 
wide sensor. design and construction of such a sensor was undertaken 
for measurements of ice pressures around the artificial drilling islands 
built by Imperial Oil Ltd. Equation (1) was used to determine the re
quired parameters of the sensors so that the stress ratio was near unity. 
A sketch of the sensor configuration is shown in Figure 2. 

The sensor essentially consists of a double sandwich of aluminum 
plates and elastomeric material which deforms under applied stress. The 
amount of deformation is determined by measuring the change in capacit
ance between the metal plates. 

The stress-capacitance characteristic of the sensor was subsequently 
determined by various calibration tests. The results obtained with these 
sensors are yet confidential. However. it is hoped that the information 
released here will show the interesting possibilities of a soft stress 
sensor. The design shown in Figure 1 may not be the best. It may be 
possible to use other materials or different configurations. The impor
tant point is that the concept of a thin wide and soft sensor appears to 
be sound. 

CONCLUSION 

The problems associateOwith measuring stresses in ice have been dis
cussed and the relative merit of sensors with different properties out
lined. It is concluded that a thin wide and soft sensor has merit and 
one possible design of such a sensor has been presented. 
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SYNOPSIS 

The interaction of ridged ice with vertical and cone-shaped 
piers of marine hydraulic structures is described. The ice load on a 
vertical pier should be examined as a summation of forces imposed 
by solid and disintegrated ice. In the case of a cone-shaped pier the 
ke load due to solid and disintegrated ice is to be considered con
secutively. Design relationships are proposed. 

The application of substantiated methods for estimating ice loads 
is one of the major means of ensuring reliability of structures affected 
by ice. Such methods are particularly important for the design of iso
lated structures located at a considerable distance from the shore, 
since in those cases ice loads are generally greatest as against other 
loads. Some failures of structures of thls type, due to drift ice, indi
cate that the actual forces are to be adequately considered. 

Presented herein are methods for calculating lee loads on iso
lated piers of marine hydreulic structure~ Vllith rafting of primary ice 
forms and pressure ridges included. The methods are based on field, 
experimental and analytical data. 

Field observations revealed a great variety of sea ice. A uni
form solid ice sheet is rarely to be found in the open sea; ice fields 
incorporating pressure ridges having different thickness, plan dimen
sions and drift velocity are much more conunon. 

When estimating ice pressures against structures located in 
relatively small reservoirs, the thickness of a solid ice sheet is usual
ly adopted as design ice thickness. The ice sheet occurring at a con
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siderable distance from the shore is composed of rafted and ridged ice, 
which should be allowed for in calculations. 

Until recentiy, the effect of ridged ice on structures has been 
completely neglected in design practice. At present the action of pres
sure ridges on marine hydraulic structures is taken into account 
through a magnification factor introduced into design formulae for eva
luating pressures from a smooth ice sheet. Based on the field data, a 
factor of 2.2 is assumed for some coastal regions of the USA. and 
Canada /1/. In the U.s.S.R. a factor of 1.3-1.5 is taken for temperate 
seas. 'Ihe use of such averaged factors for structures of all kind, ir
respective of their geometrical dlmensions, may be attributed to insuffi
cient knffi'Aedge of the problem, v.hich is associated with difficulties 
experienced in conducting fi.eld investigations. In our opinion, the field 
data now available permit making some refinements in design recom
mendations. The paper describes calculation procedures considering 
the effect of pressure ridges on the magnitude of ice load against the 
structure a.s a function of the size and state of ridges, and the struc
ture georretry /2/. 

Pressure ridges constitute generBlly accumulations of ice blocks 
formed due to dynamic processes in the ice sheet. For new ridges 
less than one winter old (temperate latitudes), the design ratio of the 
height of the underw:lter part of the ridge to its draft may be taken 
equal to 1'_1/5. An individual ridge may have a trapezoidal cross-sec
tion. 

The magnitude of ridge pressure against the structure is primar
ily governed by the dimensions and structural integrity of the ridge, 
viz. by the degree of bonding between ice blocks. According to 
1.5. Peschansky /3/, extended periods of time, adequate subfreezing 
temperctures of VlBter and ice, and sufficient pressures at the contact 
points between ice blocks are required to attain complete freezing of 
ice fiocs in sea VlBter. Such conditions are rarely encountered in tem
perate seas. The underwater portion of the ridge represents normally 
pile-up of unfrozen or partly frozen ice blocks failing spontaneously 
or under small loads, and rising upwards men the surface ice is 
dal'l'lfged. 

Interaction betoAeen Ice and Vertical Pier 

The computational scheme for assessing ridged ice pressure 
against the pier incorporates both the pressure imposed by the upper 
part, i.e. a solid sheet including rafting, and that from the lower under
water part of the ridge composed of a mass of separated ice blocks 
(Fig. 1). The ovemll lee force. Po ,exerted on the pier is the sum
mation of the forces due to those two parts 

Po :: ~ +P" . (1) 
The force from the upper part on an isolated vertiCal pier is 

found by the formula 

where m is the coefficient allowing for the pier shape in plan /4/,
8 and h.s are the pier width and ice thickness, with re.fting incor

porated, respectively; R== K Rc Rc is the strength of ice in uni
a.xia.l compression depending on its temperature and salinity, 1( is 
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the coefficient taking into account three-dimensional stresses in the 
sheet. 8 

The coefficient, K , is determined by the ratio, T /5/. The 
effect of the ratio on the magnitude of unit pressure was confirmed in 
the experiments in which solid ice-vertical pier interaction was simu
lated., with the values Of: ranging from 1.0 and over 

(3) 

The following formula is recommended to define K for L> 10
h 

t< = zstn.f [(1 + S&n.t)e.xpl:;r -1 + s&n.f] ' ( 4) 

where R=t:;J ,and"p is the slope angle of the Mohr envelope for 
ice equal to 15-250 in a first approximation. The coer-cient, K , is 
assumed by interpolation for intermediate values of T 

It should be noted that the regularity ~:=j (f) have been 
corroborated by American investigators both qualitatively and quantita
tively /7/. 

PrOceeding from the recommendations of N.N. Zubov, a relation
ship is suggested for approximate determination of the values of the 
rafted ice thickness in the open sea 

h2 +50h ::: 8 (x. BJ. + L B ) } ( 5) z 
where h is the thickness of rafted ice, cm; 2: 81 is the number' of 
degree °C-days of cold for the period after rafting, I: 82 is 1000
1300 degree °C_days of cold. 

Experimental studies on a model ridge representing a discrete 
medium as individual plates were undertaken for revealing the physi
cal pattern of the interaction betvl.een the pier and the underA8ter por
tion of the ridge, and for deriving design formulae. The experiments 
sho~d that as the model pier penetrates into the ridge, there forms 
in front of it a core of orderly oriented strengthened plates which are 
then displaced on the shear plane at the angle, 8 . 

The physical pattern of the phenomenon is similar to the defor
mation of loose medium, which permitted utilization of appropriate the
oretical relationships for deducing a design eqAation of the form 

Pz =PH'l,(o,5H't).Jd... 2C)i~z} (6) 

where .Jl =: tg (45 + r.) , f is the angle of internal friction in 
a mass of ice blocks, H't is the design thickness of the underwater 
portion of the ridge, Y is ice buoyancy, j ::: 1 + :; is the coef
ficient considering spatial behaviour ' of the ice medium, 8z is the de
sign pier width within the boundaries of the underwater portion of the 
ridge. 

Account must be taken of an increase in the thickness of the 
underwater part of the ridge during interaction wth the structure. The 
design height of the additional ice of triangular cross-section cannot 
exceed approximately half the pier width. Therefore, the ridge thick
ness in Eq (6) is adopted willi regard to the condition

8
H ~ Hz ~ Hz,

I 

+ T ) ( 7) 
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where H?,
I 

is the initial thickness of the underwater part of the ridge 
taken from observational data. 

The load increase produced by a ridged ice sheet as compared 
to the load from a uniform sheet may be calculated as 

. pH (q5HzPt"+2C)8>cj 
( 8)~ '" 1 + 8h Rc K 

The shape factor of the pier is eliminated from Eq ( 8), since it 
is expected that the plan configuration of the front portion exerts a 
similar effect on the magnitude of both of the total pressure components. 

It follows from Eq (8) that the total load increase is a variable 
governed by the ridge thickness, pier width, solid sheet thickness and 
ice strength which is a function of salinity and temperature. In Figs 2 
to 5 the curves ~ are plol±ed for different values of one of the 
above parameters. As seen from Fig. 2, the effect of ridges on the 
magnitude of the total ice load decreases with increasing the pier 
width, other parameters entering into Eq (8) being constant. 

Curves 5 and 6 in Fig. 3 show variation of ~ with monolithic 
ice sheet thIckness alone. Here again, a curve is plotted for the quan
tity, rn ,equal to the ratio of the difference, 2h - 1 ,to the cor
responding difference at h1 - 1.0 m 

rh - 1rh ::: 
72hJ - 1. 

Curves 8 and 9 in Fig. 4 depict variation of ~ v.dth ice tem
perature alone. Curve 10 is plotted for the quantity, J't ,equal to 
the ratio of the difference, ~t - 1. ';; to the cOl'responding difference 
at ti - ooc 1?t - 1. 

%t = "tt - i 
J 

Curves 11 and 12 in Fig. 5 show' variation of ~ with Ice salin
ity alone. Curve 12 is plotted for the quantity, is ,equal to the 
ratio of the difference, 1(!,5 - 1. ,to the corresponding difference at 

Sl - 0% 
~s - i

[s= 
~s! - 1. 

The magnification factor may be calculated by the formula 

'Y2 ~ i + is y;, ¥t fS (9) 
where the values of and are assumed from thet . th it. ts 
curves in Figs 2 to 5. 

To venfy the factor obtained experiments in an ice basin were 
carried out /2/. alternate interaction of isolated vertical and cone
shaped piers with stretches of a solid and ridged ice sheet being 
reproduced (Fig. 1). The results obtained are as follows: the ~nifi
cation factor for the vertical pier made up 1.54 with loo~ ice blocks 
in the underwater part of the ridge whereas it amounted to 2.5-2.7 
with the lee blocks frozen together. The magnification factor for a 
cone-shaped pier was 1.45 if ice blbcks in the lower part were not 
bonded together. 
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Interaction between Ice and Cone-Shaped Pier 

'1'0 solve the problem on the probability of combined action of a 
smooth ice sheet and the undelWater portion of the ridge on the cone
shaped pier, let us consider the role of the horizontal reaction pro
duced by the sheet. '!he experiments indicated /6/ that prior to ultimate 
failure- of ice by a cone-shaped pier a number of radial cracks appear 
forming separate lee strips in a certain sector in front of the pier. 
Simultaneously a circular crack, due to longitudinal and lateral bend
ing, occurs at some distance from the pier. '!'he solution to the equa.
tion /8/ 

( 10) 

yields the magnitude of the maximum bending moment as 

V 
Mmo><. = T f ) ( 11) 

H H
where (Fig. 6),1=F (1) ),==1 £; , j= 

H('t =VJ<E J 
V and H are veriical and horizontal reactions, respectively. 


Formulae for the maximum values of the horizontal reaction at 

I< .. It/m3 , '1 .. h3/12, and W .. n2/6 may be written as 


RG 
Hma" = ( 12) 

( 13) 

Hmax = R· h ) ( 14) 

( 15) 

Fig. 7 presents Hmo" versus fl curves. Calculations are 
carried oLd: for the values of E varying from 4.104 to 4.10 5 t/m2 , 

R8 .. 40 t/m2, Rc" 100 t/m2 and ice thicknesses of 0.8, 1.2 and 
1.6 m. Fig. 7 shows only the curves for h .. 0.8 m and E .. 4.10 5t/m2 • 
With other values of initial parameters the curves have a similar pat
tern. '!'he intercept of curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 7 refers to the case 
when failure may be induced either by tension in bending or by com
pression in bending. According to calculations, this phenomenon takes 
place generally at ..fi .. 85-870 • With higher values of p the de
sign values of Hma)t corresponding to failure by bending increase 
sharply, therefore other modes of failure, due to loss of longitudinal 
stability and crushing, are quite feasible. Since tension in bending is 
the most probable cause of ice strip failure, the corresponding values 
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of HmQ'Il may be computed from formula (1.2) by successive approxi
mations. HCM€ver it is inconvenient from practical viewpoint. 

Means to considerably simplify calculations is found. Two more 
curves 3 and 4 are plotted in Fig. 7. Curve 3 illustrates Hmo)( 
versus fl relationship, with compression and bending Imposed by the 
horizontal reaction of the pier ignored. In this case the quantity, ·if ' 
conforms to lateral bending of a semi-Infinite strip and equals 0.322. 
Curve 4 illustrates the case when the longitudinal bending from the 
force, H t is disregarded, and the compression considered. The values 
of Hm"IC are estimated by formula (1.3) at tf - 0.322. 

The horizontal reaction of the pier has a double effect on the 
ice strip, viz. on the one hand, it increases bending thus dimInishing 
I ce load on the structure, and on the other, it produces compressive 
stres'ses increasing ice load on the pier. The coincidence of curves 1. 
and 3, especially atfi - 70-750 ,' indicates that the above effects are 
mutu.a\ly counterbalanced. The failure of ridged ice being cut through 
by a cone-shaped pier (Fig. 1.), as distinct from a vertical pier, 
should be examined consecutively: the first stage relates to lifting and 
separation of a solid sheet from the underw-ater portion of the ridge, 
and the second stage to dislocation and dislodging of ridged ice 
blocks. 

A ITEthod for evaluating the pressure exerted by a solid ice 
sheet against cone-shaped pIers was developed on the basIs of the 
physical pattern of the sheet failure observed during the laboratory 
tests conducted by the authors. The ice sheet VI6S reproduced as a 
series of semi-infinite plates, with radial crocks, on Wlrlkler' s elastic 
foundation, the , horizontal and vertical reactions of the pier being appli
ed to the free end of the plates (Fig. 8). 

, The length of the contour around which forces from the pIer are 
transmitted to the ice equals 5 ::: '''to t where 8 is the angle deter
mining the relative position of extreme radial cracks. The angle f} 
varied beh-\een 90 to 1.1.00 in the tests. 

The length of the contour around which a circular crack forms 
after bending is assessed by SJ::: (t + e) B 

A horizontal load may develop at the contact b!~en ice and 
the pier. It Ib determined by the formula H'::: H z: ~ / 
where H is the load originating across the circular crack. Assume 
that H' is distributed uniformly over the ice-pier contact, then the 
magnitude of the horIzontal reaction of the maximum ice pressure 

against the pier may be 2 from ( 8 J{ )~~d I 

P=2 _H_ zdot::: H't· zfnta If + V . 
COSo{' (J r--=--.---. 

o Yf ') 1. '-1/ 3 h ' 
Assuming e.. 1.1.00 and e == IT ,where .11:= h Y ---r 

and (J = 0,6 V3h ' and designating the pier diameter through 8 
we obtain £ 
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THE STRAIN RATE AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE 

OF YOUNG'S MODULUS OF ICE 
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L.W. 	 Gold, Assistant Director, Division of Building Research, 
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada. 
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Measurements were made of Young's modulus of polycrystalline ice 
over the strain rate range of 10- 8 to 5 x 10- 3 s-l at temperatures of 
-10, -19.3, -29 and -39.5 DC on two types of ice: naturally formed 
granular ice and laboratory grown columnar-grained ice. Load was 
applied at constant rate of cross-head movement until the stress was 
about 5 kg/cm2, and then removed immediately at the same rate. Young's 
moduli were determined from the linear portion of the stress-strain 
curve during loading. The modulus for both types of ice increased with 
increasing strain rate over the full range of strain rate covered in 
the investigation. 

* 	* * * * 

The strain rate dependence of the strength of ice is important 
because of its role in determining the forces that ice can exert on 
structures. Observations by Gold (1958) of a Significant temperature 
dependence for Young's modulus of columnar-grained ice when subject to 
a strain rate of about 10- 5 s-l in the temperature range of 0 to -40°C, 
indicate that the modulus should also depend on the strain rate. 
Hawkes and Mellor (1972) presented evidence of this dependence for 
granular ice subject to a tensile stress. The work now reported was 
undertaken to further explore this dependence over the temperature 
range of -10 °c to -39.5 DC and strain rate range of 10- 8 to 5 x 10- 3 

s-l. 

* 	Visiting scientist with the Division of Building Research, National 
Research Council of Canada, 1972-73. 
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Preparation of Test Specimens 

The behaviour of two types of ice was investigated: naturally 
formed granular ice of grain size of about 1.4 mm and laboratory 
grown columnar-grained ice with grain area of about 20 mm2 in the plane 
perpendicular to the long direction of the grains. The columnar-grained 
ice had a bias in crystallographic orientation such that the axis of 
hexagonal symmetry tended to lie in the plane perpendicular to the long 
direction of the grains. 

Rectangular specimens 5 x 10 x 25 cm 3 were used for the 
measurements. They were cut from blocks using a band saw, and machined 
to their final shape with a milling machine. The columnar-grained 
specimens were cut so that the long direction of the grains was 
perpendicular to the 10 x 25 cm2 face. 

Method of Measurement 

Young's modulus was determined by applying a compressive load to 
the 5 x 10 cm2 faces of the specimens (i.e., perpendicular to the long 
direction of the grains for th~ columnar-grained ice) in a 10,000 kg 
capacity Instron testing machine. The testing machine applied the load 
under the condition of a nominally constant rate of cross-head movement 
until the stress was about 5 kg/cm2 , and then immediately removed it at 
the same rate of cross-head movement. 

The load was measured with a 900 kg capacity load cell which was 
placed beneath the specimen. The strain was measured with an 
extensometer which was clamped directly to the specimen. The 
extensometer, which had a gauge length of 15 cm, contained two linear 
differential transformers that were located on either side of the 
specimen. Their outputs were added and, with the output of the load 
cell, recorded on a two channel, galvanometer type recorder with a full 
scale response time of less than 0.02 sec. 

The specimens were prepared and the measurements determined in a 
cold room whose temperature could be controlled to within ±O.l Celsius 
degrees. After machining, the specimens were stored in kerosene until 
the time of testing. Young's modulus was determined at the temperature 
of -10, -19.3, -29.0 and -39.5 °e. Specimens were maintained at the 
test temperature at least 24 hours prior to mounting in the testing 
machine. Precautions were taken to prevent sublimation when the time 
required for a measurement was sufficiently long for it to occur. 

Results 

A typical stress-strain curve determined from the load and strain 
record is shown in Fig. 1. In most cases, the stress-strain curve 
during loading was essentially linear; the curve representing unloading 
was parallel to it for part of its length. The Young's moduli presented 
in this paper were determined from the linear portion of the stress
strain curve during loading. 
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Young's moduli measured at _10°C for both columnar and granular 
ice, are plotted against strain rate in Fig. 2. The strain rate was 
determined from the linear part of the strain-time record associated 
with each modulus. The results show that there is a decrease in modulus 
with decreasing strain rate for both the columnar-grained and granular 
ice over the full range of strain rate covered in the investigation. It 
was not possible to apply sufficiently high strain rates to clearly 
establish the maximum value of the modulus for the two types of ice. 
Measurements made by dynamic methods, however, show that the maximum 
value is about 10 10 N m- 2 (about 105 kg cm- 2). 

When the strain rate was less than about 10- 5 s-l, permanent 
deformation occurred during a load cycle. A correction was made for 
this by assuming that the strain rate associated with it was propor
tioned to 0 2 , where 0 is the applied compressive stress. The strain 
correction as a function of time was calculated using the load-time 
curves with the condition that the strain correction equal the permanent 
strain remaining after relaxation at the end of a test. The assumed 
time dependent permanent strain contribution was subtracted from the 
measured strain before calculating Young's modulus. 

Each curve in Fig. 2 is for one set of measurements. More than one 
set of measurements were usually made on a specimen. The first numeral 
in the identification number for each curve identifies the specimen and 
the second indicates the order in which the sets of measurements were 
made. For each set, the tests were conducted in order of increasing 
rate of cross-head movement, beginning with the lowest rate. Evidence 
which was obtained from one of the columnar-grained specimens that had 
not been subjected to prior loading, indicates that the moduli obtained 
from the first set of measurements on this ice type can be larger at a 
given strain rate than those obtained from subsequent sets of measure
ments (e.g., 5 -1, -2, -3, -4, Fig. 2). 

The strain dependence of Young's modulus at temperatures of -19.3, 
-29 and -39.5 °c for one specimen of columnar-grained and one of 
granular ice, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. These figures 
illustrate the general increase in Young's modulus with decreasing 
temperature that was observed for each specimen. 

Discussion 

The ~bse:vations cl:arly show that Youn~'s mod~lus_of ice undergoes 
a relaxatlon ln the straln rate range of 10- to 10 8 s 1, the same 
range associated with the ductile to brittle transition in behaviour. 
Present understanding of the factors controlling crack initiation and 
propagation indicates that the relaxation processes involved probably 
playa significant role in the ductile to brittle transition. 

The results are being analyzed assuming that ice behaves as a 
linear anelastic solid (Zener 1948, Gold and Traetteberg 1974). An 
investigation of the relaxation that occurred for each specimen at 
-10°C after the load was removed suggests that the non-elastic 
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behaviour is not determined by only one process with a constant 
relaxation time, but rather by two or more processes, one of these with 
a relaxation time of about 1 sec, and a second with a relaxation time 
that increases with time . Analyses to date indicate that the observed 
strain rate dependence of Young's modulus is determined primarily by 
the latter process. The time dependence of the relaxation of Young's 
modulus for a columnar-grained and granular specimen at -10°C is given 
in Fig. 5. The theoretical analysis shows that, with the conditions 
under which the measurements were determined, Young's modulus is not 
essentially a function of strain rate but rather of time. 

Young's modulus of ice should depend on the density. The values 
obtained from the first set of measurements on the granular specimens at 
-10°C and strain rate of 10- 5 s-l are plotted against density in Fig. 6. 
There appears to be a well defined dependence, which, if valid, would 
account for much of the difference that was found between the Young's 
moduli of the various granular specimens. 

Conclusions 

Young's modulus of granular and columnar-grained ice, with the axis 
of hexagonal symmetry of each grain tending to be perpendicular to the 
long direction of the grains, undergoes a relaxation in the range of 
strain rate of 10- 3 to 10- 8 s-l. This relaxation is both time and 
temperature dependent and probably plays a significant role in the 
ductile transition that occurs in the same range of strain rate. 

* * * * * 
This paper is a contribution from the Division of Building 

Research, National Research Council of Canada, and is published with the 
approval of the Director of the Division. 
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SYNOPSIS 

Considered herein is the effect of individual factors on the rate 
of ice grmMh and strength, 'Alith major emphasis on the development of 
methods of thermal calculations for pre diction of the rate of ice groV\ith 
under different conditions, .as well as on engineering measures for con
trol of the thickness and strength of the ice cover. 

I. Formulation of the problem 

The thickness and strength of the ice cover in rivers and reser
voirs, in channels and river stretches dOWlstream from hydraulic struc
tures are the factors Vlhich largely govern the navigation period, ice 
loads on hydraulic structures, and harmful ice effects. An intended 
variation of these factors makes it feasible to control complex ice phe
noma.· 

A great variety of practical tasks of control may be set. A most 
common case is the necessity of limiting the thickness of ice and its 
strength (e.g., for extending the navigation period). SA sometimes the 
tas< is to maintain the thickness and strength of ice to certain pres
cribed values (for providing ice roads, crossings, etc.). It is necessary 
to distinguish between short- and long -term regulation tasks. According
ly, in the first case, it may be sufficient to weaken the ice only during 
the passage of the ship, whereas in the second, it is essential that the 
ice cover thickness do not exceed a .certain value during the whole 
winter. 

The physical basis of control of the ice thickness lies in the 
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variation of the conditions of heat exchange with the environment 
(water and air), while the ice strength control may be based on the 
variation of the following physical parameters: the temperature and 
chemical composition of ice, its structure and mechanical bonds between 
crystals, the amount of air entrapped in the ice, as well as ice rein
forcement. 

Considered herein is the effect of individual factors on the rate 
of ice growth and strength, with major emphasis on the development of 
methods of thermal calculations for prediction of the rate of ice growth 
under different conditions, as 1M?ll as on engineering measures for con
trol of the thickness and strength of the ice cover. 

II. Calculation procedure 

One way of solving problems with motion of the phase interface 
during solidification and melting is to assume a quasi-stationary temper
ature regime both in the solid and the liquid regions. This assumption 
is very helpful, since there is no need to calculate temperatures and 
it remains only to determine the position of the solidification boundary. 
The motion of the solidification boundary can be determined using the 
heat balance equation 

or 

=, ~ 
NV iJ""C 

with the temperatures at the phase interface 

= t t, 
where volume heat of phase transition; 

heat flux from the phase interface across 
solid region; 

is the 
is the 
the 

- is 
the 

- is the 

the heat flux towards the phase interface from 
liquid region; and 

temperature of crystallization. 

Though the temperature does change both in the solid and the 
liquid zones, however its distribution at each given moment may be 
considered to correspond to thct of steady state. In this case transi
tion from one steady state to another is possible, provided that the 
coefficient of the thermal diffusivity of ice is infinitely large. Actually 
this value is finite, and with the progress of the freezing boundary, 
the enthalpy of the solid zone varies. The heat flux due to variations 
in the enthalpy of the solid mass can be taken into account if the 
latent heat of ice formation Lv will be always replaced by 

J.,. = l." + ClP" ttl -u) ( 3) 
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The values of the heat balance components, Eq ( ~), for different 
cases can be readily obtained. Thus, if the ice cover has already 
formed, then a heat flux from the ice mass towards the solidification 
boundary will be 

s S II· :0llt~.cc L xaQ 

If the ice cover has not yet formed, then SL is characterized 
by the heat balance components at the air-v..e.ter interface. 

The determination of a heat flux from the v..e.ter towards the unde r 
surface of ice depends on the specific conditions of the process. If 
the t e mperature of water is close to that of crystallization, then we may 
take ~.r~ O. The quantity Sol may be assumed constant with a linear 
distribution of temperatures across the v..e.ter depth and constant heat 
transfer coefficient and mean temperature. 

For example, with 

( 5) 


and 

Sol :: d.. (t l -tc ). 	 ( 6) 

For a still liquid with a uniform initial temperature v.e have 

-~ 	 ( 7) S• J. - "f'[' , 
where 

Let us illustrate the fundamental principles of the above procedure 
by the solution of some specific problems. Relevant calculation formulae 
and curves permit the determination of the ice grovvth rate, the limit ice 
thickness, the effect of heat insulation, air tempercture, etc. 

Problem L 	 Let us determine the position of the solidificction boundary 
( .t Cl'l/#t ) and the time of W'l.ter freezing ( Z ) if the sur
face temperature of a semiconfined body or an unconfined 
plate is constant, t C < t $ ; the initial temperature is 
equal to that of freezing, t ~ i ; and, consequently,

i- O. 	 a c 

With a constant temperature at the surface of the body, a heat 
flux from the solidified region towards the freezing boundary is defined 
by Eq ( 4), and the balance equation (~) assumes the form 

.It iN -t. ~ L ~ ( 8)
1 Xc v liT.. 
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If for Z - 0 we have .xc2ffst '" 0, then the solution to Eq ( 8) 
will be as follows 

2
Xc(, 12it i (tc - (,) / lv 

and 

V2it, (tc - tJ) '" LX = 1..,C 

If on the surface of the body there is a heat insulating layer, 

h then ens ' 

where 

Hence. the solution will be obtained as 

x~ + ( :1:1) 

and 

J' ~ -h + 
C t 

If the water surface has already been covered with an ice layer, 
xC'lll,t ,0 > 0, then the solution of the problem of determining the time 
of freezing will be as follows 

2.
.K C,o 
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'I'he position of the freezing boundary will be written as 

If there is an insulating laye r and an initial layer of ice simulta
n e ous ly, --"-c<yiJt, 0 (with the origin of coordinates located on the ice 
surfac e unde r the inSulation), then 

+ 

and 

If the surface temperature of a s e miconfined body varies linearly, 
t. =o"'ta .. gZ ,and there is an insulating layer, then 

( 16) 

and 

With a harmonic variation of the surface te mperature 

JL =-h +c t 

Problem 2. 	 Let us determine the position of the solidification boundary 
( t C'lljSt ) and the time of water freezing ( t: ) if the sur
face tempe rature of a semiconfined body or an unconfined 
plate, tayst < t suZf , is constant; the heat flux from 
the liquid to'Ml.l'ds the solidification boundary, 52 > 0, is 
also constant. 
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The balance equation at the solidification boundary for the case 
considered will be 

;) ·Le - ts S / dJL c 
)li .xc - 2. = Iv v IT . ( 18) 

Integration of Eq (18) will give 

( 19) 

where 

The calculation formula for the solidification boundary will be 

For heat insulation ht., I- 0 Eq ( 19) is replaced by 

n ns -1. - Qc.n =0 ( 20)
Q +n L 

O n -J 1..., 
K S S 

where 

Using Eqs (19) and (20), calculation curves (Fig. 1) were ob
tained wuch permit to determine the position of the solidification bound
ary 

as well as its limit position 

i eLm : ht (n s - 1) . 
Some more problems may be considered in which the heat fluxes 

on the surface and at the solidification boundary are constant, but differ 
in ma:'gnitude and sign, or vary by a certain law. For all these cases 
corresponding solutions are available V\h.ich can be used as a basis 
for developing engineering measures of control of the ice thickness and 
strength, but these findings VIlill be reported later. 

For calculation of the magnitude of the heat flux at the ice surface 
and at the freezing boundary in accordance with Newton I slaw 

52, = cJ.. (t c - t s ) or S! =. eX (tf!. - t5) ,it is essential to eva
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luate the heat transfer coefficient du • 'The experimental data commonly 
used for detennining d were obtained for plates and surfaces of fl
nite dimensions and therefore cannot be used directly in calculation of 
the growth of the ice cover in water bodies which are practically of 
infinlte extent. 'To evaluate the heat transfer coefficient for surfaces of 
any length, a procedure is suggested which allows to calculate dv for 
long surfaces using the data obtained earlier for plates of finite dimen
sions. 'The method is based on the concepts of the physical structure 
of a flow along the heat transfer surface and the corresponding heat 
and mass transfer models suggested" by R. Higbie and E. Ruckenstein. 
It .\as experimentally found that particles carried from the rcain flow into 
the wall layer move for a while directly along the wall and then in the 
tranverse direction. 

E. Ruckenstein /1/ proposed a boundary layer model consisting 
of individual sections of the length .x. 0 • Within this length turoulent 
fluctuations set the flow elements into contact with the wall surface and 
then carry them into the main flow. 'The motion is continuously repeated 
within sections of the length Jl 0 • It is assumed that for these sections 
boundary layer equations are valid. 

R. Higbie /2/ put forward the hypothesis that the mechanism of 
mass transfer is governed by the movement of turbulent eddies from 
the flow core towards the interface, accompanied by periods of non
steady diffusion from the interface into the liquid. 'The intensity of mass 
transfer depends on the time of residence of eddy near the surface 
L ..€S 

According to Higbie I s method, first it is necessary to relate the 
time of residence of eddy near the surface to a heat transfer coeffici
ent. Finally this relationship is written as 

dmean. ::. 2cn - / -~-.,.;a:':"~L-:r V Jf <es 

In terms of the adopted model, transition from the experimentally 
obtained heat transfer coefficients to the sought values of '" for 
long surfaces is possible only in the case when the length of the ex
perimental plate is equal to that of eddy interaction wth the surface. 

Usually plates of an arbitrary length are used in the experiments. 
With prescribed wnd and flow velocities, an arbitrary number of sec
tions of the length j{ 0 can be laid off along the length of the plate. 
One can reasonably suggest that wth one of the flow velocities t5., va ' 
the length of the plate will just -be equal to that of the eddy path e=J{.o , 

along which the eddy motion will occur during the time L "2€S • Under 
these conditions the experimental values of w.u satisfy Eq ( 21) • 

Now, if we use the experimental data obtained by W. Jurges and 
A. Frank for heat transfer from a solid surface to the atmosphere 

R 
0,8

Nu =0,032 e ( 22) 

or those by M.A. Mikheev for heat transfer from a solid surface to 
water 

.1 R a,sf) 0,11 ( 23)IVU :.0,D356 e 12 
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and solve Eqs (22) and (23) in combination wth Ecj ( 2~). we shall 
obtain du as 

d=Bvo. 	 (24) 

For heat transfer from a solid surface to air the coefficient d 
in Eq (24) will be 

For heat transfer from a solid surface to water it will be 

( 26) 

where K{ .. 0.032 and Ke. 0.0356. 
By v.ay of example, let us evaluate the coefficient of heat trans

fer from a solid surface to air, wth the wnd velocity along the surface 
of 3 m/sec and the air temperature of 20 oC. 

By 	Eq (24) 

At a temperature of 200 C the value of in E q ( 25) is equal 
to ~.66 x ~0-3 W hr/m3 °c. Hence the value of the heat transfer coef
ficient for the prescribed conditions vvl.l.l be ~7.9 W/m2 °c. 

In a more general fonn, the value of the heat transfer coefficient 
for surfaces of any roughness may be written as 

B= 	 ( 27) 

where J-e '" 0.4 is the universal constant of a turbulent flow; ~o is 
surface roughness; and ~ is the thickness of the boundary heat layer. 

III. 	Engineering measures for control of the ice cover thickness 
and strength 

'The engineering measures intended for the ice thickness and 
strength control may be as follovvs: 
a) changing of the heat exchange conditions at the upper surface of 

the ice cover (by applying an insulating layer) ; 
b) 	 changing of the heat exchange conditions at the under surfcce of 

the ice cover (by raising warm water from the bottom, releasing 
water dOW1stream from the hydro power plant, etc.); 

c) 	 changing of the structure and chemical composition of ice (by rein
forcing it and using chemical and dark materials). 
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The heat exchange conditions on the top of the ice cover can be 
altered by applying an insulating layer. The insulation contributes both 
to slowing down of the rate of ice gro\M:h and to an increase of the 
mean temperature of the ice, which affects its strength (Figs 2 and 3). 
By using the calculation formulae (1.1.-1.7) it is possible to determine 
the required rate of ice growth and the corresponding thickness of the 
insulating layer depending on specific conditions. 

The variation in the mean ice temperature vvith a linear tempera
ture distribution across the ice depth may be expressed as 

( 28) 

where 

Depending on the season V\hen insulating materiill is 'applied to 
the ice cover, the objectives may be not only to ?low down the rate of 
ice growth and to reduce the ice strength, but quite opposite, i.e. to 
preserve Ice and to improve its strength properties. In autumn and win
ter the primary task is to weaken the ice cover, V\hereas in spring, 
when the ice thickness reaches its maximum, the ' insulation applied 
should protect the ice b;-om penetrating radiation. 

As heat insulating materials may be used those described in 
Table 1.. Considering easy handling, preference should be given to the 
quick-hardening foam ( BTIT ) and foam ice. By their heat insulating 
properties these materials are not only by no means "'-Orser than the 
other, but outperform them in many respects. 

The ETIT foam is manufactured by mixing aqueous solution of 
urea - formaldehyde resin v.ith foam-producing ' agent and hydrochloric 
acid as a hardener. Foam ice is a frozen foam obtalned from aqueous 
solution of foam-producing agent; it freezes at temperatures below zero 
directly on the surface to V\hich it is applied. 

There are different methods of control of the ice thickness by 
varying the heat exchange conditions at the Under surface of the ice 
cover. For instance, this can be done by raising warm waler from the 
bottom up to the under surface of ice with air bubbles. In lakes and 
reservoirs, possessing some heat accumulated near the bottom, this 
method may be efficiently used to control the ice thickness by circulat
ing a water ,and ai'r flow under the ice cover, increasing the coefficients 
of heat transfer at the water-ice interface and the amount of heat spent 
on ice melting. 

Another example of the ice thickness control is releasing W'lter 
downstream from the hydro po~r plants to keep the required ice regime. 
In this case an increase or decrease in the water discharge results in 
the corresponding changes of the heat transfer coefficients at the under 
surface of the ice. The ice thickness can be controlled using the relat
ionships (24-27) for evaluating 0.. and the curves plotted for Problem 
2 (Fig. 1.). 
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Table 1 

Specific Thermal 
Volume Thermal Cost

heat c onductivity 
3Mat e r a 1 weight, d.i ffusivity. of 1 m ,

capacity, coefficient, 
kg/m3 103 m 2 /hr roubles

kcal/kg kcal/m hr °c 

~ Mineral V\Clol 
\.0 

'" 
Sawdust 

Peat briquettes 

Mineral felt 

Mipora 

Cork crumbs 

Quick-hardening foam 

Foam ice 

( ETfl ) 

100 

300 

460 

250 

20 


85 


20-50 


25-100 


0.17 

0.55 

0.43 

0.18 

0,34 

0.42 

0.34 

0.50 

0.04 

0.11 

0.34 

0.07 

0.03 

0.04 

0.03-0.06 

0,1 

2.2 13.6 

0.7 

1.7 23.3 

1.5 14.2 

5.1 9.8 

1.2 17.0 

4,0 5.7 

4.0 1.0 

http:0.03-0.06


In a search for controlled variation of the shucture and chemi
cal composition of ice various methods have been developed, such as 
ice reinforcement and the application of chemical and dark materials 
for weakening the ice strength. 

The effect of chemicals is based on the ability of ice to yield in 
combination with some salts low-melting eutectics, i.e. mixtures of chem
icals with ice, having a lower melting temperature than their components. 
When chemical material is applied to the ice surface, pits filled Vlith a 
mixture of solution and ice crystals are formed In the ice. A concen
trated application (in the shape of strips) of chemicals from the air 
plane permits to cut the ice cover. 

The effect of dark materials on the ice strength is based on the 
variation of the reflecting capacity of the ice surface and increase in 
the flux of solar radiation penetrating into the ice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ice-force measurements at Cook Inlet, Alaska made by Blenkarn [ 1J and 
at several bridge piers in Alberta by Neill [ 2,3J and Neill, Saunders 
and Schulz [4J are highly random indicating a strong need for 
stochastic analysis. The probabilistic dynamic analysis of a fixed 
three-dimensional offshore tower presented in this paper forms part of 
a continuing research project on "Stochastic Analysis of Ice-Structure 
Interaction" which is relevant to the extensive progranune in Cold 
Regions-Oriented Ocean Engineering at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. The work is an extension of earlier investigations of a 
single-degree-of-freedom system by Sundararajan and Reddy [5J and 
multi-degree-of-freedom systems, based on cantilever beam and two
dimensional frame models with lumped masses, by Reddy and Cheema [6J 
and Reddy, Cheema and Swamidas [7] 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Korzhavin's [8 J comprehensive studies on ice strengths under dynamic 
loading, and failure of ice-floes by impact on vertical and inclined 
piers are well known and have been summarized by Michel [ 9J. Based on 
measurements of ice properties and laboratory and field investigations 
of ice-structure interaction at Cook Inlet, Alaska, Peyton [10-14J 
made many useful recommendations for design. Refs. 2 & 3 describe 
measurements of ice forces on several bridge piers in Alberta including 
the synchronization of force recording and movie photography at one 
site to compare force fluctuations with the nature of the ice failure. 
The use of model basins to simulate and predict full-scale ice
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structure interaction has been described by Voelker and Levine [ 15], 
Coon [16], Nevel, Perham and Hogue [17Jand Hirayama, Schwarz and Wu 
[18} Danys [19, 20, 21, 22] studied ice forces on lighthouses with 
reference to the interaction on cone-shaped structures, ice damage to 
isolated structures in the St. Lawrence River, an instrumented conical 
lighthouse in Lac St. Pierre and the effect of ice and wave forces on 
the design of offshore lighthouses, which includes a study of the 
influence of substructure shape on the reduction of dynamic forces.. 
Reinius, Haggard and Ernstons [23] have discussed ice pressures on 
offshore lighthouses in the Baltic with some reference to two 
structural failures. The ice pressures based on these modes of failure 
were estimated by Bergdahl [ 24]. Kivisild [25] described the 
structural design of a year-round oil terminal in ice-covered waters 
in the St. Lawrence River. Ross, Hanagud and Sidhu [26] considered 
interaction between ice sheets and a rigid offshore pile in which the 
dynamic plane stress problem is solved by a computer code to obtain 
complete stress fields in the ice sheet and the forces experienced by 
the pile. Assur [27, 28] studied forces of moving ice fields on 
structures, the relationship of loading to strength, elasticity and 
internal friction and problems of buckling in model testing. Afanas'ev 
[29 ] developed an empirical equation for loading on vertical surfaces 
based on experimental and theoretical studies. Frederking and Gold 
[30 ] described a mathematical model for calculating ice forces against 

an isolated pile that takes into account the influence of ice type, 
strain rate, pile geometry and temperature. Bercha [31] has described 
the mathematical simulation ~f ice-structure interaction with 
particular reference to his . work on the adjustment of analytical models 
(obtained from classical theories) using three-dimensional finite 
element simulators. The Russian code of practice [32] presents 
formulae for the dynamic and static ice loads on river structures. 
The American Petroleum Institute [33J has indicated pressures of 200
500 psi for crushing strengths of ice for calculating ice forces. 
Haugsoen [34] indicated the urgent need for further model testing of 
offshore towers in ice conditions. Edwards [35] reviewed current 
developments in dimensional analysis, mathematical and physical 
modelling, full scale ice testing and the world's ice model basins. 
Croasdale [36, 37] described a nutcracker ice strength tester in the 
Beaufort Sea (Tuktoyaktuk Harbour near the Mackenzie Delta) and the 
measurements of ice crushing strengths (4 x 106 to 6 x 106 Nm- 2). 
Ref. 17 has described a similar test in which a pile was pushed into 
the ice sheet against a concrete bearing wall by a hydraulic cylinder. 
Drouin, Simard and Michel [38] described a technique used for ice floe 
velocity measurement from bridges in the St. Lawrence River. Schwarz 
[39] established a relationship between strength in laboratory tests 
and the pressures in floating ice fields, taking into consideration, 
temperature, deformation, velocity, and pressure direction. 

Assuming the primary structural response to ice floe excitation to be 
in its fundamental mode of vibration, Matlock, Dawkins and Panak [40] 
analysed a cantilever pier, idealized as a damped single-degree-of
freedom system and subjected to a postulated saw-tooth type of 
deterministic loading. As the loading was expressed as a function of 
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space and time, the differential equation was solved numerically and 
the results checked with Peyton's [14J field measurements. Ref. 5 
studied the random responses of the Matlock et al [ 40 J model to ice 
floe loading, given by an actual field record of Ref. 1 and assumed to 
be stationary and ergodic. The work was extended to multi-degree-of
freedom systems in Ref. 6. The ice force records were those determined 
from two instrumented structural devices [1]: i) a strain-gauged test 
pile driven into the ocean bottom adjacent to an existing temporary 
offshore drilling platform. ii) a field test beam hinged at both ends 
to the platform leg with a load cell measuring the reaction at the 
upper hinge. 

Neill[ 41] has recently reviewed selected aspects of ice forces on 
piers and piles. An ice force "response spectrum" modal analysis of 
offshore towers has been described in Ref. 7 to obtain the maximum 
numerical values of the responses. The method takes advantages of the 
similarity between ice-force and earthquake records and, as far as the 
authors' knowledge goes, this is the first time response spectra have 
been developed for ice forces. 

THE PROBLEM 

PROCEDURE 

The structure analysed is a fixed offshore tower shown in Fig. 1, which 
is roughly similar to that analysed by Corotis and Martin [42]. The 
members are assumed to be rigidly connected and the added water mass 
is assumed equal to the mass of the water displaced. This assumption 
for the added water mass has been found to be reasonable for the first 
few modes although there has been considerable discussion regarding 
possible frequency dependence and modified values for flexible members. 
The masses per unit length of the members in the plane of the frame 
are computed by summing up the structural mass, the mass of the water 
contained in the tube and the mass of the water displaced. By 
~dentifying the degrees of freedom in the x-direction at the nodal 
plane levels, the flexibility matrix of the 3-D frame is obtained and 
inverted to obtain the stiffness matrix. The eigenvalues and eigen
vectors are determined with the mass and stiffness matrices of the 
cantilever the same as those of the 3-D frame. After obtaining the 
stiffness matrix, the structure is idealized as a cantilever with nodes 
.at the same level as the 3-D frame. This approach implies the concept 
of the three-dimensional simulator in modelling (Fig. 2). The interval 
of digitization for the ice force records [1] is based on the Nyquist 
frequency. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to verify that the 
ice-force records are drawn from identical continuous distributions. 
The power spectral densities of the typical ice force records are 
obtained and plotted by using the Time Series Analysis BMD 02T computer 
programme developed by the Health Sciences Computing Facility, 
University of California, Los Angeles. The power spectral densities 
of the deflections are evaluated and plotted for the averaged values 
of the power spectral densities of the force records. The mean square 
response is then determined. The deterministic time-history responses 
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of the structure to the different ice-force records are obtained and 
averaged. The mean square values will enable the calculation of 
probabilities that the responses at the various levels of the structure 
will not exceed specified values. This can be used to establish 
confidence limits. 

Theory 

The equations of motion for a n-degree-of-freedom system are 

[m] {}{ }+[ c]{ x} +[ k] {x} {Q(t,y)} 	 (1) 

where {x}, {Q} = 	 random displacement and force vectors 
respectively, 

em], [c] and [k] = 	mass (sum of the structural and added 
water masses), damping (viscous equivalent 
of the structural and hydrodynamic 
damping) and stiffness matrices 
respectively. 

and [c] = a[m] in which a is constant. 

The rth decoupled equation of Eqs. (1) obtained by the Normal Mode 
Method [43] is 

{4>r}T{q(Y)}F(t) 
(2)

M 
r 

normal coordinate (r=l, •.. n), 

{4>r}T [c] {4>r} 
, a fraction of critical damping 

in which {4>r} is the modal vector, 

w 
r 

circular frequency of the rth mode, 
T 

M 
r 

{4> }
r 

[m] {4> }
r 

= generalized mass 

q(y) force distribution function 

F(t) Q1f (t) 

f (t) time dependence 

Q maximum value of the forcing function.
1 

The modal participation factors are defined by 

I:'r = (¢rHq(y)} 

where {¢ }= normalized eigenvector.
r 

The spectral density S (n) of the displacement x 
xx 	 r 
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is given by Bolotin [ 44 ] as 

Sff(Q) 
S (Q) (4 ) xx 

(w
2 

- Q2)2 + (2aQw )2 
r r 


where Sff (Q) spectral density of Q(t) 


Qand excitation frequency. 

Neglecting the contribution of cross product terms and the phase 

relationship, the approximate solution for the mean square response 

is determined as [ 43], 


n
2 (5) 
1 r=l 

x. E 

SOLUTION 

Stiffness Mauix 

(Kip8/ft. ) 

4411.20 	 -3239.90 1309.10 -437.35 129.30 -34.69 4.10 -3.80 1. 57 3.36 -4.46 

31751.00 -3409.70 -13964.00 -646.00 662.36 27.30 1520.90 48.62 -1269.70 1243.70 

5611.50 -5017.30 2299.90 -634.80 72.29 34 . 10 -35.63 28 .54 -16.79 

42240.00 -7412.60 -15846 . 00 -3657.20 5723.60 -1483.20 -185.49 642.72 

11979.00 -8698.10 2776.50 -299.58 -499.91 653.34 -430.31 

SY=etric 48754.00 -3722.70 -21727.00 2121.20 -3)37.30 2805.50 

19368.00 -20496.00 670910.00 260.53 -1307.30 

51601.00 -22314.00 8982.40 -2134.10 

32100.00 -20886.00 4246. ]0 

58474.00 -43566.00 

39332.00 

Mas:;, Matrix 
2

(Kip.8ec /ft) 

22.995 
22.236 

18.431 
17.562 

12.934 
11.522 

10.414 
9.432 

0.374 
6.096 

14.153 
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Damping 

6% of the critical value 

For the first three modes, the natural frequencies, mode shapes, 
generalized mass matrix and participation factors are 

Natural Freguenci~a 
(Hertz) 

{f}= {"0226J1. 7488 
1. 9883 

Mode ShaEes 

0.0349 

0.0757 

0.1422 

0.1801 

0.2574 

0.2762 

0.2753 

0.3806 

0.6866 

0.9498 

1.0000 

-0.2142 -19.6117 

-0.5610 -1.5748 

-1. 3522 8.4540 

-0.8803 -0.7423 

-0.8488 -3.1520 

-0.9134 -1. 2063 

-1.1074 -0.9176 

-0.7892 -0.9102 

0.1210 -0.0329 

0.8684 0.8172 

1.0000 1.0000 

Generalized M.ass Matrix 

(Kip-sec 21ft.) 

f4.743 
[ M] = L Ill. 745 10406.46J 
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Force Distribution Vector 

{p(y)} 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
o 
1 
o 
a 
a 

participation Factors 

f1 = 0.0765, f2 = -0.0747, f3 -0.0089 

Results 

Six ice-force records shown in Fig. 3 were selected out of the eleven 
l3egments of the ice-force records of Ref. 1 based on the Kolmogorov
Smirnov test. The force magnitudes were not modified because the tower 
~eg diameter at the loading level is nearly the same as that of the 
test pile considered by Ref. 1. The power spectral densities of these 
excitations were determined, averaged and plotted in Fig. 4. The power 
spectral densities of the deflections corresponding to the first three 
natural frequencies were obtained from Eqn. 4 and plotted in Fig. 4. 
The individual time histories for the six records were determined by 
using STRUDL-II and averaged. The results are summarised in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Q (t) 

Mean deflection obtained 
from time-history response 
at mass point 8 (ft.) 

Sff(t) 
2

(kip 1Hz) 

Fig. 3 

0.0194 

Fig. 3 

fi (Hz) 1.0226 1. 7488 1. 9883 

S (w) (ft. 2 sec/rad)xx 

L 2 
x8 (ft. ) 

Fig. 4 Fig. 4 

0.00006 

Fig. 4 
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DISCUSSION 

The problem of identifying the x-directional flexural modes for a three
dimensional frame was resolved by using the frame stiffness matrix 
(obtained for x displacements only) for the lumped mass cantilever 
model. This approach implies the concept of the three-dimensional frame 
simulator in modelling. The considerable amount of computer time 
required for the eigen-analysis of the three-dimensional frame 
necessitated the modelling to a lumped mass cantilever. The assumption 
of the added water mass being equal to the mass of the water displaced 
is a reasonable one - Liaw and Reimer [45J - although there has been 
considerable discussion regarding possible frequency dependence and 
modified values for flexible members. 

The power spectral density displacement plots indicate significant 
"peaking" of the system at resonance (rFlilu) with response to excitation 
for n<lilu and filtering out for n>Wn. The results indicate that the 
assumptions of stationarity, ergodicity, and Gaussian distribution are 
reasonable. 

The work can be extended to include foundation flexibility by adding 
two extra members to each support to provide lateral and axial spring 
action as shown in Ref. 42 for linear analysis. The-study should be 
extended to nonlinear soil-water-structure interaction effects. Sanden 
and Neill [ 46J and Ref. 4, indicate the urgent need for more field 
measurements of ice forces and dynamic displacements in order to reduce 
the design ice pressure. The design ice pressure values of approxi
mately 200 psi indicated in Ref. 22 agree with the suggested values 
(150-200 psi) of Ref. 4. Guidelines for ice pressures should account 
explicitly for the velocity effects of the ice floes as in the U.S.S.R. 
Code [32J. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years operational use of ice-covered waters in polar 
regions has greatly increased to coincide with the advent of a world
wide energy crisis. No longer can remote polar locations be considered 
too inhospitable or uneconomical to search for or harvest energy re
sources. In particular, Naval operations continue to depend on sea-ice 
airfields and roads to provide heavy cargo and logistics support for 
United States activities. Therefore, a better understanding of the 
behavior of sea-ice sheets under aircraft and vehicular loading is re
quired to ensure continued safe operations. To this end the Civil 
Engineering Laboratory (CEL) was initially engaged in performing experi
ments and developing analyses, assuming sea-ice sheets behave elastic
ally. The culmination of this elastic-properties research on sea ice 
was the development of an elastic finite element computer code, having 
tile capability of modeling temperature-dependent properties as a func
tion of ice sheet thickn~ss(l). 

However, it is known that sea ice behaves elastically only for 
small to moderate load magnitudes applied over short time durations. 
Consequently, parked aircraft, cargo storage, over-ice platforms or 
stations, and even snow overburden cannot be correctly analyzed by 
elastic-behavior solutions to determine their actual effect on ice 
sheets. To expand the range of load magnitudes and time durations, 
the theory of linear viscoelasticity has been coupled with the finite 
element technique to provide more realistic characterization of sea-ice 
behavior. Certainly, linear viscoelasticity is not new to the discus
sion of floating ice sheets(2)(3)(4), but its application to the finite 
element method provides solutions to rather complicated boundary value 
problems previously considered intractable. 
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ANALYTICAL FORMULATION 

The following discussion presents a brief description of the fi 
nite element formulation implementing linear viscoelasticity and its 
associated assumption and limitations. A more thorough presentation 
is made by Katona(5). Viscoelastic materials are often called "memory" 
materials because the current state of stress in the material is deter
mined not only by the current deformation, but also by all past deforma
tion states. Moreover, the "memory" exhibits a fading phenomenon, since 
past deformations have less influence on the current stress state than 
do more recent deformation states. 

Viscoelastic Representation 

The above characteristics can be modeled either by differential or 
integral equations(6). The differential equation approach interprets 
the viscoelastic model in terms of a mechanical analogy composed of 
springs and dashpots. However, integral equations are more readily 
adaptable to laboratory testing results, and, thus, easily applied to 
the solution of boundary value problems. An expression for stress as an 
integral function of any arbitrary strain input, £(t), can be written as: 

a(t) '" Y(t)£ + jt Y(t-T) (1) 
o 0 

where £ is the initial elastic strain, while Y(t) is termed the relaxa
tion fugction and is an inherent characteristic of the material model. 

It is desirable here to elaborate on the merits of the integral 
form of Equation (1). First, standard laboratory procedures for test 
ing viscoelastic materials involve only direct measurement of the re
laxation function (or its inverse, the creep function). A test speci
men is subjected to a constant state of unit deformation, and the re
sulting stress is measured as a function of time. Clearly, it is not 
necessary to deduce an equivalent mechanical analog, since the labora
tory data can be used directly in Equation (1). 

For isotropic materials, it can be shown that there are only two 
independent relaxation functions required to describe the constitutive 
relation. It is convenient in solving boundary value problems to choose 
the relaxation functions as the responses to bulk and shear deformation. 
The bulk relaxation function, K(t), is defined as the hydrostatic stress 
history due to a prescribed unit Heaviside volume deformation. Like
wise, the shear relaxation function, G(t), is defined as the shear 
stress history due to a prescribed unit Heaviside shear strain. noth 
K(t) and G(t) are positive, monotonically decreasing, independent re
laxation functions. They can be written in the form of a prony series: 

K -tit... -t/B.K(t) K ie 1; G( t) G + G.e 1 (2)fo o i"'l 1 
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Here both relaxation functions are represented as a constant and sununa
tion of exponential terms; where Ko, Ki•... ,Km"., Go, Gi, .... , ~ are posi
tive moduli constants with units of stress, and Ai, .... , A~, Sl, .... , 

Sm are positive constants referred to as "relaxation times. 
G 

In the prony series form, the relaxation functions are capable of 
representing a large class of linear viscoelastic materials. In essence, 
any linear viscoelastic material which eXhibits an instantaneous elas
tic deformation followed by a creep phase can be modeled by Equation (2) 
with a sufficient number of exponential terms. In practice it is sel
dom justified to use more than four exponential terms, and usually two 
terms are sufficient. It can be noted that neitl1er K(t) nor G(t) is 
the most convenient response for laboratory measurement, out converting 
normal laboratory results will be discussed later for specific visco
elastic saline-ice tests. 

Displacement Method 

In this derivation a brief outline of the finite element technique 
is presented, wherein quasi-static loading, small deformations, axisym
metric/plane strain geometry, and the absence of thermal effects are as
sumed. First, the viscoelastic constitutive relation of Equation (1) can 
be presented as a matrix of Stieltjes integrals: 

{a(t)} = [D(t)] {do)} +It [D(t-T)] ~T {d.)}dT (3) 

where {a(t)} is the stress vector at the current time, t; {g(T)} is 
the strain history vector for 0 2 T 2 t; and [D(t-TB is toe constitu
tive matrix, composed of the tt-lO independent relaxation functions, K(t) 
and G(t), in the form of Equation (2). 

When this constitutive model is used in a displacement finite ele
ment formulation based on virtual work, the resulting equilibrium equa
tions have the form: 

t 

{R(t) } ( 4)1 [K(t-T)] 
o 

where {U(T)} is the nodal point dis.,placement history vector, {R(t)} is 
the current load vector, and [K(t-T)J is the viscoelastic stiffness
history matrix. For the sake of clarity, inertial terms are not in
cluded in Equation (4) because they can be treated independently of t h e 
viscoelastic terms. 

In order to solve Equation (4) for the nodal displacements at the 
current time, t = tn. a step-by-step numerical integration procedure 
must be employed. To this end, the time integral is subdivided into n 
time increments and the time increment, ~t, is chosen sufficiently small 
to assume that the nodal displacements vary linearly within eacn time 
step. With this approximation tile nodal velocities a/h{u(T)} can be 
replaced by displacement increments for each time step, ~tk' by 
(l/~tk) {~~}. Next, by shifting all time-interval integrations to the 
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right-hand side, except the current time interval, ~tn, Equation (4) can 
be expressed as 

[ K(~t )] {~u } = {R(t )} - {H(t )} (5)
n n n n 

where [K(~tn)J is the current viscoelastic stiffness matrix which is 
dependent only on the current time-step size, and {H(t )} is the visco

nelastic force-history vector dependent upon all past t~me steps, 

n-l 

{H( t )} (6) 
n ~l [K(tn - t k )] {~uk} 

Using Equation (5), it is possible to solve for {~u } in a step
by-step fashion beginning \.ith elastic solution, n = 0, ~nd incr~asing 
n successively through the time of interest while accumulating the 
incremental displacements. Since the current viscoelastic stiffness 
matrix is dependent only on the time-step size, the matrix need only 
be reformed and triangularized again when the size of time step is 
changed. 

Although this procedure is tractable, the calculation of the force 
history vector in its defined form is computationally unpractical since 
it requires the storage of all past incremental displacements and the 
formation of new viscoelastic stiffness matrices at each time step. To 
circumvent this difficulty, a technique introduced by Taylor (7) can be 
exploited. Taylor's technique requires that the relaxation functions 
in Equation (3) be in the form of a prony series, such as Equation (2). 
When the relaxation functions are of the form given in Equation (2), 
it is possible to restructure the force history vector as a summation 
of only mK + mG + 1 vectors rather than a summation of all history vec
tors. Moreover, the exponential form of the relaxation functions per
mits a simple recursion relationship for updating the force history vec
tor at each time step. 

Fluid Foundation 

In the previous section, the viscoelastic boundary value problem 
was generated to include any arbitrary, axisymmetric or plane-strain, 
geometrical application. Now the geometry is specialized to plate-type 
structures, supported by a Winkler-type fluid foundation. By defini
tion, a Winkler foundation produces a vertical resistance force propor
tional to the vertical displacement of the nodes at the plate-fluid 
interface. Consequently, these additional vertical nodal forces at the 
interface can be expressed as [K ] {u }, where [K ] is a sparse global 
Winkler stiffness matrix with no~-zerg entries as~ociated only with 
vertical displacements at the plate-fluid interface. 

Considering Equation (5) as a force equilibrium equation, the in
fluence of the fluid foundation can be added directly to give: 

[ K(~t )]{~u} + [K] {u} = {R(t)} - {H(t)} (7)
nnw n n n 
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To complete the inclusion of the fluid foundation, the components of 
the Winkler stiffness matrix, rKJ. need to be derived, consistent with 
the concept of virtual work (5}.w 

Superposition of Loads 

For this concept the geometry is assumed to be an axisymmetric, 
half-space system such that material properties vary only in tue verti
cal direction, and the radial boundary extends to infinity. Loading is 
represented by uniform circular surface pressure discs, and their lo
cation is completely arbitrary. Specified load histories are assumed 
proportional to one another; in other words, the pressure of each disc, 
P.g(t), contains a pressure magnitude, p., and a loading history, g(t), 
wihch is common to all discs. With the ~bove assumptions, the state 
of stress under any pressure disc can be determined by solving for the 
stresses produced by that single disc, and using stress transformations 
and superposition to calculate the stress contributions from all otner 
discs (5). 

OBTAINING RELAXATION FUNCTIONS FROM CREEP DATA 

During the past year a laboratory viscoelastic testing program was 
begun to supply quantitative information for determining constitutive 
relatio~s. All tests are performed on saline ice specimens, right 
circular cylinders with a LID ratio of 2:1. Ice growth has been con
trolled to maintain a constant salinity range, density, and crystal 
size representative of natural sea ice. The output from each individ
ual test is the strain history, depending on a set of four test param
eter combinations: (1) ice temperature; (2) loading condition; 
(3) stress level; and (4) crystal orientation. 

Four different ice temperatures are chosen to bracket the two major
0

precipitation points of sea ice salts: -4, -10, -20, and -27 C. noth 
compression and tension tests are conducted as uniaxial loading condi
tions. Three stress levels have been selected as 10, 25, and 50% of the 
average uniaxial compressive and tensile strength, determined from pre
vious tests conducted at CEL. Saline ice specimens are extracted so that 
the direction of load application is either perpendicular or parallel to 
the preferred direction of crystal growth. 

As stated previously, the output from all of these 48 parametric 
combinations is the strain history resulting from the sudden application 
of a constant stress. Thus, the creep data being measured must be con
verted into relaxation functions in order to be input for the visco
elastic finite element computer code. Initially, all creep data should 
be discretized into M data points for specified time steps. Then, the 
objective is to fit a creep function, J(t), in the form of a prony series, 
similar to Equation (2), but with an additional linear term for continu
ous creep, if desired. J(t) is defined as the strain history response 
to a prescribed unit Heaviside stress input. This curve-fitting tech
nique can be accomplished by a linear least square error analysis based 
on m unknown creep moduli, J ' J 1, .... , J , with preselected times, A.,

O m
which can be optimized by tr~al and error. Once J(t) is determined, u§ing 
Laplace transformation the inverse of J(t), the relaxation function,Y(t), 
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can be found. However, wi-dle yet) is of the form of Equation (2), it 
does not represent either the bulk, K(t)~ or shear, G(t), relaxation 
functions, but rather yet) = Let), the Young's modulus relaxation func
tion. Assuming Poisson's ratio, v, to be constant, then the relaxation 
functions, K(t) and G(t), required for computer input become: 

E( t) E( t)
K( t) G( t) ( 8) 

3(1 - 2'(}) 2(1 + v) 

In Figure 1, typical creep curves are shown for three stress 
levels (10, 25, and 50%) on laboratory-grown saline-ice specimens at 
-27

0 
C. The ice specimens were subjected to a uniaxial compressive 

load perpendicular to the crystal growth. By comparing the 00 and 2.500 
stress-level curves one can observe that the strains differ by a ratio 
of 2.5:1 for all tilile. Therefore, the superposition principle is valid, 
and the ice behaves as a linear viscoelastic material between tnese 
stress levels. If both the ° and 2.50 curves were normalized with 
respect to their applied stre~s levels,OthiS resulting creep data can 
be transformed into a single relaxation function representing the time
dependent Young's modulus (stress history) for all stress levels up to 
2.50. If one exponential term of £quation (2) is deemed sufficient 
(equ~valent to a standard linear solid model), then an expression for 
the relaxation function, E(t), can be written as: 

ti(t) = EO + 1 e- / 
Al (9)

1

5 6 2
where EO = 1.06(10 ) kl~/m2, £1 = 3.67(10 ) k.l'l/m , and Ai = 16.8 minutes. 

However, no such constant ratio exists between 2.500 and 5.000 
stress-level strain-history curves, indicating nonlinearity occurring 
somewhere between these two stress levels. This demonstrates, when 
working with functions based on linear viscoelasticity, the domain of 
validity should be defined in terms of load magnitudes and durations. 

VISCOELASTIC SEA ICE EXfu~LES 

To demonstrate the capability of the viscoelastic finite element 
computer code, the structural response of an infinite sea-ice plate on 
a fluid foundation is investigated for different loading conditions and 
using material properties found from laboratory data. In both examples, 
the time-dependent surface deflections of an Arctic sea-ice sheet, meas
ured during Project Iceway (8) are compared with those calculated by the 
finite element method. The first experimental loading consisted of 
7-meter-diameter, l.l-meter-high ice discs, formed on top of a 1.32-meter
thick ice sheet. Initially, the weight was 422. 6 kiloi~ewtons, then at 
t = 50 hours, the weig:lt was increased to 633.9 kiloi:iewtons. Tr,e finite 
element idealization of the boundary value problem is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Relaxation functions for the sea ice were not determined during 
the experimental program. Since the average ice sheet temperature at 
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the time of the experiment was near -lOoC, a relaxation function for 
Young's modulus is obtained for that ice temperature from CEL laboratory 2 
c reep data. These data are found for a 10% stress level (0 = 226.6 hl~/m ) 
and compression loading perpendicular to the crystal growth~ The relaxa
tion function E(t) can be written in the form of Equation (9), where 
EO = 1.33(105), El = 2.26(105), and £2 = 8.57(105) kN/m2 ; Al = 400 and 
A2 = 4.2 min. Of course, relaxation functions for bulk and shear moduli 
can be found from Equation (8), assuming v = 0.3, and both K(t) and G(t) 
are given in the insert to Figure 3. This figure shows predicted ice 
sheet displacement profiles for four different times and the correspond
ing experimental data points from Project Iceway. 

The second exponential term in E(t) decays rapidly, thereby influ
encing only the initial viscoelastic behavior. Eventually, this relaxa
tion function will reach an asymptotic modulus of EO' For this experi
ment, which lasted for hours, the first term is indeed lost, and a limit
ing deflection is reached prior to 100 hours. Ciowever, from the experi
mental field data this asymptotic behavior either does not occur or would 
occur much later than t = 100 hours. It is difficult to determine which 
is the case because of continued step loading. While the analytical and 
experimental deflection profiles in Figure 3 do not quite coincide, the 
incremental deflections caused by step loading at t = 50 hours are equal. 

The second Project lceway experiment under consideration consisted 
of parking a KC-135 aircraft (weighing 698.3 kiloNewtons) on a 1.32-meter
thick ice sheet for 40 minutes, then removing tne load. The computer 
code can handle both step loads (as in the first problem) and rebound 
effects after load removal. Tne finite element idealization of the air
craft problem is shown in Figure 4 . The loading depicted here represents 
only one of the eight main wheels of the aircraft; tile contributions of 
tile other seven are calculated by superposition. 

The relaxation function given aoove for Young's modulus is still 
applicable; consequently, both K(t) and G(t) given in Figure 3 are used 
in the computer code. The analytical results are plotted over a 50-minute 
time frame in Figure 5 along with ice deflections found near the main 
landing gear. The last ten minutes show the rebound of the ice sheet 
after the aircraft has been removed. Analytical and experimental field 
results of both Figures 3 and 5 are generally in good agreement--some
what surprising, considering the ice disc experiment was of long dura
tion, while the aircraft test lasted less than one hour. It is empha
sized that the intention here was not to provide a curve-fitting tech
nique to field experiments, but rather to demonstrate the applicability 
of the viscoelastic finite element computer program for analyzing time
dependent ice shee t behavior, using any appropriate model determined 
from controlled laboratory testing. 

coaCLUSIONS 

The viscoelastic finite element analysis technique and resulting 
computer program developed in this inves tigationilave proved to be an 
accurate, versatile, and powerful tool for solving ice s;leets subjected 
to arbitrary surface loading. Its versatility is best displayed by the 
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ability to include: (1) separate material-layer characterization, 
(2) arbitrary load-history functions; and (3) superposition of any num
ber of loads. While the viscoelastic model includes independent bulk 
and shear relaxation functions, not easily found by material properties 
testing, it becomes a straightforward three-step transformation of: 
(1) creep data into creep functions, (2) creep functions into relaxa
tion functions, E(t) and vet); and (3) E(t) and vet) into relaxation 
functions, K(t) and G(t). Of course, the effectiveness of the computer 
program, or of any other analytical formulation, is dependent on ob
taining proper moduli and relaxation parameters for sea ice material 
characterization. The extensive experimental program on saline ice 
specimens now underway should continue to provide more accurate and 
reliable values for material properties. 

To increase the scope of the analysis to include dynamic response, 
minimal effort would be required to include inertial terms through a 
consistent mass matrix. It is recognized that linear viscoelasticity 
definitely has limits on its application; however, its domain does in
clude a significantly improved step above elastic limits. For tl1at 
next step into the viscoplastic range, it is possible, computationally, 
to base a viscoplastic formulation on the algorithms developed in this 
study. 
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ABSTRACT 

A pack ice model is described which treats the mass, ice 
velocity, and ice stress as averages over a region large 
enough to contain many ice floes. Some relations are then 
developed between this large-scale stress and the local 
stresses of importance in engineering problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stress in pack ice can be considered on two distinct scales. On 
a scale large enough to include many floes and many events of ridging 
or opening, stress is a continuous variable which affects the motion of 
the ice. This stress is transmitted through the pack, however, by 
local stresses at floe boundaries which can be significantly different 
from the large-scale or continuum ice stress. The two types of stress 
are completely analogous to the macros tress and micros tress of hetero
geneous media [Volkov, 1962]. For most heterogeneous materials, the 
macros tresses rather than the micros tresses are of interest; for pack 
ice both are of interest--the continuum stress for the large-scale 
momentum balance, the local stress for design purposes and for under
standing the mechanics of deformation. 

This paper describes a predictive model, one of whose primary 
variables is the continuum ice stress. The model, developed for the 
Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX), solves the constitutive 
law and the equations of mass and momentum balance, by treating the pack 
as a continuum. Because pack ice is an aggregate of floes ranging up 
to kilometers in size, it can be modeled as a continuum only on a scale 
of about 100 km. In the AIDJEX model, the variables are, then, 
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comparable to observed quantities averaged over this 100 km scale. 
A continuum element of this size not only contains many floes but, 
as it deforms, activates the controlling mechanisms of floe interaction 
at many locations. These mechanisms are pressure ridge formation, 
shearing at flow boundaries, and opening of cracks between floes to 
form leads. 

The constitutive law of this element is postulated to be elastic
plastic. The plastic floe embodies the significant deformation and 
is associated with ridging and opening. In contrast to viscous consti
tutive laws [Rothrock, 1975a] which prescribe the stress to be propor
tional to the strain rate, the plastic law allows significant strain 
rates in shear or divergence to occur where stresses are low, and also 
permits compressive stresses with little straining. 

The model allows the calculation of time-dependent fields of 
mass per unit area m, velocity ~, stressl Q and strength p* for initial
and boundary-value problems. For instance, the extent, movement and 
stresses in the Arctic Ocean or for the entire Antarctic ice pack can 
be treated. Here, we show a solution to the simplified one-dimensional 
case of an onshore wind pushing the ice against the shore. 

Although the stress a affects the motion of the ice, it does not 
determine the local stress~s generated by the forces of action and reac
tion between individual floes. To apply the model output to operational 
uses, we must know the extent to which local stresses can be related to 
o. In the latter part of the paper, we derive upper bounds on local 
~tresses and distributions of local stress in terms of the continuum 
stress. The local stress treated here is the mean pressure within a 
floe which we take to be a measure of interfloe forces. 

THE AIDJEX MODEL 

Because of the continual occurrence of ridging and opening and 
the rapid growth of ice in leads during most of the year, each element 
of the continuum has a distribution G(h) of ice of various thicknesses 
h; G(h) is defined as the fraction of area of ice no thicker than h. 
The thickness distribution determines the mass m (= ice density x 
fol h(G)dG) and the strength p*, and is governed by the equation 
[Thorndike et al., 1975] 

~ - f ~~ + ~ - G div V (1)dt 

where d/dt is the material derivative, and f(h) is the thermodynamic 
growth rate and is specified. 

The quantity ~, called the redistribution function, models open
ing and ridging and is a known function of h, strain rate, and the 
instantaneous thickness distribution. It has two terms, each mUltiplied 
by a coefficient which depends on the rates of shearing and divergence 
or convergence. One of these terms is a unit step function at h = 0 
and represents a source of open water. Its coefficient is largest in 

lQuantities are all integrated through the ice thickness. Thus what 
we call continuum stress is formally a stress resultant with dimen
sions of force per length. 
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pure divergence, moderate in shear, and zero in pure convergence. The 
other term is a function Wr(h,G) which is negative for small hand 
positive for larger h representing a transfer by ridging of thin ice 
into thick ice. The precise function Wr(h), though, depends on the 
instantaneous thickness distribution G in a known way. The coefficient 
of the ridging term is zero in pure divergence, moderate in shear, and 
largest in pure convergence. 

The major terms in the momentum balance are the air stress T
a 

applied to the upper surface by the wind, the water stress I W whi~h acts 
on the lower surface whenever there is relative movement between the ice 
and the ocean, the Coriolis force and the divergence of the ice stress 
Y"2' We have too little experience with the model and with reality to 
be certain, but it appears that Y"2 plays a modest role in the central 
Arctic Ocean but a major role within several hundred kilometers of 
shore. Several other terms in the momentum balance are of secondary 
importance. These are the inertial term m d~/dt, the component of 
gravitational acceleration down the sloping sea surface, and the force 
due to the horizontal gradient of the surface atmospheric pressure. 
In the example below, we will disregard Coriolis force, approximate the 

3water stress by ~w = - A~, with A = 0.06 dyn sec cm- , and, so, consider 
the momentum equation 

(2) 

The elastic-plastic constitutive law has several parts. The first 
is the yield criterion F(2) = 0 which determines what stresses are 
sufficient to cause plastic flow. We work with two convenient invari 
ants, and all' which are respectively half of the sum and half ofa I 
the difference of the principal stresses (a and a 2 ). Thus, aI is 

l
half the negative pressure and all is the maximum shear stress. Because 
we assume that cracks run through the ice cover in all directions, we 
choose a yield curve that prohibits all tensile stresses, as shown in 
Figure 1. The determination of the compressive strength p* will be 
described below. 

Fig. 1. The yield curve F = 0 
in stress space. With a 
stress state lying inside the 
curve (F < 0), the ice is 
elastic and deforms very 
little. When the stress is 
on the yield curve, plastic 
flow occurs. The ice cannot 
support stresses outside the 
curve. 
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The second element of the constitutive law is a linear elastic law 
relating stress and elastic strain e. The elastic modulus and strength 
p* are such that failure occurs after an elastic strain of about 0.1%. 
The plastic strain rate DP obeys the flow rule 

0 , F < 0 
(3){ A 'dF F 0'dq , 

which states that DP is normal to the yield curve in the Qpplane. (Morep
precisely, we can ~xpress QP as a vector with components Qr and Qrr
equal to the sum and difference of the principal values of DP. Then 
equation (3) requires that the principal axes of DP and ° a~e aligned 
and that the vector (Dt,Dtr) is perpendicular to F(Or,Ori) = 0 as in 
Figure 1.) What this means is that for a given ° on the yield curve 
(F = 0), the ratio of shear to divergence DirlDi- is fixed, but the mag
nitude of the strain rate IQPI can take any value. 

Finally, the strain rate decomposition equates the total strain 
rate Q = 1/2 ('dvil'dXj + 'dvjl'dxi) to the sum of several terms: the elas
tic strain rate d€ldt, the plastic strain rate QP, and two terms which 
allow for spin to rotate the elastic strain tensor, €~ - ~~, where ~ is 
the spin 1/2 ('dVil'dXj - 'dVjl'dxi) [Pritchard, 1975]. Once plastic 
straining starts, Q tends to QP. All significant straining is plas
tic, and in a typical problem, we follow the material through very 
large plastic deformations. 

An additional assumption, required to determine p*, is that the 
plastic work equals the rate at which energy is consumed by ridge build
ing. As a ridge is built, some ice must be raised to form the pile 
above the original top surface of the ice and much more ice must be 
pushed down to form an inverted pile under the ice. The potential 
energy thus supplied to the ice cover is not recoverable since ridges 
usually do not collapse once they have congealed. This process also 
dissipates some energy in friction as the blocks rub against each other. 
The rate of energy dissipation by these two mechanisms during pure con
vergence can be written in the form 

00 dW (h)r 
h2 

- K f dh dh div v (4) 
o 

where K involves the densities of ice and water, the acceleration of 
gravity, the coefficient of friction between ice blocks, and the slope 
of the side of a ridge [Rothrock, 1975]. 

Equating (4) to the plastic work in convergence, -p* div ~, we 
obtain the expression 

p* (5) 

which determines p* in terms of the thickness distribution. When we 
consider this same energy relation for a general strain rate, we find, 
in addition to a definition for p*, an expression for the coefficients 
of the step function and of Wr (in ~) in terms of the shape of the yield 
curve which has been assumed. 
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THE RESPONSE OF THE MODEL 

For given boundary conditions on velocity or stress, we can choose 
initial conditions for G(h), Q, ~ and integrate the equations forward in 
time. Equation (2) updates velocities; equation (1) updates the thick
ness distribution from which values of mass and strength p* are calcu
lated; and the solution of the nonlinear constitutive relations provides 
updated stresses and elastic strains. 

To illustrate the response of the model, we consider an idealized 
one-dimensional case, with no y-derivatives, and boundaries at x = 0 and 
x = £ = 300 km as in Figure 2. This ice is initially at rest, 
unstressed and with a uniform typical thickness distribution as in 
Table 1. We ignore Coriolis force and push the ice against the left
hand boundary (x = 0) with a uniform and constant wind stress T~ = -0.5 
dyn cm- 2 • 
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Fig. 2. 
case 

The response of the 
of uniaxial motion. 

AIDJEX model in an idealized 

The solution is shown in Figure 2. As the ice accelerates uni
formly toward the wind-driven velocity T~/A = -8.33 cm sec-I, the 
stress builds up at the left-hand boundary and propagates out into the 
pack. Within 1.6 hours, the stress has penetrated about 100 km. The 
ice to the left of this point moves more slowly than the wind-driven 
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velocity because of the small opposing stress gradient. The ice tends 
for a day or so towards the uniform velocity l/A(T~ - 0x~0/L) = -7.3 cm 
sec-I, where 0x~0 is the value of 0 at failure (*) for the initialxx 
thickness distribution (0). 

The intense and continued convergence at the left-hand boundary 
closes up open water and thus strengthens the ice. As this effect accu
mulates, ice further to the right of the boundary begins in turn to fail 
and harden. During this phase of the response, the stress can be said 
to diffuse out into the ice cover with a time scale of about ten days. 
The plastic region moves to the right with the stress. Asymptotically, 
the ice comes to rest with the stress distribution 0xx T~ (L - x). 

LOCAL ICE STRESS 

With continuum ice models such as the AIDJEX model, time-dependent 
stress fields can be predicted from an adequate knowledge of the forcing 
winds and currents. The promise of such prediction for operations in 
ice-covered seas is great. The relation, however, between continuum 
stress Q and local stresses experienced on smaller spatial scales is not 
well understood. It is the latter quantity which is of interest to the 
engineer who must design structures to withstand ice stress or ice
breakers to overcome ice pressure. The question addressed in the 
remainder of this paper is: To what extent can we determine local 
stress if the continuum stress is known? 

While the determination of continuum stress from local stress is a 
straightforward procedure, the converse problem is quite complex and 
requires a knowledge of the mechanical constitutive law for each floe 
and for each floe boundary. Since these would be different for every 
100 km element, it seems more reasonable either to seek bounds on the 
local stress or to investigate its distribution in the probabilistic 
sense; both approaches will be considered here. 

We do not consider conditions in which a structure itself will 
significantly alter local ice stress. For example, the presence of any 
intrusion having properties different from those of a typical ice floe 
will alter the local stress just as the presence of an inclusion in an 
elastic body causes stress concentrations. The change of local stress 
will be greater, however, when an external force may be transmitted to 
the ice; such will be the case for an ice-breaking ship under power or, 
more importantly, for a structure which is fixed to the ocean floor. 

BOUNDS ON LOCAL STRESS BY ENERGY THEOREMS 

The problem here and the problem for which energy theorems have 
been useful is that of estimating the work required to deform a body 
by known loads and surface displacements without performing a laborious 
calculation of the full stress field or displacement field within the 
body. The theorem of Minimum Potential Energy, for example, states that 
for a linear elastic solid the potential energy calculated for any guessed 
displacement field is greater than (or equal to) the potential energy for 
the true displacement field. Similarly, the complementary energy calculated 
from any assumed stress field is greater than (or equal to) the complementary 
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energy for the true stress field. More formally: Let an elastic body 
of volume V and surface S be in eCuilibrium under body forces F per unit 
volume, under surface tractions t 2) specified on surface St, and under 
surface displacements u specified on surface Sd' 

Minimum Potent~al Energy 

Let the actual but unknown displacement field be u, and let u* be 
any assumed displacement field compatible with u and having strains 
e~ . = ~(u! J. + u*. .). The potential energy U* (= U(u*» is defined by1-J , J,1

U* -If e*TKe*dV ,- f t Tu*dS - ~ FTu*dV (6)
2 V St V 

where K is the stiffness matrix. Then, 

U* > U (7) 

where U denotes U(u). 

Minimum Complementary Energy 

Let the actual but unknown stress field be , and let ,* be any 
assumed stress field consistent with F and t. The complementary energy 
c* (= C(,*» is defined by 

C* t*T u dS1:.1 ,*T K- 1 ,*dV - f (8) 
2 V Sd 

and 

C* > C (9) 

If we assume sea ice to be a linear elastic material, we can use 
these theorems to provide bounds on local stresses. (The upper bound 
of the crushing strength and the lower bound of zero ~re self-evident.) 
To do this, we treat the ice as a heterogeneous material made up of 
individual constituents--in our case" floes. 

A similar procedure has been used previously to obtain bounds on 
the moduli of heterogeneous material [Paul, 1960], and we begin by 
reviewing this development. U* provides a lower bound while C* gives 
an upper bound. Suppose we have a heterogeneous elastic body of volume 
V and surface S made up of N separate constituents, the Ith having a 
bulk modulus kI and occupying a fraction of the volume n I . 

For a pressure p and a volume change 6V, equating internal and 
external work gives 

p6V (10) 

where the bulk modulus k of the body is defined by 

p k 6V 
V 

(11) 

(2)Indicial notation is used for subscripted expressions while the same 
quantities without subscript are column vectors. The superscript T 
denotes the transposed matrix. 
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U* 

Thus, the potential and complementary energy for the composite body can 
be written 

1 1:>.v2 u -k- - PfudS (12)
2 V 

S 
and 

(13)c 

where, here, U is associated with 6V. rf, in estimating the potential 
energy in all of the constituents, we assume a linear displacement field 
(i.e., a uniform strain field), we find 

(14) 

Substituting (12) and (14) into the inequality (7) gives the upper bound 

N 

k ~ L nrkr (15) 
I=l 

for the bulk modulus. To estimate the complementary energy, we can 
assume constant stress, obtaining 

N n 
1 'i' r 2Vc* - l.. -p (16)2 I=l kr 

Substitution into the inequality (9) provides a lower bound on the bulk 
modulus 

(17) 

rn our problem, it is the stress in a floe rather than the bulk 
modulus which is unknown, and we can use these same theorems to provide 
bounds on the local stress. Suppose that the local stress is adequately 
represented by the average pressure Pr in the Ith floe, and that this 
floe experiences a volumetric strain er = Pr/kr. The stress in the com
posite is represented by its average pressure P which we assume to be 
given by the continuum stress o. For a two-dimensional material such as 
pack ice, both Pr and P have dimensions of force/length, and nr is the 
fraction of the 100 km area occupied by the Ith floe. The inequalities 
from these two theorems are now manipulated to find expressions which 
bound Pr in terms of p. 

Applying the theorem of minimum potential energy, we can assume 
that e~ = 6V/V for all I. Then U* is given by (14) while U is just 

(18) 

The inequality (7) then provides that 

1 N 1 N 6V2 
2-2 'i' k1n e V ~ -2 'i' krnr -V2 V (19)r r~l I~l 
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which, in terms of stress, becomes 

2N NPI p2

I 
nI .s. FL klnI (20) 

I=l ~ I=l 

The theorem of minimum complementary energy, with the assumption 
that P~ = P for all I, leads to (16) for C* while 

n I
C 

1 N
I - P V (21)

2 I=l kI I 

The inequality (9) gives 

< 
(22) 

Both (20) and (22) provide upper bounds on the stresses PI' If all the 
kI equal k, then the two inequalities are identical. 

Other upper bounds, or inequalities on PI' could, in principle, be 
obtained by assuming different displacement aDd stress fields; bounds on 
individual stresses, however, are rather wide. Because every quantity 
in each term of (20) or (22) is positive, a bound on a particular PI is 
obtained by simply removing the summation sign on the left-hand side of 
either inequality. Thus from (22) 

N 
<PI 

2 
- I (23) 

J=l 

As must be expected intuitively, local stress can be orders of mag
nitude greater than the continuum stress without violating (23) and is 
bounded by the crushing strength of ice. In fact, because a typical 
100 km square is composed of many continguous floes together with open 
water, a great variation of stress must be expected and it is unlikely 
that one can find bounds closer than those given by (23). 

It should also be noted that the mean floe stresses which have been 
bounded may be of less interest than interfloe forces. In fact, the 
energy formulations can be modified to include interfloe forces which do 
work through the discontinuities in displacement at floe boundaries. - It 
is a straightforward procedure to rederive the energy theorems to in
clude discontinuous displacement fields at floe boundaries. Thus, for 
a linear relationship between interfloe forces FI and interfloe dis
placement discontinuities, ~uI' (6) becomes 

u* = tf e *TKe*dV + t I Fi ~~dSI - 1 tTu*dS - f FTu*dV (24) 
V ST V 

and (7) follows. In the above, the summation in the second term is over 
all internal floe boundaries. It is known that essentially all of the 
strain in pack ice originates from interfloe slip or ridging and that 
the strain in the floes themselves is zero. Accordingly in applying, 
say, (24) only the second term on the right-hand side would contribute 
to the internal strain energy. Bounds on the interfloe forces would 
then follow in a manner similar to that used above for PI' 
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR LOCAL STRESS 

The lower and upper limits of ice stress are given, respectively, 
by zero and by the crushing strength of ice (the latter quantity will be 
assumed here to be a known deterministic quantity), from which, for a 
given ice thickness, the upper bound on local ice stress is known. As 
in the preceding section, we will consider only the bulk stress here, 
but the argument applies to any stress component for which an upper 
bound and lower bound are available. 

The mean of the local stress is, as discussed previously, the con
tinuum stress. In the absence of other available information we wish to 
obtain the minimally prejudiced probability distribution f(p) for the 
local pressure p, that is, the distribution for which the entropy 

s fPu f(p) log p dp (25) 
o 

is maximum [Tribus, 1969]. In (25), Pu is the local pressure which, for 
the thickness of ice under consideration, corresponds to crushing. 

The distribution which maximizes (25) subject to the constraints 

1 (26) 

(27)P 

where P is the continuum ice pressure (Backman, personal communication), 
is 

-APAef(p) 
-AP 

(28) 
1 - e u 

where A is obtained from the equation 

1 - (1 + APu)e-APU 

(29) 
p(l - e-APU ) 

Typical distributions are shown in Figure 3. For the case P I 
'2 PU ' 

A = 0, and the distribution is uniform. 

Fig. 3. Distributions of 
local stress p. 
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For the Arctic 	pack ice, typical values of p from the AIDJEX model 
10 7 are on the order of dyn/cm. For 1 m ice, the crushing strength in 

compression is more than 109 dyn/cm. Thus, even for thin ice, Pu is 
large compared with p. For such cases, ~ ~ l/p, and a close approxima
tion to f(p) is the exponential distribution 

f(p) ~ e-pIp 	 (30) 
-12 . 

appropriate for 10 cm ice. For this case, f(p ) = 4.5 x 10 cm/dyn, so that 
even 10 cm ice will rarely be crushed. For ex~mpl~, the probability that p will 
be greater than half the crushing strength [i.e. i.5 _ f(pJdp with f(pJ as in 
equation (30) I is 0.0067=-. Pu 

1 

o .2 .4 .6 .8 1 

Fig. 4. The distribution f(p) for Pu = 10 8 dyn/cm and 
p = 107 dyn/cm. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Although the AIDJEX continuum stress is the mean of the local ice 
stress, large variations in the latter quantity may be expected. There 
is a small but non-zero probability that crushing may occur at some 
locations. With regard to the design of structures to withstand ice 
pressure it would seem that there are cases where the potential cost of 
failure would justify designing to the crushing strength of ice. There 
may, on the other hand, be cases where such design is not necessary. 
An example is the design of an ice-breaking ship. For commercial pur
poses, a hull designed to withstand the crushing strength of ice might 
be uneconomically heavy, in which case (30) would provide the basis for 
a rational probabilistic design procedure. 

Similarly, route selection for trans-Arctic shipping could be made 
on the basis of p and, through (30), on p. This would mean that the 
stress calculated by the continuum stress would have direct application 
to operations in ice-covered seas and that the AIDJEX model would become 
an important aid to ice forecasting. 

At the risk of pointing out the obvious, it should be noted that 
p is basically limited by forces associated with ridging [Parmerter and 
Coon, 1973] and that the pack is far stronger in compression than it is 
in flexure. In most cases an economical design of an ice structure 
results from selecting a geometrical configuration such that ice pres
sures are withstood by force systems which give rise to flexure in the 
ice. Flexural cracking then occurs at force levels well below those 
associated with crushing of the ice. 
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The AIDJEX model represents a tool which we hope will become in
creasingly valuable in the many specific problems of design and opera
tions in ice-covered seas, The present consideration of the relation 
between large-scale stress and local stresses is only an initial step 
toward applying large-scale ice models to practical engineering 
problems. 

TABLE 1 

INITIAL THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION 

h (em) G 

o .000 
25 .004 
50 .017 

100 .079 
150 .149 
200 .262 
250 .396 
300 .522 
350 .602 
500 .736 

1500 .970 
2560 1.000 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses recent work on the development of analysis 
procedures for obtaining drift and deformation measured from sequential 
visual imagery of sea ice that is located far from land. In particul,qr 
for LANDSAT images far from land a semi automatic procedure for trans
ferring the location coordinates of a common set of ice features from 
the Earth coordina ue system of one image to another is discussed. 
Necessary inputs for the transfer are the location coordinates (lati
tude and longitude) of the center of each image and the location of" 
two arbitrary points on a known line of longitude; all this information 
is available from LANDSAT, although with some error. Errors in the 
transferral technique are examined using imagery over land and are 
found to be dominated by deviations (as large as 8 km) in the actual 
position of the center of the image from its stated position. The 
errors on the average are, however, less t han typical one d y ice clrift 
distances. The LANDSAT image location errors also introduce uncertain
ties in the orientation of the coordinate systems after transfer. 
These errors will produce spurious apparent strains if velocities are 
estimated by simply taking position differences. This subtle effect 
may also occur if the coordinate system of a given floe is used as the 
common coordinate system. A least-squares strain program utilizing 
polar coordinates, which eliminates such spurioUs effects, is dis
cussed. 

With regard to measuring strain from sea ice aerial imagery with
out ground control, errors in such measurements are examined using 
uncorrected photographs obtained during April 1975 by NASA using a 
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RC-8 camera over the main AIDJEX camp. During the time of the photo
graphic flights a ..... 7 kilometer "calibration" line was monitored on the 
ground. The errors in using such uncorrected imagery and using common 
undeformed ice floes to establish a common scale are found to be of the 
order of 1% whereas typical maximum differential motions are as large 
as 5%. 

I NTRODUCTION 

One use of the satellite and aerial imagery of considerable 
importance for modelling studies is the estimation of sea ice drift and 
deformation by using sequential overlapping images. Such a use of 
LANDSAT imagery near land has been discussed by a number of authors (eg. 
Crowder et. al., (1974); Shapiro and Burns, 1975). In these papers 
the basic procedure has been to identify common features on sequential 
images so that relative distance changes can then be measured. If 
some points on the image of interest are on land then drift rates 
in addition to deformation rates may be estimated since the land points 
do not move. 

However, when LANDSAT images far from shore are used for analysis, 
the problem of obtaining both drift and strain rates becomes consider
ably more difficult. The principal difficulty with drift rate estima
tion is that no immovable land points are available for "calibration" 
and consequently one has to use the coordinates of the centers of the 
images as well as available longitude marks to fix the image locations. 
In principal the problem of drift then becomes one of first projecting 
common ice features (on sequential images) onto the spheroid and then 
back onto a common tangent plane. A somewhat more useful procedure, 
which we will discuss in this paper, is to transfer the coordinates of 
both images (considered to be tangent planes) onto a common inter
mediately located, tangent plane. In practice, such a procedure simply 
consists of appropriately translating and rotating the polar coordinates 
of all points in sequential images to the coordinate system of the 
fir st image. 

The estimation of the strain rate, on the other hand, is depen
dent in a more subtle way on the transfer of coordinates from one 
image to another . The key problem here is caused by spurious rotations 
of the coordinate system that can be induced by errors in longitude 
lines. Such spurious rotations can also be induced by using.a common 
rotating floe to establish a common coordinate system. The basic 
problem is that if velocities are estimated by merely subtracting 
location coordinates in a rectangular coordinate system then such 
spurious rotations will induce concomitant errors in the diagonal 
components of the strain rate tensor. Such undesirable effects can 
be avoided by using an appropriate least-squares strain program in 
polar coordinates, an example of which will be discussed later. 

In the following we will discuss procedures used to estimate the 
drift and deformation of sea ice from LANDSAT images of areas located 
far from land. We then briefly examine some results obtained from 
uncorrected aerial imagery photographed from 9144 m (30,000 ft) altitude. 
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DRIFT AND DEFORMATION FROM LANDSAT IMAGERY 

Drift Rate Estimation 

In principle, if the center locations of two sequential over
lapping LANDSAT images are known, then drift rates may be estimated 
by identification of ice features common to both images. One way to 
do this is to transfer the coordinates from the image planes onto the 
spheroid, and then onto a common plane. Such a procedure is, however, 
relatively complex. A simpler procedure, adequate for LANDSAT imagery 
is to assume that both images are effectively co-planar so that the 
transfer of coordinates becomes a simple translation and rotation in a 
given plane. 

In particular it is convenient to assume that both images are in 
the plane whose perpendicular is given by the cross product of the two 
north vectors tangent to the earth at latitude 8, and parallel to the 
longitude lines ¢ and ¢'. The angle between these two vectors defines 
the angle between the x-axes of the two image coordinate systems for 
image centers on the same latitude line. For simplicity we also take 
this angle to be the same if the second image is on both a different 
longitude line and a different latitude than the first, an assumption 
inducing errors of order d3/R2. By taking an inner product, the angle 
between these two vectors y, is given by 

-1 2 
y = cos {cos

2 8 + sin 8 cos [¢'-¢J} 

For small values of (¢'-¢) this expression reduces to 

-1 {I [~'_~J2 2 
y~ cos sin 8}2 

~cos cos-1 { sin </> 

With the above assumptions the geometry for the coordinate trans
fer is given in Figure 1, where points 1 and 2 are the centers of 
images 1 and 2 respectively. The angle of rotation between the 
coordinate systems is given by y and the translation distance is defined 
by the chord distances Dl and D2 along the latitude and longitude lines. 
The values of Dl and D2 can be calculated from the expressions: 

2 sin [~J 
Dl = [¢'-¢] 

[-8'-8j2 sin -2
=D2 [8'-8J 
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where ~T is the distance on the International Spheroid between longi
t ude ¢' and ¢ measured along latitude line e, and DLONG is the inter
nat i onal Spheroid distance between latitudes e' and e measured along 
l ongi t ude line ¢'. Approximate expressions for these distances are 
gi v en on page 1187 of Bowditch (1958). 

In order to give an idea of the errors induced by the approxima
tions in the coordinate transfer procedure, we have compared the dis
tance and angles between a number of points obtained using our LANDSAT 
pr oj ection procedure for both a sphere (referred to as the LANDSAT 
SPHERE ) and the International Spheroid (referred to as the LANDSAT 
SPHEROID) with the results obtained by using a planar projection onto 
a fixed plane tangent ~o point 1. For the spherical cases, we con
sidered point 1 to be at lat 80 0 

, long 0° and have also considered 9 
other points, 3 located along lat 80 0 a incr eas ing distances toward 
the west, 3 located along long 00 at increasing distances toward the 
north and 3 located at increasing distances toward the northwest. The 
results are summarized in Table I with positive angles being measured 
in a clockwise direction from the x (north) axis. Point 1 is taken to 
be the origin. In the spherical calculations a radius equal to the 
average radius of the International Spheroid was used. The great 
circle distance was computed using the spherical surface. In general, 
Table I shows that there is very little difference between the various 
projections with the maximum difference being about 1 km at 600 km. 
In actual practice the maximum transfer distances are rarely greater 
than 250 km so that differences in the various projections are hardly 
significant. 

In order to test the transferral technique in actual practice we 
utilized a number of overlapping LANDSAT images of Alaska. From pairs 
of such images common land features were identified and their coordi
nates were transferred from the second image to the coordinate system 
of the first image. Becaus e the points were "immovable", apparent 
motions could be ident i fied as errors. 

After examination of a number of such image pairs it became 
apparent that the dominant source of error in the coordinate transfer 
was caused by deviations between the actual location of the center of 
the image and its stated location. On the average these positional 
inadequacies induced errors of the order of one kilometer. 

The actual errors obtained from a series of 6 photo pairs are 
given in Table II. In this table rms errors before and after correct
ing the location of the center position are given. The center posi
tions were corrected by overlaying the i~ages on accurate survey maps 
with a zoom transfer scope. As can be seen from Table II, using the 
actual center position improves the translation errors by about half a 
kilometer on the average. The actual errors, however, between the true 
and stated center location can be as large as 8 km. This is illus
trated in Table III, which summarizes the center position errors of 
17 photographs. The maximum deviation observed was 8.12 km (in the 
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y=(~-~}sin 

S=900-y/2 

Dl , D2 = 	Chord distances along 
latitude and longitude 
lines 

x 
Pt 1: 
cp,a 

Figure 1. GEOMETRY FOR "LANDSAT" PLANAR TRANSFERRAL 

TABLE I. 	 COMPARISON OF PLANAR AND 
LANDSAT PROJECTIONS. 

Location of initial pt. 800 N. OOW. 
Radius of Reference Sphere was 6371.299 kIn 

Great 
Location of Circle LANDSAT SPHERE Planar Projection 

Final Pt Di stance Projection using Sphere 

LANDSAT SPHEROID 

Projection usi ng 


International 

Spheroid* 


Long Lat Distance Angle Distance Angle Distance Angle Distance 

OOW 81.2°N 133.439 kIn 0° 133.436 kIn 0° 133.429 kIn 0° 133.572 kIn 

OOW 82.6°N 289.117 0° 289.092 0° 289.018 0° 289. 414 
OOw 85 ON 555·995 0° 555.819 0° 555.290 0° 556. 4J 5 

ON6°w 80 115.806 -87.046 11 5.804 -87.045 115.799 -87.044 115.932 

14°w 80 269.681 -83.106 269.661 -83.10 5 269.600 -83.105 269.959ON 


ON
25°w 80 479.030 -77 .690 478.917 -77 .684 478.579 -77.688 479.4 46 

6°w 81. 2°N 172.110 - 36.308 172.113 -36.302 172.089 -36.310 172.294 

14°w 82.6°N 370.874 -32.413 370.915 -32.390 370.693 - 32.411 371. 323 

25°W 85 651. ~77 -21. 262 651. 759 -21. 152 650.3~2 - 21.261 652 . ~59ON 

*The parametric latitude values of the points used for the spheri'cal 

calculations were converted to geographical latitude values for use with . 

the Spheroid program. 


TABLE II. RMS TRANSLATION ERRORS . 

After Center Position Correction 
6X(North) ~Y(East) ~X(North) ~Y(East) 

Photo Pair Before Center Position Correction 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1.66 kIn 

2.14 

1.63 

2.43 

.55 

.17 

1.14 kIn 

.49 

.49 

.24 

.11 

.25 

.37 kIn 

1.22 

.72 

.53 

.55 

.20 

.11 kIn 

.49 

.15 

.13 

.58 

.24 

Average 1. 43 2:. .89 .45 2:. .37 .602:. .35 .28 2:. . 20 
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TABLE III. SUMMARY OF CENTER POSITION ERRORS FOR 
17 IMAGES OVER ALASKA. 

X(North) Y(East) 
Max. Deviation 1. 73 kIn 8.12 kIn 

Min. Deviation 0.20 0.19 

RMS Deviation 0.84 3.50 

east-west direction). These numbers are in general agreement with 
the study by Colvocoresses (1974) who has found 1 to 8 km errors in 
the latitude and longitude center indicators on LANDSAT photos. 

The reason that such center errors do not induce greater errors 
in the transfer appears to be due to the consistency of the offset 
errors; that is, pairs of photos will have similar errors in both the 
magnitude and the direction of their center positions. However, there 
is no assurance that the updating of orbital parameters will not be 
made in the middle of a sequence. 

Deformation Rate Estimation 

A convenient way of estimating least-squares strain rates and 
vorticity has been to note that the x and y ice velocities at position 
i, (ux .' R_.) are related to the strain rate and vorticity by (assum

1 :t 1 
ing a linear velocity field) 

u = x. + Yi l~12-w] + Alx. 1 Ell 
1 

U x. [E:12 + wJ + Yi £22 + A2 
Yi 1 

where E •• is the strain rate defined by
lJ 

1.. [au iE.. - + ~JlJ 2 ax. ax. 
J 1 

and w is the vorticity defined by 

A complete discussion of the application of least-squares equations 
of this type to sea ice deformation is given in Hibler et al. (1974). 
This approach has the advantage that the velocity points further 
apart automatically affect the strain-rate estimates more than do 
velocities of points close together. Also the vorticity is computed 
in a normal least-squares way. 
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A drawback to this approach is that if velocities are estimated 
by merely subtracting location coordinates in a rectangular coordi
nate system errors will be induced in the strain rate by spurious ro
tations of the coordinate system. The basic problem can be easily 
visualized by examining Figure 2. In it we consider three points, 
which are stationary relative to one another and consequently undergo 
zero strain. Using the three relative distances between these points 
we would in fact find a strain rate of zero for all components of the 
strain rate rensor. However, using rectangular coordinates and 
equations (1) we would obtain, for a clockwise rotation of 8 radians 
per unit time, the strain rates and vorticity: 

= 0 

= cos8 - 1 

w = sin8 

-3or for a 3° rotation £11=£22= -1.37.10 per unit time. A consistent 
way around this problem is to calculate the coordinates and veloc
ities of th~ points in polar coordinates using as the direction of the 
unit 9 and 8 vectors the initial polar coordinates of the points. In 
particular, if the initial and final positions of a point are given 
by the polar coordinates (r,8) and (r' ,8') with 8 measured clockwise 
from the y axis, then the x and y velocities are given by 

u = (r'-r) sin8 + r[8'-8] cos8 
x 

u = (r'-r) cos8 r[8'-8] sin8 
y 

Using these velocity estimates in equation 1, we would obtain (using 
Figure 2) for a clockwise rotation of a per unit time 

£11 = £22 = £12 = 0 

w = [8'-8] 

For the general case of many points utilizing least-squares equations 
based on Equations 1, it c'an be shown (Hibler et al., 1974) that 
adding a constant rotation to all angles only changes the vorticity. 

Besides the special example considered here, this rotation 
effect can be illustrated by actual data. Such an illustration is 
given in Figure 3, where various rotational errors in the coordinate 
transfer of five common ice features between two LANDSAT images was 
purposely added. As can be seen, in agreement with the simple 
example of Figure 2, rotations of 3° can cause significant undesir
able effects. 
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Figure 3. EFFECT OF SPURIOUS ROTATIONS ON ESTIMATED STRAINS 

TABLE IV. APPARENT STRAINS ON LAND MASSES. 

Unit s : Percent per day 

Photo Pair E E Shear Vorticity
XX yy 

1 -0. 069:. 0.106 - 0 . 276 :. 0.087 0 .044 :. 0. 069 0.063 :. 0.069 

2 - 0.178 :. 0. 041 - 0. 033 + 0.108 0. 247 :.0. 058 - 0.386 :. 0.058 

3 0. 024 :. 0. 049 0. 098 :. 0.053 - 0 .246 :. 0. 036 0.14 3 :. 0. 036 

4 - 0.241 + 0.104 0.u8 :. 0. 098 0.108 :. 0.072 - 0. 051:. 0 . 072 

5 - 0.142 + 0. 046 0 .159 :. 0.0 53 0.109 :. 0.035 0. 294 :. 0. 035 

6 -0.020 :. 0.1 57 0.402:. 0. 089 -0 . 078 :. 0. 090 0.125 :. 0. 090 

RMS 0 .139 0. 219 0.159 0. 215 
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In using this "polar" technique it should be noted that as long 
as one chooses one of the points as the origin, where the center of 
rotation i s located has no effect on the results. This is because all 
lines connecting points will rotate by the same amount regardless of 
where the center of rotation is located. This will not, however, be 
true if one chooses for the origin some arbitrary point which may not 
actually represent a point on the ice. 

Although the above procedure allows strain estimates to be inde
pendent of coordinate transfer errors, there will nevertheless still 
be some strain errors because of the registration error in marking 
common features and the non-linearities in the images. Besides being 
dependent on such factors, vorticity estimates additionally depend on 
errors in the orientation estimates of the coordinate systems on the two 
images. 

To make a direct estimate of these errors we calculated least
squares strain and vorticity for the photo pairs used in the above 
transferral study. The results are shown in Table IV where we list the 
average strain rates and vorticities (which should be zero since there 
has been no motion) together with the inhomogeneity errors. As can be 
seen, on the average the strains are of the order of 0.1 to 0.2% per day 
which would represent a 0.2 kID variation over 100 km, the approximate 
size of the arrays we were using. 

However, not all the error can be attributed to random errors 
such as the registration errors. If this were the case then the 
average strain rates in Table IV would cluster around zero with the 
error being somewhat larger than the average strain. A more consis
tent way to interpret the results in Table IV would be to say that in 
addition to registration errors there are certain distortions in the 
photos. Assuming such distortions are approximately linear, the 
estimated strain would be equal to the average distortion with the 
residual error indicative of the registration error. For the six 
photos analyzed the average residual error is 86 m which is almost 
exactly the stated resolution (80 m) of the LANDSAT multispectral 
scanning system. The rest of the strain can be accounted for by 
saying that distortions induce about 100 m errors per 100 kID. Conse
quently as a practical manner for estimating experimental errors in 
strain we can assign equal errors of about 100 m to the registration 
of points (which is in agreement with Colvocoresses (1974) estimates 
of geometric fidelity) and to image nonlinearities over distances of 
100 kID. 

With regard to vorticity errors the rms vorticity in Table IV was 
only a little larger than the rms strain rate indicating that rotation 
effects were relatively minor. However, comparisons of the angles of 
the line of longitude passing through the center of a LANDSAT image, as 
obtained from different lines longitude marked on the image, indicate 
that the estimated andles often differ by 0.01 radian. This effect is 
somewhat ameliorated by taking the average estimated angle from two 
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longitude lines located as near to the image center as the image tic 
marks allow. Still, because of such errors, it would seem safer to 
assume the experimental vorticity error to be of the order of 0.5% per 
day. 

To illustrate the application of these techniques to actual sea 
ice drift and deformation measurements, we examined three sequences of 
images from March 1973 in the region 78°N', 170oW. The starting posi
tion and day for each sequence is shown in Figure 4. Seq. 11 consis
ted of 7 images; Seq. 12, 6 images; and Seq. 13, 4 images. Four to 
six common ice features were digitized on each sequential image pair 
and the average drift and deformation calculated. The drift rates 
are shown in Figure 5. The westward drift rates generally decrease 
as one moves to the north, a fact which is in general agreement with 
the clockwise motion of the Pacific Gyre. Also the drift rates are 
on the average several kilometers a day which is larger than the 
observed transferral error of about 1 kID per day. In general, these 
drift rates also agree with average drift rates of ice islands which 
are found to typically drift about 3.6 kID/day in this region (Dunbar 
and Wittmann, 1962). 

I \ 
32073· 
Seq.13 

31873 
·Seq. 12 

31773. 
Seq. I I 

1 

780 N 

Figure 4. LOCATION OF INITIAL IMAGES 

IN SEA ICE IMAGE SEQUENCES 
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Figure 5. DRIFT RATES FROM SEA ICE IMAGE SEQUENCES 

DEFORMATION RATE ES'rIMATES FROM AERIAL IMAGERY 

Because of its regular orbit, LANDSAT produces imagery which has 
a consistent orientation and linearity that makes it quite useful for 
estimating deformation rates. Aerial imagery unless corrected by 
photogrammetric techniques will have orientation differences due to 
changes in both the altitude and orientation of the aircraft during 
the reconnaissance run. To obtain some estimates of how well such 
uncorrected imagery can be used to measure distance changes bewteen 
ice features, and hence strain, we have utilized a series of aerial 
photos take at 9144 m (30,000 ft) by the NASA Convair 990 in April 
1975 over the AIDJEX main base camp. On the ice two 40' by 40' black 
cloth targets were constructed and placed approximately 7 km apart. 
The changes in the distance between these two targets were measured 
to an accuracy of ~ 2 meters using two theodolites separated on a 
baseline of =1. 5 km in length. 

Using six sequential images over the camp relative distance 
changes between the targets were estimated by comparing the target 
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Figure 6. 	 COMPARISON OF PHOTOGRAPHICALLY ESTIMATED DISTANCES TO 
ACTUAL DISTANCES 

distances to distances between fixed "immovable" points on undeformed 
areas of a multiyear ice floe. In particular, 3 non parallel lines 
several kilometers in length were identified on a given floe. The 
average ratio of the lengths of these lines as determined from one 
photo in the sequence to their lengths as determined in an earlier 
photo was determined and used as a correction factor to be applied 
to the distance between the visual targets. The comparison of actual 
and photo estimated distances are given in Figure 6, where we have 
assumed the target distance on the first photo to be equal to the 
actual distance. As can be seen, the photo distances show a spread 
of about 100 m or 1.5% at 7 km. Although this is a significant error 
it is still small relative to the actual distance change between the 
targets which was several hundred meters C-:::: 5%). Another estimate 
of this type of error was made by examining the variation from photo 
to photo of the ratios of the three fixed calibration lines among 
themselves. If there were no errors, these ratios would not change, 
whereas in practice the standard deviation over 6 photographs varied 
from 1.7% to 2.2%. 

Consequently, these limited results suggest that 2% is a reason
able estimate for the error in measuring distance from high quality 
aerial imagery without photogrammetric corrections. Because actual 
sea ice distance changes are often 10% when measured on the small 
scale, such error can occasionally be neglected. An example of such 
a case would be a study where only the widths of the leads are impor
tant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that this study has shown that, when analyzed with 
appropriate techniques, LANDSAT imagery is adequate for estimating sea 
ice drift rates at locations far from land. The transferral geometry 
described in this paper gives a simple and rapid way to transfer co
ordinates from one image to another with the errors in the transferral 
equations being negligible over the transferral distances used. In 
general, the errors in the transferral process are dominated by the 
deviation of the actual image centers from their stated centers. The 
effect of such uncertainties, however, is not enough to mask effects 
caused by typical sea ice drift. 

As regards deformation rates, typical results show that it is 
important to use a least squares procedure that is independent of 
rotation effects. Also, the magnitude of errors in strain rates, due to 
experimental errors and non-linearities in the ice velocity field, 
suggest that two day averages of strain rates should be used when esti
mating deformation rates from LANDSAT images. When estimating deforma
tion rates from uncorrected aerial imagery of sea ice, typical errors 
appear to be of the order of 2% which although large are again less than 
observed differential distance changes as measured on a small scale 
(several kilometers). 
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During the spring of 1973 a test load was placed on the ice 
offshore in the Kristoffer Bay area of Ellef Ringnes Island 
to study deflection behaviour of the ice sheet. The test 
load was constructed by filling with water a circular 
reservoir 50 ft. (15.2 m) in diameter ..lith \'JaIls consisting 
of a snow dyke. At the same time three stratigraphic holes 
were drilled offshore in the Kristoffer Bay area of Ellef 
Ringnes Island using the natural ice as a support for the 
drilling rig. The holes were drilled with a truck-mounted 
service rig (Kenting Big Indian Rig 3) weighing approxi
mately 135,000 Ibs. (62,000 kg). Panarctic Oils Ltd. of 
Calgary retained FENCO to provide specifications for safe 
ice loading procedures for the strat holes and to conduct 
onsite monitoring during drilling, both at the rig sites 
and at the load test site. 

Vertical deflections of the ice were measured at each load 
site continuously. During drilling a close watch was kept 
on the time-deflection curves so that accelerating 
deflection rates and the onset -of failure could be detected 
and the safety of personnel and equipment assured. As well, 
ice strengths, temperatures and thicknesses were measured 
regularly. 

Procedure 

Load Test Pond Construction 

To build the Load Test Pond, snow dykes were constructed to 
a height of 5 ft. (1.5 m) above the existing ice surface 
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forming an almost circular pond of 50 ft. (15.2 m) diameter. 
The natural ice thickness was between 6 and 8 ft. (1.8 and 
2.4 m) at the test site. The pond was flooded to a total 
water depth of 4 ft. (1.2 m) above the original ice surface 
in intervals of 6 to 15 in. (15 to 38 cm). r1ean ice 
temperature varied but measurements shat'7 that this difference 
did not affect the ice sheet deflections under constant load 
conditions. During flooding, deflections ~ere monitored 
t~rough the already-installed measuring system. By April 7, 
1973, the sea \rlater in the pond \'ms at its final level and 
the total weight of the experimental load was computed to be 
550 tons (500 metric tons). The total vollli~e of the pond 
\'Jas computed by taking 8 thickness profiles on radial lines 
across the centre of the pond. The exact value of the 
weight was not calculated from depth alone for two reasons. 
Some of the sea Hater leaked through the SnOlr7 dykes anc. the 
ice surface shape was not constant because of the successive 
deflections beneath the pond itself. 

On the upper part of Figure 3 one can see the successive 
loads of the test pond computed from measurements of the 
flood depth. A simple depth gauge consisted of a 2" x 4" 
(5 cm x 10 em) stake graduated in inches and frozen in the 
original ice sheet at the edge of the pond for rough control 
of the built-up ice thickness. 

Load Test Pond Deflection Measurements 

A system of deflection measurement pillars wa s set up at the 
beginning of the loading and the initial measureme n ts were 
taken sinultaneously with the first sea \vater pumping. The 
pillars consisted of stakes 2" x 4" X 8' (5 cm xlO cm x2.4 m) 
frozen in the perpendicular position in the original ice sheet 
at a depth of about 2 ft. (.6 m). Six-inch and twelve-inch 
steel rulers were fixed on the two-by-four stakes in a pre
levelled horizontal line. 

Deflections were measured on a daily basis by precise 
levelling using the rulers fixed on the two-by-four stakes. 
A Wild N3 level equipped with a micrometer was used for the 
measurement. Due to a malfunction of the wild N3 level, an 
available wild T2 theodolite, corrected for vertical index 
error, was used later. 

Figure 1 "Load Test Pond and Measuring System" shm-ls the 
arrangement of the measuring pillars aligned in two 
perpendicular directions, approximately orientated to the 
North-South and East-West lines and called "E-Line" and 
liN-Line" respectively. 

Results of Test Pond Deflection Measurements 

Figure 3 shows a plot of deflection measurements for the 
first stake of both line "E" and "N" vs. days from start of 
test. 
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The curve slope is continually decreasing with time as 
opposed to a failure condition where the slope would tend 
to increase with time. The curve shows considerably more 
deflection than the theory for infinite plates on elastic 
foundations predicts, assuming an elastic material with 
modulus of elasticity equal to that of ice. 

Figure 2 shows the deflections for the first few stations 
at various times during the loading sequence. 

These deflection curves confirm that the ice is behaving in a 
plastic manner since elastic theory would predict the point 
of zero deflection to occur at 330 ft (100.0 m) from the edge 
of the pond when in fact it occurs at 110 (33.5 m) to 115 
( 3 5 . 0 m) fee t . 

Big Indian Rig #3 Deflection Measurements 

A deflection measurement system similar to that used for the 
Test Pond was installed at the site of Big Indian Rig 
operations (see Fig. 4). 

Figure 3 shows the deflection of the Big Indian Rig at its 
center as well as the Load Test Pond deflection. 

Figure 5 shows the radial deflection profile of the rig load 
at various times during the L-45 stratigraphic test hole. 
The initial deflection which occurs when the load is first 
applied is not included in this curve. 

Figure 6 records the deflection of the surrounding ice sheet 
after the rig was removed. The residual deformations of the 
ice show clearly that some deflection was due to plastic 
deformation. Deflections were monitored every 8 hours for a 
period of 48 hours after the rig was removed. 

During the second half of May, 1973 deflection measurements 
were performed at two other stratigraphic hole locations. 
The main purpose for these measurements was to monitor 
deflection to ensure the safety of the rig. The results 
of these measurements were inconclusive and have not been 
shown . 

Theoretical Analysis of Measured Deflections 

The mathematical analysis of the measured deflections was 
based on elastic theory. Sea ice behaves elastically during 
short-term loading and plastically if the load remains for a 
prolonged period. Plastic analysis is very complex and hence 
it is advantageous to treat the problem as an elastic one if 
possible. Since the ultimate plastic deflection is what is 
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required, an attempt was made to fit the elastic theory to 
the equilibrium deflection measured in the field. 

The factor varied to make elastic theory fit was E, the 
elastic modulus. Cold, low salinity sea ice has an elastic 
modulus u2der sh2rt-term loading of about 6.0 x 10 5 psi 
(4.2 x 10 kg/em). 

Westergaard's (1926) theory for plates on elastic foundation 
was used initially. 

This theory gives deflection of a plate equal to: 

o = ~ x R 

KL 


P total load on plate 

K = modulus of subgrade reaction 

L radius of relative stiffness 

R is a factor accounting for distance from load which 
Westergaard presents in a graph. Its value is 1/8 
at the center. 

h plate thickness 

~ poissons ratio for the plate 

E = elastic modulus 

From the diagram in the Westergaard paper we see that Rand 
deflection are zero at a distance of about four times the 
radius of relative stiffness. Using the expression for L 
above and the diagrams of measured deflection we can find 
a value for E. 

4 2
E = L x 12(1-~ )K 


3

h
 

for this case: 


~ = .3 

3 -3 3K = .037 lb/in (1.0 x 10 kg/em) 

h 84 in (213 em) 
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The zero point for the load test pond from Figure 2 is at 
135' (41.1 m). Therefore L is about 45' (10.4 m) and E is 

10 3 22.0 x 10 4 psi (1.4 x kg/cm ). Using westerg~ard's 
function for def~ection a value of E of 1.5 x 10 psi 
(1.0 x 10 3 kg/cm ) gives a close approximation to the measured 
final deflection line (see Fig. 2). 

Another relation was also used to approximate the deflection 
line. Westergaard theory assumes a point load; however, 
theory put forth by Wyman (1950) includes the variable of load 
radius as follows: 

p
is r - 'ITa L 

a = load radius 

r = deflection radius 

ber', bei', ker, kei = Bessel functions (McLachlan, 1934) 

A value of E of 1.5 x 10 4 psi again gives a good approximation 
as seen In Fig. 2. 

432E of 1.5 x 10 (1.0 x 10 kg/cm) seems 5to be a sa~e valu2 then. 
This is 1/40 the short term E of 6 x 10 (4.2 x 10 kg/cm). 

4Using 1.5 x 10 psi (1.0 x 10 3 kg/cm2 ) as E to predict the 
deflection under the Big Indian Rig we get deflection of 
3.1 in (7.9 cm). The Fig. 5 indicates plastic deflection of 
2.1 in (5.3 cm) and Fig. ~ shows elastic rebound of 1.2 in 
(3.0 cm) [2.1 in (5.3 cm) - .9 in (2.3 cm)]. This gives a 
total deflection of 3.3 in (8.4 cm). The extra .2 in (.5 cm) 
deflection can be explained by the considerable and variable 
live load of a drill rig which probably caused extra plastic 
deflections. 

Conclusions 

The above analysis of the field measurements indicates that 
elastic plate theory loads can be used to predict the ultimate 
deflection of an ice sheet under longer term vertical loading. 
Both elastic and time dependent deformations can be estimated 
by reducing the value of the modulus of elasticity. Short 
term, elastic deflections can be approximated by simply using 
the elastic modulus for ice commonly found .from short time 
small scale or sonic tests. 

In the two cases of loading, theoretical deflections closely 
approximating the measured ones were computed using a 
modulus of about 1/40 the initial value after corrections had 
been made for initial deflections and variable load effects. 
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This good agreement between an empirical theoretical analysis 
and experimental measurements verifies the earlier stress 
calculations performed before the rigs were placed on the ice. 
Future estimations of ice stresses and deflections can be 
calculated with some confidence using similar methods. 

Since this work was done in 1973, similar methods have been 
used to successfully design ice pads to support a much larger 
rig weighing about a million pounds. Two offshore deliniation 
wells have been drilled by Panarctic in the Canadian Arctic 
Islands using these pads. 
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ABSTRACT 

Coastal processes associated with ice dynamics along the 
northern coast of Alaska are not well understood. Transportation 
planning and future construction require that additional environ
mental data be obtained for this region. Discussed in this paper 
are various ice-related applications made with the imagery from 
NOAA series satellites for this coastal region. 

INTRODUCTION 

The rapidly developing energy exigency and the imminent development 
of transportation schemes have given rise to data needs related to ice 
conditions along the northern coast of Alaska. This is an area of 
very sparse hydrological and climatological data. Near-coastal 
information on ice conditions is of present interest to summer barge 
traffic, winter overland traffic, and general scheduling of construc
tion and exploration activities. It is also necessary to have an 
understanding of the ice/water dynamics for assessing the environmental 
changes caused by pollutants in the course of this development. 

It is evident that future exploration will proceed both along 
the coast as well as offshore in the Beaufort Sea, resulting in 
additional barge traffi c and permanent engi neering structures span
ning the major river systems of this area. The utilization of remote 
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sensing techniques is a logical choice for observing the tce dynamics 
of this region. Discussed in this paper are the specifications and 
ice-related applications of the NOAA series VHRR (Very High Resolution 
Radiometer) satellites, with special emphasis on near-coastal studies. 

Studies related to ice dynamics in the Arctic Basin have been 
augmented by the application of remote sensing with satellites. 
Several papers discuss the earlier work using TIROS, ESSA, NIMBUS, 
Air Force DAPP, and ERTS imagery (Wendler, 1973; Barnes et al' 3 1972; 
Shapi ro and Burns, 1975; and De Rycke , 1973). While the resol ution of 
the earlier weather satellites was too coarse for detailed studies, 
ERTS imagery provided excellent resolution. The main disadvantage 
of ERTS imagery was the 18-day time period between overpasses. 
McClain (1974, 1975) discusses the capabilities of the NOAA (VHRR) 
satellites and gives special attention to sea ice analysis. 

NOAA SATE LUTE CAPAB I LITI ES AND PRODUCT DEVE LOPMENT 

The NOAA series satellites are in polar, sun-synchronous orbits. 
Satellite imagery is transmitted to a data acquisition station at 
Gilmore Creek, near Fairbanks, Alaska, three to four times each day, 
and coverage is possible over northwestern Canada and Alaska (a span 
of 1700 km x 6000 km). Other ground stations exist and limited 
storage of data is possible within the satellite. On board the 
satellite are many sensors - among them, the VHRR used to acquire the 
imagery in this study. The VHRR is designed to provide operational 
coverage in two bands, the visible (0.6-0.7 ~m) and the thermal 
infrared (10.5-12.5 ~m). Resolution is 900 rreters at nadir. Both 
the infrared (IR) and visible imagery are produced very nearly simul
taneously (one scan line out of phase), and are quite easy to compare.
They have the added advantage of being synoptic. 

Most of the present work with NOAA-VHRR imagery has been done 
using the visible band imagery. However, recently it has becorre 
possible to calibrate the IR imagery and measure the surface tempera
tures with an accuracy of 1°C. When there is a substantial tempera
ture difference of the radiating surface, the infrared imagery is 
capable of illustrating this clearly. Several alternatives are avail
able for enhancing the product. First, the images can be enlarged; 
the sharpness of the image can be partially retained in enlargements 
by presenting each scan line twice (Figure 1). Additionally, more than 
one gray scale can be used when printing the image. The capability 
exists to define the temperature range to be represented by each gray 
scale. A particular temperature range or temperature may be further 
enhanced by choosing a black on white display. Using more than two gray 
scales on one image, however, makes it very hard to interpret the results. 
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NEAR-SHORE I CE AN D SNOW DYNAMI CS 

Satellite imagery is a valuable tool for studying the large-scale 
ice movements in the Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas. However, at this 
time, information is greatly needed on the river-coastal ice interac
tion; this is the zone of present activity, both in shipping and 
exploration. 

Breakup in the Alaskan Arctic is initiated in the mid-elevations 
of the Brooks Range. This runoff reaches the coast while snow cover 
is still present on the ground and there is no deterioration of sea 
ice. Runoff from the river flows out over the sea lce, flooding a very 
large area, while the snowmelt continues both toward the coast and 
toward higher elevations. Sediment carried by the streams is deposited 
on top of the ice and eventually the water that carried the sediment 
drains through holes (strudels) in the sea ice which have developed in 
seal vents or along cracks. Prior to surface flooding, the ice may be 
in contact with the sea bottom, particularly in areas less than 2 m 
deep. In deeper water, the flooding water acts as a surcharge, 
deforming the sea ice. Once the water drains through the strudels, 
the ice is lifted vertically. This movement, as well as the sediment 
that was deposited on the surface, helps to deteriorate the nearshore 
ice. 

A number of specialized studies have been carried out along the 
northern Alaskan coast. Wa"lker (1972), by observation and salinity 
measurements, determined that surface flooding extended 12 to 18 km 
from the Colville River delta while a wedge of fresh water developed 
over the more dense salt water beneath the sea ice. This wedge extended 
35 to 40 km northward from the delta. He reports that this water moved 
northward beneath the sea ice at a rate of 4 to 5 cm/sec. Reimnitz 
et aZ. (1974) and Barnes and Reimnitz (1973) studied the phenomena of 
strudel development. They found that most strudels develop within 30 
km of river mouths, formi ng depressi ons in the sea floor JOOre than 4 m 
deep and 20 m or more in diameter. They carried out their work princi
pally in the bays off the Colville, Kuparuk, and Sagavanirktok Rivers. 
Reimnitz and Bruder (1972) made reconnaissance observations of river 
discharge and related sediment dispersal into the Beaufort Sea. Similar 
work was carried out by Short and Wiseman (1975). Data on arctic hydro
logy of these rivers is found in a report by Kane and Carlson (1973) and 
in various U.S. Geological Survey data reports for Alaska. 

ICE AND SNOW RELATED APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE IMAGERY 

The NOAA-VHRR imagery became operationally available in February, 
1974. Since that time we have had the opportunity to study two spring 
breakup sequences over a span of 1-1/2 years. This series of satellites 
has been used to study a number of dynamic ice-linked processes. 
Because of the area of coverage of this satellite, it is an obvious 
choice for studying macro-scale dynamics in the Arctic Ocean (Figure 2). 
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Only ihfrared imagery is obtained during periods of low sun angle.
Although near-coastal activity is mini~al in March, large quasi-ellip
tically shaped l'eads develop in the Arctic Ocean from Barrow to the 
southwest coast of Banks Island of the Canadian Archipelago. Due to the 
wide variation in surface temperatures, these leads are very detailed 
on the infrared imagery. Gradual refreezing of the leads is apparent
by changes in the gray tones. The development and disappearanc~ of 
leads can be followed throughout the winter months. These leads are 
very close to the coastline at Barrow, but farther east they gradually 
diverge from the coast, the zone of shorefast ice increasing in width. 
The extent of shorefast ice varies with the time of year and during 
late spring new leads develop much closer to the coastline. 

Coastal activity starts in late May following the sequence of 
snowmelt runoff from the Brooks Range. Snowmelt first is apparent
in upper valleys in the Brooks Range in late April and early May. 
The first river discharging flow into the ocean is the Sagavanirktok 
River, around May 20. Other rivers in this vicinity, Kuparuk,
Canning, Colville, and Putuligayuk, follow within ten days and the 
rivers and streams draining the arctic coastal plain near Barrow are 
still later. Snow-free areas are best mapped from enhanced IR imagery.
The techniques that we found most useful was to indicate the O-loC 
isotherm as a white stippled area on the image while temperatures above 
this range were represented as black. An ascending gray scale was 
utilized for the temperatures below O°C. Areas with no snow would be 
indicated as black when adjacent to a white stippled contour on the 
image (Fi gure 3). 

The NOAA satellites have been very useful for mapping the area 
flooded at the mouths of various rivers (Table 1). Both water and 
the silt load carried by the water accelerate the rate of ablation 

Table 1: Area (km2) of Sea Ice Flooded by Freshwater 
Date Kuparuk Sagavan irk tok Col vi 11 e 

Ri ver Ri ver River 
21 May 74 61 15 

26 May 74 10 151 50 

4 June 74 30 185 61 

6 June 74 30 40 120 

4 June 75 101 208 219 

9 June 75 69 179 276 


of the ice. For the most part, open water areas that develop along 
the coast are confined to the region between the coast and offshore 
barrier islands. In late July the ice begins to retreat northward 
from the coast. At this time there is very little difference in the 
temperature of open water and surface ice; therefore, the visible 
imagery is far better for discerning this boundary. Also, the 
presence of low stratus clouds and light fog often obscure the coast 
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in summer, making IR observation impossible, but still allowing visi
ble band observations. By late October, when new sea ice fonns, com
plete ice cover is achieved, and only the new leads give any indication 
of activity in this region. 

It has been stated that the NOAA imagery is excellent for 
detennining areal extent of snow cover; this data is useful for 
monitoring coastal runoff processes. Once the snowpack has ablated 
sUbstantial temperature differences exist between the rivers and 
surrounding ground during the summer months. The ground temperatures 
are much higher than the river water or aufeis. Melting aufeis and 
snowmelt water from higher elevations are sources of runoff water 
throughout the summer. Large aufeis fields exist in the Sagavanirktok 
drainage and have been located and mapped using this imagery. It 
should be noted that the spring snowmelt runoff event is by far the 
most dynamic and impressive hydrologic event in the Arctic. It is 
this event that has the greatest impact on coastal ice processes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Various remote sensing applications of the NOAA series satellites 
for studying coastal dynamics on the Alaska arctic coast have been 
discussed. With satellite imagery, it has been possible to monitor 
the growth and disappearance of leads, to detennine the location and 
rate of snowpack ablation, to measure the extent of flooding over the 
sea ice by fresh water, to follow the retreat and return of the solid 
ice along the northern coast, and to map the extent of aufeis in the 
Sagavanirktok Basin. At the present time, almost all activity is 
confined to a narrow ribbon along the coast. The need for additional 
hydraulic and hydrologic data is documented, and the NOAA satellite 
imagery is one very productive method of acquiring some of this 
information. 
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Figure 1: NOAA-VHRR visib l e i ma qe ~ 
of the Northern Coast of Alas ka, 5 
April 1975, showing open leads ori 
ginating near Pt. Barrow and a l arge 
area of open water in the Ch ukchi Se a. 
The rivers emanating from the Brooks 
Range are slightly visible, althou~h 
there is nearly 100 percent snow cover 
(scale 1:8.5xl06). 
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Figure 2: An enhanced NOAA-VHRR 
infrared image of Central and 
Northern Alaska, 14 May 1975. 
The white stippled area indicates 
the 0-1°C isotherm. The black 
area enclosed within the 0-1°C 
isotherm is warmer and snow-free 
(scale 1:8.5x106). 
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Figure 3: An 
visible image 
of Alaska, 21 t1ay 1974, 
onset 
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Commi t te e on Ice Pr ob lems 


Inter nationa l Symposium on I ~e Problems 
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Hanover, New Hampshire 

COMME TS 

Paper Tit le: 	 Alaskan Ar ctic Coast Ice Dynamic s a~ Viewed by the 
NOAA Satell ites 

Author: 	 R. F. Carlson, D. L. Ka. e R. D. Sei fert 

Your name: Kar t ha, V. C. Tel. (204) 474-3542 

Address: 	 Head, Hydrol ogic Stud i es Sec tion, System Planning Division, 
Mani t oba Hydro, 820 Taylo r Avenue, Winnipeg R3C 2P4, Canada 

Comment: 

1. 	 When the proposed infrared i mage ry analysis could be completed 
would you be able to obtain the t emperature of the land-mass, 
sea-ice surface and open water-surface? If so, what inpu.t data 
would be required for this pur pose and what would be the precision 
of the temperature data obtained ? 

2. 	 What is the scale of the NOAA photographs (standard) ? If one 

measures the length of ice-cover in, say, Yukon River at 

several dates since freeze-up what is the maximum error 

possible? 


3. 	 In Canada ERTS pictures are used to estimate the extent of ice
cover durir_g winter months. Does NOAA picture have any specific 
advantage over ERTS? 
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Author's Reply: 

1. The ability to display surface temperatures using the thermal IR on 
NOAA-VHRR imagery is accomplished by calibration of the satellite detector. 
The satellite carries on-board standard radiation sources and the detector 
transmits the responses to the standard sources along with the imagery for 
each orbital pass. Consequently the calibration can be accomplished for each 
pass with these references points since we know the respone equations of the 
VHRR. The ~esponse equations are programmed on an HP-65 calculator on site 
at the satellite tracking stations and calibration of the IR output can be 
achieved in about 20 minutes. By knowing the analog voltage corresponding 
to certain temperatures, one can then manipulate the normal gray scale display 
to enhance temperatures of interest. Fot instance, if one were interested in 
distinguishing sea ice from open water the logical choice for enhancement 
would be a temperature of -l.5°C. Through experience and experimentation, 
one could adapt the enhanced display technique for land surfaces; and it has 
already been used for sea surface temperature measurements. The temperature 
measurements have been shown to be accurate, with qualifications, to +l°C. 
Interpretation of surface temperature measurements are strongly affected by 
surface winds, and their use should be tempered in the context of synoptic 
weather patterns. 

2. The scale of the standard NOAA image is ~1:8.5x 10
6 

, varying at different 
areas of the image due to panoramic distortion. No attempt was made to monitor 
river ice conditions; and we would only suggest its use for large rivers since 
the resolution of the NOAA imagery at nadir (0.9 km) is limiting. Thermal IR 
might again be useful here in detection temperature differences between frozen 
and unfrozen portions of the river. 

Also, please be aware that photographic enlargements of NOAA imagery are common 
practice; 1:3x106 is a common enlargement size, and very useful enlargements 
of 1:106 scale have been produced. This is the same scale as the 9"x9" LANDSAT 
images. 

3. In estimating ice cover, NOAA's major advantages over ERTS (LANDSAT) are 
its synoptic quality and daily availability. Sea ice monitoring is generally 
agreed to be the best and most productive application of NOAA imagery. Again 
the only drawback of NOAA imagery is the lesser resolution. 
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SllIOPSIS 
Results of field studies of ice statical pressure 

OD gates (vertical-lift and taintor types) of three dams, 
under various service, climatic aDd hydrologic condition 
are described. Stresses in _in bearing meabers frOID. the 
ice load aDd thermal stresses are giveD both for condi
tioaa of gates frOSeR 1D ice without arraDgeaent of arti
ficial lanes and heating and with lanes being maintained. 

DuriDg a number of seasODS and under various condi
tions stUdies of statical action of ice on gates of three 
daJDa were conducted. The structure BDd strength paramet
ers of ice, deforaatioDs of ice fields in storage reser
voirs in frOllt of water outlet structures and the state 
of stress in steel gates of d..a under the ice action 
were investigated. 

Climatic and hydrological features of projects aD
der investigation, for the years of studies, are given 
i. !ablea 1 and 2. 



Table 1 
Air Temperatures, °c 

Single-valued periodic
AccWlNla rise of average dailyJlinimum liaximwa
ted nega tempera- daily tem- temperature
tive tem ture perature

perature rise Bumber of JIax~ 
cases during temperature
the winter rise 

1 2 3 4 5 


Dam I. Lower Volga 

306 to 
1,501 

-30.8 21.1 7 to 15 28.0 

Dam II. Middle course of Volga 

1,000 to 
2,300 

-31.9 22.9 

Dam III. IlamakaB river in 

3 to 10 

the Borth 

24.6 

3,380 to 
4,630 

-51.0 26.0 8 to 15 

Table 2 
Hydrological Conditions of Studied Projects 

Duration Maximum Maximum Daily Jlaxi- now 
of thick- tbick- water mum velo

Pro- complete ness ness level winter city
ject water of of fluctua- drsw- at the 

freez- ice, snow tiona, -down dam 
ing, cover of during 

reser- freeze-
VOir, -up,

days cm elD cm m m/sec 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 


Dam I u~ to 40 to o to 5 to 2.0 0.5 
1 3 80 12 50 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Dam II u~ to
1 5 

60 to 
100 

6 to 
30 

10 to 
100 

6.0 0.2 

Dam III up to 
217 

72 to 
105 

23 to 
60 

1 to 
15 

15.0 0.02 

!he ice cover at dams I and II is laminated, in up
per layers snow ice and frazil ice are occuring; the lower 
layers feature columnar grain structure. The ice bending 
strength at zero temperature equals to 1.1 to 3.0 kg per 
sq. cm., according to data of field tests. A rather dis
tinct system of cracks of ice was observed (Pig. 1). 

At the dam III pure water ice was formed, with large 
amount of air bubbles in upper layers. ~e bending stre~ 
of ice attains 15 kg per sq. cm, this resulting in combi
nation with inconsiderable length of reservoir, in the 
rigidity of the ice field. The ice cracks appeared only
along the structure periphery and the banks being formed 
at the drawdown of the reservoir. 

Dams I and II are equipped with welded vertical-lift 
gates, 11 and 12 m high respectively. ~e span width is 
20 m. The spillway dam piers are extending upstream of 
the gate skin plate for 12 m (dam I) and ~5 Bl (dam IlJ. 
The width of the piers of both dams is 5.2 m; two half
-piers are 6.8 m wide together. During the period of 
freeze-up the gates of dams I and II were Dot heated and 
ice holes were not made around them. 

Dam III is equipped witA taintor gates 6.65 m high,
the span width being equal to 12 m. Ifhe gate body and 
arms are welded. !he arms are connected with the gate
body and support hinges with the help of bolts. The spill
way dsa piers are extending upst~ for 3.5 m from the 
gate skin plate. !he piers are 3 m wide, the shape of 
piers ends being sem1~yl1Ddrical like that of dams I aad 
II. Ice holes were arranged in front of six gates of the 
total number of eight gates at the daa III. All gates 
were Dot heated. IDvestigations on the dam III were car
cied out both with gates frozen in ice and with ice holes 
around t he gates. 

!he ice temperatures at different levels were measu
r ed with the help of resistance thermometer, with accu
racy of 10.1oC. !he readings were recorded with the help
of electronic potentiometers. String surface tensaaeters, 
of !B-150 model, were used to measure the stresses in 
bearing structural members of gates. !be stresses in the 
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ice field were measured wi t h the help of string sensors 
and small -sized pressure piokups with hydraulic convertor ; 
t hese instruments were connected to the electronic poten
tiometer. !be readings of the string instruments were re
corded with the belp of ue -5 freqency meter. T.ne entire 
set of observations and measurements at eacb dam was car
ried 	out from the beginning till the end of the freezing 
period. The r eadings of string instruments were taken dai
ly in moments of the morning air temperature m1ujJl'llDl and 
tlae daily air temperature max1mwa. 

!he teaperature of tbe ice surface at the dams I and 
I I is often enough close to tbe air temperature and fol101lB 
t he latter due to irregularity of the snow cover. !he heat 
wave is damped at about a half of the ice thickness. Due 
t o tbe considerable snow cover thickness the ice tempera
ture did drop below a.aPc below zero (the air temperature
being 480 0 below zero), the beat wave is damped within 
t ke limits of one third of the ice thickness. 

!he studies have shown that the gates being fUlly
prepared for the winter storage (without heating and 
lanes) are directly subjected to the ice cover action 
when the ice is thermally expanded during the first period 
of floeeze-up. !hen, as the negative tem~eratures are ac
cuanlated, the gates are jammed by ice {the second period 
of freeze-up) and behave with the ice together as a whole 
until the spring when a part of contacts may be broken 
( the 	third period of fteeze-up) and the aotion of the i ce 
COTer resulting trom its thermal expanaion becOBes again
• 	 .ubstantial factor. 

!he nature of ice formation at vertical-11ft gates 
can be seen in figs. 1, 3 and 4. !he thickness of the bot
tom ice torming layers on the gate akin plate attains 
80 em at the dam I, 100 cm at the dam UI and 150 cm at 
the dam III (in the case an ice hole is provided at the 
dam III, the ice thickness is .30 cm). !he thickness of 
the ice field between the piers (at the gate) attains 
ao 0. and 1.35 em at the dam I, 100 and 180 cm at the d 
II and 105 and up to 250 em at the dam III (the first 
figure shows the ice thickness in the middle of the spill 
way bay, the second one - at the piers). Cracks in iee are 
oftea filled with water and regelated. Such massive ice 
formations and their strong contacts with the gate lead to 
cenaiderable stresses in the gate members due to thermal 
strains in the gates. 

Which of the abovementioned periods of freeze-up i s 
to be adopted as the design one for various types of gates 
is determined proceeding not only floom the temperature
variations but too from the nature of the reservoir 
leTel fluctuations. 
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Pig. 2 shows that the fluctuations of the reservoir 
l evel being not single-valued within the range of 1 m, 
t he upper girder was subjected to the maximum ice load 
during the second period when the component of the stress 
ordinate from the ice action reached the value of 6;0 kg 
per sq. cm (52 per cent of the total stress). !he cor
responding stress component in the middle girder was in 
this period 460 kg per sq. cm (;5 per cent of the total 
s tress). !he stresses in the upper and middle girder va
r ied in prportion to the air temperature variations, i.e. 
were governed mainly by thermal expanaioDof ice. This 
phenomenon is not' observed in the nature of stresses of 
t he lower girder because the latter is more efficiently 
r elieved by the lever action ot the ice sheet on the ga t e 
s kin plate and is subjected mainly to thermal stresses 
which attain the value of about ;70 kg per sq. cm in t he 
t hird period due to jamming in thick ice formations on 
t he spillway crest. The maximum recorded total stresses 
in tbe girderd were not in excess of 1,420 kg per sq. cm 
during the last decade of records. 

At the dam II a case of an intensive reservoir draw
down occured in the winter. The lower sirder was subjec
t ed to the greatest load in this case ~Pig. ;). The com
ponent of the stress ordinate from ice and t emperature 
a ction attained in this girder in the second period of 
f reeze-up tbe value of 820 kg per sq. cm (68 per cent of 
t he total stress). !he maximum stress in the lower girder 
wa s recorded in the first period of freeze-up at high 
wa ter level and thermal expansion of ice and amounted to 
1 ,400 kg per sq. km. The upper girder was loaded less (the
ice component being only 250 kg per sq. cm ). The middle 
girder was loaded appreciably higher - the ice component
of stress attained in the second period 600 kg per sq.cm
(70 per cent of the total stress); s till the total stress 
wa s high enough in the first period of freeze-up too 
(1,080 kg per sq. cm). Pig. ; shows a r ather distinot cor 
r elation between the ice temperature and the stresses in 
t he upper and middle girders. During two years of records 
the maximum measured total stresses were not in excess of 
1 ,400 kg per sq. cm in winter. 

The dam III provides an axample of a heavy-duty
service conditions of gates in the North, the reservoir 
drawdown being large. In the first period of freeze-up
when the ice was free from snow and the reservoir water 
level was high compressive stresses in the upper chord of 
the taintor gate arm were recorded, these stresses attain
ing up to 1,700 kg per sq. cm (1975). As Pig. 4 shows, in 
the second period variations of thermal stresses in arms 
chords were recorded, these variation being synchronous
with air temperatures variations mainl y. The stress value 
a ttained 1,400 kg per sq. cm. In t he third period - when 
the gate emerged from the water and experienced no hydro
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static water pressure - increase of thermal stresses oc
cured during the spring thaw. !bese stresses attained 
1,480 kg per sq. cm in the lower chord of the gate arm 
the ice hole being provided around the gate and 1,200 kg 
per sq. em the ice hole beiDg not provided. Such high 
stresses with the ice hole being provided may be attribu
ted to the limit compressive stress in the arm at extre
mely low temperatures in the moment of formation of the 
ice sheet on the gate skiD plate. Maximum measured stres
ses in bearing members of taintor gates of the dam III 
(operating under conditions of full winter storing) were 
not in excess of 1,700 kg per sq. cm during three years
of records. 

COBCLUSlDR 

1. Maximum measured total stresses in main bearing
members of gates operated under conditions of complete
winter storing did not exceed 1,400 to 1,700 kg per sq. 
cm and amounted to about 75 to 80 per cent of the total 
design stress induced by the hydrostatic pressure and 
wave-action loads. This shows the possibility of leaving
the gates frozen into the ice in the winter wi t hout heat
ing and ice holes around them. It is advisable t o perform
check calculations for the ice load in this case while 
designing new gates. In these calculations allowances 
should be made for the operation conditions of structures 
and for the ioe conditions near the dam. 

2. 'ield stUdies showed the necessity of a more dif
ferentiated approach to account for the natural factors 
of the ice conditions development at each particular byd
roproject when designing the gates and prescribing opera
tion duties for them. 
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Fig. 1 	 Typical system of cracks in the ice cover at 
the dam I. 
1 - contour of strong contact; 
2 - zones of variable contacts. 
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Pig. 2 Stresses in gate girders (dam I): 
1 - air temperatures;

2 - water levels; 

, - stresses from hydrostatic load; 

4 - total measured stresses in aiddle section;

5 - ice action and theraal strains components


of stress. 
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Pig.; 	 stresses in gate giders (dam II) 
1 - air temperatures;

110- iee 	temperature at the 10 em depth; 

150- ice temperature at the 50 cm depth; 

2 - water levels; 

; - stresses trom hydrostatic load; 

4 - total measured stresses in middle section;

5 - ice action and thermal strains component


in streBs. 
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Stresses in the lower chord of taintor gate 
arms (Dam III) 
1 - air temperature; 
2 - water l evels; 
, - total measured stresses (ice holes being

provided);
4 - ditto (ice holes being Dot provided). 
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Synopsis 

A simple penetration test is proposed to provide an index of ice 
strength. The penetration involved is that of a fastener fired into 
the ice sheet using a commercially available power tool. 

The correlation between fastener penetration and ice strength has 
been established from compression tests carried out in the field over 
the past three winters. In the paper these tests are described, the 
correlation presented and analysed and the application of the test 
discussed. 

The penetration is most sensitive to strength for weak ice and the 
test is carried out in-situ. These features make it attractive for the 
study of breakup or melt phenomena, when the ice is weak and in-situ 
tests are almost mandatory. 

In addition the test has proved to be simple, rapid, inexpensive 
and reasonably accurate, and the equipment rugged and portable. It may 
therefore also prove useful for an easy and objective assessment of the 
strength of even 'strong' ice in otherwise difficult circumstances. 
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Introduction 

Ice strength is probably the most important material property 
governing ice forces on a structure and field investigations of ice 
phenomena have been hampered by lack of an easy measure of this 
parameter. The application of the results of these investigations 
ideally requires a knowledge of the statistical variation of ice 
strength in both space and time. This can only come from an extensive 
field data collection programme. Such a programme would be much more 
viable if a simple strength test existed. 

Reliance for strength measurements has been placed on either 
small-scale compression tests and cantilever beam tests, both of which 
are quite laborious, or on relating ice strength to some other more 
easily measured parameter such as temperature, ice type or, in sea ice, 
brine content -parameters which themselves are not particularly easy to 
measure and which have dubious worth for ice well into the melt. 

In this paper a simply-procured index of ice strength is proposed. 
It is based on a correlation between ice strength and penetration of a 
power tool fastener. The measurement simply requires firing the 
fastener into the ice sheet using a power tool and measuring the 
fastener's penetration. The method has proved to be simple, inex
pensive and reasonably accurate. The correlation between fastener 
penetration and ice strength has been established from tests carried 
out in various locations over the past three winters. Details of the 
power tool equipment, compression tests, and field programme, and an 
evaluation of the effect on the correlation of ice type, charge 
(cartridge) strength and fastener type are presented in the remainder 
of the paper. 

Description of proposed test and equipment 

The equipment required for the proposed test is shown in Figure I. 
For tests of subsurface ice an auger is also required. Details of the 
power tool are sketched in Figure 2. It operates as a gun, using a .22 
calibre cartridge to fire the fastener into the ice. For safety 
reasons a 5 lb force is required on the barrel before the trigger will 
activate the cartridge. The fasteners are made of austempered steel 
and their dimensions are shown in Figure S. 

Cartridges used were all .22 calibre. Larger .38 calibre 
cartridges were tried but these are more expensive, are harder on the 
operator, require a special heavy-duty tool and give a penetration 
that seems little more sensitive to ice strength. 

The power tool equipment is readily available commercially, its 
usual application being in the building industry for rapid fastening 
into steel or concrete. A photograph of the tool in operation is 
shown in Figure 3. 

Description of test programme 

One special test series was carried out on lake ice to evaluate 
the effect of fastener type and cartridge charge strength on pene
tration. Another series was carried out in the laboratory using 
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artificial ice blocks to verify that penetration would indeed respond 
to an increase in ice strength. Except for these preliminary tests all 
results described below were obtained in conjunction with small-scale 
compression strength measurements carried out in the field over the 
past three winters. The ice tested has varied from clear dense lake 
ice in early winter to melting rotten snow ice and candling clear ice 
on rivers in late spring. 

Compression test 

The specimens tested were 100 x 100 x 200 mm blocks cut from the 
ice sheet with their long axis in the horizontal plane. Large blocks 
( > 0.3 m cube) were first rough-cut from the ice sheet with a chain saw 
and then transported as quickly as possible to a 4-wheel drive 'pick
up' truck carrying the ice testing equipment. The latter is shown in 
Figure 4. The block was cut to size with a band saw and the ends made 
plane by placing each briefly on a slightly warm machined plate. 

The compression strength of the block was determined by loading 
it in a small, gear-driven compression machine. For a 200 mm long 
block the approximately constant rate of crosshead movement corresponds 
to a strain rate of 0.0042/sec, which is in the region of the 'plateau' 
usually found in ice strength - strain rate relationships. The load was 
sensed with a strain gauge transducer beneath the lower platten and re
corded on an oscillographic chart recorder. The upper platten was 
attached to a spherical head. 

Some analysis 

The major variables in the penetration test are considered to be: 
the nominal cartridge energy E (taken from Canadian Standards Associ
ation Standard #Z166-l966); a measure, ~, of the losses in the con
version of this energy to that of the fastener just before it enters 
the ice; fastener diameter d; a measure, ~, of the fastener shape; 
fastener penetration p; ice strength a; and a measure, n, of the other 
effects of ice type. That is 

f (p, a, E, d, l;, n, ~ ) = 0 (1) 

To determine an appropriate dimensionless combination of these vari
ables it is useful to consider some simple mechanics. The energy 
associated with the fastener just prior to impact is released by the 
fastener in doing work against the ice during penetration, and in the 
strain energy stored within the ice after the fastener stops. 

For the 'standard' fastener (see below) the resistance to pene
tration should be dominated by 'form drag' on the head rather than 
'skin friction' on the head and shank. It should therefore vary much 
as the product of ice strength and the square of the fastener head 
diameter. The associated work done is therefore given by 

cc (2) 

The zone of ice remaining strained after penetration has ceased 
is also a function of the fastener head diameter and the ice strength. 
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The strain energy stored per unit volume within this zone is presumably 
a function of the elastic moduli of the ice which can, at least crudely, 
also be related to ice strength. Hence the strain energy should be 
given by 

E (3)
s 

That is, very approximately 

E '\, aad 3 + bapd 2 (4) 

In 'weak' ice the stored strain energy should be small and the second 
term in Equati~n 4 will dominate. For this extreme the penetration 
should therefore be inversely proportional to ice strength. In 'strong' 
ice the strain energy and the resistance of the shank will dominate 
(indeed in the limit it may be so great as to prevent penetration alto
gether) and penetration will be small and insensitive to strength. 

Equation 4 can be rewritten in dimensionless terms as 

E. '\, a _E_ + b (5)
d ad 3 

Hence it would seem that a convenient dimensionless form of Equation 1, 
which is free of spurious correlation, is 

(6) 

This relationship is considered in the following discussion of 
penetration variation with ice strength, ice type, fastener type and 
charge strength. 

Results 

Effect on penetration of charge strength and fastener> type. This 
was determined from a test series carried out in the fieldon 0.70 m 
thick lake ice (0.18 m snow ice over 0.52 m clear ice). The tests were 
carried out within a few hours in random order in the same general area. 
Ice type and strength was therefore constant. The fasteners, charge 
strengths and results are shown in Figure 5. There is a trend in the 
variation of penetration with both fastener type and charge strength. 

An ice section showing the shatter pattern generated by these 
fasteners during penetration is shown in Figure 6. 

Compared to the 'studs' the centre of resistance of the 'pins' is 
more localised; the variation of their penetration with charge strength 
more consistent and they are considerably cheaper. For these reasons 
pins seemed preferable despite their smaller penetration. Of those 
tested the #3336 drive pin was chosen as standard as the larger head 
provided a more localised resistance and was easier to locate in the 
hole. The above results and those of some additional tests indicated 
that the #4 and #6 charge strengths provided the best compromise be
tween sensitivity to ice strength, economy, ease and insensitivity to 
ice heterogeneities. 

Effect of ice strength. To determine if penetration does indeed 
vary with ice strength a series of penetration tests was carried out in 
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the laboratory using the selected #3336 fastener and nos. 4 and 6 
charges. These tests were made in 1.22 x 0.61 x 0.30 m ice blocks 
obtained from a commercial ice manufacturing plant. Ice type was 
therefore constant. The ice strength was varied by varying the ice 
temperature. Prior to each test the blocks were stored for two days in 
a cold room set at a pre-selected temperature. This was sufficient time 
to ensure the block temperature was homogeneous and equal to that of the 
cold room. 

The penetration tests were carried out in the cold room. One 
penetration test was made in the centre of the large face of each block, 
and 4 to 7 tests made for each charge strength/temperature combination. 
To check consistency the tests were repeated for three temperatures. An 
example of a tested block is shown in Figure 7 and the penetration 
results are shown in Figure 8. 

The first point to note is that penetration does indeed vary with 
ice temperature - or ice strength. The second point is the consistency 
of the results - both in the trend of penetration with temperature and in 
the repeatability of the results shown by the tests rerun at -1, -3 and 
-10°C. 

Effect of ice strength and type in the field. In accordance with 
Equation 5 the results of the penetration and strength tests carried out 
in the field were plotted as p/d against E/od 3 in linear coordinates. 
The result was not inconsistent with the predicted straight line trend. 
However there was one physical inconsistency. The straight line fitted 
to the data, when extrapolated, gave a non-zero value for p/d when 
E/od 3 was zero. This is physically meaningless. Presumably then, for 
very high strengths, the relationship between p/d and E/od 3 must change 
so that E/od 3 is positive for p/d = O. However as there was no strong 
indication that this change occurs within the range of strengths tested 
to date the linear relation was accepted as a sufficient approximation. 

The value of b in Equation 5 was fairly sharply defined by the 
available data and was found to be a function of both ice type and 
charge strength. The values found for each combination tested are 
shown on Figures 9 and 10. The data, plotted as (p/d + b) against 
od 3 /E in logarithmic coordinates, is shown in Figures 9 and 10. It can 
be seen that the assumed linear relation between p and 1/0 does indeed 
fit the data reasonably well, and that there seems little reason to 
change the position of the line because of either charge strength or 
ice type. Hence the parameter a in Equation 5 was taken as constant and 
equal to 6 x 10- 3. 

The linear relation between penetration and charge strength for 
the standard fastener shown in Figure 5 (which is for fixed ice strength 
and type) infers that, given the constraints of the form of Equation 5, 
parameter b should also be a linear function of charge strength. The 
three available values of b for snow ice agree with such a relationship, 
requiring changes of less than 5% to make them colinear. 

The large scatter evident in Figures 9 and 10 is somewhat discon
certing. However, in terms of the large coefficient of variation of the 
ice strengths (0.15 to 0.30) and the few tests feasible in each case 
(rarely more than four) it is perhaps understandable. In contrast the 
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penetration measurements had a considerably smaller coefficient of 
variation (0.05 to 0.15) and, because of their ease, more were generally 
carried out. Nevertheless the existence of the scatter requires that 
more strength/penetration tests be carried out to better define the 
relationships. 

Special field problems 

This penetration test is not confined to surface ice. Ice at 
various depths has been tested by drilling a hole to the required depth 
with an auger and making the penetration test at the bottom of the 
augered hole. However the safety device built into the power tool, 
which requires pressure against the barrel before it will fire the 
cartridge, prevents its operation on the conical section left at the 
bottom of the auger hole. This must therefore be reamed flat using a 
flat-ended auger bit. 

This same safety device also prevents the tool operating on very 
weak ice. When encountered in the field this problem has been overcome 
by firing the fastener through a piece of stiff cardboard placed on the 
ice. This has a negligible influence on the penetration. 

More than an inch or so of water on top of, or included in, the 
ice sheet make the results of doubtful value because of the energy 
dissipated by the fastener when passing through the water. This is not 
an uncommon situation in the spring, particularly with a heavy snow 
cover on the ice. The only resort in this situation is to carry out 
the penetration tests on blocks cut from the ice sheet. 

Conclusion 

There is a significant correlation between the penetration of a 
power tool fastener and ice strength. The penetration is particularly 
sensitive to ice strength for weak ice and the test is simple and per
formed in-situ. These features make the test most useful as an index 
of ice strength during the spring melt period when in-situ tests are 
nearly mandatory. 

Charge strength, fastener type and ice type all have an effect on 
the relation between the chosen dimensionless parameters for penetration 
and ice strength. These must therefore either be standardised or a 
different relation developed for each. In the tests described above a 
'drive pin #3336' fastener was chosen as standard and relations between 
penetration and ice strength, for both snow ice and clear ice, developed 
for two charge strengths - #4 and #6. 
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Addendum to paper 'A Simple Field Measure of Ice Strength' 
by Robert Gerard 

One point that should be added to the paper concerns the field 
compression tests. As discussed at the Symposium there may be a con
siderable difference between results obtained from compression tests in 
the field using steel platens and melting the ends of the specimen, and 
carefully controlled laboratory tests using machined ends. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 3 of the Draft Report of Task Committee on Stan
dardising Testing Methods for Ice which was circulated at the Symposium. 
From the figure it seems the ratio of steel platen/melted ends strengths 
to 'standard' strengths is about 0.60 for good ice. The difference might 
be less for weak ice. 

The use in the field of the 'Flexane' platens proposed by CRREL 
should largely overcome this problem and further field tests are planned 
to determine the effect of this type of platen on the field strength 
measurements. 

Two points raised during discussion of this paper at the Symposium 
deserve further comment: 

1. It was pointed out that the penetration versus temperature 
plot shown in Figure 8 does not reflect the more rapid decrease in ice 
strength generally found from compression tests for temperatures higher 
than about -SoC. 

A possible explanation for this is that at temperatures near the 
melting point creep has an almost unavoidable and probably considerable 
effect on 'normal' compression tests and may be responsible for the 
rapid decrease in strengths found at the higher temperatures. The pene
tration test, on the other hand, is essentially instantaneous and should 
be free of any creep effects. 

2. One discusser felt rather strongly that the large scatter 
evident in Figures 9 and 10 rendered the measure of little value as an 
index of ice strength. 

While there is no intent to try and 'sell' the test, it is thought 
that such a conclusion does not do justice to the results as reported 
and certainly seems to ignore the realities of field work in ice mechanics, 
particularly during the melt period of river and lake ice. Hence the 
author would like the reader to keep in mind the following points when 
evaluating the worth of the test: 

(a). As pointed out in the paper the scatter is probably due in 
large measure to the scatter in the compression test results. The investi
gation of the correlation was not intended to be definitive - merely 
demonstrative. A more elaborate and refined series of tests could prob
ably refine the definition of the relation between penetration and strength. 
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(b). Notwithstanding the scatter, these two figures exhibit an 
obvious correlation between penetration and ice strength, particularly 
for weak ice. The measured penetrations have varied from a few milli 
metres in 'good' ice to several hundred millimetres in severely candled 
ice. 

(c). In many instances (if not most) the availability of such a 
simple strength test for field use will mean the difference between 
having some objective measure of the ice strength and none at all. 

(d) . The simplicity of the penetration test permits the easy 
procurement of many 'strength' tests for a given field situation. On 
the other hand the difficulty of the usual compression test, if it can be 
carried out at all, severely limits the number of samples that can be 
tested. This better sampling of the nonhomogeneity of the ice sheet with 
the penetration test (or a similar easily executed test) may more than 
compensate for the scatter in the strength-penetration correlation. 

(e). In practice many ice problems (again if not most) seem to 
depend only slightly on ice strength. For such situations a rough 
measure of ice strength (if indeed the penetration measurement turns out 
to be such), if it is objective, would suffice. 

(f). The rapidity of the penetration test ensures that it is 
independent of the creep characteristics of the ice. This is probably 
particularly important for ice near or at the melting point. 

(g). The test is carried out in-situ - another important feature 
for ice at or near the melting point. 
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APPENDIX B 

Report df Task-Committee on Standardizing Testing Methods for Ice 

I. Introduction 

The Committee on Ice Problems of the International Association of 
Hydraulic Research decided in January 1974 to form a subcommittee on 
establishing standards for testing the mechanical properties of ice. The 
reason for this decision was that research on Ice Engineering has been strongly 
hampered because almost every ice research group has used different methods 
of testing, which has led to widely scattered, or even contradictory, results 
of apparently similar tests. 

Meanwhile, the subcommittee consisting of representatives from Canada, 
Japan, Scandinavia, Federal Republic of Germany, USA, and USSR has prepared 
first recommendations on testing ice in uniaxial compression and tension. 
The recommendations are considered to be guidelines in order to improve the 
quality, comparability, and usefulness of ice strength data. The adoption 
of the guidelines is purely voluntary. 

This first edition of recommendations has been discussed in a special 
session at the IAHR Ice Symposium in Hanover, N.H. on August 19, 1975. 

Further suggestions are welcomed. The recommendations on testing 
ice properties are not final and complete; they remain open for corrections 
and additions as the development of methods for testing ice continues. 

The recommendations will be discussed with other ice research oriented 
organizations, such as the International Glaciological Society and the 
International Commission on Snow and Ice. 

The development of uniform methods for testing the mechanical 
properties of ice has to distinguish between laboratory and field tests. 
In laboratory tests, first class equipment can be used in order to obtain 
a high degree of accuracy, while in field investigations a compromise is 
usually necessary between theoretically possible and practically and economically 
reasonable equipment and performance. However, the difficulty of obtaining 
ice properties in the field should be stressed. Since a complete test program 
for the investigation of ice strength in relation to strain rate, temperature 
and grain size is too laborious in the field, it is suggested that reference 
curves might be established by laboratory tests which provide the relation
ship between the various parameters. As soon as these reference curves are 
available, only a few field tests are necessary to describe the material 
properties. 
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II. 	 Recommended procedures and requirements for testing ice in uniaxial 
compression and tension 

1) General remarks 

Ice occurs in nature in variou,s forms according to its or1g1n, its 
grain size, crystal structure and orientation, and also in respect to 
impurities, salinities, and density. All these parameters affect the 
mechanical properties. An identification of the type of ice is therefore 
a basic objective in connection with the investigation of mechanical 
properties. The most general classification is that of the following 
division: 

1. Lake or River Ice (freshwater ice) 

2. Sea Ice (saltwater ice) 

3. Glacier Ice 

4. Ground Ice 

A more detailed classification for lake and river ice has been 
proposed by Michel and Ramseier (1969) and by Cherepanov (1974). Both 
schemes describe the material with respect to its origin, grain structure, 
and crystallographic orientation, and either can be adopted and applied when 
the mechanical properties are being investigated. 

A classification of sea ice is in preparation; it will be based on 
similar items as the one for lake ice, but should additionally include the 
degree of liquid or solid impurities, the depth from which the ice sample 
has been taken, and the history of the ice. 

2) Collection and storage of ice samples 

Test material is collected in the field in the form of rough or 
dressed blocks, of small slabs, or of cores. The material should be marked 
to indicate the original position and orientation in regard to the horizontal 
ice surface. Between collecting the ice from the field and the time of 
testing, the ice samples should be transported and stored in such a way 
that they are minimally affected crystallographically, physically, or 
mechanically. In this regard it is very important not to expose the ice 
to solar radiation, since this radiation may cause considerable weakening 
of the bonds between the ice crystals, with subsequent reduction of its 
strength. The thermal history, especially the rate of temperature change 
should be recorded. 

Special attention has to be given to preserving the brine content 
within sea ice. More explicit recommendations on this problem will follow 
in the next edition. 
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Crystallographic changes can be minimized by storing the ice at 
temperatures no warmer than -lsoC (about). Ice samples should be stored 
in plastic bags in order to avoid vaporization. Ice must be handled very 
carefully, like . a fragile material; crack initiation due to rough handling 
may lead to spurious results. 

3) Crystallographic investigation 

The investigation of the crystallographic structure (texture) of ice 
normally requires the preparation of thin sections. These sections can be 
obtained by different methods, but in all cases the fundamental operations 
are melting and/or shaving. One common method involves freezing the ice 
specimen on a glass plate and cutting off layers of ice until the remaining 
thin section is about 0.5 mm thick. The shaving tool should preferably 
be a microtome. This approach is adequate for determination of grain size 
crystal orientation and general structural classification (granular, columnar, 
etc.). For field tests a sharp hand planing tool such as a spokeshave or 
the warm plate technique can be used. If the warm plate technique is in use, 
the crystallographic investigation must follow immediately. 

For more detailed crystallographic examination of grain boundary 
effects thin section techniques involving melting should not be used. As 
an alternative to melting, the following procedure is suggested. An ice 
section 3-5 nun thick is cut with a band saw. This thick section is "welded" 
to a glass plate by freezing droplets of water at intervals around its 
perimeter. The ice surface is then shaved on a microtome until a smooth 
and plane surface is obtained. Next the ice section is separated from the 
glass plate, turned over and again attached to the glass plate. The second 
surface of the ice section is shaved on the microtome until it is smooth and 
the required thickness. 

Thin sections should be prepared from several horizontal layers of 
the ice sheet and one section from a vertical plane. The location of each 
horizontal section should be carefully recorded. Each thin section should 
be at least 75 rom in width. Sublimation and recrystallization of the ice 
specimen can both be prevented by keeping the glass plate with the thin 
section attached inside a tightly sealed plastic envelope refrigerated at 
temperatures no warmer than about -lsoC. 

The crystallographic investigation usually consists of measurements 
on crystal orientation and grain size and of observations of any included 
material (impurities, air bubbles, etc.). The orientation of the ice 
crystals, i.e., the direction of the c-axis relative to the horizontal 
plane of the ice cover, and the grain size can be determined with a polarizing 
microscope fitted with a universal stage, or the Rigsby stage which was designed 
specially to deal with the large size of crystals normally encountered in 
natural ice covers. 
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An etch pit technique described by Higuchi (1958) may be useful to 
distinguish between Sl- and S2-ice. Any crystallographic investigation 
should be completed by taking photographs of thin sections using polarized 
light. If the crystals are very small, pictures should be taken through a 
microscope. 

4) Preparation of ice specimen for testing in uniaxial compression 

a) Conventional method of testing ice in uniaxial compression 

After the ice has been collected from the field or grown under labora
tory conditions rough cutting of prismatic ice blocks or of cylindrical 
cores is advisable in order to obtain manageable sample size. Three 
different shapes are in use: (i) cylindrical cores, (ii) prismatic, and 
(iii) cubic samples. Since there is a widespread opinion that tests on 
cubic specimens may introduce significant errors, it is suggested that the use 
of such specimens be discontinued. In recognition of the fact that a large 
amount of data exists for cubic specimens, appropriate conversion formulae, 
similar to those developed in the field of rock mechanics and concrete 
technology, should be developed for ice. 

Cylindrical specimens are usually prepared by a coring drill. Specimen 
diameter should be within a range of 7.0 to 10 cm. Specimen ends must be 
plane and parallel within close tolerances; this can be achieved by a rotary 
cut-off machine,by a milling machine, or by a lathe. The specimen length 
should be approximately 2 . 5 times the diameter. 

Prismatic specimens can be prepared by a precise cut-off machine 
(stiff cut-off blade rotating in one plane). 

Ice specimens for laboratory tests should be prepared by the use 
of a milling machine or lathe, while for field tests the cut-off machine 
and the lapping and melting method can be used, the latter one with 
caution (see table on page 10 ). 

The compressive strength, and probably also the tensile strength, 
of ice depends on the ratio of sample size to crystal size. In order to 
be independent of this ratio, it is desirable to have the sample width d 
some 15 to 20 times the crystal diameter dcr • Since this requirement 
would lead sometimes to very large specimens, it may be advisable to use 
a standard cylindrical or prismatic specimen of 7.5 cm to 10 cm diameter 
(width), correcting the result from reference curves to be established by 
a separate systematic investigation. 

b) New method for testing ice in uniaxial compression 

In the conventional uniaxial compression test, axial force is applied 
to the ends of a right circular cylinder through steel platens that make 
direct contact with the test specimen. Friction between platen and specimen 
produces radial restraint, so that there is a triaxial state of stress near 
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the end planes; the triaxial field is significant over an axial distance 
from the end planes of about one specimen radius. Interposition of highly 
compliant sheet (elastic or plastic) between platen and specimen often 
changes the sign of radial end forces, but does not eliminate the triaxial 
stress state. On a different scale, irregularities in the specimen end 
planes also create localized stress perturbations, and in brittle material 
these commonly initiate microcracks that lead to premature failure of the 
specimen . Further stress gradients can be produced by eccentric loading 
and by lack of parallelism between specimen end planes or between end planes 
and loading platens. 

In tests that lead to brittle fracture, these are serious problems, 
and they are not easily solved. Since most attempts at solution have 
proved unsuccessful or impractical, the usual procedure is to accept 
positive frictional restraint at the specimen end planes and to use a specimen 
that is long enough to provide a mid-section that is reasonably free from 
end-effect stress perturbations (length/diameter ratio of 2 to 3). Extreme 
care is exercised in specimen preparation to produce end planes that are 
normal to the axis of symmetry and flat within very strict tolerances. A very 
thin sheet of compressible material (e.g. paper) may be interposed between 
specimen and platen to compensate for very small surface irregularities, and 
a "locking" spherical seat of suitable design may be used to compensate for 
small departures from parallelism. Flexure and racking of the specimen are 
avoided by strict alignment procedures and by provision of high rigidity in 
the loading device to avoid rotation or lateral translation of the platens. 

This type of procedure has proved acceptable for high quality tests 
on materials such as rocks, ceramics, concrete, etc. However, these materials 
are quite stable in typical test environments, in contrast to ice, which is 
usually tested at very high homologous temperatures. 

When ice is tested at temperatures above -lSoC or so, it seems to be 
extremely difficult to obtain valid results with the conventional uniaxial 
compression test, even when great care is exercised. Hawkes and Mellor (1972) 
took exaggerated care in preparing and testing right circular cylinders, 
but at high loading rates they were unable to achieve strength values that 
approached those measured on specially designed dumbbell specimens. 

In cold regions field work, test quality is often below the standards 
that are attainable in a research laboratory, so that it may be unrealistic 
to seek a solution in very rigorous quality control. The potential laboratory 
alternative of using precisely formed dumbbell specimens may also be 
impractical for field operations, especially when tests have to be made on 
broken material obtained by inexpert core drilling. An attempt has therefore 
been made to develop a new technique that is capable of giving accurate 
results with simple equipment. 

The ideal way to load a uniaxial compression specimen would be to 
apply hydrostatic pressure to the ends, using a fluid that is incapable of 
transmitting shear stress. This does not appear to be practicable, but 
there are possibilities for use of compliant solids. The objective is to apply 
axial normal force through a deformable material that conforms to the shape 
of the specimen end plane, while at the same time avoiding any significant 
radial stresses. 
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Theoretically, the required result could be obtained by pressing the 
specimen between platens that have a lower modulus than the specimen, but 
which undergo radial strain that is exactly equal to that of the specimen. 
The condition for equality of radial strain is that Young's modulus divided 
by Poisson's ratio should have the same value for both specimen and platen 
materials. Thus, if the platen is to have a modulus significantly lower than 
the specimen, it will also need to have a Poisson's ratio that is proportionately 
low, and this does not seem to be a practical proposition. 

A more reasonable alternative is to use a low modulus solid that is 
laterally confined to prevent gross radial deformation. This approach was 
pioneered by Kartashov et al. (1970), who made a compliant platen for rock 
testing by inserting a low modulus plug into an open-ended steel cylinder and 
pre-loading it be means of a screw-in steel plug. Using this kind of platen, 
it was found that apparent strength did not vary with the length/diameter 
ratio of the specimen over a range of approximately 0.5 to 3 (Fig. 1). 

In adapting this technique to ice-testing, a low modulus plug was 
cast inside an aluminum cylinder (Fig. 2). To prevent extrusion of the 
insert, the inside diameter of the confining cylinder was slightly greater 
(of the order of 0.1 mm) than the diameter of the test specimen at failure 
(allowing for radial strain). The insert itself was a cast urethane 
(Flexane 94) that is similar in mechanical properties to hard rubber. The 
surface of the insert was faced-off in a lathe with a sharp tool to ensure 
that it was plane and normal to the axis of the confining cylinder. 

This first version of the cast platen had some shortcomings, chiefly 
air bubbles in the urethane and a tendency for the urethane to pull away 
from the aluminum due to differential thermal strain at low temperatures. 
Nevertheless, it was put through a series of evaluation tests by D. Haynes 
of USACRREL. 

The first trial was a length/diameter (L/D) experiment, in which 2.7 in. 
(70 mm) diameter cylinders of bubbly polycrystalline ice were tested at a 
temperature of +15 0 F (-9.50 C) with a displacement rate of 100 in./min 
(42 mm/sec). A total of 21 specimens were tested at L/D ratios from 0.74 to 
2.5, and there was no detectable dependence of strength on L/D within this 
range. 

For the second trial, 2.7 in. (70 mm) diameter specimens of bubbly 
polycrystalline ice with L/D = 2.35 were tested at a temperature of +15 0 F 
(-9.5 0 C) and at a displacement rate of 10 in./min (4.2 mm/sec). Half of the 
specimens were tested by the conventional method, using steel platens, while 
the other half were tested by the new method, using compliant platens. Within 
each of these groups there was further subdivision, half of the specimens 
having their ends prepared by careful lapping, and the other half having 
their ends left rough after sawing. All specimens tested by the new method 
gave consistent and plausible values for strength, while the specimens tested 
between steel platens gave erratic and dubious results, showing clearly the 
trend of error introduced by poor end preparation (Fig. 3). 

Compliant platens for the testing of both cylindrical and prismatic 
specimens were then made by R. M. W. Frederking and his associates at the 
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National Research Council of Canda. Improved techniques for casting the 
urethane were developed, but the Canadian group also experienced the 
problem of separation between the urethane and the confining frame due 
to differential thermal strain at low temperature. So far, evaluation 
tests at Ottawa have been made at rather low strain rates (7 x 10-5 sec-I) 
because of machine limitations, and this has introduced certain complications 
(strength is significantly dependent upon strain rate in this range, and 
platen compliance will have to be taken into account) . However, first 
indications are that the compliant platens perform effectively. 

It appears that compliant platens offer a means of making reliable 
strength measurements where high-quality end preparation is not feasible, 
and they permit the use of short specimens, thus allowing more effective 
and economical use of hard-won core samples. 

Further evaluation tests are needed, and the method of making compliant 
platens has to be refined. In particular, bubble-free insert material has 
to be produced, and the confining frame has to pre-strain the insert so as 
to prevent separation at low temperatures. Provision for a properly designed 
spherical seat should also be made on the upper platen. If strains or strain
rates are to be measured or controlled, a displacement transducer should be 
fitted directly to the test specimen in order to obviate problems arising 
from deformations within the platens. 

Various Methods for Preparation of Ice Samples 
for Testing in Compression 

Testing method 

Method of preparation Conventional New 


of the specimen (with frictional (with constrained 

end effects) rubber end caps) 


1. 	 Facing off by a lathe additional finishing fuLly satisfactory 
usually necessary 

2. 	 End milling satisfactory satisfactory but not 
even necessary 

3. 	 Mitre sawing further finishing always further finishing 
necessary (lapping, might be necessary 
milling, etc.) 

4. 	 Cut-off wheel further finishing usually probably adequate 
necessary(lapping,milling) 

5. 	 Lapping recommended after rough recommended after 
cutting by 3) and 4), preparation by 3) and 4) 
especially for field tests; 
preferable against melting 
method 

6. 	 Melting after preparation by 3) after preparation by 
and 4), possible method 3) and 4), possible 
under field conditions; method under field 
not recommended for lab conditions, not recom
tests. Dif~icul~i~S have mended for lab tests 
been e~erlence ln
obtaining satls actory
results with this method. 
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5) Preparation of specimen for tension tests 

Uniaxial tensile strength can only be determined unambiguously by 
direct tension tests. Any substitute indirect tests like ring tensile, 
brazil or beam tests induce complicated stress states within the sample 
and stress-strain relationships have to be assumed in calculating the test 
results. 

Perhaps the most prom1s1ng method used so far has involved dumbbell 
specimens frozen into metal end caps, with close tolerances on alignment 
and concentricity. The diameter of the testing section should be half the 
diameter of the core. For more information on tensile strength tests with 
dumbbell specimens, see Dykins (1970) and Hawkes and Mellor (1970, 1972). 

This method can produce excellent results in the laboratory but under 
field conditions it is necessary to develop equipment for forming the dumbbell 
specimen. 

6) Testing Facility 

Since the mechanical properties of ice, especially the compressive 
strength, are highly temperature and strain rate dependent, laboratory 
tests should be performed under controlled temperature conditions and the 
testing machine should provide a strain rate control system in which an 
extensiometer attached to the specimen regulates the plate velocity in such 
a way that the strain rate is constant (closed loop testing machine). The 
laboratory testing machine should allow strength measurements over a range 
of strain rates from E = 10-5 to 10-1 sec-I. The applied load should be 
measured by a load cell of adequa te capacity in order to provide sufficient 
resolution of the result. 

Main parts of the field test equipment should be: 

1. Portable testing machine including constrained rubber heads 
(compliant platens). 

2. Temperature controlled freezer for storage. 

3. Sample preparation tools (see table on page 10). 

4. Instruments for crystallographic investigation (see Section 11.2,3). 

5. Equipment for measuring density and salinity. 
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Since it would be too laborious and time-consuming to run compression 
tests over a wide range of temperatures, strain rates, and sample sizes , 
these parameters have to be examined in special laboratory tests in order 
to provide the field experimenter with reference curves. 

In this case only a few tests are necessary to characterize the 
mechanical properties of ice at test sites in the field. This also allows 
simplification of the field testing machine, and permits lightweight 
construction (weight low enough for transportation by man). The required 
capacity, the range of speed and the accuracy will be determined as the 
special laboratory tests for developing the design curves proceed. Con
tacts with various manufacturers of testing machines have already been 
made. 

7) Test conditions 

During the period of the test there shall be no spatial or temporal 
variation in the temperature of the specimen. The specimen's temperature 
shall be measured and recorded. Required precision of temperature measure
ment may vary with the temperature range, e.g. ± O.SoC below -lOoC, and 
possibly within O.loC at temperatures close to the melting point. 

The testing performance in respect to strain rate, sample shape 
and size should be uniform. The load direction versus crystal orientation 
or direction of growth must be recorded. Recommendations on specific 
standards will be elaborated as the reference curves for the strength-strain 
rate relationship and the convertibility between different shapes proceed. 

8) Future work 

The development of uniform testing methods in ice is just at the 
beginning. This first proposal will be revised and extended as future work 
on this matter continues. 

While the development of reference curves for the effect of strain
rate, temperatures, dldcr ratio, and the shape for compression and tension 
tests are in progress, the Task Group will continue its work on recommendations 
for measurements of modulus data, friction parameters, and of strength and 
deformation in biaxial and triaxial stress fields. The development of 
uniform procedures in the use of new methods of measuring mechanical 
properties with the help of seismoacoustic methods are further goals. 

Dykins, USA Mellor, USA 
Frederking, Canada Petrov, USSR 
Gavrilo, USSR Schwarz, Federa Republic 
Hirayama, Japan of Germany, Chairman 

Tryde, Denmark 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 
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International Symposium on I~e Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

APPENDI,X C 

General Meeting 

O. Starosolszky 

Distinguished Participants! 

In the life of our Committee it is customary that the chairman of the 
Committee inform the Participants at the end of Symposia about the discussions 
held and decisions taken at the Committee Meetings. 

During this general meeting the members of the Association compose 
the Section of the Ice and can express their views concerning the past 
activities and the future plans of the Committee. 

Because not everybody among the participants is informed about our 
Association, may I call to your attention that the International Association 
for Hydraulic Research, established in 1935, is a non-governmental technical
scientific organization having corporate members (institutes) and individual 
members. (The number of the individual members is roughly 2500.) The yearly 
individual membership fee is about 20 dollars, which covers the subscription 
of the Hydraulic Research Journal, as well. The Association works mainly 
through the Committees, one of them is ours, devoted to ice problems. The 
Association is governed by a Council. 

We would welcome all the specialists interested in our Association 
and simultaneously in our Committee. Kindly contact in this matter 
Dr. Ashton or Mr. Frankenstein, or in Canada, Dr. Frederking. 

The Committee has decided to distribute the Minutes of our meetings 
for your better information. I do not intend to repeat these, but I wish 
to pick out some topics. 

The most important is the formation of the Task Force Groups. 

Besides the continuation of the Task Force Group on Physical and 
Mechanical Properties of Ice, two additional Task Force Groups have been 
formed: 

One, headed by Mr. Frankenstein, for clarifying ice jamming phenomena, 

Another, headed by Dr. Carstens, for studying the effects of ice on 
structures. 
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We wish to prepare state-of-art reports on selected topics and we 
are awaiting volunteers who will prepare draft reports. I would be pleased 
to get offers from the audience concerning participation in a survey on 
thermal aspects of ice formation and decay. 

The other item is the next symposium; we have already accepted the 
invitation from Sweden for 1978. 

The subjects to be dealt with are included in the Minutes, and cover 
several problems of ice engineering. 

Before closing the work of our symposium, I have to say many thanks 
on one hand to the Organizing Committee, headed by Mr. Frankenstein, his 
collaborators and especially to his family assisting him in his tedious job, 
to Colonel Crosby for hosting; on the other hand to the session chairmen, 
to the invited lecturers, to the authors of the papers presented, and to the 
participants. 

I think we can be satisfied, our Symposium was successful. The vivid 
discussions and the flexible organizations of the session made it possible to 
exchange a vast amount of information. 

On behalf of the Ice Committee, let me wish all of you a pleasant 
journey both for the study-tour and in your trip home. 

Obtaining so-so many impulses, we never shall forget the wonderful 
town of Hanover, the marvelous land of New Hampshire and the hospitality of 
our hosts! 

See-you-again in Sweden! Good by! 
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International Association of Hydraulic Research (IAHR) 

Committee on Ice Problems 


International Symposium on I~e Problems 

18-21 August 1975 


Hanover, New Hampshire 

APPENDIX D 

Report of Organizing Committee 

G. E. Frankenstein, Chairman 

The committee on ice problems of the IAHR had two business meetings 
during the symposium. The president has summarized the results of these 
meetings in his opening and cloSing addresses. 

The organizing committee consisted of many individuals of the CRREL 
laboratory, especially Mr. S. DenHartog. Mr. R. MacMillen of Dartmouth 
College provided invaluable assistance in preparation and conducting the 
symposium. Many thanks to them all, but in particular the latter two. 

The organlzlng committee would also like to thank the four invited 
speakers. Their lectures were well received and covered the symposium 
themes very well. No conference could have had better guest lecturers. 

I appreciate the contributions from the authors. The papers were 
generally very good. Any formal discussions follow the papers in these 
proceedings. 

Last, but not least, I would like to thank all of the participants. 
Without you there could not have been a conference. 

In cloSing, I would like to offer my assistance to the Swedish 
Organizing Committee and lots of good luck! 
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RIVER AND LAKE ICE 
TERMINOLOGY 
(in English) 
prepared by 
H. Kivisild 

English 

agglomerate (ice) 


anchor ice 


anchor ice dam 


bare ice 


beginning of break

up 

beginning of freeze

up 

border ice (shore 

ice) 

black ice 


brackish ice 

brash ice 


break-up 

break-up date 


break-up period 


candle ice 


channel lead 

columnar ice 

compacted ice 

concentration 

concentration 
boundary 

consolidated ice 
cover 

APPENDIX E 

TERMINOLOGIE DE LA 

GLACE DE LAC ET DE 


RIVIERE 

(enJraI)~ais) 
prepare par 

M. Drouin, D.Sc. 
B. Michel, Dr.-Ing. 

Fran~ais 

glace agglomeree 

glace de fond 

seuil de glace 

glace vive 
debut de la de
b~cle 

debut de la prise 
des glaces 
glace de rive 

glace noire 
glace saum~tre 
brash 

deb~cle 

date de la de
b~cle 

periode de la de
b~cle 

glace en chandel
les 
chenal 

glace columnaire 

glace compactee 

concentration 

frontiere de 
concentration 

couverture de 
glace soudee 
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TEPMViHOflOiVifl 

03EPHOiO H PEYHOiO 


flb,ll,A 

(Ha PYCCKOM) 

n0,L1rOTOBn8Ha 


B. 5anaHI1Hb1M. K.T.H. 
A. n8XOBI1Y8M. K.T.H. 

P. ,ll,oHY8HKO. K.T.H. 
Vi. COKonoB~M. K.T.H. 

PYCCKI1H 

CM8p3WI18CA n8,L1AH~8 

o6pa30BaHI1R 

,L10HHbIH ne,L1 

CKOnneHI1R ,L10HHOro 
nb,L1a 

6eCCHeltiHblH n8,L1 

HayanO BCKPblTI1A 

HayanO ne,L10CTaBa 

3a6 ep 8rl1 

np03paYHblH ne,L1 

conOHOBaTblH n8,L1 

ne,L1AHaR Kawa 
(6I1TbIH ne,L1) 

8CKPblTI18 

nepl10,L1 BCKPblTI1R 

ocna6neHH~H I1rOnbYa
TblH n 8,L1 

npOMOKa 

cTon6yaT~H ne,L1 

CnnOY8HHblH n8,L1 

6annbHOCTb nb,L1a 

rpaHI1~~ nb,L1a pa3nl1Y
HOH 6annbHOCTI1 

n8,L1RHOH nOKpOB 113 
CMep3WI1XCA nb,L1I1H 



English 

corn snow ice 

crack 
deformed ice 

dendrites 

diffuse ice edge 

drifting ice 

dry crack 

duration of ice 
cover 

dynamic ice pres
sure 

fast ice 

floating ice 

floe 

flooded ice 

fracture 

fracture zone 

fracturing 

frazil 
freshwater ice 

floc 

frazil shush 

freeze-up period 

frost smoke 

frozen frazil slush 

granular ice 

grounded ice 

glare ice 

hanging (ice) dam 

Fransais 

glace de neige 
pourrie 

fissure 
glace deformee 

dendrites 

front diffus des 
glaces 

glace a la derive 

fissure seche 

duree de la couver
ture de glace 

poussee dynamique 
des glaces 

banquise c8tiere 

glace flottante 

gla~on 

glace inondee 

fracture 

zone de fracture 

par rupture 

frasil 
glace d'eau douce 

flocon 

slush de frasil 

periode de la 
prise des glaces 

brume d'evapora
tion 

glace de frasil 

glace granulaire 

glace echouee 

glace reflechi
ssante 

barrage suspendu 
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PYCCKI1i1 

ocna6neHH~i1 cHe~H~i1 

ne,J4 

Tpel1.\I1Ha 

,J4e¢OpMl1pOSaHH~i1 ne,J4 

,J4eH,J4pI1Tbl 

KpOMKa pa3pe~eHHoro 

nb,J4a 

,J4pei1¢YHJl1.\I1i1 ne,J4 

cyxaA Tpel1.\I1Ha 

,J4nl1TenbHOCTb ne,J40
CTasa 

,J4I1HaMl1yeCKOe ,J4asne
Hl1e nb,J4a 

3a6eper 

nnasYYHi1 ne,[\ 

nb,[\I1Ha 

3aTonnsHHbli1 ne,[\ 

pa3s0,[\be, pa3p~s, 

Tp el1.\11 H a 

30Ha pa3S0,J411i1 
(Tpel1.\I1H) 


S3 nOM nb,[\a 


wyra 


npecHoso,[\Hbli1 ne,[\ 


xnonbA wyrl1 


CKOnneHl1e wyrl1 no,[\ 

ne,[\AHbiM nOKpOSOM 


nepl1o,[\ ne,[\OCTasa 


MOP03Hbli1 TyMaH 


wyrosoi1 ne,[\ 

rpaHYnl1pOSaHH~i1 ne,J4 

ne,J4 Ha Menl1 

3epKanbHbli1 ne,[\ 

3a~op 



"fnglish 

hinge crack 

hurrnnocked ice 

hunnnock 

hummocking 

ice boom 

ice bridge 

ice clearing 

ice cover 

ice cover progres
sion 

ice crossing 

ice edge 

ice field 

ice foot 

ice-free 

ice grain 

ice gorge 

ice jam 

ice jamming 

ice ledge 

ice needle 

ice piling 

ice pot hole 

ice push 

ice rind 

ice run 

ice sheet 

ice shove 

ice twitch 

Fran~ais 

fissure en charniere 

glace hurrnnockee 

hurrnnock 

hurnmockage 

estacade a glace 

pont de glace 

degagement des 
glaces 

couverture de glace 

progression de la 
couverture de glace 

traverse de glace 

front de glace 

champ de glace 

banquette cBtiere 

libre de glace 

grain de glace 

gorge de glace 

emb~cle 

blocage des glaces 
bordure de glace 

aiguilie de glace 

empilement de 
glace 
marmite de glace 

~ 

poussee des glaces 

glace en feuille 

descente des glaces 

nappe de glace 

glissement de glace 

detachement saccade 
de glace 
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PYCCHI-1f1 

Tp8~I-1Ha. o6ycnoBn8H
HaR 1-13M8H8HI-18M ypOBHR 
BO,LIbl 

TOPOCI-1CTblf1 n8,L1 

TOpOC 

TOPOW8HI-18 

3anaHb ,LInR y,LI8pmaHI-1R 
nb,LIa 

n8,L1RHaR n8p8M~YHa 

p a 3 B O,LI b 8 • non bl H b R • 
OYI-1~8HI-18 OTO nb,LIa 

n8,L1RH0f1 nOHpOB 

npO,LIBl-1m8Hl-18 n8,L1RH0f1 
HpOMHI-1 

n8,L1RHaR n8p8npaBa 

HpOMHa nb,LIa 

n8,L1RH08 non8 

nO,LIOWBa npl-1naR 

CBo60,LIH~f1 OTO n8,L1a 

38pHO nb,LIa 

npopaH B 3aTop8 

3aTOp 

3aTopoo6pa30BaHI-18 

OCTaTOYH~8 3a6ep8rl-1 

M8CTHaR npOMOI-1Ha 

nnaCTI-1HHa nb,LIa 

n8,L10XO,LI 

cnnOWHOf1 n8,L1RHOH nOH

pOB 

Ha,LIl-1r nb,LIa Ha 68p8r 



English 

ice wrinkle 

~c~ng (aufeis, sur
face ice, naled) 

insitu break-up 
lake ice 

lead 
new ice 

freeze-up date 

pancake ice 

polynya 
puddle 
rafted ice 

rafting 
ridge 

ridged ice 

ridging 
river ice 
rotten ice 
rough ice 

sea ice 
shale ice 
shear crack 

shearing 

shore lead 
shore depression 

sludge (shuga) 

skim ice 

slush ball 

slush ice run 

snow ice 

Fran~ais 

ride de glace 

glaciation (naleyd) 

deb~cle locale 

glace de lac 
chenal 
glace nouvelle 

date de la prise 
des glaces 

/\glace en crepes 
glace en assiettes 
polynya 
mare 
glace empilee 
empilement 

"crete 
Aglace en crete 

encr~tement 
glace de riviere 
glace pourrie 
glace rugueuse 
glace de mer 
glace en schiste 
fissure de cisail
lement 

cisaillement 

chenal de rive 
depression river
aine 
glace en bouillie 

glace primaire 

boule de slush 
descente de slush 

glace de neige 
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PYCCKI1H 

H88~COKaR n8~08aR 

rpR~a 

Han8~b 

M8CTHoe 8CKp~Tl1e 

o3epHbl~ ne~ 

npOTOKa 

MonoAo~ J1E1~ 

ne~OCTa8 

ClJ1I1H'-IaTbl~ neA 

non~HbR 

nylHa 

HacnoeHH~~ ne~ 

HaCJ10eHYle J1b~a 

rpR~a TOPOC08 

TOp 0 C 11 C T bl 'n e~ 

rpR~oo6pa308aHYle 

pe'-lHO~ ne~ 

"rHl1nO~" ne~ 

Hep08Hbl~ neA 

MOPCKOH J18~ 

CnOI1CT~~ ne~ 

C~8I1T J1bAa 

3aKpal1Ha 

nOH~lHeHl1e ne~RHoro 

nOKp08a y 6epera 

wyra 

cano 

KOM wyra 

wyroxo~ 

cHelHHbl~ ne~ 



English 

snow slush 
stationary ice 

stranded ice 

static ice pressure 

surface crack 

tabular ice 

thaw hole 

thermal crack 

through crack 

tide crack 

unconsolidated ice 
cover 

Fran~ais 

slush de neige 
glace stationnaire 

glace d'estran 

poussee statique 
des glaces 

fissure superfici 
elle 

glace tabulaire 

trous de fonte 

fissure thermique 

fissure complete a 
travers 
crevasse de maree 

couverture de glace 
non-soudee 
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PYCCKHf1 

cHefllypa 

HenO,I:\BHfIIHblf1 ne,I:\ 

ne,I:\ Ha 6epery 

CTaTHyeCKOe ,I:\aBne
HHe nb,I:\a 

nOBepXHOCTHaA Tpe
~HHa 

nnaCTHHyaTblf1 ne,I:\ 

npOTanHHa 

TepMHyeCKaA Tpe~HHa 

CKB03HaA Tpe~HHa 

npHnHBHaA Tpe~HHa 

nnaBalO~He ne,I:\AHble 
nonA 
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